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This study is an attempt to develop a Jungian aesthetic and apply it to
the work of Roland Poulin. Jung's aesthetic has not only been derived from
his direct writings about art and artists, but also from, the work of other
Jungians, and notable intellectuals and mystics. There has also been an
investigation into Jung's writings which indirectiy pertain to the aesthetic
question. Jung's psychology, and co~l~equentiy
his aesthetic, is informeci by a
teleologicai assumption embecided within it. Jung views innovative art as
archetypai compensation for individual and sucietal psychic imbalance. Art

functions as ontophany withiti a culture, and is intrinsically lînkeà ta
individuation. Roland Poulin has created a sacreci theater in which he
presents archetypal forms that depict his own individuation and compensate
for societal psychic imbalance by resacralizing the ferninine, the material, and
the demonic in an expanded manifestation of the Imgo Dei.
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THE INTRODUCTION
1intend to investigate the validity of the notion that the development

of a complete Jungian hermeneutic of art is dependent upon the realization
that Jung's aesthetic is a derivative of his underlying teleological premise
embedded in his psychological thought. Jung's teidogical assumption is that
humanity is working progressively towards the resolution of its own, and

therefore divinity's, self contradictions in the interest of obtaining psychic
balance, wholeness, and growth. In this respect, Jung regards visionary and
extroverted art as a form of art that can be considemi as compensatory for a
state of truncated consciousness in an individuai. This position parallels
Jung's underlying theological premise that a Trinitarian m d e l of divinity
rnust cede to a quaternitarian mode1 in the interest of collective psychic

wholeness and well being.
Within this context the artist (visionazy and extroverted) attempts to
address and meet the psychological needs of humanity by emphasizing
humanity's endeavor to resolve its own, and therefore divinity's (as the

Imago Dei),self contradictions in his or her art The artist petforms the duai
tasks of prophet and priest by artisticaliy manifesthg the self contradictions of
humanity and its possible reconciliation in plastic or poetic form. The artist

can be regarded as a vehicle through which humanity, and therefore divinity,

as an image of the seif, becornes conscious of its cornmon self contradictions
and complete in a proces of mutuai redemption as the opposites or
contradictions are reconciied in the psyche. The reconciiiation of
contradictions in the psyche is facilitated by artistic enterprise. hovative
artistic activity can therefore be understood as the rnaniféstation of archetypai

images that compensate for psychic imbalance while facilitating psychic
growth.
If our epoch is characterized by the advent of an emerging

quatemitarian paradigm we shouid therefore expect to see the manifestation
of its attributes in art. Accordhg to Jungian theory, such a manifestation
should place a renewed emphasis upon the ferninine, the demonic, and the
material. There will be an examination into the work of Roland Pouiin, a
prominent contemporary d p t o r , in otder to investigate whether there is
any evidence for the emergence of a compensatory archetypai image
indicative of the transition to a quaternitarian paradigm within human
consciousness.
Chapter One ; The Development Of A Iungian Aesthetic

In this chapter, there will be a discussion pertaining to Jung's conœpt

of the archetype, and attempt to distinguish between archetype and archetypa1
image. 1will discuss the common fallacy of equating past assimilateci

archetypai images with emerging compensatory archetypai images and
therefore distinguish between the two. In the remainder of this section 1
intend to expose what Jung has directly written about art. In partidar, Jung
has differentiatedbetween two types of artists and two types of art (canonical

and innovative). Junghas also written on the work of James Joyœ and Pablo
Picasso, and this wiii be discussed. The distinction between the canonical and
the innovative artist wiii be investigated, as weli as Erich Neumann's

elabration of it, and Martin Heidegger's mrrespndence in tenns of his
distinction between 'great art' and 'equipment'. The major goal in this

chapter is to establish a distinction between canonical art and innovative or

compensatory art so that we cm subsequently focus on art that is

in this chapter 1wish to establish how Jung'saesthetic (art as arehetypal
compensation) is integrated with his teledogicai account of the dwelopment
and progression of human consciousness towards psychic wholeness and
balance. 1 will investigate Jung's teleology which is evident in his discussion

of "the problem of the fourth" in his book Psychology and Religion (CW11).
In an attempt to articulate Jung's teleological premise 1intend to investigate

the mystical p d e n t s and influences of Meister Eckhart and Jacob Boehme

upon the development of a Jungianaesthetic and teleology. The mystical
experiences and writings of Jacob Boehme in the early seventeenth century

contribute to the development of Car1 Jung'spsychologicd thought, and have
implications towards the establishment of a Jungianaesthetic. Boehme's

mystiâsm contains an eschatological/tdeological framework which gives
hurnanity, and its temporal material existence, an inaead importance in
the cosmic process. Humanity is seen as the "sole theatre in which divinity

itself is being progreçsively realized" (Dourley, "Jacob Boehme and Paul

T i c h on Trinity and G d 429). As a result, Jung understands that the
mutual redemption of divinity and humanity resb an humanity's ability to
becorne individuated through a teconciliation of opposites within the self.
Artistic enterprise within this con-

resembles aichemical endeavor because!

it can be regarded as directed towards individuation. Art objects can be

interpreted as a manifestation of the individuation pnwiess where o p p i t e s

can b e a n e reconciled, or where individual and coilective psychic
imbalances can be addresseci and compensated for in plastic or pœtic form.
Chapter Thtee: Jung's Critique Of Modernity; Art And The R e c o z q ûf

.

Depfh

In this section, 1intend to demanstrate that the psychological

-

conditions within Modernity Post-Modemity invite the permeation of a
compensatory archetype into individual and coliective consciousness. In our
epoch, secular rationalism combined with orthodox restrictions on
immanent religious experience contribute to a truncated psychic condition in

which people are severed from theh unconscious depths. Car1 Jung indicated
that the mliective unconsdous will compensate for a milieu which is

psychically unbalanceci by bringing forth some type of unusual manifestation
into consaousness. Such a manifestation results from archetypal projection
within the coliective unconscious. Jung's concept of the advent of a new

archetypai constellation appears to resernble Paul Tillich's notion that
theonomy unites reason with ik depth in the occurrence of revelation or

myth. 1wouid like to investigate the correspondence between Tillich's notion
of a theonomy with Jung's archetypal theory, because it has the potential to
articulate and support the position that art can h c t i o n as ontophany during
the onset of new myth.
Chapter Four Art As Ontophany In The Transition To A Quaternitarian
Paradigm; A Jungian Interprefation Of 7'he Work Of Roland Poulin.

In this chapter there will be an interpretation of the work of Roland
Poulin. Poulin's art making history will be reviewed, as well as key shifts that
have taken place in the evolution of his work. Here, there will be a discussion
of how Poulin has aeated a sense of sacreci t h e and space within his work, as

w d as the manifestation of an archetypai content within it. There will be a
discussion of Minimalism, an artistic tradition which has had a significant
infiuence on Poulin's practice, and Poulin's gradua1 emergenœ from such a
tradition will be addressed. Poulin's emergence from Minimalism and his
subversion of many of its tenets appears to coincide with Jung and

Neumann's view that an innovative artist ernerges from a canonical practice
and subsequently expresses his or her own individuation through his or her
unique art. Poulin's work will be archetypally and aichemically interpreted

in regard to its symbolic content. It will aiso become evident that Poulin has
created a place or theater, in which the beholder can eXpenence the sa&

and

participate in the divine drama. Fiy,there will be a discussion pertaining
to the metaphysic embedded in Poulin's work.

CHMïER ONE.THE DEVEI,OPMENT OF A JUNGIANAESTHETIC

Introduction: lung 's Aesthetic
It is my intention in this chapter to examine what Car1 Jung and fellow
Jungians have directiy and indirectly written about art. Jung has stated that
the inquiry into the nature of art is an aesthetic question and can not be
answered from a purely psychological perspective (CW15par. 65). Yet, it
seems that throughout Jung's writings the temtory of the autonomous
Wpiines of aesthetics, psychology, and religion become mingled and

blurred. Jung's aesthetic is commonly understood as king rooted in his
archetypal tfieory of the unconsaous.
However, Joseph Henderson has argueci that Jung's position regarding
artistic enterprise evolved from his initiai position of art as a defense
mechanism, seen as extroverted and introverted self divë~tihire,to that of
giving expression to the contents of the collective unconsaous ("The Artist's

Relation to the Unconsaous" 309).
Susan Thackrey has stated that the real key to understanding Jung's
view of art e s t s in his alchernical work, such as Mysterium Coniunctionis,

where Jung equates the desired product of alchemy, the philosopher's StoMf
with psychic wholeness or individuation CThacktey 73 -74). As wili be
discussed in the second chapter, the alchemists were invoved in a

manipulation of material substances which in Jung's view had psychological
significance. Psychologicaily und&,

th& endeavor was directeci at

resolving the confiicting opposites inherent within themselves. Thackrey
appears to be suggesting that this psychoiogical dimension in alchemy is
pertinent to Jung's understanding of the artistic proœss, and consequently
cruaai to his view of art.

This position connus with Erich Neumann's position. Neumann in
his book, Art and The Craatiw Uncotiscim, describes the process of artistic
maturation as evolving h m an nrtist's initiation into canonicai practice, to
compensation for the canon, to artistic individuation where the art reaches a
level of essence or timelessness independent of epoch limitations (91-105). In
this later stage of artistic maturation, the artist synthesizes the opposites
inherent in him or herself and becomes individuated. Here, the artist aeates
art that is a unique expression of him or herseIf, and in some instances this
art becomes timeless.
It is my intention to establish a cohesive Jungian aesthetic by building
upon the work of these scholars and btinging together what Junghas written
about art and the artist. In order to acmmplish this task one needs to survey
the prolific work of Jung. In this chapter, 1therefore intend to examine
several volumes of Jung's coliective works containhg numerous essays on
the topic. The most pertinent works are; Jung's volume fifteen The Spirit in

Man, Art, and Litmature, volume six, Psychological Types, and volume nine,
The Archetypes and the Collectim Unconscious.
The major goals of this chapter are b investigate the various
distinctions that Jung has made between two types of artistic proases, to
introduce and define Jungian terminology, and ho investigate Jung's

~~nmentary
on two ofthe most prominent artists (visual artists and writers
wili be refered to as artists in this text) wi-

Mudernity, Iames Joyœ and

Pablo Picasso. W e doing this I will put forth the argument that from a

Jungianperspective, visionary art is attriiutable to archetypai compensation
for o d e c i psychic imbalance and is hdamentaiiy linked b the process of

individuation, and consequently to the development of the self and therefore
to the evolution of the God image (Imago Dai. However, this argument will
receive its greatest emphasis within the second chapter.

Historically, aesthetic thmry and art practice have procleeded hand in
hand. For example, many artists today mnsult the material from the
relatively new discipline, culturai studies, to inform their practice and
e o n v d y , many students of culhual studies are inspired by contemporary

art. Today, many artists are inspired by the writings of James Ciifford, Trinh T.

M . - h a , Theodor Adorno, Michel Foucault, Julia Kristeva, and Griselda

Poiiock, etc. Many artists within Post-modernity are also in dialogue with the
text. HoweverBthis dialogue with the text is not a new phenornenon

exclusive to our contemporary era. This wiii te W e r addressed in the

discussion pertaining to the reciprocity between practice and theory.
There are also a number of artists, usuaiiy working in the plastic

mediums like painting and sculpture, who sense an affinity, or did sense an
âffinity, with Jungian thought or at least stress the importance of the

numinous or unconscious within their practice. Such artists inciude Joseph

Beuys, Roland Pouün, Anselm Kiefer, Antonio Tapies, Piet Mondrian, Louise

Bourgeois,Hermann Nitsch, Paul Klee, Jackson POU& Max Ernst, Catherine
Everett, etc. Anida Jaffe in her essay, "Symbolisrnin the Via1 Arts,'' ates
Paul Klee:

It is the artist's mission to penetrate as f ; as
~ may be toward that geqet

.

grounô where primaibw feeds p w t h ..My hand is entirely the instrument
of a more distant sphere. Nor Is it my kdthat functions in my work; it is
something else. . (263).

.

Although many artists identify with the artistic proœss refend to as
unconscious, numinous, or irrational the* exists no exhaustive formulation
of such an approach within current scholarship. However, in Mdemity
there a&t numerous essays and manifesta on the subject by artists such as

Wassily Kandinsky, Piet Mondrian, Franz WC,
and Paul-Emile brduas etc.
In fact, Kandinsky even titled one of his books Concming the Spiritual in

-

Art. The non existence of a comprehensive contemporary formation of a

nwninous approach is partîy attributable to the fact that such an approach is
considered as the approach of the minority, and as such becomes secondary to
the predominant approach, which is a synthesis of neo-Freudian, Marxist,
and linguistic structuralism. The development of a Jungian, neo-Jungian, or
numinous approach is also ideologicaiiy suspect in this pst-modem milieu
due to concerns about its meta-narrative appearance (structuraiist) in a antimeta narrative climate (pst-structuralist), and the perceiveci soci~cultural
consequences of archetypai th-

as articulateci by Naomi Goldenberg ("A

Feminist Critique of Jung " 108) and Denaris Wehr (112). This will be
addressed later when we discuss the nature of archetype and archetypal
image.
At this point it is important to briefly discuss the historical importance
of the reciprocity between pradia and theory. 1wiü alao trace rome aspects of
the evolution of the predominant art paradigm because it is pertinent to bot.
the articulation of a Jungianhermeneutic and its application and relevance to
contemporary art th-.

The Reciprocity Between Practice and T I r q
It seems that artists are commonly found to be the bedfeilows of

theoretîâans. Historicaily there oftenexists a f e c i p d reiationship between
artistic practice and aesthetic thmry. In the Renaissance, artists justifiecl

painting as art by apppriating the use of ailegay from Ciassicai and Biblicai

literature in order to present their vocation as a valid iiberal art. This
coincided with Alberti's treatise on painting which stressed the siffülarities
betweén painting and poetry. In the later days of modernity, many artists

aiigned their practice with Greenbwg'spurist, and brmaiist theory. In any
epoch the same ideological and epistemdogicd postulates are usually

manifesteci in the worlcs of theoretiuans and pradtioners aiilce. This is a

refiection of the Za'tgeist, or spirit of the time, which contains ontology,
ideolqgy, and 4pistémh. The épistéme is the struehire that detemines

discourses. It is the pund, the historical a priori on which ideas corne to be,
or appear. It is the point from which knowledge and theory are p i b l e
(Olivier Asselin, Art and Criticism lecture 1993).

In hi@ Modefnity or Postmodemity many theofists and artists kgan
to recognize the limitations and prejudice of the modernist Weltanschauung

and its aesthetic expression. Many presuppositions within modemity were

seen as king the last vestiges of a patnarchal Jewish-CMstiangrand
narrative, which had implications for both &tic

expression and social

behaoior. Paul-Emile Botduas' automatiste manifesta, '%dus giobal,"can be

seen as a protest against the candcai power of the Catholic church in Quebec
society. The atrocities of the Mt and second world wars had also resuiteà in

the questionhg and subsequent undermining of the modernist b u r s e s of

utopian progress. in fact, the historicai reality of the two world wars where
Christian nations fought other Christian nations was not the expeckd

escha~ogicalbeginning of the last œntury of the rnillennium. As a result,

Western humanity not only lost its fait. and confidence in the wholiy other
god, but also in its progress based, meta-narrative teleologicai discourses. As a

consequene this produceci what is frequently referred to as the crisis of
Modemity, which in Kuhnian terms can be referred to as a paradigm crisis

(Kuhn 77).A paradigm is an accepteci mode1 or pattern that is more successful
than its cornpetitors in explaining a set of phenornena or acquiring new

knowledge, (Kuhn 23). It is a coherent synthesis of theory which functians to

open up a field of research by postulating new questions.
Cwentiy, the rnost prominent aesthetic paradigm consists of a Marxist
and neFreudian synthesis notoriously known to b t h practitioners and

theoretiaans as the paradigxn of the "ûther". This term, "Other", refers to
those members of collective hurnanity that have been marginalized and

oppressai by Western patriarchal colonial discourses and practices, The
advent of this paradigm is partiy attributable to the Marxist and Freudian
undermining of the Kantian notion of taste (as a function of disinterestd
pleasure) and the concept of genius as a prerequisite for art making. Kant in
his Critique of ludgment States: "For estimating beautiful objects, as such,
what is required is taste; but for fine art, i.e. the production of such objects,
one needs genius"(CJ48).
Madsts like Bourdieu and Vaquez reject the notion of pure taste.
Taste is conditioned by social class, origin, and ducational background. 'Taste

classifies, and it classifies the classifier" (Bourdieu1).in the Marxïst view not

only is the nature of humanity constiucteà and detennined by socioeconomic historical factors, but aU aesthetic judgments are therefore
determined by the beholder's social and economic position within society. If
aesthetic choices are seen as conditioned, then it follows that they do not
result from disinteresteci pleasure. in the Marxist view only interested
pleasure exists. Bourdieu states:
nie pure gaze is a historieal invention iinked to the emergence of an
autonomous fieid of artistic production, that is, a field capabk of
Unposingiîs own ramison both the praiucblon and the umswnption
of iîs products. (3)

Kant's notion of @us,

which is viewed as a naturaUy endowed

attribute that belongs to the truiy creative person who can produce fine art,
and his concept of fine art possessing sou1 (CJ50) is challengeci by the Marxists

as well. It seems logicai to argue that since production of commodities
including fine art are d~temIined,exceptionai art in the Marxist view is
nothing more than an artist's attempt to gain distinction by appealing to the
dite tastes. Genius and artistic autonomy cm then in the Marxist view be
understood as mythologicai constructions which function to perpetuate a

Sigmund Freud's psyciimnaiytic conception of art as sublimation aiso
seems to function to dwalue the concept of genius and sou1 since artistic

mations can be seen as the manifest content of latent sexuai desires. Freud
states the foilowing in derence to Geonardo Da Vin&
We content ourseives by emphasîzing the fact, concerning whkh there is now
hardiy any doubt, that the productions of the arüst also give an outlet to his
satual desire. In the case of I#nrudo we can r e h b the information imparted
by Vasari that heads of iaughing women and pmtty boys, that is
reprewntations d senial ohm, attncted attention among his first utistic
efforts. (Laniard0 Du Vina 113).

In his boolr Leondo Da Vinci, Freud atgued that much of Leanardo's work
was a consequence of his inability to resolve his Oedipus Complex, and that
his originality was a derivative of tepression, fixation, and sublimation

defense mechanism. Moreover, in Freud's psychoanaiytic paradigm,

beholder pleasure or taste, is explained by the latent semial content within a
work of art. Therefore the beholder's pleasure is somewhat interesteci.
The notion that art production and consumption can be understood in

terms of sexuality and s o c i d h u a 1 determinants, and that notions of pure

taste and genius had a dubious existence seemed to engender a mandate for
the development of a discourse concerneci with iconic interpretation centered
on the understanding of a work in culture. A Wolfflinian intenial art history
concenieci with comparing art produai in a particular period and p r e
occupied with the evolution of style seemed to limit the pursuit of artistic

knowledge in light of possible Marxist and Psychoanaiytic contributions.
(Heinrich Woiffiin was a pioneer of modern art history. His internai art

history is often contrasteci with Erwin Panofsky's extenial art history). People
believed that an intenial art history had contributeci as much as it could, but
now it needed to be replaceci by a paradigm that focused on the significance of
a work in culture (a Panofskian approach). The endeavour to establish an
external art historical approach was furthered by the integration of

psychoanalysis with Mancism by the French p s y c h d y s t Jacques Lacan.
Lacan's synthesis of psychoanalysis, Marxism, and linguistic structural
theory produced the beginnings of a new paradigm which was taken up by

-

feminist and ûther based theomticians. Griselda Poliock comments on the
utility of such a paradigm:
Semiotic d y s i s , approackd thmugh development in theories of idecllogy

and i n f o r a d by analysesof the produetion and sexing of subjectivities in

The socidtural iconogaphic apptwch utiüzes Marxist and psychoanalytic
techniques to deconsüuct a work of art and thedore decode the nature of the

signifier to signified relationship.

The sociepoiitical signifieance of any piece of art is therefore made
d e n t and malleable through a deciphering of binary d e s . (These codes

signify who is king dominated or obpctified and who is objclctifying or
dominating. The d e s distinguish between that whieh is an object and

subject of the "gaze".) For instance the do-cultural critic of Delacroix's
Death of SardanaHus is not concemed with an analysis of the evolution of

Romantic Style, or Delacroix as a "greatman",or classical aiiegory, but in the
binary eoding that depicîs sublimated paüiarchal rnisogynous practias such

as the domination and control over the bodies of women (Nochiin 8). The
Deuith of Sardanapalus and David's Oath of the Horatii hction as simers

for perceiveci ferninirie inferiority, vuinerability, and availability.

Ingeniously, C d s t scholars have and are changing the d o t i c
relationship of these works. (Serniotics is a term used in linguistics for the
analysis of the relationship between the signifier and the si8"ified.) ManQst,

and psychoanalytic analysis afford feminists an opportunity to reconstruct the
iconography. These images are now perceiveci as icons of an insecure
maseulinity which has sublimated castration fears in the fonn of nllsogynist

i
m
a
m
.The changes in the chain of signifier to signifier and signifier to
sig"ned caused by an understanding of a work in culture now functions to

alter art historical discourse, behotder observation, and subsequent art
production.
The understanding of the wcbpoliticai significanœ of art and artifact,
and the consequences of readjusting the d o t i c relationship among
signifiers and the signified is weU appmiated by both practitioners and
theoretiaans. Currently, many artists and theoretiaans are in a miprocal
dialogue which is rooted in the sockuitural approach, which also has
semiotic and structural practical hpiications. For instance, Gerald

McMaster's exhibit, Samge Gmces

" R Pimages",
~
can be interpreted as the

visual counterpart of the concerns of cultural theorists like James Ciifford,

Virginia R. Dominguez, Trinh T. Minh-ha, and Michel Foucault.
Gerald McMaster in his exhibit Sawuge Graces "after imaga" is in

dialogue with Clifford's text. This c m be deduced from McMaster's attempt to
play with the dynarnics of Clifforci's zone system (the system of institutional
practices which classify art and artifact). In doing so, Gerald McMaster
addresses the mncerns of such cultural studies theoretidans as James Qifford,
Virginia R Dominquez, and Minha T. Trinh. These intellectuals took part in
a discussion pertaining to the politics of representation sponsored by the Dia
art fondation and occurring h m Febniary 10th to March 17th, 1987.
At the same tirne many of McMaster's pieces refiect his knowledge of

how the variability of a given signifier alkrs the structure of a given iconic

discourse. For example, McMaster in his exhibit has attempted to respond to
Clifford's caU to generate a greater historical seif-consaousness and awareness
in the display and beholding of non-Western objects. Since the West is seen,

by mntemporary cultural historhs, as approprîating the objects of other
cultures b assert its superiority over the other ,McMaster has reverseâ the

coiiecting and representational pracdces (i.e. he coiiects and displays Western

popular images of the Native; dolls, comics, sports jerseys, etc.). Thus, the rp
appropriation of these items alters the nature of the semiotic relationship and
gives the items additional significance. The miiection of these imnic items is
now viewed as the anthropophagous nature of Western white Society. It
seems that McMaster has taken Clifford's admonishment seriously and has

jostled the coiiecting practices of the westerna.

Feminist Concerns With Archetypal Theory: The ilifference Between The
Archetype And The Archetypal Image.
In the field of religious studies, many feminist scholars are conmeci

about the practical implications of theury, and therefore the signifier to
signifieci relationships that result from theoretical discourse and its
consequent impact upon identity and culture. In particular, many feminist
academio are attempting to secure a new epistemological ground which

allows women to determine and control their own identity and history.
Susan Lichtman has compiled a number of essays in her book the tifi Stages
qf Woninn's Heroic Jmrney in an attempt to discover an archetypai

-

experience of the ferninine which grounds women's history (xi xii). It

appears that many feminists like E.B. Taylor, Mariiyn French, mène Cixous
and Elinor Gadon, are investigating archaic matri-centric cultures in order to
find this grounding archetypal expeRence. Helene Cixous states:
For woman to have a future in modernscwiety, she must first have
a past that contains her own traditions, her own bWore, and her
own h m . With a sense of shared fernale culture, she can use the
signs, symbols, and imagesof woman that have e#saed for enhuies

tomovewithagieekr~enseofcOnfjderreandpapbse whilechanging
traditional attitudes toward every field of oeholarship. (3)

Cixous also suggests that fêminists muld use archetypa1 images for practid

ends. She writes:
To look at the d e d c p m t and we of a d w î p l images m myth
and literahueis ta see t h e ~ 6 f s m i a i h i s t o r y a n dsodal
conditionhg take place. With a Jungien tase and a cultural feminist
point of vkw, it becornes possiik b Unk Individual lemale
archetypai images into a multidimensional, moving portraya1 of
femaleexpenences. (5)

Other feminists argue that si8"ficant reevduations to Jungian theory

need to take place in order that JungianWry can becorne compatible with
feminist concem. Naomi R Goidenberg writes.
To Jungiansî k anirrra, the animus, and theh verbai hudmaidens
Ems and Logo5 aile atchetypes by definition, what is unchanging and
UnchangeaMe- This concept of archetype allows lungians Lice Erich
Neumann and Esther Harding to write studies on the "archetypai"
nature of rhe ferninine psyche which are based on theV subpcbive seiection
of myihologiai material to document preordained c o n c l w ~ .Feminist
scholars must examine the wry idea of archetype inJungianthought if
sexism is evet to be coRfronted at its base. CA FeisrinistCritiqueof Jung"108)

Demaris S. Wehr goes even farther suggesting that Jung's concept of
archetype should be deontologkd because she is afraid of the limitations and

perpetd reinforcement of obsolete social roles for women. She States
The central @lem is WCJungontologizes what is more accuately
and more wefuliy
as Jocially anwtnried d t y . Even though
Jungand Jungiairpat tima d e s u i i t
k ardietypeas simply a popensity
or a predispositionta act or UMge in a certain way, the category of
archetype is often used as a cakgctry of king iW. (Wehr 112)

The concept of archetype is central to both Jungianpsychoiogicai thought and
the extrapolation of a Jungian aesthetic There has been some confusion over

the cWerence between archetypes and th& manifestation, archetypa1 images.
This is partly attributable to the fact that Junghas not always been clear

on the distinction as his thinking and work evolved over the course of his
prolific Me.

-

nie primodial image, or archetype, is a figure be it a daemon,
ahw~nbeing,oraptoae~s-thoteonstantiyrieeusinthe~1)uiseof
history and appears whemm creative fantasy is k l y expffssed.
(Jung,CWlS p.
126)

Here it seems that the archetype is a tangible manifestationof something
timeless. However, in other texts Jungemphasizes the nwninous and
forrnlessness of the archetypes.

in the volume five of collecteci works, Symbols of transfmtion, Jung states:
Nor is it a question of inheriied ideas, but of a fundionai
disposition b pmduce the same or very similar, ideas. This
disposition 1 later cal1 the archetype. (Jung, CWS par. 154).

And, in volume eleven, he states:
The archetype an skh, as 1 have expiaid t?Iriewhe~#
is an
"irrepresmtable"factor, a "dispositionwwhich starts funcîioning
at a given moment in the dwelopment of the human minci and

....

arranges the maberid of cohsdwsness into definite patterns
wherever we find it, the archetype has a compeiiing force which
derives h m Iheuna)nsaoUS, and whenever ib effect beames

conscious it has a distmctly numinous q d t y . (Jung,CW11 par. 222)

Jung often uses the term primordial image as a synonym for archetype.
The inbom mide of acting has bngbeen knownas instincttand
for the inbom mode of psychic appiehension1have pmposed the
term archetype. ... What 1 understand by it [archetype] is identical
with the "primrâiaiimage,"a term bonowed h m Jacob Burckhardt
and 1desdlk it as such in Lhe Definiti01\~
that conclude this book.
... T h e i v c h e t y p e i s i t s y m b o k ~whichalwaysbegins to
hinrtionwhenttiereaieno~ideaspresentarwhenamsdauJ

-

ideas are inhiited ior mOerriPI or extemai misons. (Jung, CW6 par. 624 625)

In Definitions Jung states:
Fmm the sdentific, causai stpndpoht the prh'mtdialimage can be conœived
as a mnemonic deposit, an imprlnt or nigram (aemn), which hod ari8t!n thmu*
the condensationof c o u n b pro~as
of a simiîar W.In this respect it W a
precipitate and, thedore, a typiosl basic forint of certain ever tecumng
psychic experiences. As a r n y t h o l moiif*
~
it is a continually effective and
recurrent expression that reawakemcertain psychic experiences or else
formulates tkm in an appmpriete way. From this studpoint it is a pychic
expression of the physioiogicli and anatomid disposition. (CW6 par. 748).

And again in Definitions Jungcontinues:
The primordial image is t
k pfteumr of the idaa (q.v.1, and ib math.
By detaching it from the c o n n e t h (q.v.1 peeuliar and neeessary b the
primordial image, mason devekp it into a concept - Le., an idea which
differs from al1 o t k concepts in that it is not a daturn of qerienre but
is actually the undedying pridple of al1 expdence. The idea detives
this quality h m the primordial image, which,as an expression of the
specific stniaure of the bain*gives wery expience a definite fonn.
(CW6 par. 750)

Jung in his essay, "On the Relation of Anaiytid Psychology to Poetry,"
states that the archetypes only becorne known to humanity through their
representations in art. Jungmakes this point wiiile defining the nature of the
collective unconsaous which contains the archetypes.
nie coileciive unconsdous is not b be thought of as a seif-subsistent
entity; it is no more titan a ptenüaüty handed d o m to us h m
primordial times in the s p d c fcmn of mnemonic images or inheriîed in
the anatomical s t ~ c t u z of
e the ùrain. T k e are no inbom ideas, but
there are inbom possibilities of ideas that set bounds b even the boldest
fantasy and keep our fan- Pctivity wiîhin certain categories: a priori
ideas, as it were, the existence of which cannat be aseertained
from their e k c k They appeer only in the Jhaped material of art as the
regulative principies that shape ir; dut is to say, only by inferenres drawn
from the finished work a n we reanistruct the a p l d original [atehetypel
of the primordial image- (CW15par, 126)

H&e we can detect a distinction between archetype or primai image

and the representations of it hund in mythologieal materiai and art. We can

perhaps conœive of the difference in a platonic sense. The archetype is
numinous (contained in the psyche) while the archetypa1 image is
phenornena1 or expressive as manifesthg the image. Edward C.Whitmont

appears to conm with this distinction. In his response to N a d Goldenkg,

in his artide titled "Jungianïheory: A Reply to Feminists" he writes:
Flnally, let nie state that
are the psychological analagons
of the physicist's "fieldsu,patterns of "fomprior to contenta.They are
potenîiaiities which b m e actuaiities in terms of our perceptions, our
emotions and behavior. WMmont 58)

Erich Neumann concurs with this interpretation and elabmates upon the
difference between archetype and archetypal image.
The archetypes of the coiiective unconscious are intnnsicaiiy
forxxùess psychic stnichires which beeome visible in art. The
archetypes are viuied by Oie media through which they pass-that

is,

(heir fonn changes according to the time, the place, and the

psychologieal constellation of the ihdividual in whom they are
manifésted. Thus, fbr example the mother arctretype, as a dynamic
entity in the psychic substatum, always retains its identity, but it talces
on difletent styles different aspects or emotionai color - dependhg
on whether it is manifesteci in Egypî, Matico, or Spain,or in a n h t ,

-

medieval, or modem times. The paradoxical multipiicity of its et-1
p-,
which make poasiMe an infinite variety of forms of expression,
is crysta1iized in its reaiization by man in time; its archetypal etmity
e n t a into a uniqw synthesis wiih a spedfic historicai situation.
(Art a d the CraPtior U n d w 82)

A good example of the ciifference between the archetypai expression

(archetypa1 image) of the mother archetype#and its archetypai base, can be
seen in the ciifference of depiction fond in a cornparison of a fifteenth
century Italian relief of the Madonna#found in the National Gallery of

Canada (The Virgin and Child W76) and the numerou8 depictions of the
Great Mother by Henry Moore.
The Italian relief, said to be infiuenced by the techniques of Mina da
Fiesale and Antonia Rossellina, depicts an alrnost breastless crowned deity
unnaturally holding and pointhg to a rather independent and heroically

posed Christ child. Here it seems that Mary'sbody functions as a mere
podium for the autonomous chiid to which she renders faithful semice. In
contrast, Moore's sculptures of the mother and chiid depict an infant

intrinsicaiiy linked and dependent upon a monolithic, strong, mother for
nourishment and protection. In many instances the form of these sculptures
depid the Mother as a immense landscape which possesses protective orifices
and life sustaining peaks. In a sWar manner, M a n representations of
Durga both in her manifestation as Kali, the warrior and 'Temble Mother"
tend to emphasis her autonomy, and majesty. Depictions of the goddess in

Indian culture are alm very sensual, typicdiy, a robust figure with large
breasts and curved shifted hips is accentuated by jewehy and light
iiluminating the sanàstone indicating the culture's ease with overt female
semiality. This can be seen in iconic depiaions of Kali, Parvati, Durga, and in
other representations of Devi.
The three versions of the Uother archetype illustrate that the
manifestation of the primordial image results h m the interaction of the
coilective unconsaous with the coiiective consaous, or historiai epoch. In
the case of the Madonna relief we see the beginnings of an unconsaous trend
towards the r e m of the goddess introduced in the early Remhance and
which was given consdous confirmation in the doctrine of the asmmption of

Mary in 1950, by Pope Pius the X E Duringappmximately the same t h e ,

Mwre was giving monolithic shape to his series of intemal and extemal
forms which continueci the theme of mother-chiid relationship but
ernphasized the body of the materna1 container. Neumann argues that

Moore's work is an expression of the participation mystique (the lost of ego
identity within the unconscious or the individuai with his or her
surroundings) (The Archetypa! World of Henry Muore 127) and it is an
activation of the earth archetype which compensates for a onesidecl
patriarchal culture (The Archetypa1 World

of Henry Mme

-

128 129). Here

the nature of the forgotten goddess escapes from her clandestine Christian

container.

This brings us to a very interesthg point made by Edward Edinger.
Edinger argues in his book the Transformation of the Gd-lmage that Jung in
his Letton Benmlo (in Answer to lob) recognized that archetypal images are
both objects and subjects and as a consequence they can affect humanity and

humanity can affect them. This seems to conflict with Goldenberg's

interpretation of Jung'sview on the permanency of the archetype.
And finally in Lectori Benevolo, Jungspeab about a duai standpoint

toward the archetypai images, mmely recognizing that they are both
obpcts and subjects. That rneans that when we experience an archetypal
image we can study it as an o w we c m d&be it, we c m classi@ it. But
at the same time it iemains a subjtxt. That m n s that the archetypai
image is a separate personality. It's an interior personality that has
something of its own subjective wiU and intention- which is what we
would exptxt when we encounteran outer persodity, an outer subject.
And since the atchetypal image has this twofold reference then an
encounter with such a content will have a twofold effixt. It will afkct
me and 1 d l affect it. When the ego encounters the archerype, the
archetype is changed and when the archetypeencounters the ego, îhe
ego is changed. A double, recîpfocaieffect taires place. (Edinger,

-

Tranfmnration of the Cod-Image 28)

According to Edinger, Junginterpreted scriptural material as manifestations
of the psyche which attain th& sacredness as a result of a consensus of the
collective psyche ( T r a n s f ~ 1 ~ l i o4n the G o d - h g e 27-28). Icons or artistic
depictions are often the visuai counteqmts of scriptural narratives,
theologies, and d o p a s and therefore &are in such acknowledged
numinosity. Even in iconoclastie cultures some level of the numinous is
acknowledged in "taboo" depictions of deity. Jungin his essays, An Answer to

lob, and The Problem of the Fourth in his book Psychology and Religion

(CW11)states that The Assumptio Mariire was the culmination of that very
coilective psychic consensus that had ken depicted centuries earlier in

aowned Madonna representations. Moreover, Jung argues that 'The

Assumptio Mariae paves the way not only for the divinity of the Theotokos
(i.e., her ultimate recognition as a pddess), but also for the quatemity" (CWli
par. 252). This will be M
e
r discussed in the second chapter.
The important point here is that manifestations of the archetype affect

humanity, who in turn affects the archetype and its consequent manifestation
in ongoing dialogue. The contents of the collective unconscious are thus in

dialogue with the collective mnscious. The original unconscious and

clandestine depictions of Mary as the goddess becorne overt in the consensus
of the psyche which mandates the Papal doctrine. Similarly, the tradition of

depicting the Madonna with child in Western art culminates in Moore's
depiction of the earth motha as materna1 container.
Not only does the archetypai image of the goddess as Mary evolve, so
does the archetypal image of the JewiSh-Christiandeity, Yahweh. The
wrathhil and jealous deity commonly prtrayeâ in the Hebrew Bible becomes
a kinder and more loving God within the New Testament.It was in the

Hellenistic period, g e d y refend to as the intm-testamenu period by
Biblical schoiars, that a theoiogicai dualism ernerged. This dualism mincides

with Palestine's incorporation into Alexander's empire and the subsquent

spread of the Hebrew people into various parts of the Hdenistic empire. In
the intetestamental period Yahweh's charader splits into two archetypal

opposites, one good one evil, and in the New Testament Luciferis cast out of
the heavenly court (the Godhead) and Christ the Gd-manredeerner becornes
incamated upon the earth. JohnDouriey states in his essay, "Bringingup

Father" that the advent of Chnstianity h m a Jmgian perspective was a
remit of a collective psychic compensation for "unbridledinstinctuality and

contempt for the dignity of human iife pervasive of the society into which it

-

came"( 57) and (Jung,"Symblsof Transformation,"CW5, par. 102 105, and
6ï3-674).

InAnmrer to

it bemmes apparent that Jung views the history of

reiigion and al1 archetypal expression as part of a teleological process in which
God becornes consaous of Himself in the consciousness of humanity ["the

other"] (Dourley, "Bringingup Father"64). Here, humanity (COtlSQousness)
rnanifests and alters God (the unconscious). Jung refers to this process as the
wolution of the God-image that coincides with the process of individuation,

E. F. Edinger states:
In psychologieal terrris, the Uiepniaüon of God means individuation. To
the extent that one becornes aof the transpersonalcenter of t
k peyck,
the W,
and lives out of that awiuwiess, one can be said to be incaniating the
God-iiriage. This experienee invoives encounter with the oppsites. C
' he Self
is a
of opposibes.When it &stemerges into ~1the oppsites
spüt apart ,the ego is faœd with Oie codict of th& opp"tion.
CTkc
Craption of ~w~

84)

Jung in Mysterium Coniunctionis wtites:

AUoppositesareofGod,ttierpforemuimustbeidtothisburden;anâin
so doing he fin& that God in hia "oppoaitaiessW
has taiu?npossasionof
him, incamated himself in hin He becomes a vesse1 fiiied with divine
confüct. (CW4 par. 492)

And:
God acto out of the unamdom ofmon and kmes him (o hannonizeand

unite the opposing inflmmxs b whkh his mind W acposed from the
UKI)iISOow @mg,CW14 p.
740)

in A m e r to lob, Jung narrows down and names the archetypal
content of the God image.
Stridy speaking, the Cod-Image daes not coinade with the

..

unconscious as such, but with .[thisl special content of it, namely
the archetype of the self. (CWl1 par. 757)

Thus, as a person becomes more individuated the contents of the

unconsaous become more aligned with ego-consaousness, and the person is
able to become more Self conscious and diffmtiated from extemal social
identification mechanisms. Thus, the Imago Dei takes on a new
manifestation within consciousness (escapes dogmatic containment) as a
function of enhanced human consciousness (Self reaiization or revelation).

This process invoives an historical reciprocity of mutual change between
consaousness and archetype.

Jung in his essay Answer to Job, argues that Yahweh's consaousness is
primitive and moraliy inferior to Job's consciousness, and as a resuit
"Yahweh has to catch up and -me

human himseîf (CWII par. 610). This

uitirnately resuits in the incarnation of God as the second Job, JesusChrist.

Jung States:
Yahweh's decision io beanne man is a symbol of the deyelopment that

had to supewenewhen man beawnesconsciousof the sort of God-image
he is confronted with. God acts out of the -OUB

man and forces
him to hamumk and unik the opposing innuenre~to which his mind

This exegesis is confirmecl in numemus diaiogues between God and his
prophets in the Hebrew Bible and in art.
Most students of the Hebrew Bible will soon realize that Yahweh not

only manifests himself in grandiose theophanies such as his appearance as a
non-consumed buming bush or a guiàing cloud in Exodus, but also
partiapates in a dialogue with humanity. Moreover, the deity is portrayeci as
a God that can be o f t a reasoned with and wen swayed. Moses persuades God
not to destroy the idolatrous isradites in theh escape from Egypt by asking
Him to consider the repercussions of His action upon his reputation among
the Egyptians. Abraham convinces God not to destroy the righteous with the

wicked at Sodom and Gomorrah.
Then Abraham approached Him and said: "willp u sweep away the
righteous with the wiclred? What if then are fifty righteous people in
the city? W U you really sweep it away and not spare the place for the
salce of the fifty righteous peopIe in it? Far be it from you to do such a
thing to Hl the righteous with the wickd, treating the righteous
Far be it from you! Will mt the judge of all the
and the wickeà a&.
earth do right?" (Genesis 10: 23-25)

-

Here, Abraham as a representative of hurnanity is consdously reconaling
God's wrathfd and destructive nature with his judicial attributes.

In depictions of deity in art humanity is portraying both God and itself.

The artist is manifesthg the unconscious feelings of the s e . and therefore
God in depictions of the relationship between humanity and Divinity which

becorne overt in collective consaousness. The coiiective consaous is in
dialogue with the historieal circunstances within an epoeh and consequentiy
archetypal images are manifesteci in the artistic achievements of that epoch.

The nature of archetypal depictions often changes as a function of the
interaction of the historical circumstanœs with the psyche.
This can be seen in the archetypai expression of humanity and its

relationship to the lmago Dei that occurs in the evolution of Michelangelofs

depictions of humanity's relationship to Gocî. In the high Renaissance,

Michelangdo like other masters gives a new humanistic interpretation to the
relationship between God and humanity. In paintings such as Tlie Creution of

Adam, (1508 - 1512, fresco on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapei) both God and
Adam are depicted in the intimate moment of aeation as both gaze into each
other's eyes and extend theh hands together. In the depiction, Adam is
approximately the same size as God the Father and is given an qua1 amount
of emphasis within the picture plane emphasizing the new doctrine that

"manis the center of al1 things". Adam appears in a somewhat noble posture
which reflects the conviction of the nobility, beauty and perhaps the
deification of humanity in the Renaissance (Gardner 656). This painting is
among Michelangelo's first works in the Sistine Chapel and reflects the

synthesis of Christianity with the Ciassical tradition found in Ne0

-

platonism. Here, Michelangelo makes Adam into a God and God into a man
during that intimate moment of aeation (Maureen Korp, introductory art
history lecture, 1992).
In contrast, Michelangelo's depiction of The Last ludgment, (1534

-

1541) a fresco above the altar of the Sistine Chapel, depicts a wrathful and

vengeful Christ who separates the dammed from the saved. This painting
was done twenty years a h r Michelangelo's initial ampletion of the chapei

frescos and depicts the bginnings of a change fnwi Renaissance artists'

preoccupation with balance to Mannerist instability (Gardner 665). This

belopment coinadeci with the turmd that was oceurring at the end of the
high Renaissance in Italy. Italy was invaded by the French, 1494 and 1499, and
Spanish, 1495, the Reformation had divided Christendom, (the Lutheran

Refonnation mid 15201s,the Medici's retumed to Florence as tyrants, 1512,

-

and Savonarola's campa@ terrorized atizens (1494 1498) (Gardner665).
Itdy was in tremendous turmoil at the end of the fifteenth century and the
beginning of the sixteenth century. As a consequence, MichelangeIo depickd
a grotesque, depraved, and agonizing humanity with contorted and twisted
figures possessing small heads (Gardner665). Christ as judge raises his hand
towards them as if to strike them or sweep them away. Al1 traces of
Renaissance humanism and beauty have vanished within this depidion.
Humanity has becorne demonized. Here the psyche manifests the archetype

of a wrathful ,vengeful, and miserable God which probably coincides with the
state of decline felt within humanity and within the self.

Jung in his essay on 'The Type-Roblem in Poetry" stresses the
similarity between pets and prophets.
They [poeîsl ma& known, like true prophets, the deep motions of the
coliective unconsdous, "thewül of Goâ" in the ianguage of the
Old Testament, which, in the course of time, must inevitably corne to
the surfaceas a generalphenonmon. (CW6par. 321)

However, here Jung is not referring to al1 pets but those whose work
transcends th& personal destiny and has archetypal substance. He tefers to
the others as poets of modest limits whose work does not over step the

bounds of "personaljoys, sorrows, and aspirations" (Jung,CW6 par. 322). Jung

argues that the latter works are derived h m Fr0methea.n coLlSaousness
whese the work is "under the speU of collective restrictivenss"(CW6 par.
310).

Although the PmmeUtean side, i.e- the artist intuitiveiy apprehmds the
great value of work, his peRonal &dons to the wodd are so subordinated
to the tyranny of tradition that the work is merely appreciated as a work
of art and not at ib reaI significaiup*viz. as a symbol that promises a
m w a l of W.In order to convert it fram a purely aesthetic in-t
into
a iiving reaiity, it must also reach iife, and be accepteci and iiwd in the
sphere of reality. But if the attitude is mainly introverted and given to
abstraction, the extraverted funcadn is iderior, and is thedore under the
speU of coltective resbictiveness. This te~trictivenessprevenb the soui

-

created sycnbol h m living. (Jung,
CW6 par. 310)

Jungargues that Spitteler's work and Nietzsche's Zarathustra transcend
collective restrictiveness and personal destiny (CW6 par. 322). The numesous
Jungiandistinctions such as introverted and extroverted, abstraction and
feeling-into, visionary and psychological, and Epirnethean and Promethean
that are used to categorize art and literature will be subsequently discussed in
this chapter. The important point intended to be emphasized here is that Jung

attributes religious prophetic inspiration to certain artistic achievements.
Interestingly, der discussing the artistic and psychological merits of
several pieces of literahue and the relativity of the symbol,Jungdiscusses
Meister Eckhart's notion of the relativity of God in the soul. Jung defines the
term and rweals his underlying intention in his essay,'The TypeRoblem in

Poetry."
We now corne to the d ta& of this chapter*namely the discussion of the
relativity of the symbol.To my mind t
k relativity of C;od denotes a point
of view which ceases to regard Gad as "absoitate",ie.removed from the
human subpct and existingourside al1 humui conditions, but as, in a certain
sense, dependent upon the human subpct;it also involves theexistence of a
re!ciprocaland indispensablerelationbetweenman and God,whereby manis
mt &y
regarded as a hinctionof God, but Gad also becornes a pJychdogicai

functionofman. (CW6 par.412)

Moreover, Jungdescribes the process in which the God-Imago is manifesteci.

-

This owrwhelming impulse in sn far as the divine hiirtion Is
manifesidinaction-orthisirrspiRtionthot~sallaonsdDus
understudiri&prieeedatromahenping~pdenergyin~~rr0irwb~8.
This libido accumulation anintes images which the collective
tmconaaOus contains as hient powibiüties. Here is the source of t
b
God-imago, thpt imprint which h m the beginning of üme has been the
müectiveexpssion of the powerfuland absoluk opéiationof 1~1~1nscious
W d o -concentration u p miiseiwsnese. (CW6 par. 412)

The manifestation of the divine or the God-image is a tesuit of the
impact of the seif, and its numinous wholeness in consciousness.As has been
previously mentioned the archetype can be viewed as bth subject and object,

for there exkts n reciprocal dialogue between the ego (consciousness)and the
archetype (the unconscious). This double reciprocal &ectt as we have seen, is
the psychological conterpart of Eckhart's notion of the reiativity of God
within the soul. This theological concept establishes the position that G d is

dependent upon humanity for consciousness. God (the unconscious)
becornes mnscious in humanity throughout the murse of history. There is a

reciprocal relationship between God and humanity, the unconscious and the

conscious, and the archetype and the archetypa1 image. From a Jungian
perspective, this reciprocity accounts for the evolution of culture and so of
scriptural and art historical depidons of deityt as has been previously

The histurical evolution of archetypai images is m e n s i v e with the
dynamics of compensation. The mliective unconscious is regardeci as

performing a compensatory hinction for the onesidedness and psychic
imbalance of a particular epoch. rung states:
What is of particular importance fot the study O€ iiîerature, however, is
Uiat the tMnifeStatiom of the coüective unconscioipr are compensatory to

t
kconsciuus attitude, so Oiat they have fite effect of b ~ g i n ag one,

The acknowledgrnent of the compensatory function of the collective
unconscious addresses the concerns of Feminist scholars like Goldenberg and
Wehr. As previously rnentioned, these women were against the
ontologization of the archetype since they k a r d that the establishment of an
ontological ground could have unfavorable socio-political ramifications for
the status of women. However, rung's notion of a compensatory archetype
emerging from the collective unCOIlSCious would be ideologicaily and
practically favorable to the feminist project because it would be compensating
for the injustice of a patriarchal society in this epoch. The real threat to the
establishment of a gender fair society resuits from the canonical perpetuation
of old and assimilated archetypal images that have lost their symbolic power,
numinosity, and cultural relevame. These are sterotypes that need
dissolution by the archetype. Jung comments on the nature of authentic
archetypai images:
There aie many nich archetypai images,but they do mt appear in the

dreams of individuals or in worb of art uniess they are activated by a
deviation h mthe midâle way. Whenever conscious life become~one
sided or adopts a fiilse attitude, these images "instincbiwly"rise ta the
surface in dream and in the visioru of artists and sea3 to testore the
psychic balance, whether ofthe individuai or the epoch. (CW15 par 160)

The Compensatory And Transitional Nature Of Archetypal Images

Jungstates that archetypal images o h occur when a partidar
historical epoch is ending and anotiier is beginning. The new manifestation

of the archetype is compensatory for the state of truncated consciousness of
the previous era.
These archetypal images beiongto humanity at large and can crop
up aut0chtho~)uslyin anybdy's M at any tirne and place, only
needing favourabie ammshms fortheh reappearance. nie suitabie
moment for this is aiways when a particulas view of the world is
coilapsing, sweepIng away ail the formulas that purportéd ta offer
finai answers b the great proMems of life. It is, as a matter of fact,
quite in accord with psycblogfcai iaw that, when al1 the upmted
gods have corne home b tocst in man, he should cry out, "IF phüowphus,
daemon, heros, deus et omnhU,and that, when a religion glorifying
the spirit disappears, there should rise up in its skad a primordial
image of crinitive matter* (Jung, CW1S par. 11)

In his essay, "Paracelsus," Jungcomments on the spirit of Paracelus'

philosophicai treatises which appeared dongside the physician's medical
ones. Even though P a r a d u s was said to have died a good Catholic, his
philosophy is Pagan since within it are the seeds of the rebirth of
Neoplatonism and naturai philosophy which fiourished in the Renaissance.
Paradsus was boni in 1493 and died in 1541. Jungargues that Paraceisus
reversed the then prevalent notion that spirit engenders matter. in contrast to

the Christian view, the "Ideos" is said to proceed from matter (Jung, CW15
par. 12). Paradsus thus, prepares the p u n d for positivistic scientific
materialism informed by animism.
For him man and woild alilte are aggregates of animate matter, and this
in tum is a notion that has an lftinity with the scientiiic conceptions of the
iate nineteenth century, except that Paracelsus did not think mechanisticaîly,
in ternis of inert, chemicai matter, but in a primitive animistic way. For him
nature s w a d with witcks, incubi, s u d , devils, sylphs, undines, etc
The animation he experienced psychially was simultaneously the animation
of nature. 'fhe cieath of all things psychic that took place in sciaitific
mateMUsm was still a bng way off, but he prepared the ground for it. He

was stiU an animist, in k q h g wiîh his primitive a s t of mind, but a h d y
a rnalerialist. (Jung,CW15 p.
12)

This concept of the preparation of a Zeitgeist through the intektual and

artistic achievements of individuais is attributed to the workings of the
collective unconscious.

The preparation or potential of a Zeitgeist, or in Hddeggerian temu
"being", is referred to by Heidegger as the "withheld determination of
historiai Dasein" (OWA184). This term refers to the potential of Dasein to
establish its epochai identity due to its ability to mediate the disciosu~eof
being. According to Heidegger8the artist acts like a passage way t h u g h

-

techne (This term means more than aaft it refers to the ontologicai
manifestation of king through art making) and through him or her a w d d
or being is brought forth out of concealment. J.M.
Bernstein, a Heideggerian
authority States:
The s<planatory thesis occurs in Heidegger's contention that great works
happen suddenly, marking the beginning of an epoch. h saying this
Heidegger gants that the beginning made by a great work ppares iiself
for the longest tim and wholly inconspicuously (OWA, 76). Why then speak
of a be%nning? b u s e great worlts are mt moments in a tradition or a history,
but are wo* which disrirpt some previoushistory and hence set in mtion
the possibiiity of another history. This is why Heidegger speaks of p a t
works as 'unmediateci' Wnvennitteite: OWA, 76). The point is not that
they spring from m w h , but r a b that they cannot be amunted forin
ternis of their antecedentSIhowever anteEedentsaxe undentooâ (q.
as
iaasons, causes or ends). Mediation is something that occws within a
(conîinuous) hîstory, within a historical totality, and h a cannot be
applicable to bomprehending w h t brings a worid into unconceaiment as a
world. To put the same point oîherwise, it is part of what is meant by
calling art 'aeative' that m account of the elements or antecedents of a
work is suffident to explain what it is that is achhed in i t Of course works
o h , if mt usualiy, faü below this levd of orighiity; and not every

original work is F a t art, mdhg how t h g s aie as a whole.

(87)

Paracelsus' philosophical treatises can be regarded in the Heideggerian

sense as part of the preparation for a new unconcealment of epochal being.
Paracelsus stands at the threshold of a new historical consciousness and
therefore his work can be regarded as both transitory and pmphetic.
Paracelsus had a mind t y p i d of a eniaaltime of transition. His
searching and mestling intellect h d hken fiee from a spiritual view
dill clung. Extra ecelesiam nulla
of the world b which his -f
salus this saying applies in the highest degree b ewry man whose

-

spiritual transformation cades him beyonci the ma@ M e of traditional
holy images which, as ultimate huh, shut off the horizon: he loses al1
his comforting prejudices, hia whole world falis apart, and he knows as
yet nothing about a dikent otder of things. He has b m e impoverished,
enthly ignorant of the new world, and able to -11 only with difficulty
the age-old -elyps
of mankhd that speak ta him h m his blood. Al1
authority has dropped away, and he must buüd a new world out of his
own expenerre. (Jungcw15 par. 10)

The tendency of great art or inspiration to be compensatory to the
ideological milieu of a present epoch is discussed in Erich Neumann's book,
Art and The Creative Unconscious. Here, Neumann attempts to refute

Sigmund Freud's personalistic interpretation of art making and Leonardo Da
Vinci's creativity. As has been previously stated, Freud attributed psycho
semial causes

-

to artistic endeavors in his book teomrda Da Vinci. Neuman

argues that Freud's personalistic interpretation was both factually and
theoretically incorrect (Art and the Cratiwe Unconscious 4-9) and that
Leonaido's work is better understood as both archetypai compensation and as

an indication of his individuation pfocess.
Freud had argued that Leonardols painting, St. Anne &th Virgin und
Christ Child depieteci a latent content that revealed that h n a t d o had

suffered frorn an inability to resolve his infantile fixation on his mother

(Laowrdo Da Vinci 83). Early in his Me,Leonardo was estran@ fnnn his
biologicai mother. Leonardo was then the child of two mothers, a biologicai
mother and a step mother, and he had to endure an absent father for most of
his chilcihoad. Freud argues that these circumstances accounted for the artist's

depiction of the two mothers with the chiid in the painting.

In mntrast, Neumann argues that a bettes understanding of the work is
gaineci from a Jungianreading. This work compensates for the patriarchal
Christian tradition within canonical art by engaging in a seditious use of
Christian iconography to portray the matriaschal lineage from the Great

Mother to the new goddess (Mary)which inadentally subverts the Christian
doctrine of the male trinity.
In Leonardo's painting the daughter who gives birth b the sa*
represents, then, the elementary chan*,
she is subordi~tedb
St. Anne as the Great Mother and source of spiritual îransformation.
And hem we find manifesteci an archetypal constellation whose
revolutionaryimprt we cannot hiuy fathom evm bàay. [Neumann, Art
and the Creutmc Unconscious 62)

In this painting, Mary sits on Anne's lap while Mary holds the Christ

Child who tries to made her, much like the hero tries to separate hiniseif

from the mother or unconscious. Neumann daims that this is an archetypal
depiction of the Great Mother, the goddess and the divine chiid. Neumann
daims that there is also a latent vulture image within the pidorial
composition depicîed in the shape and length of the blue robe around Mary.

The Vulhue is an archetypal symbol of the devouring mother. Neumann has

also argueci that the fernale figures were definikiy meant to be regdeci as
goddesses, sirnilar to the Eleusinian Demeter and Kore, because they are both

portrayed as etemaîiy youthful and often their silhouettes inter-mingie in

depictions like in Leonardo's Cartoon for St. Anne (Art and the Cmtiw

Unconscious 59).
Leonardo's depiction of the archetypal ferninine compensates for the
onesided patriarchal depiction of the Godhead. Leonardo can be seen as
creating an archetypal image that is not only compensatory but a further

manifestation of the evolution of the Imago Dei, which was initiateci in the
cult of Mary in the chivalrous middle ages. It seems that the manifestation of
compensatory images proceeds hand in hand with the individuation process.
This is observable in Leonardo's case. Neumann also identifies the
compensatory nature of archetypal expression as a criterion for its symbolic
power.
The need of his times works inside the artist without his wanting it,
seeing it, or understanding its bue significance. In this sense he is close b

the seer, the prophet, and mystic. And it is precisely when he does not
represent the existingranon but transfonrisand overtunis it Wt his fundion
rises to the le* of the sacral, for k then gives utterance b the authentic
and direct cevelation of the numinosum. (Neumann,Art and fk CmlipC
uncorixious 97)

Jung,like Neumann,espouses a position that transcends an attribution
of personal causes to art making. In his essay, "On the Relation of Analytical
Psychology to Poeüy," Jungstates that "[tlhe question of what art is in itself
can never be answered by the psychological, but must be apptoached h m the
side of aesthetid' (CW15par. 97). To him, the psychological interpretation of
art must only be appiied to the process of artistic creation. The psychologicai

analysis of art must never infringe upon the naêure of art as su&
What ever the psychologisthas to say about art will be mnfined b
the process of artisticcreaüon and hiw nothing to do with i b innermost essence. He can m more expiain this than the intellect can descriüe
0t e ~ e u
nnd&
the ~ h Uof
e
alIll&
p.
99)

admonishment, or at least can be seen as blurring the distinction between the
essence of art and the creative pmcess. Thus, we must assume that Jung's

admonishment is directed at those who apply a Freudian analysis to art and
therefore treat it like a symptom of psychopthia semalis. Jung argues that
the Freudian analysis is not concerneci with the work of art itself, but with art
work as a symptom. He argues that this type of analysis places the work of art
dong side other things which can te evaluated by general human psychology.
Therefore, then, art loses its special status and its intrinsic value.

-

-

The golden gleam of ariistk cr~ation the original object of discussion
is extingulshed as scion as we apply to it the same mrrosive methoci which
we use in a ~ l y z i n g
the fantasiesof hysteria. The results are no doubt v e y
interesting and may perhaps have the same ldnd of scientific value as for
instance, a posbnortem examination of the brain of Nietzsche, which
might cotlceivably show us the parhparhcuiar
atypical form of paraiysis h m
which he died. But what would this have to do with Zarathusba.
(Iimg,CWlS

par. 100)

Jung would obviously be criticai of the type of socio-cuiturd
interpretation that Linda Noeiilin applies to Ddaaoix's work. For such an
analysis reduces artistic achievement to male sublimated titillation with the
domination of the fernale body. Through this type of analysis Delacroix's

Death of SardPnapalus could possibly be placed dong side examples of
pomography from the Romantic period, thereby blurring the distinction
betwen fine art and cultural paraphérnalia. Jung States his criticism of a

pureiy causaiistic psychologicai approach in the following:
A pureiy causalisticpsyrhoiogy is only able to reduce every human

Individuai to a mxdm of the specis Homsapiens, since its range is
ümited to what is transmîtteâ by heiedity or derived from other sources.
Buta workof artis nottrawmiüdorderived-itis acmtivereorganiza-

ation of h a e wry condithm to which a causalistic psychobgy must
always reduee it. The plant in nota meile poduct of the mil; it is a UV@
selfcontaimà procesa which in e w x e has mthing b âo with the
chiuactec of the sail. In the saue way, the meaning and individuel
quality of a work of art inhere within it and not its exMnsic detenninants.
One might Ilm#t desaibe it a living beingthat uses man only as a
nutrient medium, empioying hie apodties accordhg to ils own hws and
shaping itself to the fulfillment of its own mative purpose. (CW15 par. 108)

Heret Jung's idea of art having an almost autonomous life of its own
resembles Heidegger's position that art hoppens as a result of its own accord
(physis) (The Origin of the Wmk of Art 184). The artist is viewed as a channel
that merely lets art happen and then preserves its unconcealment. The artist

is able to do this through techne. The Greek tenn, an Aristotelian term, is not
defined in the same manner as its modern day usage. Heidegger defines

techne in the following context:
However usual and mnvincing the reference may be to the Creek practice
of naming craft and art by îhe same name, tahne, it mertheless temains
oblique and superficial; for tachne signifies neither craft mr art, and rot at
al1 the technical in our prisent-&y sense; it never nieans a kind of prPctIcai
performance. The word tahne denotes rather a mode of knowing. To biow
means to have seen, in the widest aense of seeing, which masns b apptehend
what is present, as such. For Cr& thought the essence of knowing mnsisb in
aletheia, that is, in the reveaiing of beings. It supports and guides ail
cornportment toward beings. Tahne, as luiowledgeexperiencedin theGreek
manner, is a bringing forth of Mngs in that it brings @th what is
pment as such out of conreaiment and spocificatty into the u m a l m a i t

of its appeatance: t d n e never signifies the action of making.

(OWA1&I)

Thus, accordhg to Heideggerj the artist is like a passage way in the creative
process from whom the work emerges (OWA166) and what is pro-

in

the work is the "withhelddetermination of historical Dasein itsei£"(OWA

ulo). As mentioned, this tenn refers b the potential of Dasein to establish its

epochal identity due to its ability to mediate the disdosure of M g .
Heidegger like Jung, conceives of art as revelation or the manifestation
of the numinous. Heidegger postdates that the essential charactenstic of art is
then that it unconceals or reveals truth, particularly the truth of being, and

the Be@

of beings.
The aitwork opens up in its own way the Being of being. This opaiing,
ia. ,this revealing, ie., the üuth of beings happens in the work. in
the artwork, the theth of beings has set itseif to w o k Art is ûuth
setting itseif to work. (Heidegger, OWA 165)

Joseph Henderson, a Jungian scholar, argues in his book Cultural
Attitudes in Psychological PerspectiveDthat creativity can not be solely

attributed to the manifestations of the unconsaous but is also the result of

conscious deliberation and choice (47). He argues that the work is not a
spontaneous product even if it has some archetypal content, but rather is a

union of inspiration with vocational skiil and experience (Henderson 47). He
further argues that the work of James Joyce, T.S.Wot and Thomas Mann was
a conscious attempt to undermine the aestheticism and social attitudes of the
nineteenth century. Thus, he interprets these writers' work as belonging to a

school of thought that emphasizeà the social utility of art and therefore they
must be placed in the same category as Exnile Zola and G.B.Shaw.
There exists a debate within literature critiasm as to whether Joycewas

completely exempt from the tradition of aestheticism. If he was, he would be
perceiveci as entirely belonging to the school of the socio-cfiticai novel which
regarded the autonomous art of the aesthetics, and its functionlessness,
unfavourably (Hiukness 36). Henderson argues that Joyœ attempted, iike his
visual art countérparts Paul Klee and KandinskyDto destroy nineteenth-

century middle ciass culture by expressing the unconscidy repressed, and

unifying art with the praxis of life (Culfural Attitudes in Psychologrial

Perçpectk 48). Joseph Campbell States that Joyce felt a distaste fbr art that was
didactic or sentimental. Hie r e f d to both types of art as poniographic art.
He beiîeveà that g d art did not possese a sociologieal program or appeal to a

person's sentimentality. He believed that art should produce "epiphanies"or
revelations which were fundarnentally differwlt than didacticism ( Joseph
Campbell, Mythic World,Modem Wmds 272). Campbell also argues that

Joyce's work has universai archetypai value.
But Joyceis also making another füght. from the symboiism of the
Roman Catholic Churich to the universals that Jungcab the
"archetypesnof which Christian imagery is an inflection. He
escapes (so to spealr) h m his own spiritual provincialism
into the total hwMniîy which is our deep shared heritage.
(Mythic Wniif, Modem Words 111

A contemporary sdptor, Louise Bourgeois, attributes both conscious
and unconscious influences within her practice. Bourgeois often stresses her

childhd relationship with her parents as being pertinent to her artistic

creation. in particular, she has talked about the dynarnics of the triangular
relationship between her father; her mother and her father's mistress. At

other times Bourgeois emphasizes the role of the unconscious in her practiœ.
Donald Kuspit, a renowned art writer, critic, and professor of phiiosophy and
art history asked Louise Bourgeois if she kept making art to prove that she

had the privilege (sirt) to make it. Bourgeois replie&.
Absoluteiy. The privilege vms the access b the ullco~~ous.
It is a
fantastic privüegeto haw ;lmie~sto the unansdous. 1had to be
worthy of this privilege, and to exercise it. It was a privilege also
to be able to sublimate. Y m haw b learn to subiimak. A lot of
people canrot subIimobe-They have no aaess to th& utronsdaus.

There is aomeüiing very spdai in king able b subiimaie pur
uncomcioua, and mmeîhingvery piiinhilin the afaess Io it. But t h e is

me~capefromit,andm~p~m~onceitis~ventoyou,onee
you are favored with it, whether you want it or not (Kuspit,
"AnInterview with Loulse Baurgeoisn68)

Louise Bourgeois is one of the many contemporary artists who has

-

participatecl in the return to theh psychic subjectivity to a form of self
expression that transcends strict formalist work. Her position is that "art is a

guaranty of sanity". "Itspower to exorcise l a d s it therapeutic value. Art, says

-

-

Bourgeois, is the experiencing or rather the re-experiencing of a trauma.
She k a m e a sculptor to get rid of her pst, recreating it in order to survive"
(Bemadac 8).

Ttvo

Modes Of A rtistic Prucess; Introverted And Extraverted
Jung, in his essay "On the Relation of Psychology to Poetry,"

distinguishes between two modes of working, the conscious or intentional
approach which he labels as introverted and the unconsaow approach which
he c a s extroverted. However, he acknowledges that the distinction is not

always evident and that an artist may be working one way and then another,
and that the artist rnay believe he or she is working one way while actually

-

mathg in the opposite mode (Jung,CW15 par. 113 119).
Throughout Jung's writings he distinguishes between two types of
artistic creation. The intentional or conscious mode of artistic ueation
subordhates the material to the eonsaous aims of the artist. Jung States:
There are literary works, prose as well as pwtry, that spcing whoUy
from the author's intention to poduce a partlcular resuït. He submits
his materiai b a definite treatment with a definite aim in vfew; he

adds to it and subtracîs fmm it, emphasizingone efkct, tonhg d o m
another, laying on a touch of cobw h m , another h
,
al1 Lhe tim
carefully considering the over-al1 result and paying stnct atîention to
the laws of fonn and style. He exercks the lreenest judgment and chooses
his words with cornpiete freedom His material U -y
~~boidi~ted
to his artistic purpose; he wanîs to express this and ndhing else.
(CWl5 par. 109)

Jung contrasts this mode of aeation with the unconsdous mode.
These works positively force themselves upon the author; hi9 hand is
seized, his pen writes thing that his mind contemplates with

amazernent. The work brings with it its own fonn; anything he wants
to add is rejected, and what he himself would like to tqect is thrust
ba& at him While his consdous mind stands amazed and empty
More this phenornenon, he is ovenvhelmed by a flood of thoughts
and images which he never inîended to mate and which his own wül
could never have brought into being. Yet in spite of himself he is
forced to admit that it is his own self speaking, his own inner nature
revealing i&lf and uttering things which he would newr have
entrusîed to his tongue. He can only obq. the appmtly alien impuk
within him and follow where it leads, sming that his work is
p a t e r than hirnself, and wields a pwer which is not his and which
he cannot command. Here the arüst is not identical with t
h praeess
of creation; he is aware that he is subotdinate to his work or stands
outside it, as though he w e a ~second person; or as though a perswi
other than himself had fallen within the magic circie of an dien
wüi. (Jung, CWlS par. 110)

This description of the unmnscious mode of ait making seems b
coincide with the abstract expressionist pinter, Jackson Pollock's, explanation
of his artistic process.
In my painting, (he revealed that he painted in a k h i of lrance). When
1am in my painîing 1am not aware of what I am do-. It is only afîer
a sort of get acquainted period that 1see what 1havebeen about 1have
m fears about making changes, destroying the image, ect., because the
painting has a of its own. 1try to let it corne Uirough It is oniy when

1 lose contact with the painting that the resuit is a mess. Othenvise there

is pure hanniny, an easy give and take, and the painting cornes out well.

Uafk 264)

Here, Poiiock acknowledges that his art has an autonomy of its own and he
must consequently be in dialogue with the artistic process and not over assert
his own intentionality upon the piece.

The distinction between the two modes of working rests upon the
notion of consaous intentionality. In the first mode of creation the art object
is made in the sense that the material is used up to achieve a particular end or

purpose. For Jung,this is the introverted mode of rnaking art. In the second
mode, the art object more or less happens, like nature happens, (physis)
(Heidegger, OWA 184). For Jung this is the extraverted process of artistic
endeavor. As has been previously mentioned, Heidegger conceiveci of the
artist as a vesse1 and preserver of art through techne. Heidegger, in the Origin

of the Work of Art, confines his discourse to 'great art'. That is, he speaks at
length about art that is ontological, therefore manifesthg epochal tmth and
being. It is 'great' art in the Hegelian sense because it reveals tmth. &gel
believed that art's highest vocation was that of revealing the absolute in
history, however he believed that art had lost this ability with the rise of
aesthetics and the advances within the disciplines of philosophy and science
(Knockelmans, Heidegger on Art and Artworks 46). Hegel believed that
philosophy had surpasseci religion and art in its ability to man%& epochal
hith, and that art had been reduced to an aesthetic experience. Heidegger

argued that the verdict as to whether 'great art' was a thing of the pst was not
yet in, because traditional metaphysics had forgotten and misunderstood the

original tmth of Being (aletheia) to whose restoration art might mntibute.

Subsequently, Heidegger made a distinction between art and
equipment. in contrat b equipment, Heiàegger ciaims that fine art is self
sufficient.
On the other hand, equipnient displays an affinity with the artwork
insofar as it is something produceci by the human hand. Howewr, by its
self-suffident pfaenchg the work of art is similar to the mere thing which
has taken shap by itself and W selfamtaid. (OWA 154)

Heidegger defines the king of equipment as its usefuiness.
The equipmentaibeing of the equipmeitmnsist indeed in its usefulness.
But this usefulness iist?lf resb in habundane of an essential Being of
the equipment. We cali it diability.

(OWA 160)

Heidegger defines usefuiness:
A king that faL under-u

is always the product of a pmcess

of making. It is made as a p k a for something. (OWA154)

in the work of art eutth as matter is set free to be nothing but itseif. The

material is seen, by Heidegger, to shine forth. It is not us& up. in the
production of equipment material is used up or "formed as to be ready for
use". "For equipment to be ready means that it is beyond itself, to be used up

in usefuiness" (Heidqgger, OWA 189).

Heidegger's distinction behveen art and equipment resembles Jung's
distinction between intentionai consaous work and work that has an
autonomous existence because intentional work uses up materiai towards a
definite end. The material and the artistic process is subordinated to making a
preconceived object. The object does not originate from the artistic pracess
itself but is made,or construdeâ puqmsely in accordance to the artist's
consdous intentions. This O-

could be perceivd as art imitating art, as in

canonical practice or art that functions as a means of fulfilling the ends of

some political project, as in didacticisn In either case the art object's existence
is determineci by extraneous factors.

One could argue h t Heidegger's distinction between art and
equipment is not necessarily that tenable, since art does have epochal purpose
because it founds a wId and therefore disrupts some previous history. Art

can therefore be perceived as performing a function by initiating cultural,
ideological, and socio-politid change. In this sense its intrinsic value is its
usefuiness. The difference, in Heideggerian terms, is that a piece of
equipment is made and therefore is in a sense contrived, whereas art
originates or happens as a r e d t of its own accord. As mentioned, the artist
acts as the preserver of the unmncealed truth.

As we have seen Jungattributes a certain level of autonomy to the
origin of art. However, its manifestation is affecteci by the state of the

collective conscious within a particular epoch. Great art in Jung's opinion
compensates for the psychic imbalance of an epoch and mnsequently affects
culture and ideology. JungStates:
That is the secret of great art, and of its effect upon us. The cieative
pmaess, so far as we are able b follow it at allemnsists in the
unconsdous activation of an archetypa1 image, and in elaborating
and shaping this image into finished work. By giving it shape, the
artist translates it into the Ianguage of the p m t , and so maices
it possible for us to find our way back to the deepest Springs of Me.
Therein lies the social signifieaneeof art it is mnstantly at work
educating the spirit of the age, conjuring up the forms in which the
age is most lad*. The unsatisfieciyeaming of the artist teaches
back b the prhmdhi image in the -0us
which is best fitted
to compensatethe inadequacyand one-sidednessof the present. The
artist seizes on this image, and in nisùrgit h mdeepest unconsciousne~~
he brings it into rehtion with aMscious values* thereby transfonning it
until it can be actephi by î k minds of his contempra"es accordhg b

th& powen.

(CWIS par. 130)

Here, it eems that there is something distinctîy Dionysian about the
manifestation of the compensatory archetypa1 image. There is a iiberation of
unbounded instinct which causes the individuai to be free from Appoiionian
consaousness (societal manufactureci mnsensus) .Theartist enters into a
primordial coiiective consciousness thereby obliterating his or her
individuality (annihilation of the principium individustionis). Jung, like
Heidegger, refers to the work of art as a force of nature.
The unbom work in the psyck of the artist is a force of nahue that
achieves i b end either with tyrannical might or with the subtle
cunning of nature herself,quite regaràless of the personal fate of the
man who is its vehicle. The creative urge lives and grows in him
like a tree in the earth h m which it draws its nowfshment. We
would do welf, M o r e , to î h k of t
h creative process as a
living thing implanted in the human psyche. In the language of
analytical psycholagy this living ttiing is an autonomovs compln.
It is a spüt-off portion of the pyck. which leads a life of ib
own outside the hiearehy of .-&ia
Depending on its
energy charge, it may appear either as a mere disturbance of
conscious activities or as a supraordinaîe authonty which can
harness the ego to its pu-.
AEeordingiy, the poet who identifies
with the aeative pioaess wauld be one who acquiesces h m the start
when the unronaciousi m p t i v e b g h to function. But the other
pwt, who feeis the aeative force as something alien, is one who
for various reasom c a m t aapiesceand is thus caught unawares.
(Jung,CW1S par. 119

Here, Jungagain makes a distinction between two difhmnt types of &tic

process; one in which the artist yields to the unconscious imperative and the
other in which he or she resists it.

Jung builds upon Schiller's classification of art into sentimental and
naive categories. Jungrefers to sentimental art as introverted and naive art as

extraverted. He defines hem accordingly:
The introverhd attitude is charasterized by the subject'sawrtbn of
his conscious intentions and aims against the deniands of the object,
wheteas the mtraverted attitude is characterized by the subject's
subordination to the demanàs whkh theobjjm a k upon him.
Oung, CW1S par. 111)

This definition coinades with the definition provideci elsewhere.
The introvert'sattitude is an abstracting one; at boum, he is always
intent on withdrawing libido h m the object, as though he had to

prevent the object h m gaining power over him. The extravert, on the
contrary, has a positive relation to the oôject. He affirms its importance
to such an extent that his subjve attitude is mtantly relateci to
and orienteci by the obpct. (Jung,C M par. 5571

In volume fifteen of his collecteci works, Jung identifies the extroverted artist
as the one who yields to the unconscious imperative, and the întroverted

artist as the one who resists the unconscious demands of the psyche brought
on by the obp*. This seems to be the opposite of what one wouid expea,
considering Jung's description of types in Volume Six of hi&Collective
Works. In his essay titled, "Generai Description of the Types,"Jung divides

-

people into types baseâ upon his categorization of attitude types; extraverted
and introverted, and functional-types; thinking, feeling, sensation, and

intuition.
Jung states the artist could be regardeci as the ''normal representative"

of the introverkd intuitive type (CW6 par. 661). He huther states that the
mysticai dreamer, the crank, and the seer tend to behng to this type As an

.

artist this type typically "rweals strange, far-off things in his art. ." (CW6

par, 661). Introverteù intuition is defineci as foiiows:

introverted Intuition is directeci b the inner obje& a term that
might justly be applied to the conlents of the -eus.The
relation of inner obPCtp fD COllSCiOusnessis enüreiyd o g o u s b
that of OUM objects, though their ieality is not physical but
psychic. They appear b intuitive perceprion as subjective images
of things which, though rot to be uet with in the outside world,

constitute the contentsof the uncansaOus, and of the coiiective
uneonscious in parblcuhr. (Jung,CW6 par. 655)

Here, it seems that Jung is saying that the introverted intuition type is a

person who has greater access to the unconscious and even functions in an
unconscious mode. Jungstates that this type is continually searching the
unconscious, moving from image to image, without connecting them to
hirnself (CW6 par. 658). This type is compareci to a prophet because his or her

access to the unconscious can conjure up images that reflect new epochal
potentialities that renew life and therefore contribute to psychic w d king of
a people (Jung,CW6 par. 658). Jungmnnects the importance of this prophetic

type with archetypal manifestation while defining the archetype:
introverted intuition apprehends the images ansing from the a pria'
inherîîed foundatim of the unconscious. These archetypes, whose

nature is inaccessible to e*peilwm, are the predpitak of the psychic
functioning of the whole ancesbal line; the accumdated Bcperiences of
organk üfe in general, a million times qeated, and c o n d e d inb
types. in these arrhetypes, -fore,
dl srperiences are repte~ented
which have ha+
on this phnet since primeval times. The more
frequent and the more inleme they were, the more c l d y focused
thqbecomeinthearchetype.Thear&typewouid thus be, toborrow
from Kant, the mumenon o f t k image which intuition perceives and,
in penxivin& mates. Shœ the uwmscious is not bst something that lies
there Me a psychic q t morhrm, but coexists with us and is cmstantly
undergoing tansfonnations which are inwardiy coMeCted with the
general cun ofevents, introverted inîuition, thiwgh its perœpüon of
these inner proo~sses,mn suppiyœrîah &ta which may be of the utmast

impwtanre lor understandhgwhat is going on in tk world. It can
even forese?new p~'bilitiesin more or ksJ ciear outline, as well as
mnts which later actualiy do happen. Its pmpheüc foresight is
atphined by iîs relation to the atchetypes, which represent the laws
g o v d n g the course of all -ble
things. (CW6 par. 659 660)

-

In contrast, Jung states that entrepreneurs, speculators, stockbrokers,
and poiiticians are t y p i d y found to be extraverted intuiîive types. This type

is regard& to be orienteà by the outer object. This person is dependent upon
externai situations. This type is preoccupied with locating the new and
"seekingout new possibilities" (Jung, CW6 par. 613). He or she nwer is
content to reside in the status quo or accept common realities and its values,
rather this person is loyal to his or her own moral code and vision. She or he
has little regard for the values of the 'they' (Jung,CW6 par. 613).
Although, the independence of the extraverted intuitive type squares
with the mythology of the artist as moral rebel and a nonconfonnist, the
description of the introverted intuitive type, in Jung's volume six, appears to
paradoxically fit the description of the unmnscious and extroverted artistic
mode of creation describeci in his essay "On the relation of Analytical
Psychology to Poetry," volume fiheen of his collected worics. This is a result of
the introverted intuitive's capaaty to access his or h a collective unconscious
and funclion in a prophetic capaaty by expressing foms that are most lacking
in collective consciousness.
This paradox does not seem to be rmlved by Jung's statement that the

psyche also posçesses a compensatory attitude to the prevalent type of an
individual. Jungdistinguishes between the psychdogy of cpnsciousness and
the psychology of the unconscious (CW6 par. 568). Jn regard to the extraverted
uncoLlSCious attitude JungStates:
Tiie attitude of the unconsciousas an effecüve amplement to the

consdous extraverted attitude iias a definiMy inmverting cfrarscter.
It concentraies the h i an the subjective factor, that is, on al1
those needs and demands that are süfled or regRssed by the
corucious attihide ...Total awimibtion b the abject will aiways
amse the potest of the suppressed nilrority of those eiemmb that
belong to the past and have existd h m the very beginnuig. (CW6 par. 570)

The dawnfall of the atmvert is that he or she k o m e s lost in external abjects
and thdore needs a compensatory psychic adjustment. In eantrast, the
downfaii of the intr~vertis that he or she devdues the importance of the

external object and places excessive emphasis upon the ego @mg, CW6 par
626). Therefore, a compensatory attitude deveiops that places primacy on the

abject.
In spite of positively mvuisiw efforts to mswe the superiority of the
ego, the a b j t comes to acert an overw-ng
influence, which is ail
the more invim'ble because it
on the individual u ~ w a r e and
s
forcibiy obtnides itself on his con~usness.As a resuit of the ego's

-

unadapted relation to the object lot a desire to dominate it is not
adaptation a compensatory dation arises in the unconscious which
makes iîself fdtas an absolute and impmsible tie to the

-

Uung,CW6par.6%)

Thus, the unmnsaous attitude of the introvert submits to the demands of the

object and the unconsdous attitude of the extrovert withdraws from the

demands of the object.
This al1 seems to be very conlushg since the object is seen as the
original inducement to the unconsdous to begin with. How can the extrovert

have a compensatory unconscious attitude to an induced unconsciousness
dictated by the demands of the object? In the case of the introvert the

reiationship to the object is repressed, thedore it maices sense that its effect

c d d only take place via the UZLC(MISCLous.But in the case of the extrovert the

object has h d y caused him or her to yield to its unconsaous imperative.

M us examine the artistic process of the extroverted and introverted
artist by investigating a practicai application. Both artists while making a

sculpture reaiize that the object (the material) is establishing its own unique
form and content. In reality this assertion of the object is really the contents of
the sculpter's unconsaous. The extroverted artist subrnits to the dernaItds of

the object and therefore yields to the manifestation of the unconscious. The

introverted artist withdraws from the charge of the object, and aiso from his
or her unconsaous, and consequently attempts to impose his mIiSCious
intentions upon the object by dictating the fonn and content. As has been
previously mentioned this does not match with Jung's description of the
intuitive introvert who is predominantly in contact with the unconsaou5
and therefme the archetypes

This dilemma seems to be briefly touched upon by Jung's distinction
between a person and the aeative process that compels him or ha.After
distinguishing between the introverted and extraverteci art, Jung states that
Schiller's plays are an example of the introverted attitude because the
materiai resuits from consaous intentionality, whereas the second part of
[Goethe's] Faust is an example of a case where "the material is disthguished

by its refractoriness" (CW15 par. 111). Jung attnbuted the second part of Faust

as originating from the unconsaous and this accounts for its refracbtiness.

Jungthen makes a distinction between the psychological makeup of a poet as
a person and the aeative process itseif.
From what 1 have said, it wiU be apparent that a shift of psychologieal
standpointhas taken plaœ as mon as one speaks mt of the p e t as a penon
but of the creative process that moves h i a When t
k focus of inlerest sbifîs
to the latter, the paet cornes into the picm only as a rPactingsu(CW15 par. 112)

And then in his essay on "Psycholugy and Litmature," Jungconments ori

three visionary worlrs.
tn the SCicpknd of Hmas, ttie Molne Cmdy,and Fairsf, we catch
echoes of a pieUminary lovpepisode which culmifiates in a v i s i ~
e*perience. There is m gnnind for the assumption Uiat the mnnal,
human acperienœ in the fmt put of Fovst is iiepudiated or c o n d d in
the~~,orthat~~notmalatthetlmewhenkwideP~I
but in a m t i c state of mind w k n he wmk Part II. These Lhree worlrs
mer a perid of neatly h o ttrousand yem, and in each of t k m we find
the undisguisecl petsonal IbvPepisode not only connected with wedghtier
visionary experieme but actually subordinated to it. 'lhii testimony is
significant, for it shows Oiat in t
k work of art (irrespective of the pefsonal
psychologyof the pet) the vision represents a deeper and more impressive
expaiencethan hurnan passion. In works of art of this nature -and we must
newr mnfuse them with the artist as a person - it caiuwir be doubted that
the Wion is a genuirte primordial expxhre, no mitaei what the
rationalists rnay say. It is not so-g
deriwd or d r y , it is not
symptomatic of something else, it is a üue symbol that is, an expiession
for somethingmalbut unknown. (CWIS par. 148)

-

It seems that Jung is espousing the existence of a primordial aeative

process that is separate, distinct, and somewhat alien to the personal
psychology of the artist, yet works through it. 1wander if Jung'suse of the
term personal psychology also includes a peison's psychologicd type or is he

only referring to personal psych01ogicai attributes in the Freudian sense (e.g.
repression and sublimation)?If his definition of personai psychology includes
psych010gid type then the attributes of various psychological types such as

introverted intuitive are irrelevant when one considers the autonomous
nature of the visionary extroverted creative proms. Perhaps, the
autonomous nature of this mode accounts for rung's stakment that in the

Dionysian state the person is not a work of art but "sheerNature" (CW6 par.
The ûionysian impulse, on the other hand, means the liberaîion of
unboundeô instinct,bwaking looseof the unbridleddynamism of

...

animal and divim nature nie Dionysian is the horror of the
annihilation of the pnpnnc@iwa
indimduafionis and at the same time
"rapturous delight" in its destnrtion. It is therefore comparaMe b
intoxication, which dissolves the individual into his collective
instincts and components-an exphion of the isolateci ego through
the world. H e m , in the Dionysian orgy, man finds man: "alienated
Nature, hostile or enslaved, celebrates once more hm feast of
reconciîiation with her prodigai son-Man ."Man is no longer the
artist, he has k o m e the work of art". "AI1 the artistry of Nature
is revealed in the ecstasies of intoxication". Which means that the
creative dynamism, libido in instinctive form, takes possession of the
individual as though lw were an object and uses him as a tool or as
an expression of itself. If it is pennissible to conceive the natural
creature as a "workof art:îhen of anvse man in the ûionysian
state has become a nahuai wodc of art bo; but in so far as the nahuai
creature is decKiedly nota umk of art in the o r d i i sense of the
word, he is mthing but sheer N a m . . (Jung,CWé par. 227)

...

.

Jung can be seen as ;tlso developing an aesthetic from the perspective of
the beholder of a work of art as well. In his essay, 'The Roblern of Typical
Attitudes in Aesthetics," Jung b d d s u p n Worringer's categorization of two
aesthetic attitudes. These are the feeling-into attitude, which Jung calls
extraverteci, and the abstracting attitude, which he labels as introverteà. Jung
States that both attitudes are needed for an appreciation of the object and
artistic creation (CW6 par. 498). Jung argues that these aesthetic attitudes a n
function as defense mechanisms, and as adaptive mechanisms.
Feeling-into and abstraction, extraversion and introversion, are
mechanisms of abptation and d-.
In so far as they make
adaptation possible, they prokt man h m extemai dangers. In so

far as they are diratcd finctioru they h i t e from fortuitous impulses;
mreow, thqr actuaiiy pmtect hm,since they render seif-divestiture
pi for him. Qung,CW6 par. 502)

The abstracting attitude is characterized by an uneasiness or dread of a
perceiveci "charged"object and therefore the person withdraws h m the

object in order to prokt himself or herself ftom the object. The object is
perceiveci as having an a priori independence and animation which
overwheims the beholder, therefore introversion is induced. Jungstates:
The man with the abstracîing attitude [inûovertedl fin& hirnself in
a tembiy aniir\ated world, which seeks ta overpower and smother him.
He therefore retires into himself, so that in himself he may contrive that
redeeming formula which can be relied upon to enhance his subjective
value to a point where at least it sM1 be a match for the infiuence of
the obpct. (CW6 par. 492)

This withdrawai from the object coincides with Jung's notion of

Promethean consciousness which withdraws the libido h m the world
(introverting) as a function of collective restricüvenes and therefore inhibits
the object's symbolic and overwhelming power (CW6 par. 310). The

abstracting or introverting beholder is resisting against the tendency of
perceiveci animateci obpcts to instigate the psychic state of participation

mystique (union of the ego with the unconscious, and loss of the ego through
immersion in the surrounding world). Jung writes:
As in the case of the abstracting individual, the abstract image represenb

a CMnpFehensive formula, a bulwark against the dishaegrating effects

of the unconsciously animated objet3

...(CW6 par. 501)

And:
With the abstracting attitude it is much the same, for hre the o b ' j
has an a *on animationand indepdenoe; far froni needing any Feelingintaon thepartofthesubpct,theobject~sostronganinmiena
that introversionisalmost forced uponone.nie powerful uncaisaous

libido charge of the object is dependent upon its "participationmystiquen
with the unconsdous of the introvertingsubject .Abstraction, then, seems
to be a hinctian which is at w u with the original state of "pmrtidpation
mystiquen.Its effort is to part h m the object, thus to put an end to the
obpctrs tyanniealhold. (Jung,C ' par. 4954%)

..

Thus, it seems that this individual is divesting himself or herself by rejecthg
the externalization of his or her unconscious content, and therefore the

archetypai expression of the collective unconscious.
In contrast, the Feeling-into attitude (extraversion) is characterized by a

trusthg relationship with the outside world. -et

the subject yields to a

perceiveci inanimate object by interjecting or assimilating it. He or she, in
effectt becomes the object by tramferring into the object his or her own
unconscious content. rii this aesthetic mode the object is viewed as unchargeci
and therefore r e q w e s the input or "feeling-into"of the subject. Jung States:
The man with the feeling-into attitude [extravert] finds himself,

on the contrary, in a world that needs his subjective feeiing k give
life and soul. (CW6 par. 492)

And:
But since the feeling-into subject fee& his activity, his üfe, into the
the object, he therewith also yidds himself to the object, in 80 far

as the felt-into content represents an essential part of the subject. He
becomes the object; he identifies himself with it, and in this way gets
rid ot himself. Because he objectifies himself he, therefore, ddeulb'jfies
himself. IJung,CWo par.500)

This aesthetic attitude appears to be the counterpart of the Epirnethean
conscious attitude in literature. However, the latter attitude is regardeci as a
extroverted "souliess''rsp0nse to the daims of the extenial object. Jung
perceives the feeling-into attitude as a de-subje&Eyhg defence mechanism.

defenre agaimt the disintegrationcaused by inner subjective hcion,
which wnsist in boundless phantasy pi'büities and mmponding
impulses b acbivity. (CW6 par. 501)

Hem, it seems that the feeling-into subject's identification with the object
Functions to aiiow hirn or her to escape canscious impulses originatïng in the
unconsciou, like jumping off a bridge or making a pass at a unknown

person, because an emergence into the uncanscious allows one to mbalance
rep&

instincts or reconcile aspects of ego identity with the shadow side of

the self. The connection with archetypal material within the unconsaou

compensates for psychic imbalance and therefore prevents the disintegration
of the ego.
Although, Jung's essay on the 'Type-Problem in Aesthetics"
necessitates an understanding of the aesthetics from the point of view of a
beholding subject, the aesthetic attitudes of feeling-into and abstraction are
considerd applicable to the art making process.
Iîs [abstraction] effect is either ta lead to the creation of art fonns, or
to the cognition of the objj. Siniilarly, the hction of feeling- inb is
pst as effective as an organ of artistic aeation as it is of cognition. For,

just as the latter is graunded upan the miagical importance and power of
the o b j j , feeling-into is mted in the ma@calimportance of the subject,
whereby the object is secured by means of mystical identification.
(Jung, CW6 per.496)

The features of the feeling-into aesthetic attitude coincides with the
features of the extroverted artistic mode of creation, that we have previously

discussed, because both categorizations emphasize the primacy of the object
and therefore the unconscious projected on the object as we have discovered.

S i a r l y , Jung's notion of abstraction in volume six of his collected works
corresponds with his articulation of the mnscios, object denying aspects of
the introverted mode of creation in volume fiften of his collected works.

As has been mentioned previously, one work of art comes into
existence as a result of the conscious intentions of the artist (the introverted)

and another originates h m the unconscious as a result of the autonomous

complex (the extraverted). According to Jung the autonomous complex has a
will of its own independent of the conscious will (CW15par. 122). The

autonomous complex is an unconscious portion of the psyche which rernains
subliminal until it accumulates enough libido energy to overcome the
threshold or barrier of consciousness (Jung, CWlS par. 122-123). The work of
art derived from it is regarded as symbolic. Jung defines the symboiic

significance of the this type of art, while distinguishing between the two types
of art.
We would therefore expect that works belonging to the first dass [eonsciow]
would nowhere ovmtep the limits of comprehension, h t Wr effect
would be bound by theauthor's intention and would not extend beyond i t
But with worb of the other clam we would have to be preparpd for
something suprapersonal that tranxrends our understanding io the same
degree that the author's consciousness was inabqrance duruig the proee~e
of creation. We would expect a strangenessof f o m and content, thwghts
that can only be apprehended hhiitively, a language pregnant with
meanings, and images that are bue symbols because they ~IEthe k t
poss1Weexpressions for something unkiown-bridgesthmwn out towards

an urrseen shore. (Jung,CW15 par. 116)

Jung distinguishes between a symbol and a sign.
The m e symbot differs essenhlly from this [sign or symptoml, and
shouid be undersbai as an expression of an intuitive idea that cannot
yet be fomuiaîed in any other or better way. (Ml5 par. 105)
As we have seen, the mode of extroverted artistic process proâuœs

such symbolic work. In Jung's essay, "Psychology and Literature," he refers to

this mode of artistic creation as visionary. Jung distinguishes between the
psychological mode of creation and the visionary mode, and this distinction

coincides with the previous distinctions he has made between the extroverted
and introverted, the feeling-into and abtiacting, modes of aeativity.
For the sake of clarity 1 mniM Wre to eall the one mode of art&& mtion
psychological, and the oticer msionoty. The psychological mode worb
with materiais drawn fnmn man's amJcious life with crucial expeiiences,
powerful emotions, suking, passim, the stuff of hunian fate ingeneraL
... Countless litemy products belongto this ciass. al1 the nowls Ming
with love, the family milieu, crime and sodeîy, together with didactic
poetqr, the p a t e r number dl*, and drama bath tragic and condc
Whatever artistic fom they may tak, theV contents always derive h m
the sphere of consdous human scperieire fmm the psychic foiegibund of
iife, we might Say. That is why 1caU this mode of creation "psychological";
it remains within the Urnits of the psychol~cal~y
intelligible
The gulf
that separates the first h m the seamd part of Faust marks the difference
between the psychological and îhe visionary modes of artistic creation.
H m everythuig is revered. The experience that fumishes the material
for artistic expression is no longer familiar. It is sornething strange that
derives its existence h m t
k hinderland of man's minci, as if it had
emerged h m the abyss of prehumanages, or h m a superhum M dof
contrasting üght and datkness. It is a primordial experience which surpasses
man's understandingand to which in his weable58 he may easily succumb.
Uung CW15 par. 140 141)

--

-

...

-

Jung, in his essay, "Psychology and Literature," describes the visionary
work of art as a work that bursts asunder not only aesthetic fonn but a h the
values of humanity witiiin a given epodi. Such a work then coincides with
Kant's understanding of exempiary work as a proàuct of genius because it
conforms to no previous standard or d e of what a work should be. The
work not only transgresses previous d
e
s and sets up new niles and
standards for subsequent works but becornes dturally progressive in ifs self
suffiaency. Kant writes:
Fine art, on the d e r hand, is a mode of repiesentationwhich is

intrinsicaily final, and which,devoid of an end, has the eftert of

advandng the culhire of the mental pwers in the interest of social
c~mmunica(bn. (CJ44)

However, Jung's notion of the disruptive nature of such a work samu
to be much more compelling than Kant's because Kant's notion of a work's
disruption is iimited to its effect in the field of art history whereas Jung's
notion places the work in the realm of epochal compensation. In the Jungian
view the work is a message which r e b c e s the psychic irnbalance of an
epoch and in so doing points to the establishment of a new era. This view
coinades with Heidegger's position. ûernstein sununarizes Kant's position

and relates it to Heidegger's as foiiows:
Heice a necessary conditionfor a worls bbe 'W,a worlt of genius,

is that t)ie d e effectuating the work be essentially unavailable to
produœr and audience. lhe wotlc of fine art must be groundless, without
determinate antecedents. Its king a fiw production, a production that
cannot be explainecl or acrwnîed for in Iiennsof ils antecedents, either
historically or psychobgicaily, must be constitutive of the worlr and
manifest in its appearing. Note that the same distinction between
produdion and creation that is at the basis of Heidegger's amunt of great
art is at the basis of Kant's afcount of fine art: with Kant, however, to think
creation is to thinlc m o r n in ib most radiai fonn. Thus art's having a
history, its satisfying its mation only in so far as it is dynamically
historiai, intempting previous art history in order far that history to

begin again, is connecteci with, mdeed a consequena?of, the human vocation
for freedom that fiftt becornes nunifest in fine art. (91-92)

Heidegger, like Hegel and unlike Kant,views art's highest vocation as
its capacity to found a worId (or historiai epoch) not just an art historical

world. In The Origin of the Work of Art, Heidegge~States as foiiows:

-

W h e m art happens ttiat is, whenewr there is a beginning a thnrst

enhm history; history either begins or starb over again. History here

means nota sequenœ in tirne ofevents, of whabever son, hoimportant
History is the bansporting of a peopte into its appointeci task as entry intu

the people's endowment (2ûl)

And:
Art is historicai, and as historicpl it b the creative preserving of ûuth in

m.

the work. Art happens as
Poetry is fùunding in the triple sense of
bestowing, grounding, and beginning. Art, as founding, is esnentiplly historiopl.
This means not simply hat art has a history in the extrinsic sense that in the
course of time it, too, appears &ng with many other things, and in the pmcem
changes and passes away and offers changuigaspects for histoiblogy. Art is
hisfory in the essential sense that it grounds history. ( OWA 2û2)

Nietzsche appears to concur with Iung that art is disruptive and

epochai establishing. However, it seems that with Jung art, philosophy, and
religion are intimately related, whereas Nietzsche views art as the antithesis
of Western metaphysicd speculation. Friedrich Nietzsche seems to have
viewed art as primary in its grounding capacity which consequentiy displaces
or replaces religion and philosophy. Kockelmans sumrnarizes Nietzsche's
position as being:
Fine art is not pst one configuralionof the wili-bpawer mong

others, but the suconfiguration. Thus here the wiii-bpowet
becomes tmly visible as art. Now will-tepower is the ground that
has to take the place of the vaiuation fonnery pmoted by religion,
moraiity, and phiiosophy. (Kockelmahs, Hdcggcr on Art and Art Wmb 51)

For Nietzsche, it appears that art has retained or inaeased its ability to
provide an historical ground in Modemity. In fact, Nietzsche considers art as
a counter movement to nihiiism where the artist philosopher is seen to
counter the nihilistic philosopher (Kockelmans, Heidegger on Art and Art

Wmks 52). Nietzsche views the artist as an individuai who is able to bring
forth from the sensuous world a ground that counters the anti-Me, nihilistic

other worldly truth of Western Platonism. Therefore, Nietzsche daims that
art is worth more than the ttuth. Nietzsdie believes that art will function as a

p u n d for a new historical epoch. Kackelmans describes Nietzsche's position

as the foilowing:

.. .Nietzsche d

s art the countennovement to nihilism and the
e s t a b l i s k t of the new, superne values which wiU set the
standard and ground the laws for a historiai d e of king ior
man which a n be full of "espritw. (Hcidcggnon Art a d Atf WonlrP 521

..

Visionary Art

Jung views visionary art as something that has the potential, when its
content is realized by society, to shatter the canopy or worldview of a culture
because it is in touch with the dark side of life and therefore it shatters the
assumptions of a given nomos (a meaningful order) and subsequently
through tirne brings about a state of anomie. (This term anornie or anomic is
usuaiiy understood as referring to a state of lawlessness, where there is a lack

of usud social standards in a person or group. HoweverOits usage in this text

will refer to a socibculturai situation which has suffered a coiiapse in its

canopy, or main world view. This induces cuitUral and behavioral ambiguity
and anxiety within social interaction. It also functions to undermine the
common assumptions that are shared by people in a Society0and thedore
produces existentid angst). JungStates:
The very enonnity of the aCpenence giws it its value and its shattering
.

impact. Subüme, pregnant with meaning, yet chilhg the b i o d with its

strangeness, it arises from timeless depths; giamomus, diemonic, and
grotesque, it bursts asunder our human standards of value and aesthetk
hm,a terrifying tangle of etemai chaos, a crimen tesle majestatis
humanae. On the other hand, it c m be a revelation whose heighb
and depths are beyond our fathoming, or a vision of beauty which we
can never put into words . But the primordiai experiences rend h m

..

top to bottom the curtain p n which is painted the picture of an ordered
world, and aUow a gümpse into îhe unfathomableabyss of the unbom
and of things yet to be. b it a vi&m of other worlds, or of the darh\ess
of the spirit, or ofthe primaibeginiiings of the human psyche? We
cannot say that it is any or none of these. (CWIS par. 141)

Here it seems that Jung's description of visionary inspiration parallels
Rudolph Otto's description of the expsience of the Holy as mysterium

tremendum and mystnium fascinans.

The potential of visionary work to induce a state of anornie in the
viewer has been discussed by David Morgan in "Swet Wisdom and Self

-

Effacement." Here, he teils of his own experience of encomtering the work in

an exhibit called Negatiating Rnpture. This exhibit featured the work of
eleven mega-artists, including the work of Joseph Beuys and Anselm Kiefer.
Morgan States:
My worid aumbies befol~the looming prospect of a reality that threatens
to replace the foundation of the familiar. My sense of order is jumbled, my
status cailed into question, wbtever 1took to be certain may be thmwn
inio dwbt. (41)

As mentiond, this experience is the terrible side of what Rudolf Otto

has referred to as the encounter with the Hdy. Paul Tillich has refemd to

this type of anomic experience as the Abysmal side of the Depth of Reaan. In
regards to the abysmal element (mysterium tremendum) Tillich writes the
folîowing:
The tiveat of rngrasping the mind,produces the
"OntologicalshodcWin which the negative side of the mystery of
king its abysmai e h e n t is experiezred. "Shockwpoints to a
state of mind in which the mind is tfirownout of its normal balance,
shaken in its stnicture. Reason rpiaches its boundary Une, is thrown
bck upon ilseif, and then is drivenagain to its extreme situation. nie
expedmœ of ontoiagical shock is q R S S e d in üiecognitive hinction

-

-

by the basic philosophical quesiion, the question of being and nonbeing.
("Reasanand Reveliition:Beiqg anâ God" 113)

The Abyss can be conceptualized as the dimension of the p u n d of being
which is not exhausted by mation and as that entity in which al1 form
disappeats and from which it emerges. ûntologicai reason or logos is

grounQed in a depth that p d e s reasan. In Jung'stheory of the
psychogenesis of religion this ground wouid be located in the unconscious.

Ti& Mers to this ground as the depth of raason. The depth of mason is
the expression of something that is not reason but which preœdes reason and

is manifest through it" C i c h , "Reasonand Revelation: BWig and Go# 79).

Tillich explains the nature of this depth in the follawing way:
It could be callecl the "substancewwhich appeai.s in the rational

structure, or "being-itself"which is maniiesl in the logos of being,
or the "ground"which is creative in every rational aeation, or the
"abyss"which cannot be exhausted by any creatian or by any totaiity
of them, or the "infinite patmtiaüty of being and meaning" which
purs into the dional struchm of mind and reaüty, actuaking and
îransfomiing them". ("Reasonand Revelation: Being and Cod" 79).

The depth of reason is both hidden and expressed in myth and cult. It points
to tnith-itself and the dtimately real in artistic mations.
Jungstates that a visionary experience is f m d in William Blake's
pahtings and poetry, in Jamb Boehme's mystical poetry, in Nietzsche's

Dionysian experience and in Goethe's secnid part of Faust. Jung,as
mentioned, believed that Goethe's second part of Faust was a visionary work

because it was compensatory to Goethe's consciws attitude (CW15par. 159).

Edward F. Edinger argues that Jungthought that Goethe's Faust "maybe a
gateway leading beyond the Christian an'' (Goethe's Faust 15). Moreover,

Edinger, like Jung, regards this work as an enantiodromia. This term refers to

the emwgence of the unconschus opPosite in the course oftirne. Jung
beüeved that the previously mentioned miks were compensating for

Edinger argues that the emergence of the Faust legend began
approximately at a tirne coinadhg with the Renaissance, the Reformation,

and the Scientific Revolution (Guethess Faust 13). He argues that this era of
the Anti-Christ (an age compensatory to the Christian emphasis on the
outerworldly and a transcendent Cod) allows for Faust's encounter with

Mephistopheles [Edinger, Goethe's Faust 14). Méphistopheles is symbolic of
the dark son, the devil, or in alchernical language he is regardeci as the
product of the prima materid, M e r d u s (the archetypal shadow side of the

Christ figure). Edinger states:
Ofmurse the arlists, sdiolaq expions, reformersand sdentists of
the sixteenth mtury did mit consider their activities as dwifish. Thy
were aii good Christians, Uiqr thought, who wem sccited by the expansion
of human irnowledge and energy. But Wngs lodoéd dülerent h m the

stand point of the unconscious which, like a compensathg dieom, generated
the Faust legend. (Corlk's Faust 14)

From a Jungian perspective, the importance of Goethe's Faust is that it
represents the problem of a humanity that has eamged h m the onesidecl
Christian Middle Ages into the mdern agnoçtic materialist world. In this
transition modem people have felt both guilt and existential despair in theh

rdinquishrnent of the Iewish-ChristianImgo Dei.
Faust represents modernman, who, in his hubris, has Qstroyed the
living commtion with the gads (the numirosum) and has incurried a
heavy load of guüt (Edinger, C;acfhc*s Faust 82)

As a consequence of such an anornie, humanity looks within itself for any

glimmer of immanent religiosity. Modern humanity desires to become

whole, a wholeness which a n be eqeriential. The process of becoming
whole, W, or complete is refemed to by Jung as the ptocess of individuation.
Individuation not only relinquishes a personal conformity to a collectivity,
but also unites the opposites within the self. As has been previously
mentioned, the confrontation and resolution of opposites within the self also
reconciles the unconsdous opposites within divinity, and therefore
contributes to the evolution of the Inurgo Dei.
Edinger argues that Goethe's Faust was an enantiodromia that
containeci symbolism pertaining to the descent into the underworld, the
unification of opposites (the Coniu nctio) and the manifestation of the
quaternity, the opposites united in consciousness. The symbolic expression of
these themes are intimately related to the psychic process of individuation.
The use of the tenn btality (Allerein) again indicates that Faust
a
s
u
r
e of individuation. This is also indicatd by the
achieved a m
pairs of heavenly quatemides in the final scene, One quaternity
mnsists of Pater Erstaticus, Patw Profundus, Pater Seraphirus plus
ün&r Marianus (3 + 1). The 0 t h quaîernity consists of M a p
Peccaîrix, the Samaritan woman, Mary of Egypt plus Csetchen. In
each case the triad of figures deriving from traditional desiastical
iconographyis cornpleted by a persona1 or historiai figure,
Dr. Marianus probabiy alludes to "aneighth-mtu'y alchemist,
Morienes, Monenus, Marianus, who was one of the most spintuai
of ail alchemists and understood the opus as a human transformation
systema (JungCW18, par. 1699). in the other case it is the repentant
cedeemed &tchen who cornpietes the quatemity, emphasizing
the crucial aspect of the hunran dimension in the process.
(Edinger, Catk's Faust 88 89)

-

Jung,in his essay "'Ulysses': A Monologue," seems to argue that Joyce's
Ulysses is an anornie itself, for it shakes the foundation of the Western world
view. He says that the book depicts the grey side of spiritual nihilism and

@es

no indication of a tendency towards reconstruction. He views the work

as deconstructionist.
UlysscP tums its back on me. It is m p e r a t i v e , it wants îo go on
singing its e n d b lune into endless time a tune 1launv k satiety
and to extend to infinityits gangiionic mpe-ladderof viscesal
thinking and cerebration reducedto mere senseperœption. It
shows m lendencytowardsrecorrstniction; in&ed, desûucüseems to have becorne an end in ibelf. (Jung,C M 5 par. 172)

-

-

In the review Jung often makes bold statements like "Joyœ bores me to tears",
and then qualifies them" ...it is the boredom of nature" (CWIS par. 169). It

appears that throughout his review, Jung is frustrateci with the materiai and
is fundamentaiiy undecided about its artistic merit and classification. This is
observable from his tendency to affirm its compensatory nature at one
moment and then question its revelatory (unconsaously deriveci) nature the
next moment. In fact, Jung is uncertain as to whether the book represents
anything at aii (CW15 par. 167). Jung States the following in regards to Ulysses
and Joyee:
1am deeply convincd that we are not only stuck in the Middle Ages

but alsa are caught in our own sentimentality. It is therefore quite
comprehensible that a prophet should adse to tpach wr culture a
compensatory la& of feeling. Rophets are always disapeable and
usuaily have bad manners, but it is said that they o~casionaflyhit
the nail on the head. There are, as we h w ,major and minor prophets,
and history will decide to which of them Ioyce belongs. Like e q
m e prophet, the artist is the unwitting muthpiece of the psycfüc
seaets of his time, and is often as ~ l ~ ~ ~ n s cas
i oausieepwalker.
s
He
supposes that it is he who speaicsDbut the spirit of the age is his
prompter, and whatever this spirit says is p v e d ûue by its effecis.
üiysss is a document humain of out tirne and, what is m m , it
harbours a secret It can reiease the spirituaiiy bound, and its doldness
can freeze ail sentimentality -and even normal feeling to the

-

-

mairow. (CWlS par. 184 185)

Here,it seems that Jung is acknowledging the compensatory artistic merit of
Joyce's work. As a result, Joyce seems to be acknowledged as an innovative
and "extraverteci"artist. However, Jungsubsequently seems to reverse his

position because he can not find any indication of the presence of symbolic
imagery that also exists in the visionary works of the past Jung States:
1s this patchwork quilt of words andimages perhaps "symboiic"?I am
mt thinhg of m aiiegoty (heivenforbid !), but of the symôol as an
expression of somthing whme nature we cannot grasp. In that case a
hidden m n i n g would doubtless shine through the eurious fabric at
some point, h m and hem notes would ip~oundthat had ben heerd
at 0 t h tlmesand placesI mayk in unusual dreams or in the crypric
wisdom of kwgotten races. This possibility cannot be conîested, but,
for myself, 1cannot find ttie key. ûnthe aontrary, the book seemsto
me to be written in hfull iight of mnsciousness; it is nota dream and
not a revelation of the unconsdous. Compared with Zmathustra or the
second part of Fmt, it shows anwen stronger prposiveness and sense
of direction. This is probabiy why U 1 p does not ûear the features
of a symboüc work. Of course, opie senses the axh&ypd bacicground.
Behind Dedalus and Bloom there stand the etemal figures of spiritual
and caml man;Mrst Btoom pehps conceais an anima entangied in
worldüness, and Ulysses hmiself mi@ be the h m . But the book
does m t focus u p n this background; it veers away in the opposite

d i w o n and strives to attain dw uhrwist obpravity of ~nsciousness.
It is obviously not symbdic and has no intention of Wng so. Were it
mne the less symbaHc in datain pwb, then the unconadous, in spik
of every ptecaution, wouId have played the author a hick or two.
For when something is "symbok,"it means that a pemn divines its
hidden, ungraspable nahue a d is ûyhg desperately to capture in words
the secret that eludes him. W k t h it is something of the world he is
striving to gtasp or samething of the spirit, he must turn to it with aii
his mental powers and penetnte aii its iridescent veils in order to bring to
the iight of day the piû that ües jdously hidden in the depths.

But the shattering thing about üiyssor W that behind the thouapnd veils
mthing lies hidden; it hinus neither to the world m r the spirit but, mld
as the moon looking on h mcoemk space, leaves thecomedy of genesis and
decay to pursue i b course.1sIneerely hope that U l y is m t symbolic, for if
it were it would have failed in its purpose. (CWIS par. 185 186)

-

However, near the end of his essay, Jung seems to reverse his position

and view Ulysses as a kind of holistic spiritual exercise that is a compensatory
like text which distills a new universal mnsciousness.
O üiyss~c,you m ûuiy a devorionai bmk for the object-besotted,

obpct-ridden white man! You are a spiritual exetcise, an ascetic
discipline, an agonizing ritual, an amne procedure, eighteen
alchernical alernbics piled on top of one another, where amid acids,
poisomus finnes, and fire and iœ, the homunculus of a new, univeml
consciousness is distiaed! (Jung,CWlS par. 201)

And:
One can see what ha9 happemd: ihe detachment of human mnsdousness

-

and its consequent appra*UMtianto the divine the whok basis and
highest artistic a c h i m n t of Ulysscs suffers an infernal disboition in
the drunken mdhwse of the brothel as smn as it appears in the cloak
of a traditional formula. Utysses, the soreiy tned wanderer, toils ever

-

towards his island home, back to his true SM, beaüng his way through
the humil of dghkm chapters, and, free at last h m the fool's world

of illusions, "looks on h m afar," impassiveiy. Thus he achieves what
a Jesusor a Buddha achieved, and what Faust also s m w for -the
owrcoming of a fooi's worid, libation from the oppsites. And just as
Faust was dissolved in the Eienial Ferninine, so it is MoUy Bloom
... who has the k t word in her unpunctuatedmomlogue, putang a
blessed dose to the heUiih, shekking d i s s o m with a harmonious
final chord. üiysses is the aeatorgod in Joyce,a medemiurge who
has freed himJelf h m entanglenrent in the physicai and mentai
world and contemplatesthem withdetached mmc.io~rms. He is for
Joyœ what Faust was for Gaetk, or Zarathustra foi: Nietzsche. He is
the higher self who tehuns to his divine home after blind entanglement
in somma. in the whole book no üiysses appears; the book itseîf is

-

Ulysses, a micmcosm of JamesJoyce,the world of the self and the self
of the wodd in one. (Jung,CW15 par. 191 192)

-

Here it seems that the book as a whole is compensatory to the split between

the phenomenai world and the numinous world so prevalent in the
Christian West. Jung appears to be suggesting that Ulysses is an emboàiment

of Joyce's adoption and depiction of the Upanisadic premise that "You are
that". If this is tme then one could argue that it has an enantiodromia nature
since it presents the antithesis of the prevalent westem theological view,
namely, that the self, matter, and the world (phenomenal existence) is
separate from the numinous or the divine.
Joseph Campbell, in his book Mythic Worlds, Modern Words: On the
Art of lames luyce, states that Jung did a poor job in his review of Ulysses. in

fact Campbell wonders if Jung took his task seriously at all or was rushed. in

any event, Campbell states that "as a matter of fact, psychiatrists don't have
very good relationships to art of any kind" ( Mythic Worlds, Modern Wurds
271). Campbell argues that Joyce's work like Thomas Mann's can be regarded

as evolving from the naturalist style of his predecessors to the archetypal
character of mythology (Mythic Wmlds, Modmr Words 12). joyce, in his

opinion, was aeating work that represented a shift from Irish Catholic
provincialism to a universal archetypal experience.
But Joyceis also making another flight; from the symbolism of the

Roman Catholic Church to the universais that Jungcaris the "aichetypes"
of which Christian imagery is an infiedion. He escapes (m to speak)
h m his own spiritual piovindalism into the total humanity which
is w r deep shared heritage. (JosephCampbeii, Mythk Wbilds, Modem
Wotds 11)

Joyce's work, Like Mann's work, can perhaps be interpreted as epochal
compensation because th& collective body of work represmts a transition

out of Christianity into the universal éxpenence of humanity's spirituai
voyage into the abyss and its invigorated retum (refered to by theoretiaans of
depth psychology and mythologicai schoiars as the retm to and eme!rgence
from the Great Motha, the unconscious).
Mann's Mgic M ~ u n appeared
~n
in 1924, Joyce's üiysscp in 1922,and in
both worh there is a d e i i i t e cilUng-in of rnyth, using intenbbnaUy
and with direet references to mythology of the hero's voyage into the
world of darkness, the abyss, and the m m . (JosephCampbeU,
Mythic Worlds, Modnn Words 12)

Campbell States that Joyce begins with the images inherent within Irish

Catholicism and layers them with univemal symbolic meaning which
consequently enhances the ability of the irnagery to be associative and
ultimately revelatory (Mythic W d s , Modern Wmds 12). The universai
symbolic rneaning is layered in epiphanical events which are intertwined
with Joyce's depiction of the Irish plight. An example of this intertwining of

sociepolitical metaphor with compensatory symboüsm is found in Joyce's
story, The Sisters. In the story, Joyœ &pi& an old semi-paralyzeâ priest,
Father Fiynn, who drops the Chaüœ. During his wake, the old priest is p l a d
in a position where he holds an ernpty Chaiice upon his breast. The condition
of Father Flynn is metaphoric for the Irish predicament which is its state of
political and religious paralysis which contributes to the malnourishment or
unfulfillment of its people. The symbolism evocative of an compensatory
content results from the priest's inability to perform the maternai functiom
of religious ministry. The dropping of the dialice and the placing of it upon
his dead useless masculine breast is metaphoric of his infertility, and

malnourishment. He can't feed himself or his congregation. The parishioners
must find nourishment elsewhere. They can only find it in the grail of the

Great Goddess, the unconscious. Father Flynn has ente& hw,nip in hand,

although he has entered via a Werent venue.

The symbolism represemtative of archetypai compensation, in Ulysses,
can be seen in the mutse of d e initiation into the archetypai feminine.

Campbell argues that Ulysses, like its mode1 the Odyssey, uses similar motif&
which are eonœmed with "male initiation into a world different h m that ab
brutal masculine assertion" (Mythic Wotlds,Modern Words 52). Campbell
parallels Oclysseus's encornter with a dominant temptress on the isle of

Laestrygonians with Bloom's and Sïephen's experience with a mother
superior in a Dublin hothel. Both Bloom and Stephen, iike ûdysseus, are
considereà to be renewed and impmved as a mult of th& contact with the
feminine principle and their subsequent relinquished egotism (Joseph

-

Campbeli, Mythic Wwlds, Modem W ' s 57 60). The archetypa1 feminine
is also present in numemus sea motifs of mother ocean (JosephCampbell,

Mythic Worlds, Modern Wotds 70). According to Campbell the real problem

of the male haeters is not that they need to escape ireland, but that they

need to escape their ego consciousness and be renewed by a desœnt into the
Mother (Mythic WmIds, Modm Words 65).
Campbell argues that Joyce's work coinades with Jung'sundmtanâing

of the unmnscious. Campbell States:
Joycet a k fung's atîituâe toward the una,nsciow It is interesthg to
n i d J~snovelsmielationtowbto~hw>wsoCJurigandseethere
emdy the demes that Junghas alteady eAplicatéd. When we mow
from Oie Pmtrait through üipn to Finmguns Wakc, we find the
oawmotifsaomingup,Ute~tkmesbeingampUfied.Wltintk
portrait, we are dealing with biography, with waking lik; in UIysse,
we are moving h u g h the dream realm of the biographid ~ n s d o u s ,
witharchetypai echoesi@nning boonieup;and whenwegetto

Finnegans W h ,about the time when we were yung and msüy
frdcnd (115.22 33, the power d îhe aichetypes talces ove, and
the characters mix right into esch other. (Myfkie W d d s , Modctn Wmds 18)

-

Campbell argues that Joyceattempted to write a Divine Comedy of his
own in three parts, Ulysses,as the Inferno; Finnegans Wake, as the
Purgatotio; and a book that Joyœ never wrote due to his death, as Paradiso.

Ulysses regarded as the modem amterpart b the Inferno, accounts for
Jung's view of it as deconstnictive, teàious, and excessively nihilistic in tone.
Heu is simply the apdtme of your limitations, ab which p u are so
firmly committed that nothing can break them. No one can show you
the divine dimension of Iife that transrends your experiences. That is
the state of the characiers in üfysses ;they are bound, locked in the
hard ring of their ego systenrr, dwduing the mystical dimension. As

Dante and Virgil wander ihrough helf looking at souls bound to their
circles, so too do Skphen and Bkmm wander through Dublin.
(JosephCampbell, Myfhic WmI&, Madnn M
d
s 19)

This in part explains why Jungdisliked the book. He perhaps feared
that it expresseci a condition of humanity that his own work attempted to
prevent. Jung wanted to provide an alternative to modern nihilism because
he believed it would dtimately destroy humanity, by preventing people from

partiapating in an immanent religious experience in which they could mach
theu psychic depths. AlthoughUlysses h a m e archetypai symboiism, its

hellish character accounts for its stak of atrophy and its nihilistic tone.
Campbell has argued that UZ-

like much of Joyce's work departs

fromChristian theology as a result of Joyce's expansion of the notion of
conçubstantiality (Mythic Worlds, Moden Wads 14). Joyce is regarded by
Campbell as introducing the Upanisadic dictum tst twm asi, "Yotc are that"
into his work thereby expanding the consubstantialty of âivinity to include
man and matter (Mythic Wm&, Modem Wids 78).

in the orient, on the other hand, as bath Joyceand Çchopaihsua
knew, the aim of the reiigious Iik is to r e a k that one is indeed
in substance identical (that is, consubstantiai) with the immanent
Beings of beings, which, while tronscending ail categories of logid
thought and tempral arperienre, is yet the inhabithg and supporthg
ground of aiI things: Lot tt#m asi, " p u are that."And the hinction of
art or, at least of Joyce'sart, as he told us in the Portrait -is b
transubstantiate pheromerullty so that everything is seen as an
epiphany of that "thatness,"radiant of its own guidditas, or
"whatness".We nmMUy think in Christian terms of the Incarnation;
1 through my humanity, relate (o tk manhood of Jesus;He, Ovough His
divinity, dates me then to God. But this, 1 believe, is not the attitude
of Joycein his art. It is my thesis that Joycehas translated the imagery
of the Incarnation into t h n t a l tenns or, ather, into such unorthodox
terms as those of the Gnostic Gospd According to Thomas, w h m Christ
himself is said to have déclared to his disciples: "cleavea piece of wood.
1 am there; lift up the stone and you win find me therem(Ihomas 91:26 281.
There is actually a great strain of this mystical tradition in the Christian
West.It is usualty thought of as -ta1
only because the West has
generaiiy suppressed it Fmn t
hto thne, howwer, it has reappeared
in strength, as it did in the Renaissance, in the writings, for instance of

-

-

Rco della Mirandola, to who Stephen likens himself in his seaside
rneditation. (JosephCampbetl, Mythic Wodds, Modnn Wmds 78)

If Campbell is correct in his inhpretation of Joyce'swork, then, Ulysses can
also be regardeci as compensatory work much iike Goethe's second part of
Faust and Nietzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathtcstra. This is a resuit of Joyce's

tendency to emphasize the importance of matter as an immanent experienœ
of the divine and his tendency to expand the mnsubstantiality of the Godhead
to include matter and humanity. In this sense the trinity embracxs or expands
to inciude a fourth (physical existence).
In Jung'sessay on Picasso, who is regardeci as the visual counterpart to

Joyce,Jungdescribes the nature of some of Picasso's work as giving expression

to the antichristian and Luafeiian forces that can be found in 0thcompensatory works such as Goethe's Faust. Jung begins his article by stating
that he is reluctant to write his short essay on Picasso because he cannot do it
justice given the limitations of the article's length. in the article, Jung does
not discuss the radicalness of Cubism's entry in to the fourth dimension (a
depiction of an object and its space from multiple perspectives ofsight) or its
relinquishment of traditional onepoint and the point perspective ( a
depiction associated with the hierarchical order of the Jewish-Christian
universe). hstead, he confines his discourse to the psychology of artistic

aeation, not aesthetics.

Jungstates that Picasso's work reveds an inaeasing tendency towards a
retreat from the external appearanœs of external objects to the exp"ence of
the unconsaous. This tendency coinades with his experience of the artwork
of his patients who he has divided into neurotic and schizophrenicgroups,

However, he states that the work of his patients is rather simple compared to
the work of Modem artists. Jung places Picasso into the schizophrenic group
due to the existence of a perceived fiagmentary correlation in the work of
both. Here, it is obviousiy apparent that Jung does not understand Cubism or
how to look at and evaluate Modern painting. In particular, he does not seem
to be able to distinguish behveen work that is resolved and therefore unified
and work that is umesolved, and tfierefore %ad" or unfinished. in other
words, Jungcannot distinguish between abstract art that holds together as a
work, and that which does mot. Jungevidently views the fragmentation of
form the same in any circumstance and does not know how to read "the new
painting". A~SO,as we have seen, Jung ernbraced Wilhelm Worringer's

notion of art as either being abstract, world negating and introverted, or a

feeling-into, world affinning and extroverted. Picasso published his own

statement on art that opposed Worringer's aesthetic (Bate 656). Picasso States:
Fmm the painters of the oilgfns, the primitives, whose wo* is

obviousiy different h m nature,dom to those artists who, l&e ûavid,
ingies and even Bougwr~au,believed in painting nature as it is, art has
always been art and mt nature. And from the point of view of art there
a~noco~orabstractfonns,but~fonrrPwhicharemoiiealess
convincing lies. ( Baie 657 65%,Stalciiantt on mt. Fmm PiçaPsa. FifSc
ycms of HiS Art by Alfred H. Ban, Ir.)

-

Thus, Jung'sview of Picasso's work as a withdrawai from empiricai objects

and the world and ik corresponding fragmentary schizophrenic is a result of
his embracing Worringer's views and his ignorance of Cubism and Modem
art.
However, Jungmust be aimmended on his ability to comprehend the
religious and psychological significance of Picasso's work. Unlike many art
theoretiaans and art historians, Jung mognhs through the evolution of
Picasso's work, starting with the Blue @od,

that Picasso is giving symbolic

expression to humanity's descent into the abyss, to the primacy of matter, and
to inkgration of opposites (the Coniunctio). This symbolism is indicative of a

modern condition that unleashes the antichristian and Luciferian forces that
compensate for the remains of a one-sided p s t Christian epoch.
Mien I say "he," 1mean that personaiity in Picasso which s&rs

-

the undenvorld fate the man in him who does m t tum towards the

day-world, but is fatefuiiy d m into the da& who foliows not the
accepteci ideais of podness and beauty, but the dernoniacal attraction
of ugiiness and evil. It is these antichristian and Luaferian forces
that weü up in modemman andengender an ail-pervadingsense of
doom, veiling the bcight worid of day with the &sts of Hades,
infecting it with deadly decay, and M y , like an earthquake,
dissolving it into fragmnîs, hcîum, discaided remnants, debris,

shreds, and diuni& Pirasso and his exhibitkmare a sign
of the time!s, pst as much as t
k twentydght thousand people who
eamebolaakatbpiehves... AndWtasFaustis-Win
murderous happenine and resppesft in changed fomt, so Pkaaso

changes shape and reappem in t
k underworld form of the tragic

Harlquin - a motif that runs thiwgh numemus paintings. It may

be cemarked in passing that Hariequin is an ancient chthonif

-

god* Qung, CWU par. 210 211).

Picasso's work is representative of the development of a new Zeitgeist whieh
abandons the aesthetic and formal aspects of the Christian epoch and replaces
it with a renewed emphasis on the demonic, the materid, while transcending
the limitations of traditional depictions of space.

in Jung's brief reviews of Joyceand Picasso it is apparent that he does
not have a mastery of the subject of Modern art and literature, and therefore

he has acknowledgeà his own reluctance to write on the subject. Jungstates
that he approaches th& work fiom a psychological perspective and not from
the position of aesthetics, but as we have seen these disciplinary lines have
often bemme blurred within his reviews. Moreover, it appears that fellow
Jungian's like Neumann, Campbell, and Jaffe have written more extensive
and substantial treaties upon art and aesthetics fiom a Jungianperspective

than Junghimself. However, Jung must be aedited with the pioneering of an
archetypa1 theory of art that is compensatory to canonical art and a onesided
Western culture. As has been previously mentioned, epochal compensatory
art is related to the artist's process of individuation and therefore to the

evolution of the lmago Dei. The manifestation of such art in literature,

poetry, and visual art is regard& as revelation or compensation.
Conclusion

h m our survey of rung's numerous tmitings and the work of his
disciples we are able to ascertain the existence of two types of art. Jungat
diffmmt times has called them by different names, e.g. feeling-into and

abstraction, epimethean and promethean, naive and sentimental, exüoverted
and i n t i o v d , and visionary and psychological. As we have seen Junghas
appropriateci the aesthetic distinctions made by Worringer and W e r and
then expanded upon them. Jung has disiinguished between an art object that

cornes into existence as a result of the artist's consaous intent and control
over the artistic process, and one that has an autirnomous existence as a result
of its self assertion owr the consaous intentions of the artist and the artistic

P-•
The origin of this art o b j j has been d d b e d , by Jungand Heidegger,
as arising h m the artist like a living thing arises h m nature. Jung and

Neumann argue that this type of art is a result of the autonomus complex
that is a severed part of the psyche that 'leads a life of its own outside the

hierarchy of consciousness"(Jung,CW15 par. 115). The autonomous complex

takes control of the ego and therefore subordhates the conscious to the
unconsaous. The content and fonn of art is a manifestation of the archetypes
of the coliective unconscious (prima1 image) and thendore symbolic and

numinous. In great art, form and content is revelatory of a new epoch.

The attribution of a numinous quality to this type of work of art by
Jungis uifluenced by Rudolf Otto's description of the experience of the Holy
and Immanuel Kant's description of the numinous, as well as his notion of a

captivating aesthetic experience d e d disinterested pleasure. Jung's

attribution of both an immanent and nuniinous aspect to the work of art

bestows a melatory significance to the work that paraliels that of an
ontophany (the manifestation of sacred king) or hiemphany (the
manifestation of the sacreci).

Jung has also argued that the manifestation of the achetype, the
archetypa1 image, is both an object and a subject and as a mmequence
interacts with h d t y on a individual and collective basis. It cm affect a
person and a person can affect it. The numinosity and the reciprocity of the
archetypai image squares with Eckhart's thmlogy of the relativity of Gad and
accounts for Jung's psychologid interpretation of the evolution of the Imago
Dei or the God image. The evolution of the God image corresponds to the

unification of the opposites within the Self. This dual synthesis is referred to
by Jungians as the process of individuation. Neumann has argued that the

Great Masters such as Leonardo da Vinci have becorne individuated and have
therefore created art that is both compensatory and heiess. As we have seen,
both Leonardo and Michangelo have created masterpieces which have

revealed a development in the depiction of the Imago Dei. SU in summary, it
appears that innovative compensatory art is intimately tieci to the
individuation process and therefore to the evolution of the Imgo Dei. It not
only performs a compensatory function but can be epoch creating as well.
This is the other side of the compensatory side of the coin.
This type of innovative art can in the Hegelian sense %und a world".
It can therefore ground history by ushering in a new historical epoch. As
mentioned before, both Heidegger and Nietzsche beliwed this to be the
highest calling of art's vocational service. Of course this grounding cornes on
the heeis of a disphcement or à i s ~ p t i o n
of a former epoch's history and

truth. In the next chapter we wili investigate what exacdy does this

displacenent and grounding entail. This will be discussed in the mkxt of
the individuation process and the development of a quatemitarian

conception of àivinity. There we will see that Jung'saesthetic is htimately
intertwined with his teleology which underlies his psychologid thought.

CHAITER TWO: THETELEOLAXY EMBEDDED IN JUNG'S PSYCHOLOGY

Introduction
In the previous chapter, there was an attempt to ascertain a Jungian
aesthetic by investigating what Jung and feliow Jungians have cürectiy written

about art and various artists. In our investigation it becarne apparent that

Jung has made a distinction h e e n artistic achievements that were
unconsaously and consciously produceci. Throughout Jung'swritings this
distinction appears. Howwer, he o h uses different terms to label this

distinction. As has been previous1y mention&, Junghas referred to this
distinction in terms of the following plarities: feeiing-into and abstraction,

epimethean and promethean#naive and sentimental, extraverteci and

introverted, and visionary and psychological. The essence of the distinction
was that one mode of artistic "pression, let us refer to it as the psychological,

did not penetrate the surface of what humanity already mnsciously knew,

whereas the other mode of expression, let us refer to it as visionary,

penetrated to the very depths of the psyche or unmnscious.

The visionary mode of artistic mation is diaracterized by a pmpensity
of the psyche to unconsciously compensate for psychic onesidedness or
truncated eonsciousness in the form of archetypal redress. This atchetypal

redress or compensation for psychic onesidedness is indicative of humanity's

endeavor to become whole or individuated. Archetypai redress is thendore
the psychic mechankm which is operative as huTnanity locates the self and

therefore integrates the uncondous and mnscious aspects of the psyche in
the interest of obtaining psydiic wholeness and w d being. As we have seen,

the process of becoming individuated is aiso intimately tied to the evolution
of the God Image or the Imgo Dei. For Jung,the self is intiinsically iinked to

the Goà image. The expetience of the self is the experience of the divine, and
is subject to the evolution of corisciousness. As we have seen, God affects
humanity as humanity affectsG d por in other words, the unmnscious affects
consaousness, and consciousness affects the unconscious. Jung's
understanding of the seifs relationship to divinity resembles the Upanisadic
notion of the unity between Brahman (the r n a ~ ~ ~ ~and
~ g ratman
n ) (the

microcosm). The individual self or atman is of the same substance of
Brahman (cosmic totality) and is the innermost essence of humanity. Jung in

his book Psychology and Alchemy states:
However we may pichire the relationship betweaiGod and Soul,
one thing is certain: that the ml cannot be "nothingBut," on the
contraiy it has the dignity of an entity with mnsdousness of a rebtioship to Deity. Even if it were only the relationship of a drop of water
to the sea, that sea would not exist but forthe multitude of drops.

(ml2par.11)

A change in the nature of a drop (the consaousness of a person and its impact

-

on the self)affects the sea (divinity's comprehension of itself the
unconsaous).
Throughout Jung's numerou writings one encounters statements,
üke the previous ptation, which indicate that within Jung's psychology

there is a veiled metaphysid premise. This metaphysic underlies ail of

Jung's mitings yet it is never overtiy discussed in the form of a phiIosophy.

In fact, the presence of such a metaphysic is occasionally denied by Jung. This

may be attributable to Jung's hesitancy to do so in a rationalistic, positivistic,
materialist intellectual climate. The establishment of an overt metaphysic in
such a reductionist cihate would hurt his reputation as a saentist and
p s i b l y undermine his vocationai practiœ.
In this chapter, 1intend to discuss the teleology that is embedded in
such a metaphysic because it is the ground for Jung's psychological thought
which also consequentiy, underiies his understanding of what innovative or

visionary art entails. Jung's teimlogy is multifaœted, yet it is a unified
coherent whole. This multifaœted quality of his teleology is a consequence of
his position that the innate quest and development of individual psychic
wholeness is intimately connected with the establishment of collective
psychic well being, and that humanity's psychic development affects the
evolution or development of the Imago Dei. In other words, as humanity
becomes individuated (the rmnaling of opposites prevalent in human
nature) the contradictions Mthin divinity mach a synthesis as w d . As we
have seen, there is a correspondence between the self and the Goci Image.
Humanity's conception of Gcxi is intimately connected with its conception of
the self. Humanity and divinity develop and mature together and are
partners in a process which has as its goal the mutual psychic redernption of
both. This is the metaphysicai, and consequentiy the teleologicai, position of
the seventeenth œntury mystic, Jacob Boehme.
Jung provided the psychological interpretation of Boehmets mystidsm
whereas Hegel provided its philosophical counterpart (Dourley, 'The

-

Religious Significance of Jung's Psych~logy'~86 87). For Jung, like Hegel,
history is then on the march towards a greater experience of copisciousness

through a dialectical synthesis of oppsites. Jung's teleology, derived from his
studies of mythology, alchemy, psyehoanalysis, and mysticism, is embedded
in a psychology which functions like a philosophy of history that then has

metaphysical or religious mnsequences for humanity. As we wili see, these
consequences provide humanity with a cosrnic importance and give
humanity a renewed responsibility to both itself and divinity. Humanity has
the task of reconciling the mntradictions within i W and divinity, by first
making such contradictions mnscious as preliminary to their synthesis. This
has the effect of bringing about the psychic heaith of humanity bot..on an

individual and collective basis.
The process of making the contradictions conscious is callecl revelation,

and the paradoxical nahue of the contradictions take on symbolic form, suc.
as can be found in mythological and cosmogonie material, e.g., the Christian

-

Trinity the three in one, or the Siva-Sakti hermaphrodite deity found in
Hinduism. As we have seen in the previous chapter, revelation has a
compensatory function, both individually and coüectively.
Jung'sunderstanding of compeirpaüonthus urluded a psychoiogy of
revelation. Revelation is the arehejrpal redress to &etal imbalance
authoreclby the self. Such dm becornes consdous in the experienie

of the b e m of reveiation as that compensation reco@eâ by the
cwrentculnireasresponding toitsneedtoreeovirapeurfullyimpaid
wholeness. CDourIey, "Ihe Religious Signifiariceof Jung's Psychology" 75)

As we have seen, Jung and Neumann espouse the position that the

visionary artist, through archetypal redress, compensateci for epochal
imbaiance of a particuiar era in his or her art. O h the artistic achievement

of that particular artist takes on compensatory f m . Jungdoes not directiy
speli out how the teleology embedded in his psychologid thought relates to
artistic achiwement However, Jung's discussion of the artistic process and

art, such as the compensatory charader of Goethe's Faust and si@cance of

artists such as Joyœ and Picasso,s u e that Jung appraised the merit of art
h m his latent teleological perspective. In fact one couid argue that he boks

for an indication of archetypal redress both in the work of Picasso and Joyce
but is hindered by his unfamiliarity with Modern art. As we have seen, this

point may account for Jung's frustration and indecisiveness within his
review of th& respective significance.
In this chapter, my priority is to make the argument that Jung's
aesthetic is intertwined with his latent teleology embedded within his
psychological thought and philoçophy of history, for these are intrinsicaliy
linked. Jung does not attempt to formulate a complete aesthetic, y&,

neverthdess, throughout his numemus writings he lays the foundation for
the dwelopment of a Jungianhermeneutic and aesthetic based upon the
numinosity inherent in the psychogenesis of revelation and its artistic
counterpart, visionary archetypai art. In order to make the argument that
Jung's aesthetic is derived from his teieological premise, his teleologicai
position as well as its influences must be initialiy examined.
We will subsequentiy se that Jung's teleology has conscios affinity
with the mystical experienœs of Meister Eckhart and Jacob Boehme. Jung's

teleology can also be detected in his psychologid appraisal of CMstianity,
particularly its masculine Trinitarian nature which is characterized by a self
and Goâ that is psychologicaiiy mesided. in Jung's view, the Trinitarian
conœption of the Imago Dei must be supersedeci by a quatemitarian
conception of divinity in the interest of achieving psychic wholeness and weii
being. The currently exduded aspects of divinity and humanity such as the

feminine, the dernonic, and the materiai need to becorne incorporateci hto

the Imugo Dei in order for humanity to h a m e whole. The flip side of this

coin is that humanity is being compeiied by divinity, the unmnscious, to
reconcile divinity's self contradictions ( binary oppositions such as male and

female, good and evil, spirituai and material) into a unifieci whole as a more
adequate expression of divine and human totality. Christianity, because of the
compensation it provided in its inception, and in its remaining vestiges of
religiosity in contemporary Society, has cepresseci and exciuded the ferninineO

-

-

the material, and the demonic the fourth from its representation and
understanding of the Godhead. For jung, "the fourth" represented the
matetial, the feminine, and the dernonic aspects of divinity, existence and the
seif. Jung aiso refers to hwnanity as the fourth, because only in humanity are

the oppites in the self, existence, and divinity recognized and reconded.

The tendency of the psyche to compensate for such a onesided view of
divinity and therefore the self is sôlient within Jung's work on the subject of

alchemy. Jung reaiized that the aichemists' preoccupation to find the
substance of prime matter which wodd redeem the body, the feminine, and
the demonic, was an unconsaous compensatory response to the Christian
removai of spirit from matter and the body. The aichemists attempted to
redeem that which Christ had not redeened, matter and the physical earthly
body. This search for the prima1 substance or the God in matter, is referred to
by Jungians as introverted alchemy which is characterized by the
manifestation of unconscious contents into material substances. This
manifestation or projection is d e d active imagination and typicaiiy takes
alchernicd experimentation into the unknown dark recesses of knowiedge,
the unconscious.

It is my contention that there exists a paralie1 between the alchemicai
process and visionary artistic endeavor. Both proœsses are attributable to the

promptings of the unconsaous which initiates the individuation proam
where the self-contradictions within humanity and divinity become
reconciled. Paradoxically, the process inherent within introverted alchemy
corresponds to the extroverted artistic process. 1think the two pmœsses are
essentiaiîy equivalent, and that the mntradiction within the labeling
corresponds to Jung's earlier attempt to appropnate and expand on
Worringer's aesthetic labels.
The parallels between the visionary mode of artistic creation and the
introverted alchemicai process share many things in cornmon and the
activities of both vocationai practices are prompted by an unconscious
compulsion towards individuation, which as we have seen, functions to
recondie the opposites within the self and divinity. Therefore, both activities
can be viewed as processes which are cornpelleci by the teleos inherent in

human psychologicai development. As we will soon see, both the alchernist
and visionary artist unconsaously manifested the workîngs of the psyche
within their dialogue with material substances. As a result, they both

compensateci for the limitations of the prevaient nomos, and were plunged
into a darkness or an anomic situation where they could recover theh

authentic seives and consequently manifest revelatoiy content. This
revelation which was manifested in the work of these individuals as a

consequence of the individuation proces, can be referred to as ontophany.
Ontophany is the manifestation or revelation of saaed being. It has a
numinos character. The nature of ontophany, from a Jungian teieological
perspective is to bring about an increase in consciousness both in humanity

and its Imogo Dei. Ontophany is the manifestation of a symbol which allows
humanity to reconciîe the contradictions within its self and divinity within

the psyche.
in this chapter, we will initially discuss the nature of Jung's teleoiogy

and its mysticai influences. This will be followed with Jung's appraisal of
trinitarian and quaternitarian modeis of divinity. Thirdly, an attempt to
discuss the psychological implications of alchemy and its correlations with
the visionary artistic mode of creation will be made. We will investigate
Susan Thackrey's claim that the key to understanding Jung's aesthetic is

-

dependent upon obtaining a grasp of his alchernicd work (73 74). Here, an
attempt to investigate the psychological similarities between aichemy and
visionary art will be made.

Mystical Influences Upon lungian Teleology
Jung's teleologicai view that humanity was engaged in an historiai
proceçs that would result in an increase in consciousness through its
recondliation of conflicting opposites in itself and therefore divinity has ik
genesis in the mystical experiences of Meister Eckhart and Jacob Boehme. in
Jung's perspective, both Eckhart, an early foulfeenth century mystic, and
Boehme, a seventeenth century shoemaker and mystic, believed that
humanity and divinity were so intimately linl<ed that both were dependent

upon each other for mutual redemption. In other words, both were
dependent upon the other for establishment of wholenesa Each entity
facilitateci the growth of the other. The nature of this mutual redemption can

be explainecl in reference to a few Eclshartian theological eoneepfs. niese are
the divine lust of God, the birth of G d in the sotcl and the breakthrough.

In Eckhartian terms, God suffers a divine fust to be bom in the sou1
repetiti~ely~
in order to becorne M y cwnscious in human COIlSCiousness,

which ha9 the e£fect of uniting tiuough human synthesis the latent
conttadictions in divinity (Dourley, "The Goddess, Mother of the Trinity"81
82).

-

In this sense, humanity becomes sa intimately intertwined with divinity

that it completes divinity by iden-

for a moment with the Godhead iüeif

in the breakthrough. Humanity becomes the fourth and final member of a re

united quatemarian God. As Eckhart's expérience moves to Boehme, the
nature of the Godhead is transformeci h m an incomplete Trinity to a

quateniity, to which humanity's synthesis of the binary contradictions in
divinity aeates in history. in tum, the birth of G d in the souI and
humanity's subsequent immersion into the Godhead, referred ta as the

breakthraugh by Eckhart, rejuvenates the individuai for a subsequent
engagement in conscious daily life with renewed and expandecl coIlSCiousness
Wudey, 'The Goddess, Mother of the Trinity" 82). Eckhart's and Boehme's

experience of the intimate process of the mutual redemption of God and

humanity becornes the theological equivalent of Jung's psychologicai process
of individuation. Ego consciousness is extendeci by ib unification with the

unconsdous in the birth of the self.

Humanity and immanent worldly reality receives an increase in
cosmic importance within the contemplations of Boehme. Boehme suggested
that creation was mcessary h r divùuty's self revdation because the presenœ
of an d e r was necessary for self realization (Walsh 14). This becomes the

basis of Hegei's master-slave dialectic. Boehme's poetic iiiuminations

expressed the reaiization that humanity funaioned as the sole mesns in

which divinity becornes conscious mudey, "JacobBoehme and Paul Tiiiich

completes both the work of creation and of the creator. In Boehme's thought
wiU is prior to esence. in rekence to the significanœ of Boehme's mysticai

experience, David Walsh States:
The enIarged impoitance that edhetes to the wodd of matuns
applies pfeeminently to man, whom Boehme with Oie knahance
hermetists pkced at the center of reality. He occupies this focal
position kause he &ans the pidperaeo of al1 leveb h m the
height of divine Spirit to the depth of formless matter, and he is
capable of imaginatively imitating and understanding the constitution
of every kind of king. Man mpys a freedom that is akin b the
divine. His nature is mt predetennined but is ereakd through his
own hee choice of the obpÎts or nwdeis that a h r b and shape his
d l . This power of ftee choie is d e r i d frorn his mnsuûstanliality
with the ptimordial divine d l , which endows him with the
odpinal aeatiw power to m%cillychange not only his own nature
but that of any othet ~ a l i t ytoward which his creative power is
directed. He is the transformer of the material world, and he has
been enîrusted with the divine mission of completjng the work of
creation by biinging to perfeclion the tnie nahm that ües W e n
within al1 thingst in this way the new rok that man assumed in
the ReMissaroe, the role m longer of a
contempiatorbut now
of an operator in the nwmw, has for the first tfmeacquved a
W o g i c a i foundation. For it is thmugh mankind that the
unhlding CeVeIation of the di* ideas in nahm is compleQd and
theprocessasa wholereOectedbedctoits swrre;manisthe
indispensable creahiiie who ampreknds the entire aeation and
tkreby provides a mimir in which the reveIation of God to himseif
is eventuaiiy compleîed. The way is already opened for Hegei's final
operarehllig assertion that God erists only thrwgh man, or the
Manrian and NietzchePn exkmions that as his own creator man

d l y i s G d . (19 -2ûl

Jacob Boehme had thre intense mysticai experiene in the early

menteenth century to which he gave poetic form within his mystical
w r h g s . These writings, such as Mysterium Magnum, The A u m , and the

Chois, take symbolic rather than discursive form. Boehme's mysticism

provides the symbolic structures for the development of Gennan
Romanfidsm and Modern Idealist philoaophy as artidateâ by Schelling

-

Hegel, and others (Walsh 29 30).In fact, it was through Boehme's symboüsm
that Schelling and Hegel were able to reconciie philosophicaiiy the rift
between immanent and transcendent d i t y in terms of the deificationof

human seif - ansciousness, enlightenment reason with the unfolding

universal spirit (Walsh 30). The unfolding of the universal spirit or Zeitgeist

procds by the synthesis of thesis with antithesis, within human wotldly
history, through human consciousness. Hegel's dialectic of the self~)pposing
and self-reconciling Zeitgeist had its genesis in Boehme's understanding of

God as the "Ens Manifestativum sui, for whom opposition and contradiction

are the prerequisites of his self-realization'l Waish 31 and 34).
Boehme made a discowry that was ïo be of immense importance
to &man idealism that a thhg can be revsaled only h u g h
another thing that resists it. Light m o t reveal itseff without
dahess, nor gwd without eviï, nor the spitit without the
resistance of maW. (8erdyaev, Introductionix, Boehme, Six
Theasopliic Poinls and OLhn Writings)

-

Boehme's importance is detived from the fact that thmugh his mystical
experiences he estabiished a dynamic ontoiogy whkh was fundamentally

opposed to the prevalent belief that God or Being was Bxed as in Medieval

-

Çcholasticism (Berdyaev, introduction xii xiii, Boehme, Six Thasophic

points and Ohet Wtr'h'ngs). Boehme then views the origin of God as

ormrting in a thqpnic process within eternity whose self-affirmation
quires the existence of binary oppositions and their subsquent synthesis.
Helsoehmel spksnatmdydacœmbgonicoranthropogonic
process,but iIso of a thebganicpmcesg. But "tkopnywdoes not
m ~ a that
n Gad h d a beginning a d was burn iniime; Boehme did
n i t mean, as did Fichte and Hegel, that Cbd is bom within a
temporal pro ces^, but that W s interior and eternal life maniksts
itself under the fann of a dynarnic poeess, of tragedy within
eteniity, of battle against the tbrkms of nonbeing.
(Berdyaev, Introduction xviii, üoehme, Six 7kwopk PaCnls iind
Other Wrih'ngs)

And:
Boehme is the origiirator of this brillant doctrine arcordirig to

which the love of Gd,in darlc sumnrndings, trairsfornrr itself into
anger, into -th, and tecbgMoes ibelf as sudi. Bwhme always
thinkî in antitiuses, To him ail life is fire but fire muiifests i W f
doubly. "Ilrereare two ebenial Iiws, two dif€erentmirices, and
each tesides within its fire. The one bums in bve and the realm of
of delights. The o t k r in wrath, anger, and pain, and its materials
are pride, greed, envy, and wrath; its forae is iike a sulphurous
spirit. For the rise of pride and greed, envy and anger are a brimstone

in which the fire tnims, and where it Maws always feeding on this
maW. ..Cluist on the cross has b absotb into his seefft and divine
Being this angry wrath tht has awin the essence of Adam, and
thmugh his great love to transfoim it into heaveniy &light~.~
Boehme
conceives i p d e m p t i o n ~ y a n aniropogonidy
d
as an
extension of the mation of the watld.
CBerdyaev, introduction, d i , Boehme,SU TkaPsophic Points a d
0th~Wtingd

The theogonic pmcess within Boehme's ~06mologyconceives of the
initiai state of divinity as an undeterinined entity that has a desire or dark

primordial wiii directed towards its own seif teveïation. In this state the

Ungrund, the AbyJJ, or the Nothing, contlins aii the conflicting duaiities

within itseif, yet remains an indeteminate potential or will. This will exists

prior to an essence. Boehme states:
Forintheungioundtheretn,muiifestation,butanetemai
mthingness; a stilbs without being or colours, neither any
virtue (but in Desire ml<nrrs,power and virhie corne bbel -and
is thus hidden in iîself, and were e t e d y not manikst; for tkre
would be no Light, splendeur or majesty, but a threefoid spirit in
itself, which were without (Quai) d any M g . (Six Tiisarapkic
Points and O t k Wntings 12)

-

The U n p n d corresponds to Paul Tillich's notion of the abyss dimension of
the ground of king and Eckhart's conception of a undifferentiated Godhead
which preexists and gives birth to the Trinity. in the Eckhartian view, the

Godhead is perceiveci as a unity where there is a unification of opposites as
undifferentiated, an undifferentiated state which has the latent potential for
differentiation and diversity, both within the Trinity and human
consciousness. This M e a d that p d k befbre God can be regarded as the
Cosrnic Mother, the Great Mother, or the Goddess the Mother of the Trinity
(Dourley, 'The Goddess, Mother of the Trinity" 93). This Ungrund or
Godhead resembles Purusa the primordia being in the Pulsasuka within the

vedic religion, or Prajapti the "one" behind ereation in the vedic hymn the

-

Golden Embryo (O'Flaherty 26 31). In Jungian psychological terms this
Ungrund is the farthest reaches of the depths of the unconscious.

In Eckhart's conception of the theogonic process the Trinity emerges
from the Godhead, the Great Mother, and creates the world through a
compulsion to initiate a continuous pmcess of "boiling mer" (bullitio) inb
aeation.
As the Trhity emanater front t
k Mother Godderrs, so does creation

from the Trinity in a single proces that culminamin h u m mnsciousne%s.
It is in this mntslt that Eclrhart teniis the iüe of the Trinity a

Bulliiii?, an image of a boüing or seethhg viblity, which cuIminatea
in a necessary rbvlhifio,a boüing over into the reaüty of a d i o n .
(Douriey, "The Godess, Mother of the Trinity " 88-W

Here we see the affirmation of a quatemarian conœption of divinity in

-

Eckhart the Goàhead or Goddess plus the Trinity.The Ttinity gives rise to

aeation through a sequence of events within its being. Incidentdy, this
sequence of events has its muntetpart in several cosmogonies inciuding the
order of aeation describeci by the poet in the Tao Te Ching.
Thewaybegetsbne:onebegebhm,twdbegetsthtee;
three begets the myriad aeatum.( Tm, Lao, Book two, XL11)

There is also the existence of a preceding quatemity in Boehme's imagery
which, in his view, can only achieve a synthesis within creation, and in
human consciousness.
In this imagery Boehme is working with a "preceding"quateinity
as a prefiguration of what must take place in creation. The unpnd
a source in somc sense differentiatesinto opposites of fire iud light
and into a wisdom figure which provides them with an initiai but
pteliminary and not fuUy teal containment. For the initiai diffeientiation
into fire and üght remains ambiguously uniesolved within divine
life i&l€ and sa demands mation as the locus of iis fuiîer differentiation
and final resolution. In fact üoehme's imagery may imply tfiat the
distinction between divine and human Me and the opposites that
chaiacterize both become teal only in the diffemntiation and
resoiutionofthaeoppositesin humanmnsriousness.
CDoutley*"JacobBoehme and Paul Tillich on Trinity and God" 434)

Boehme conceives of a primordial Ungtund from which the Ttinity
onginates (The Triad consisk of a dark angry wrathful masculine selfaffinnina fire, a feminhe relational love bestowing light, and the
containment of both in wisdom) and it subsequently mates human

consciousness in order to contemplate itseif and resolve its mntradictions.

(This is a sirnplistic and biefDbut accuTateDacmunt of Boehme's conception of
the theogonic proeess). in order to be revealed to itself God or king creates a

separate reaîity where it can see its wonders, and essence reflected back to it
(Walsh 73

- m.
For the wUi of the etwnal One is impereepbile, without tendto anyîhing; for it has nothing b which it could tend, save only
towards i W . Therefore it brings itself out of ikelf, and carriea the
a u x of its unity into plurality, and intu assumption of semaad, as
of a place of a Nature!, from which quaiities talce their rise. For
wery quality has its own separabr and maker within it, and is in
itself entire, according to the quality of the etemai Unity. Thus the
separator of each will dweiops in its tum quatities from itself, from
which the infinite plurality arises, and through which the e t 4
One m a k iîself perceptible, mt accding to the unity, but according
to the effiux of the unity. (Boehme,Six Thcpsophic Points and
0th Wn'tiugs 193)

And:
But the d l t~ anguish, which gives bitth b the anguishful nature,
and which is called Fathet, that it is impossible b se& out We
in+
only how it brings iiself inb the highest perfection, inb the
king of the Holy Trinity; and how it manikits itseif in three principles,
and how the essence of each source &ses; what essence is, whenœ life
with t
k senses has its origin, and t)ie wonder of al1-S.
Thus, we
tecognize the third prinaple, or the souirie ofthis world, with the

stars and elements, to be a mation h m the marveIs of the etenul
wisdom. The third principle [mation tluougfi wisdoml muiifests the fint two,
[ will or wrath of the fire and desire or love of the qua~ching
lightl

though each is manikt in itself. But the eterrul Being has willed in his
wonders, which have been beheld in wisdom, b manifed himself in
such a propetry, viz. pcording to the ground of ekmity, m r d i n g to the
source of m a t h and of love; and has created aü in& a creaturelyand
figurativebeing, evii and goad arrarding to the denial origin.
(Boehme, Six ThcaPoplric Points and OlClrr Wtings 24)

in ereation, the third p ~ c i p i ewisdom
,
as container of the opposites of
fire and light,

to mnnifest the oppites in phenornena1 existence in

order to harmonize th& existence. Wisdam can be understocuI in Boehme's
symbolism as the figure of Sophia who is the kinetic manifestation of the
second pfindple, ferninine relational üght, or the foutth prinaple conceived
of as a container of the primordial oppites, and so uniter of fire and light
(Dourley, [ m b Boehme and Paul Tillich on Trinity and G d 434). In 0 t h

words, the wisdom of God attempts b hilfill the desire of the primodial
divinity to s e its wonders refIected in order that divinity may gain seif-

revelation and achieve essence as unification of its opposites. Through
wisdom, and its consequent aeation of the world, an unconscious and

undetermineci God seeks completion in a finite existence, which provides a
synthesis of the oppites inherent in divinity and then refiects the

reconciliation back to God.
God is t
h eternal One, or the gfeatest gentle-

[stillness],

so far as he exists in himseif independentiy of his niotion and

manilestation. But in his motion he is d e d a God in trinity,
that is, a îriune M
g,
w k r e we speak of three and yet but of one,
and m acwirdance with which he L calld the etemîl Power and
Wordniisispreciousand suprewgtound,udthustobecomideipd:
The divine WUshuts ilseif in a piace io selfhood, as b power, and
becomes active in itself; but a h by its activity goes forth, and
makes fat itseIf an object, viz wisdom, ihrough which the ground
and origin of al1 beings has arisen. (BoemheSix Thaisophic Pdnfs and

Othu Writings 2031

The Ungtund, the onginal state of divinity as a state of nothingness
which is beyond evil and good, consists only of a wu to acquire essence. This
wiii to essence, desire, produces the first àiffkmtiation in divinity, and the

spiit resuits from the confiict between the first prinaple, the dark selfaffirmative fire, and the second, the feminine relational light.
The somewhat quaint and esoterie imagery Boehme uses b d e s d e
this dynamic Imites the first differentiation in the ungrund's
baomIng~~nsd~~~inUiecniflifCbetweenadarlcbunririg~over
against a much friendlier wanning light. The fire is consistently
describeci as awcdine, angry and astringent. It is the universa)
basis of self-afnimation within divine Iife and thughout
creation. More, this Htgt prindple is identifid with that hl1 into
which Satan and the angels fell as punishment for their contempt
of the r n e e b s of the second principle. Such pride for Boehme is
closely mlated ta the idea of a refusal to go forth with the
emanational flow into the ptoce~sof divine differentiation and
subsequent unification in mtion. nie dark fire thus symbolizesa
form of individuality resistant to penetration by the love light of the
second prinbple. As such the fi= of unrelated assertion is the basis
of evil within and beyond divinity. The opposite of the dark fire is
the tight. The light can be feminim and represents manifestation and
relationality in mntrast to the untelatecl affirmation of the first
principle. The feminine nature of the light is occasionally related to

an androgynousconception of the figureof Christ whose M e is Sophia.
(Dourlqr, luab Borhme and Paul Tiilkh on Trinity and G d 433)

In his initial mystical expexience, Jacob Boehme had a vision that creation
and human nature consisted of the opposites inherent in the constitution of

G d and that the synthesis of thern in the experience of human consaousness
completed creation, humanity, and divinity (Dowley, "Jacob Boehme and
Paul T
illich on Trinity and God" 434).
Then 1saw and r e q p i d the Being of all beings, the ground and
Ungrund, also the birthof the Holy Trinity,the descent and origin of
this world and aü creoihves, through the divine W i i o a 1 recognid
and saw in myseif ail three worlds, as (1) the divine angeiical or
paradisiad, and then (2) the dark world, as the ongin of nature in fite,

and (3) this extemai visible world, as a aeation and offspring or as an

arpreseed~hrnthetwoinnaspiiituaiworids.Isiawand~
the whole d t y in gaod and evU, how one originsbs from the ather
and how the mother of the genetiix is, so that 1was not just deeply
wondering but was also gladdened b y itl. (Boehme Bilele, XnA
qtd. in Walsh 101)

Here, Boehme writes about his mystical experience which is
c h a r a c t d d by his realization that divinity, creation, and himself are

intimateiy bound together through a shared unity of oppsites. This

reaüzation or epiphany, for Boehme, resuits in a feeling of both awe and
exaltation which is typically encountered by the redpient of a experience of
the "Holy", otherwise refend to as a theophany. This feeling of oneness with

creation and the divine resembles Abraham Maslow's idea of a peak
experience (73,80,88) and also resembles the experience of Sartori in Zen

Buddhism. Sartori is a state of eniightenment where one experienœs an
epiphany in which s/he overcomes the dualistic perœption of the world and
experiences a great release (Livingston 385). The Modernist painter, Mark
Rothco has often attempted to capture this unifieci imageless ground in his

canvas which often contain a square, a symbol of the quatemity and totality.
As we will see, Gerard Dom referred to this experience of oneness as the third

stage of the alchernical coniunctio (Jung, CW14 par. 759). Jung has referred to
this experience of unity as synchronicity.

Boehme's thought which is embedded in his mystical experience and is
expresseci poetically, contains a teleos for both creation and humanity.
The other life is a prima1 efflux of the sepaiatot of all powers, and
is d e d the soul of the outer world. This life became aeatuiely in the
exnanateci qualities, and is a lik of al1 the creatures of the visible world,
wheiieby the separator or creator of this world W o n s iîaeif and
makes a likeness of the spirihul worid, in which the power of the
in& spirituai world h m ,shapes and beholds itself. For the spiritual

world of fi=, light and darknma in hidden in the visibie eleorenbl
world,andworluthroughtk~worM,andbythesepambr
imprints iiseif with Its eMuw in ail things, a h g tci each thing's
kind and qualiîy, such a qualiv does it meive from the sepatabr of
the înward spbrituai power. Not for a m i o n a d Ifidlvlduai power
does t
k visible meive the invisible, Uiat the outer might thereby be
ûansformed into the inner. No; h t is not so. The inward pwer
fashionsitselfinthewayweundenMnd~inthepower~ofherbs,
trees and metais, that their extemai spirit is d y an instrument of
t
k inward spirit or the inward pwer, whereby the inward pwer
imprints itseif in the exberna1 spirit. For the timture Q nothhg
else than a spiritual fire and IJght, in which fire and light is singte
and united being. h t because it has within it its separatm, as the
emanated divine will to manifestation, it is the highest ripasan for
which the fint separation of quaiities cornes about in the adstem of
this world, and belongs by its own e t y to eterniky. For its origui is
the holy power d God. And it has a special cnrhm, viz. the most
inward ground of the creahue, which indeed is hidden to the mrtai
creatuip on this account, that man bmght faise wüi against it. Hence
amse the curse of the earth at the faIl of man. Yet this high, hoiy
principle in iis own centtuni piesses h t h Lhroughaii the befng of this
world, and flows inb the ou& powers, as the sun into Lhe dementS.
But the meahare cannot twch the mhm of this power, unies it be
coonebydivinepemussion,aseami?stopassfnthenewbWi.
(BodmerSix Thawapiric Poirrfs and Olhn Wfings 1% -197)

..

in this passage, Boehme seems to state that the creatbn of the world
and the creatures that dwell in it exist for the purpose of divine self

contemplation. Moreover, the purpose or teieos of creation is not to be found
in its aehievement of autonomy, nor in its transformation into divinity, but

in its function to MMi the divine will to self manifest and m n d e its

nature. Creation bemmes an imprint or mirror of divinity itseif. Boehme

appears to a h suggest that the cenhrcm, the life force or the most innét wiii

of deity, is beyond human comprehension and only becornes humanly
cogNzant t h u g h the "new birth". in orthodox terms this new birth is

interpreted as the transformation of the individual into the image of Christ.
However, Boehme appears to mean something quite different since he has

already stated that the purpose of aeation is not its transformation into
divinity, but divinity's self-realization in aeation. Boehme must therefore
mean that man or woman gives birth to God, and as a consequence becomes
cognizant of the will of God. The will of G d is to reach synthesis in
humanity. This interpretation of Boehme's thought coincides with the
interpretation of other scholars (DourleyO"Jacob Boehme and Paul T i c h on

-

-

Trinity and God" 432 433) and (Walsh 93 105).

The Teleological Correspondence Behueen Iung 's Psychology And The
Mysticism Of Eckhart And Boehme.

This birth of God in humanity, or in Eckhartian terms, the birfh 4 Gai
in the ml, appears to be the theologid counterpart of Jung's psychdogical

understanding of the process of individuation. In this process, God or the
unconsaous achieves a unity with consaousness as the nature of the seif, and
thetefore the Imago Dei, becornes progressively realized. in this process the
polarities within divinity and the seif are reconded. In theologicai terms the

animosity between the triune God and its very real but excluded aspects of the
deity becorne reunited in a quatemitarian conception of divinity within
human consciousness. This is the "wiU of Gd,"and the wiii of human
psyche. JungStates:
The goal of psychologicai, as of bîological, dedopment is selfrealization, or individuation. But sinae man knows himself only as

an ego, and the seU,as a totaüty, l indescribabie and indisîinguishabk
from a God-image, seIf-reaiization to put it in reiigious or metaphysicai
tenns -amounb to God's incarnation (CWl1 par. 233)

-

And:
So long as a mentaior indedany peychic pror~ssat al1 is unconecious~

it is s u b j to the law goveming &typai dispositions, which are
organheâ and ananged round the self. And since the self cannot be
distinguished from an archetypri God-image, it would be equaily true
to say of any such arrangement that it conforms to natual law and that
it is an a d of God's will. (Every metaphpical statement is, ipso fiicto,
unprovable). Inasmuch, then, as a& of cognition and judgment are
essential gualities of consciousne~s,any accumulation of uncanSaous acts of
this sort will have the effect of strengthening and widening consdousness,
as one can see for oneself in any thorough analysis of the unconsdous.
Consequently, man's achiewment of consciousness appean as the resuIt
of a prefigurative archetypal process or to put it metaphysicalIy as
part of the divine life-procem. In other words, God becames manifest in
the human act of reflection. (lung, CWl1 par. 238)

-

-

Jung's concept of an archetypal process which has as its goal to estabüsh
psychic wholeness or individuation, which is responsible for the evolution of
the self and the Imago Dei, is the psychological counterpart of Boehme's

teleos within his theological thought. For Boehme hurnanity completes
divuiity by synthesizing the opposites within divinity. Humanity reconciles
the contradictions inherent in an unconscious God within humanity's

consciousness. This synthesis within human consciousness corresponds to
the evolution of the God image within the psyche and is theologicaiiy

expressed in the notion of a transition of a Trinitarian model of divinity to a

quaternitarian model of divinity. Jungarguecl, as we have seen, that the
Assumpfio Mariae expresseci the evolution of a development within the

psyche which desired the deification of the feminine, the demonic and the

material as a manifestation of a need foi its integration in the psyche in the
interest of human wholeness.
nie Assumptio Mariae paws the way not only for the divinity of
the nieotokos (i~.,her ultimak recognition as a goddess), but also
for the quaternity. At the sune tirne, metfer is included in the
meîaphysicai mim, together wW tk cormpting principle of
the cosmos, evü. One can scphin that matter was originally pure,
or at least capabie of purity, but Oiis does not do away with the fact
that matter repraients the a m c r d ~ of
~ Gocl'
a ~ s thoughts and is,
therefore, the vwy thing that malres individuation possible, with
ail its c o l l s e p The
~ adversary is, quite logically, conceived b be
the soul of matter, h u s e they boîh constitutea point of mistance
without which the relative autopwnny of individual existence would
be simply unthinkaMe. The wüi to be differentand contrary is
characteristic of the devil, just as disobedience was the hallmark of
original sin. These, as we have said, are the necessary conditions for
the Creation and ought, m r e , to be included in the divine plan
and ultimteiy in the divine realm Uung CW11 par. 252)

-

-

Jungobserves that the Christian notion of divinity as a Trinity is
incomplete both theologically and psychologically and that the incorporation

of the fourth missing elements, the feminine, the demonic, and the material
provides a much more holistic conception of reality (aeation), divinity and

humanity. In fact, Jung argues that the mnception of the Imago Dei derived
from Trinitarian consaousness may become psychologicaliy harmfui.
Also, the Trinity is an archetype whose dominating power not
oniy fostem spirituaidevelopment but my, on occ~sion,actuaily
enforce it. But as soon as the spintuaiization of the mind threatens
to b m e so onesided as bbe deleterious to health, the compensatory
signîficance of the Trinity w c w a d y recales into the hckgmund.
Cooddoosnotbeeome~bybeiiig~kd,butwcme,anda
smaN evil becomes a big one through king disregardcd anâ ieprecised.
The shadow is very much a part of human nahue, and it is only at

night Ehat m shsdows eaist. Qung, CM11 par. 2%)

We wiii discuss Jung's appraid of Trinitarian and quaternitarian models or

archetypal mnfigurations of divinity in more d e t d socmi. The main point to
be noted here is that Jung like his mystic predecessor, Jacob Boehme, espouses
the position that humanity is the sole avenue in which the contradictions

within divinity are recognized and are consequently resolved in human

consciousness.
As we have seen there exists a correspondence between Boehme's

mystiasm and Jung's psychology. Both share the teleological piemise that
humanity has as its goal the synthesis of opposites latent in the Ungrund or
divinity through human consciousness. Humanity as synthesis can then be
regarded as the final fourth protagonist within the divine drama. Boehme's
theology has radical implications for humanity and the immanent
phenomenological world. Both receive a reneweà significance and
responsibility within cosmology b u s e they are intrinsicaily implicated in a
theogonic process. Boehme's redirection of religious experience frorn a

transcendent, static, and predominantly inaccessible God to a God that
becornes incarnateci through humanity (the birth of Goà in the wui) paves

the way for Jung's position that religious experience is intra-psychic.
Moreover, Boehme's conception of a theogonic process understood as
a dialectid process allows Jung to posit the existence of a dialectic betweem

the uneonscious and consaousness which results in the evolution of the
Imago Dei. The manifestation of the God image occurs in archetypal

expression which appears to te the psychic mechanism that underlies
Boehme's understanding of humanity as a mirror of God. Boehme's
suggestion that creation is necessary for divine self-realization and therefure

also requires that al1 intramundane matures inciuding humanity achieve
th& potential and fulfillment in the interest of world transformation (Walsh
191, minades with Jung's concept of individuation directed at obtaining

psychic wholeness.
The process of individuation, as we have seen, also involves the
relinquishment of societal mnstraints that hinder the development of an
individual and the subsequent acquisition of n o m , values, and behaviours

that are indicative of the individuation. The expression of these new values
in culture has a compensatory effect upon any given nomos. It can produce

an anomic effect which collectively uitimately leads to a new reality which is
a synthesis of the nomic k i s and the anomic antithesis. Jung's pnxiesç of
individuation conceived of as a mechanism for cultural compensation
coincides with Boehme's notion that the transfiguration of immanent reality
is achieved through the resolution of a dialectical confiict between polar
oppites.
As has been previously mentioned, Jung and Neumann viewed the

artistic achievements of visionary artists as having a compensatory effect
within Society. This occurs as a result of the artist's manifestation of content

and form that originates from the uncanscious, yet is mitigated mnsciously,
due to the tendency of the collective condous to manifest archetypal images

that are in dialogue with, OI affeckà by the histarka1 and societal situation of
collective consciousness. Erich Neuman argues that the "great individual,"

perhaps a synonym for the visionary artist, can consciously respond to the
influx of unconscious content and that this is the nahue of the t d y creative

person.
The Giieat Individual, on the 0th- hand, who really is a great
nunin the sense of being a great pemdity, is charaderid not

oniy by the fact that the unmmckm content has him in its grip,
butbythefactthaLhisoonsdousmindllsohasanactive~pon
the conknt. It is immateriai wh&f his assimilation of the
content takes the fom of creatim, or of interpretation, or of action;
for common îo al1 these is the responsibk participation of the ego
in coming b t e m with the imrading content, and mt only its
participation, but its abiliîy ta taire up an attitude. Only then
does the Great Individual becmm a mative human being. The
action no longer mts with the invading transpmonal done, but
wiîh the centroversion operaihg thmugh ego consciousness; in
other wotds, there is now a mative total reacticm in which the
specificallyhumanq d t i e s of ego formation and consdous
elaboration are pmemed. (Neumann,The 0 r i . w and Histq 4
Consciousnss 426)

According to Neumann, it would appear that creativity results from a
dialecticai process between the unconsciou9 and the conscious and its
subsequent synthesis. The process wodd initialiy involve an unconscious
reaction to conscious defiaency or imbaiance within individuals and Society,
which would then be consciously magnhà and creatively addressed.
Creatively addresseci means that the unconscious compensatory content is
unified with consaous investigation in a synthesis within the piece. The
creative manifestation would parallel, and be indicative of the individuation
process itself. Both Jungand Neumann argue that what occurs in the psyche
leads to powerful and artistic symbc expression.
This synthesis of the psydu?is nPquei\tlyacccnnpankdby symbds
representing the new unity of opposites, such as t
ksyrnbol of the
hermaphrodite. The hermaphroditic nature of the uroboros reappears
here on a new level. Wumann, Thc Ongh and Histay of Consciovsnss 414)

The presence of hermaphtoditic symbolism is easily observable in the
work of the contemporary SCUlptor Louise Bourgeois. Pieces like Fillette,I968,

lanus Fleici, 1968, and Cam1 1, 1969 have a "primordial (biomorphic)

generative mass" (Robins 83). Louise BMirgeo'i has also produced pieces like

The Destruction of the Father which stress and œlebrate the body, organic ljke
forms, and semiality and spirituality. Bourgeois uses cavemous void shapes,
protruding belly shapes and phallic and vdva imagery similar to the archaic

use of fonn in goddess imagery.
Bourgeois has aiso often contrasitd pointed shapes with rounded

shap, as in the budding figuffîoîem with protruding b d y and
phallic heads, woking fertiiity images: Sp'ug (19491, Brmted
Wman (1945-501, Regtunt Womni (19479). (Bemadac 60)

Elinor Gadon has included Bourgeois' work in her book, The Once and
Future Goddess: A Symbol for h r The, 1989, because she believes that
Bourgeois work epitomizes the advent of the archetype. The occurrence of
hermaphroditic symbolism can also be detected in Roland Poulin's sculpture
called Dévobte, 199519%. In this work, Poulin has continued to use the c m s
-tree irnagery, but has severed the head of the cross leaving a d v a like

reference within it. Here, it seems iike Pouiin has syntheskd the masculine
nature of the Christian symbd of the cross with pMhristian matriarchal

d v a symbolism.in a subsequent chapter this piece will be more thoroughly
In the Jungian view, the hermaphrdtic symbolism present within the

work of these two sculptm would reflect the occurrence of an individuation
process inherent in both artists. Neumann states:
But the "superiot.pwer of unçwrsdaus e*pressian" is the trpnsrendent
funetion, the ceeatiw elements in tk p@w which can oveneLImea
anulidsihiationnotdublebythecorisaousmmd,bydiscoveringa

new way,anewVplWmUnage.Both~preanacpessimof
the fact that a total consteilatfon of the personaiity has been reached,

in which the atxîiveness of t
k pq&e and the positiveness of the
001\SQOusmindn,longerhincaoniiltetwoopposa;tsystemsspiitoff

from one another, but have a c h k d synîhesis. Crire &!"us

ond

History 4 Consçiolrincss 414)

This synthesis is achieved in symbolic foim. Remember that Jung defined the

nature of symbolism as a manifestation of something which cannot be M y
explained in discursive fonn and, as here, with the capaaty to unite the
opposites. Its form and content is thezlefore paradoxical. This paradoxicai

nature of syrnbolism is reflected in the art of both Bourgeois and Poulin. Due
to the polyvalent nature of symboiic work, the art of both these artists is
difficuit to account for in discursive fcmn. The paradoxical nature of Poulin's

art is captured by his response to an interviewer who asked about the spiritual

and metaphysical nature of his art. Poulin stated that he did not have
answers, only many questions. However, our interest here is to amunt for
his aeativity.
As has been recently discussed, we have referred to Neumann's

account of the psychological inkrpretation of creativity and the "great
individual." Now an attempt will be made to acmunt for the creativity of
such an individuai in relation to its religious implications. The theologicai
perspective that will be used is derived from the thought of Eckhart, Boehme,
Jung and Eliade. Humanity's urge to create originates from the compeiiing
need of divinity to become conscious through humanity and have its
contradictions presented and reconciied in the eonsciousness of humanity.
Divinity therefore has a dimMnelust to be boni in the sou1 repetitively in order

that humanity wili complete the theogonic process by reuniting the
opposites inherent within divinity, creation, and humanity. Humanity has
the task of refiecting this synthesis back to divinity in an ongoing reciprocity.
Humanity therefore becornes an extension of diMnity or the fourth

protagonist in the theogonic process.

The artist as a cultural and spirituai representative of humanity works
towards the manifestation of the self~~~]ntradictions
in divinity and the
subsequent reconciliation of them in the manifestation of his or her art. Art
b m e s a venue for the mirroring of this conflict and resolution. The
ressolution is never exhaustive and so art must go on. The nature of the art is
also inherently compensatory for the prevalent canopy (noma) which is

derived from previous cosmogony. Cosmugony pmvides a paradigrnatic
understanding of the nature of God and his or her relationship with
humanity. The compensatory nature of the art understood as revelation or

ontophany impacts upon the mythic structure of d e t y and therefore
ultimately upon the cosmogony. The modification of the cosrnogony
establishes new mythic structures that consequently alter the conception of
divinity and therefore of humanity. The pmpensity of art to ultimately
change the cosmogony, and consequently society, is dependent upon its ability
to produce an ontophany b a t moves the collective viewers into an anomic
situation where prwalent wisdom or beiief srruchires must be reassessed and
possibly surpassed. As has been previously mentioned, this was David
Morgan's experience when he encountered the work in an exhibit called
Negotiating Rnpture (Morgan 41). The consequent reassessment of wisdom

reaches a synthesis in the form of a new view of reality which replaces and
compensates for the hadequacies of the previous nomos or world view.
Jung has recognized that the iass of the orthodox Christian view of
reality and its spirituality in Western society (Berger's canopy) has contributeci
to a condition of existentid despair within Modernity. As a mnsequence, Jung
has attempted to lay the foundation f a the development of a new mythic
stmcture which indudes a move h m Trinitarian consaousness to

quatemitatian consaousness in the interest of psychic wholenes. However,

Jung's foundaticm is not a forced or amtrived solution but one that ernerged
from Jung'sstudy of the human psyche itself.
Iung's Psychologieal Appraisal Of The Trinify And Quater~ity

Junghas argued that the doctrine of the Trinity in Christianity has been
perpehiated by the masking of a quatemity which is a more hoiistic

conception of divinity (CW14par. 237). in other words, the existence of a
Trinitarian conception of divinity is dependent upon the exclusion of the
fourth element (the ferninine, material, and the demonic) yet, relies on the
fourth for its intelligibility or meaning. Jung states that there could elgst no

divine h

a if the excluded opposites did not exist, for there would be no

go06 withut evii, male without female, and spirit without matter.

Redemption cumntly lies in th& synthesis and subsequent movement away
from the exclusion of half of those binaries. Mwever, Jungargues that
wiihin the psyche there exists a psychdogical need for a conscious recognition

of a quatemitanan conception of divinity. Jung states thaï this is evident from

the numemus depictions of the déification of the V i Mary within
medieval iconography. The Papal doctrine of the Assumption of the Virgin
(19501, later providecl conscious affirmation of the archetypa1 promptings of

the coliective unconscious (Jung, CW14 par. 231).

Jung believed that the Trinitarian conception of divinity was

inmmplete and tefîected a pmcess of deveiopment in Humanity's image of
divinity, which exists within the evolution of human consciousness. As a

conseqencé, the Christian Trinitarian aonception of divhity was logicaiiy,

t h e o l ~ y and
, psychoIogicaiiy d e f i h t for conttempary huxnanity,
though it was necessary at its incepticm. (The investigation of this belief WU
subquently be the primary focus of our diseussioii).

Aceotding to Jung, Trinitarianism did not provide a holistic, or

completed representation of reality, divinity, or humanity but, describes a
stage of development of human religious consciousness and sa of the imago

Dei. The notion of the Trinity as symbok of both religious and psychdogicai

development is discussed in Jung'sbook Psychology a d Religion: West and

East.
Thtee is an unfolding of the One to a conditionwhere it can be

-

knom unity becme COCOgni2able; had it notbeen resolved

into +heplarity of the One and the ûther, it would have
remaimi fired in a condition devoid of ewry quality. Three
therefore appears as a suitable synonym for a p m e d
~
development in time, and thus f o m a paralie1 to the self-revelation
of the Deity as the absolu&ûne unfolded into 'lhree. (fun& CWlt par. lûû)

And:
As a pqdwlogical symbol the Tiinity denotes, first, the homaousia

or essential unity O€ a thteepiut pacess to be thought of as a piocesa
of unconsdous maturationtaking place within the individual.
(Jung, CWll par. 287)

In this process the ego, or consciousness that has b m e autonomous is
reuniteâ with the unc011sciousin and by the self. In theologicai tans, this

means that the Son is United with the Father (really the Mother) through the
Spirit. Jungaiso states that ". ..the Trinity desi~tesa process of coIlSeious
realization continuing over the centuries (CWI1 par. 288).

He aIso argues, as

mentioned earlier, that there is also a psychic n e d for its transition into a

quaternity. Thus, theologicai developments are direded by coliective

psychoiogicai needs and take tangible form in archetypal manifestations

which Jungrefeas to as projections.
The deveiopmnitof the Trinity into a quaternity can be tepresented in
projection on metaphysical figures*and at the same tirne the exposition
gains inplast16ty. But any statements of this lOnd can and for scientific

-

-mw-beieducedtomanandhispsycirdogy,sin<Etheyare
mental produrts which canrmt be presumed to have any mtaphysical
vaiidity. They are,in the fint place, pmjecîîom of psyehic praee~ses,
and mbody really knows what thqt are "inthemsehs," ia.,if they
e t in an unconsdous sphere inaam~sibleto man. At any rate, sciemm
ought not to mat them as anything other than propctions. If it acts
otherwise, it loses its independence. And since it is mt a question of
individual fantasies but at least so far as the Triniv is concemeci
of a coktive phenomenon, we must assume that the development
of the idea of the Trinity is a collective proces, representing a
diffkmtiationof mnsciousnessthet has been going on for several
thousand years. (Jung,CWl1 par. 266)

-

-

The basis for a Trinitarian conception of divinity within Christianity is
regardecl by Jung as originating through the archetypai manifestation of the

collective unconscious. Jung argues that here is no overt evidence for the
existence of the Trinity in the New Testament; however, there exist latent
archetypai triadic formations which emerge within the text (CWll par. 209).

These budding formations becorne salient as the church Fathers
unconsciously restore the ancient archetype through the evolution of the

ad.
Although they [The Fa*,

the Son and the Holy Ghaatl are no

widence fot the Trinity in t
k New Testament, they nevertheles
accur arad, üCIe the three divine Fmsos, aig dear indicatim of an
active archetype operating beneath the surface and throwing up
triadic formations. This proves that the trinitarian ar&type is
aiready at worlr in the New Testament, for what cornes after is
iargeiy the Lesult of what has gone \#foret a papo"tionwhich is

~yappositewhen,obinthéop~dtkTrinity,weue~ted

withtheeffk&danurro~aniQentorardiejrpe.Fromthe
aPeds to be discussed hier, we shn see that at the synode d the Farhers
the New Tebtoment dusions lo îhe divine bio were developd in a
tbmghiy mistent manner untii the homwusia was restored, wh&h
again happened unconsdously, Jnicle the Fathers knew nothing of the
ancient Egyptian model ihat had afteady reached the homoousian
h l . Qus4& CWll par. a)9?

The advent and subseqwnt estabiishment of a Trinitarian conception
of divinity, unconsciously resuscitated from antiquity, can be observeci in the

deveiopment of Christian creeds f m the constniction of the Symbolum

Apostolicum, the Apostles' Creed, in the fourth century to the Creed of the

-

Lateran Council in 1215 (Jung,CWll par. 211 219). Jungstates that the
essential equality of unifieâ persons found in the doctrine of the Trinity can

be obsefved in the Symbolum Quicumque which has been confusxi with the

welî known Athanasian Creed (Jung, CW11 par. 218). The important point
here is that Jung views the evolution of the creeds as evidence for the advent
of an archetype which has affinities with archaic triad formulations such as
the Babylonian triad of Anu, Bel, and Ea (Cm1par. 173). Jungalso argues

that Egyptian theology contains a triunity which is a prefiguration of the
Trinity.
here, as 1 have dealt with
the Egyptian ptengurations of the Trinity at greakr length elsewhere,
...1 shaii only emphasize that Egyptian Ueology aSJectSr fint and
bremost, the essentiai unity (homoousia)of God as father and son, both
represented by the King. The third person appears in the fom of
Ka-mutef CthebulIolhis mothet"),whois noneotkthanUekP,tk
pnnrreative power of Uie deity. In it and Uuopsh it father and son are
combnied not m a triad but m a ûianity. To the extent that Ka-mutef W
a special mnif&ation of the divine Au, we can "actuaEly speelr of a tciunity
of Gad* King, and h, in the sense b t God is t
h fgther, the king is ihe son,
1 shall past lightly over this su-

aiid ka the eonneeting-ünkbetweenthem.* CJung,Wll par. 177) and

Jungviews the archetypa1 devebpment of a triune God, or Trinity,
from a monotheistic father God as reflecting a process of psychic maturation
in the evolutisn of human conseiousness. Jung states:
It could, in fact, be said that rhe Hoiy Ghost represenb the haî,
complete stage in the evolution of God and the divine drairia. Foi the
Trinity is undoutibedly a higher fonn of God-concept than meff unity,
since it compds to a l e d of dection on which man has becorne
m o r e d u s . (a411 par. 205).

For Jung,the consciousness of a sole monotheistic father G d is reflective of a

child like state of consciousness which is characterized by the passive
acceptance of a pristine oneness. This state of consciousness lacks aitical

reflection.
Cenerslly speaking, the father denoks the earlier state of consciousness
when one was stül a chiM, stin dependent on a decinite, ready-made
pattern of existence which is habitua1 and has the characier of law. It
is a passive, unrefkrtingcondition, a mere awareness of what is given,
without intellemal or moral judpmt. This is tnie both individually
and miiectively. (TU"& CW11 par. 270)

In contrast to the age of the Father, the age of the Son occurs when humaNty
reaches a Ievel of criticai thought where it becornes consûous of the
imperfection of aeation and the problern of evil. As a result, the archetype of
the redeemer God emerges h m the psyche k compensate and alleviate the

tension within the psyche.
The wotld of the Father typüies an age which is characterized by
a pristine oneness with the whok of Nahirie, no matter whether îhis

onenessbe~utihilorugSrora~.witance~~nis
asked: "whence c o w s the evil, why is ttie wodd so b d and impdixt,
whyarethmediseasesadotherhornift,whymustmpnsufférT-

ttienrefidonhasllrepdyùeguntojudgetheFatherbyhismanifest

works, anci sboightway one is comdou11 of a dwbt, which b iîaeif the
symptomof a split in the origiripl uni@ One comw ta the condusion
that mation is irnperfeet-my more, that the Creator has not done
his job properly, that the goodnew and almightiness of the Father b
fundamentally aitered and b superSead by the world of the son.
(JUn&CWil pat.201)

According to Jung, the development of the age of the Son in Western
civilization occvred when the Greeks began to aiticize the world, (probably

due to the deciine of th& empire), and this led dtimately to the birth of
Christianity (CW11par. 202). The advent of the Son results in a tension

between the Son and Father, as the Son cornes to replace the Father. The mere

existence of the Son indicates an insufficiency within the Father because the
Son's existence results from a doubt in the Father's cornpetence as Creator.
For Jung,the Father and the Son are then at odds. This mnflict results in the
advent of the age of the Spirit which reunites the Father with the Son.
From the Father cornes the Son, and common to both is the living
activity of the Holy Ghost, who, accordhg to Christian doctrine, is
breathed forth Cinspirited") by both. As he is the third term cornmon
to Father and Son, he pub an end to the duaiity, to the "doubt" in the
Son. He is, in fact, the third element that rounds out the Three and

restons the One. The point is that the unfolding of the One reaches its
ciimar in the Holy Ghost after polarizing itself as Father and Son.
(Jung, CW11 par. 204)

According to Jung,the age of the Son represents a adolescent stage
where there exists a psychic confiict between the unconsbous and

consciousness. The refîecting and rational state of mnsciousness known as
the Son is at odds with the state of unreflectingawareness known as the

Father or unconsciow is recovered but has achievd a synthesis with the Son,

AccoràingQ, the advanœ b Oie îhird stsge means some0iing Wte

a recognition of the uncmwhs*iE rot actual subordination bit,
Adulthoodisreachedwhentheson~uceshisownchlldhood
state by voluntdy submitting to a paiemai authority, either in
psychological form, or fachiPlly in proform, as when he
recognizes the auîhority of the Church's teachings. This authority
c m , of course, be qhced by aii mpnner of substitutes, which only
proves that the transition tu the third stage is attended by unusual
spiritual dangers, consisting chi* in rationalistic d w i a t i o ~that
run cuunter to î b instincts. Spirituai transfamtion does not mean that
one should remain a child, but that the adult should summon up enough
honest self-aiticisrn admireci with h d t y to see where*and in
relation to what, he must behaw as a child-irrationally, and with
unrefîecüng receptiviîy. Justas the transition from the first stage b the
second demands the sacrificeof childish dependence, so, at the transition to
the third stage*an exclusive independence has to be relinquished.
(Jung,CW11 par. 273)

In the third stage then, consciousness or the ego submits to ik self or the

unconscious. The Spirit is then to be regardeci as the reconciler of the tension
among oppsites. The tension between the age of the Father and the age of

the son is resolvéd in the age of the Spirit.
For a naive consdousness that sees everything in ternis of black and
white, ewn the unavoidable dual aspect of "manand his shadown
can be banseendent in this seiise and wül consequentlyevoke patadoxical

symbois. We shall hardly be w m g , therefore*if we conjecture that the
stRltiiig contradidons we find in our spirit symboüsmare p m f that
the Holy Ghost is a cmphia m u r u m (union of opposites).
Consciousne~~~y~mammptualcategoryforanything
of UUs kind, for such a union is simply inoonceivableexcep4 as a violent
collision in which the two sides cancel each other out. This wouid mean
their mutualannihiiation. (Jung,CWll par. 277)

Although the Trinity is qarded by Jung as representative of a greater

development of mnsciousness than the existence of a sole Father or a criticai

Son, it is süil not a totality because it excludes the fourth element (the
demonic, the ferninine, and the materiai) and is, in the Christian tradition,

inherently patriarchal. Moreover, without the fourth element the Trinity
lacks meaning because a thought needs to be manifestecl in material reality to
be actual and the existence of evii is necessary for the unfolding of the divine

drarna which includes redemption (Jung,CWll par. 280). Jungargues that the
Trinity is an archetypal vehicle for the advent of a quatemity archetype. The

appearance of the quatemity archetype coinades with individuation.
On the contrary, the Trinity repments rhe most perfect fonn of the
archetype in question. The empiriePl materhl merely shows, in the

smallest and most insignifieant psychic detail, how the archetype works.
This is what makes the awhetyp so important, k t l y as an organizing
schema and a d M n fiw fudging Oie puality of an individual psychic
sbueture, and seeondly as a vehicîe of the synthesis in which the
individuation procesa culminates. This goal is sytnbolized by t
k putting
together of the four; hem the quatemity is a syrnbol of the self, which
is of centrai importance in Indian philmphy and takes t
h piace of the
Deity. In the West,any a m t of quateniities were developed during the
Middle Ages; here 1 would mention only the RarglorLie with the four
symbols of the evangeiists (thiiee therlomorphic, one iuithropomorphic).
In Gnosticism there is the figure of Barbelo rGod is four"1. These examples
and many others like them bring the quaiemity into closest rehtionship
with the Deity, so that, as 1 said arüer, it is impossible to distinguish
the self from a God-image. (Jung, CW11 p.281)

Here Jung also identifies the mandala, a quatemity, as being a symbol of the
seif and divinity.
As we have seen, the Christian Trinity is an incomplete representation

of divinity and the seif. This is due to the fact that its existence excludes
physical material reality (the fourth). The Trinity therefore functions as a two

dimensional mode1 of reality which is a mere intellechial schema that lacks

tangibility. In this sense#Jungstates that it resembles the Platonic conception
of the world soul and is derived h m the same archetype.
Although it is extffmely improbabie that the Christian Trinity
World-Sou1 in the Tiniocirs, it
is derived directly fmrn the
is nevertheless roded in the same ardretype. If we wish ta de!scrii
the phenomenology of this arrhetype, we shall have to consider di
the aspects which go to make up the totai pichue. For instance, in our
analysis of the Tini~ciis,we hund that the number three represaitsan
intellectual schema only, and that the second mixture r e d s the
resistance of the "recalcitrantfourth"ingredient, which we meet again
as the "adversary"of the Christian Trinity. Without the fourth the
three have no reality as we understand it; they even la& meaning,
has meaning only if it refers to a possible or achial
for a "thoughtW
reality. (Jung,CWll par. 280)

Moreover, Jung argues that Pythagorean geometry demonstrates that
Plato's conception of a triadic World-Sou1 is an abstraction because it is twodimensional. It therefore does not extend into three-dimensionality (physical
reality) without the addition of another pair of opposites. To become three
dimensional a fourth element would have to be brought into the mixture. in
such a case that there would then exist two pairs of oppites united by a

common mean or axis. The mean is regardeci as the Spirit which is the uniter
of opposites. The logic of the mathematicai formula is complicated and will
not be discussed here. The important point is that the tiadic conception of
the World-Soul, which is a manifestation of the Trinity archetype#is not a

holistic conception of reaiity, in mathematical terms, whereas the Pythagaras'
notion of the soul as a square, a manifestation of the quatemitarian archetype,
is three dimensional and approaches totality. In reference to the Pythagorean
school, Jungstates:
The Pythagorean school was dominatecl by the idea that the soul
was a square and not a triangle. nie origin of thse ideas lies fiar

ta& in the dark prehisbry of Ch& thought. The quatenrity is an
archetype of atmost u n i d occuirehee. It fonns the logicaiM s
for any whole iudgment.if one w i s k to pass such a judgaient, it must
have this fourfold aspect. Foi instance, if you want to descrii the
horizon as a whole, you wne the four quarters of h v e n . 'Ihroe is mt
a naturd coefficient of order, but an artüicial one. Thete an!four elemenb,
four prime qualities, four coburs, lour castes, four ways of spirituai
developmentin BuddhiJm, ect So, too üwxe are four aspects of
psychological orientation, beyond which nothing fundamental
remains to be said .. The ideal of completeness is the circle or
sphere, but its naturai minimal division is a quaternity. (CW11 par. 246)

.

The Trinity is not only an incomplete mathematical representation of
reality but is also deficient religiously. Junghas stated that Christianity has
made the issue of the existence of evil into a major world problem by viewing
reality as a battle which ultimateiy leads to an unendurable repression of

human nature (CW12par. 25). Also, the reality of the existence of evil is a
major problem for Christian rnonotheisrn, for how can evil be when the
universe is created by, and maintaineci by, an al1 powerfd benevolent God.
This question can be logicaliy answered by either positing that God is not

completely benevolent or is not ali powerful. Another hypothesis would be
that there exists some being that personifies evil; this premise would logicaily
lead to theological dualism - two goàs instead of one. One of the Christian
answers to this dilemma is that evil is a primtio h i (the absence of the
good) (Jung,CWll par. 247). Its other answer is that evil came into existence

through the fail of Lucifer, who is not a god but a faiien angel. This concept of

Privatio boni denies the reality of evii which in hun makes the good equaliy
non-substantial. JungStates:
This ciassic formuh robs evil af abaolute existence and maltes it a

shadow that has only a relative existence dependent on light. Good,
on the other hand, is creditmi with a positive substantiality. But, as

cértain Gnasîic views according b which the devil, w Sataniel. is
God's fint son, auist being the seomd. A futther Lbgicaî inderenrie
woula be the abditibn of the Trinity fonnula and its q k e m m t by

a quatemîty.

( J q C W l l prr.U9)

As has been previousiy mentiolted, Jungargues that the e x h n c e of
the Trinity and the corresponding Christian drama of redemption requins

the existence of the fourth for its xneaning. In referénce to an aichemical
schema representing a quatemity, JungStates:
Here we have another of those WU-known quakmities of
opposites which are usually niasked as a W, just as the Christian
Trinity is able to maintain itself as such only by eîiminating the
fourth pmtagonist of the divine drama. if he w m included ttieff
would be, not a Trinity, but a ChristianQ u a M t y . For a iong rime
there had k e n a psychological n e d for this, as is d e n t hm the
medieval pichires of the Asswnpüon and Cornnationof the Virgin;
it was also responsible for eIwating her to the position of mediatrix,

componding to Christ's position as the mediator, with the diffemce
Iiiat Maryonly transmit grace but does not generate it. The recent
promulgationof the d o p a of the Asmnpüon emphasizes the taking
up not only of the sou1but of the body of Mary inio the Trinity ...
(Jung, CM14 per. 237)

In rung's view the Assumptio Mariae functions as an avenue for the return
ofthe gocides and the advent of the quakmity. The bodily assumption of

Mary functions to redeifv matter and consequently the sou1 of matter (CWII
par. 252).
Medieval icomiogy, anbroideing on the old sperulations about
the Theotolros, e v o 1 d a quaternity symbol in its repsenhtiom
of the coronationof the Virgin and SURePfitiousiy pit it in piaœ of
the Triniiy. The Assumption of the Biessed V i Uary,i.e, the
taking up of Mary's soui into b v e nwith her body, is admitted as
desiastical docbine but has not yet b m e d o p a . Although
Christ, too, m e up with his body, this has a rather different meanin&

since Qvist was a divinity in the fint place and Mary was not. in
kr~the~ywauldhpvébemamuchmorem~anethPn
ChdSt'~,mUCh mire an 4-t
Of Spaœ-umd i W . EVW 8the
Tirnoeus the "faurth" has Jignified 'reallzation," Le., entry into an
essentiaüy different condition, h t of worldly matwiality, which,
it is authoritatively stated, is ruied by the Prince of this world for
matter b the a t r l c l l appaslte of spirit. It i s t
k bue abode al the
devil, whose hebh hmrth-fire bum deep in the interiar of the
earth, while the shining spirit ##rs in the heawns, freed trom the
shadrles of granty. The Assvnrptio Maria paves the way mt oniy for
the divinity of the 'ïhmtokos (ia,her uitimate mqnition as a
gocides), but also for the quatemity. At the same time, nratter is
induded in the metaphpicai d m , toge0ier with the amupting
prUrip& of the cosmos, evil. (CWII par. 251-2521

-

The soul of matter is the adversary of Christ, Lucifer, the Serpens

mercurii (Jung, CW12 par. 26). This refers to the division between good and
evil, matter and spirit, and masculine and feminine which occureci during

the advent of Qitistianity. The alchemists such as Gerard Dom, attempted to
compensate for this state by mathg "a savior from the womb of the earth as

an analogy and complement of W

s son who came d o m from above"

(JungCWl4 par. 704). This savior was d e d MerCunus. Christianity had

split the Christ figure in half by separating the sou1 h m the body and

spiritualking the soul. This is refmed to as the aichemical stage of the unio
mentdis, and was believed by alchemists to be the point in which Christianity
had left off. The Christian eMts tiuough the "windowof ekrnity"and finds

M

y redemption in the next world Christianify had redeemed the sou1 yet

the body remaineci amupted.
The alchemists attemptd to finish the work of redemption by

redeeming that which Christ had not redeemed, the materiai body.
Wltimateiy, they wanted to unik the two worlds, material and spiritual, inb

a one world, unus mundus. )They thetefore attempted to mate MetCufius, a
dual androgynous being that is both spirituai and material. This God in
matter would result in the unification of the Christ figure, the heavenly lapis,

with his shadow brother Satannael, the lower son, the poisonous dragon,
sublunary matter, the devil, the àark side of MerCurius. (Alchemist's referred

to this stage as the Caelum, in which the purified sou1 rehuns to the body). In
the last alchernical stage al1 of the opposites are reconaled with each other
and the one world is established. In this last coniunctio the spirihialized sou1
is united with the corpus glorflcationis or sublime body. Here, material

creation, the fourth, becomes resacralized as it marries the Trinity and
komes part of the Godhead.
In psychological terms, Mercurius is symbolic of the ernergence of the
self because in the embrace between the two sons, the ego becomes conscious

of the shadow side of the self and consequently establishes a synthesis with it
through the individuation process. Here the opposites inherent in humanity
are united in the self. Jung also States that the Assumption of Mary is the
symbol for the supreme union of opposites:
The Assumption is reaiiy a wedding feast, the Christian versian
of the hierosgamos, whose origindy incestuous ~ h w played
e
a pst
role in alchemy. The traditional incest always indicated that the
sup~meunion of apposiîvs expRJsed a mmbinabianof things
which are telated but of unülre nature.. (CW14 par. 6641

.

The Trinity is essentialiy a masculine deity and is therefore incomplete

because the ferninine aspect is missing. Jung argues that the church's
concession towards the representation of an androgynous Christ and its
concession to the veneration of the Mother of God is not an adequate
solution to the problem of opposites which uitimately eonstitutes divine and

psychological reaiity (CWIZ par. 22 and 25). ûnly a transition from a
Trinitarian representation of divinity to a quatemitarian mode1 will suffie in

reflecting human psychological totality. Jungregards alchemy as an
undercunent of Christianity which attempted to resolve the tension between
the opposites that existed in the religion (CW12par. 26). This WU
be discussed
further subsequently.

Jung has stated that images of self can not be distinpuished fmm the
Imago Dei. He has also argued that "Christ exemplifies the archetype of the
seif" (Jung,CW9ii par. 70). This seems odd since in the Orthodox Christian

view darkness has no share in Christ with the good. The absence of evil
within the Christ figure would logically disqualify Him h m being

considered a symbol of the self which is a totality. However, in the Aion, Jung
claims that the "original Christian conception of the imago Dei embodied in

Christ meant an dl-embracing totality that even included the animal side of
man" (CW9ii par. 74). He then qualifies this by saying that the "Christ-symbol
lacks wholeness in the modern psychological sense, since it does not include
the dark side of things but specifidy exdudes it in the form of a Luciferian
opponent" (CW9ii par. 74). For Jung,human nature is composed of both good
and evil, and psychological health is dependent upon a unification of both
within the psyche. If this duel aspect of human nature is denied and

consequently répi.essed a pathological condition will be the result. According
to Jung the Christian image of the self, which is Christ, tequires the
recognition and integration of its Luciferian shadow for psyciiic wholeness.
The integration of the Luciferian aspect within the self and therefore divinity
produces a quatemity.
This p t e n i i o dwad&zm the psychological seif. king a

totality, it must by definition include the light and dark aspects,

in the sameway thpt theseüembraœsbothmasculineand
feminine and is thmefore spnbokd by the marriage quatemio.
This iast is by m meansa IKW disaovwy, since aceording to
Hippolyhw it was lmwn to the Naassenes. H e .individuation is
a "mysteriumconiUllCtiOMsm,tk Self king expe&nd as a nupüai
union of opposite halws and depicted as a composite whole in
mandalas that are drawn spontaneously by patients. (Jung, CW9ii par. 117).

The mandala imagery, to which Jung alludes, alm occurs in works of art.
Throughout our discussion it has b m e apparent that the üinitarian
view of divinity, and therefore the self, is psychologically incomplete.
(Remernber that Jung stated that the expeRence of the Goci image and the self
were the same). in other words, such a view excludes aspects of human
nature that are needed for a person to becorne psychologically whole and
therefore individuated. Such excluded aspects of human nature were the
feminine, the materiai, and the dexrnonic; these are the rnissing fourth. As we
have seen a transition to a quatemitarian conception of divinity, and
therefore the self, would remedy this situation. The psyche is aceomplishing
this through archetypal redréss, one of whose manifestations is art.

Jung's study of aichemy reveals that it, as an underament of
Christianity, was an attempt to compensate for a perceived incomplete state of
human redemption, for the excluded aspects of human nature and divinity
still remained unredeemeà. Christ had redeemed the soul, yet the body was
not inciuded in the eqerience ofredemption. However, through the

alchernicl manipulations of material the alchemist hoped to find, not false
gold (wealth), but a gold which was the celestial substance found in matter. In

alchemy it has been refend to as the quintessence, the balsam, the
philosophic tinne, the lapis, the caelum, the primordial substance, MerCuTius,
and the g d in matter (anima mundi or deus terrenus) (Jung,CW14 par. 700,
705,740,759,770, and 779). Through this primordial substance, they hoped to
mate a sublime body and unite it with the purified soul and complete the

coniirnctio.
The alchemists believed that a person essentidy consisteci of t h e

parts, the body, the soul (Jung's psyche) and the spirit (Jung's self). The
problem was that the soul was imprisoned in a body that was corrupt or
canai, due to the very nature of its physical existence. The body would have

desires which were analogous to the state of addiction, and wouid

consequently imprison and corrupt the soul. The alchemists were preoccupied by the problern of human redemption. They believed that
redemption could occur through a three fold ptocess.
The first stage was called the uni0 mentalis. This was the sepration of
the sou1 frorn the body by the spirit. The resuit of this proeess would be a

spiritualized soul. This process was depicteci in the alchemical symbolism of
death. These representations inciuded the motif of the King dissolving in
water, the dragon ernbracing the woman in the grave, and the depidion of
hvo animais fighting (Jung,CW14 par. 669).

The alchemists believed that this stage was as far as Christianity had
gotten in achieving redemption. Christ had redeemed the soul, but the body

had yet to be redeemed. As previously mentioned, the Christian steps

through the "window of etemity" and in heaven d v e s a spiritiialioed

body. However, this state was unsatisfyingfor the alchemist, and he or she

continueci with the work of achieving total human redemption within
earthly existence.
Whem the fMstianb$ief is that man is freed h m sin by the
rednnptory act ofQuist, the alchemist was evidently of the
opinion that the "msütutionb Lhe liktmss of original and inaimipt
nature" had stiii ta be accomplished by the art, and this can oniy
mean that Ciuist's work ofrederrvptionwas qaràed as incornplde.
(Jung,CW14 par. 27)

And:
Had the akhmists not had at leest a secret ptemonition that their

Christian uni0 mmtalis had mt yet iealized the union with the warld
of the body, th& almwt mysbieal thirst for luiawledge wodd scarceiy
be e~plicable,let alone the symbolism, rivaüng that of Quistianity,
which began ta develop alrieady at the end of the ihirteenth eenhary.
The Christ-lapis parallel shows more clearly than anything else that
the world of nahuai b d h laid chim to t?quaiityand h c e bo

realization in the second stage of ainiun&.

(Jung,CW14 par. 747)

The second stage of the coniunctio was called the Caelum (heaven on

e h ) . Here there would be a reincamation of the spirituaihi sou1 and r*
unification with the body. The sou1 purifiecl by spirit would be uniteci with

the body. The problem in this stage was that the spirihiaiizeâ soul would
tetuni to its previous cormpted condition by being retunied to a mmpted

body. The Mercurius (self ) would then escape and retm it ib former nahne
(JungCW14 par. 742). "Psychologicaiiy, it would mean that the insight gained

by the withdrawal ofprojections could not stand the clash with reality and
conseqwntly, that its üuth could not be realized in fa& (Jung, CW14 par.
744). This would result in doubt, and despair.
As a resuit of this problem, the body had b becorne deemeâ in d e r
to be unified with the spirihaahci sod. The alchenûst attempted to exact

that celestid substance in matter which wodd mate a cmpus glmÏfiattionis,

or sublime body, which could be united with the spirituaihi soul. This

unification of the corpus glorifïcationis with the spiritualized sou1 would
achieve the final phase of the coniunctio, the unus mundus. Hm,al1 the
opposites inherent within existence are reconded. In this stage the masculine
Trinity marries the material aeation. A person who has experienceà the

unus niundus wouid observe the divine in al1 being k a u s e he or she wouid
be one with the ground of M g .
The b i i of Alchemy oceurred approximateiy around the tirne of the
birth of Jesus Christ, although its beginnings may have occurred a century
before (von Franz 1).von Franz States that the aichemist's endeavor to
redeem the body and matter by finding the God seed in matter resuited
through a synthesis of Egyptian technological practices and Greek naturaiist
thought (1). The Egyptians were concemed with the task of p-g

the

body for the next life, and the Greeks were concerneci with lacating the prima1
substance f?om which everything else was derived. von Franz identifies the

Egyptian practice with extraverteci alcherny and the Greek practice with
introverted alchemy (7).The advent of the Christian Zeitgeist combineci with
the Egyptian and Greek influences contributeci to an aichemical synthesis

which adopted as its teleological goal the redemption of the body and matter

-

through the aquisition and extraction of the quintessence the God seed.
Similarities Between Alchemist Procedures And The Artistic Process

Jung's understanding of the aichemist's endeavor and the alchernical
process shares features with the artist's endeavor and the artistic process. This
is probably why Susan Thackrey has stated that the real key to understanding

Jung's view of art is to be found in the &ation

of his alchemicai work

-

(73 74). The examination of Jung's alchernical work reveals that in his

thought there exists a common teleologid presupposition which also
infonns his understanding of visionary art. Moreover, both practices involve
processes that have sirnilar psychologicai implications and desireci
psychological outcomes. Both proceses are instnunental in obtaining the
individuation of the practitioners. Both processes are a compensatory and
complementary underment of the ptevalent Zeitgeist and both are directeci
towards achieving the mutual redemption of humanity and divinity. As
previously mentioned, the visionary or extroverted art p m s also resembles
the practice of introverted alchemy because both proceses involve the
projection or manifestation of uncotlscious contents through the
manipulation of materials.

The alchemist was often moved to investigate in unknown terrain in
order to find and extract that celestial substance which would sene as a
catalyst for the redemption of the body through its union with the soul, spirit
and world. Often their alchemicai expetiments resuited in terrible

consequences. Many practitioners tecame poisoned, and burnt, which often
resulted in madness or death. For the alchemists this risk did not prevent the
practitioners from searching for the mystery of the Gochead in matter. von

France argues that the tnily great and creative individu& have always
attempted to find out more about that which is the basis of existence, and that
humanity's experimentation with materials has always been about the
uncovering of the divine mystery (10).
Man's curiosity which has led him to experbnt with materials
was always based on Oie idea that Indirectly he could findout more
about the Godhead, or Oie divine mystq, the uitimate mystery of

existenct?. (von Ranz 10)

This attempt to find the mystery of Goà in matter was called introverted
alchemy. ïntroverted alchemy contained an introspective .psychologicalaspect
which went hand in hand with aichemical experimentation. In reference to

the introverted alchemists, von Franz states:
These people a p p o a c ! the @lem fram another presupposition,

namely that the mystery they were lwking for, the mystery of the
structure of the universe, was in themselves, in their own bodies and
in that part of their pmnality whirh we cal1 îhe unconscious, but
they wodd say in the We of their own material existence. They
thought that instead of taking outer materWs you could pst as well
h m that mystery because
look inside and get information d-i
you were it ...But since al1 these matenais are within p u , p u can
aiso contact them directly and in that way they conta& what we
would now cal1 the collective unconscious, which to thern was ais0
projecîd into the innet aspect of their own bodies. They consulted
these powers directly h u g h what they called meditation and
therefore most of these mbovertéd alchemisb stresseà the fact that one
should not onlytoutwardly but should always insert phases of
introversion with payer and meditation and a Und of yoga. (8)

The choice of materials, and their coIISequent manipulation was not
only determined by past dchemical knowledge but by the unconscious. The
materid used, had psychological meaning. For example, lead as a pisonous
substance was considerd to be the spirit of Saturn and the devil (von Franz
16), for lead was symbolic of rnelancholia and mania. The alchemists

psychologicaliy projected content into matter, and then used the material, due
to ib s y m b o h , to achieve their deçited psychological results.
The intmverbxl approach in alrhemy shows h t it is just as much
an investigationof the collective wmnscious as of matter. In this
purely psychoIogicai trend in the aichanid symbolism we can
recognizewhat we do mw when we srperiment with the unknmvn*

obpctive, M c layer of our own d c e u p . Many aihemists practhd
what Jungdiscowred long ago without alchemy, wnely active
imagination. (von Franz 2û)

Active imagination is the projection or manifestation of the
unconscious in material. The alchemists often gave expression to the content
of the unconsdous when they experimented in the dark (von Franz 16). This
process of manifesthg the contents of the unconscious was regardeci by Jung
as a definhg feature of the extroverted or visionary artistic procesi. As has
been discussed, the artist manifestecl the contents of his or her unconscious in
the material. Moreover, Jung hypothesized the existence of an autonomous

cornplex, which was regard& as a split off portion of the psyche that
harnessed the ego for its purposes (CW15 par. 115). Sometirnes, as Thackery

has pointed out, art is conceived as having a will of its own. Jung States:
Art is a kind of innate drive that seim a human beingand maices

him its instrument. The artbt is nota pemn endowed with free

will who seeb hi9 own ends, but one who allows art ta reaüzé ib
purposes through him. As a human being he m y have moods and
a will and persona1 aims, but as an artist he is "man"in a higher
sense - he is "collectiveman," a vehicle and molder of the
~ l ~ l ~ w c i psychic
o u s life of mnkind. (CWlS par. 157)

Here it seerns that Jung's interpretation of the activity of the artist and
art is based on the teleology latent within his psychologicai thought and his

philosophy of history. In Jung's view both the artist and alchemist are
directeci by the unconscious and such direction is most readily observable
when both practitioners are led into the unknown within theh respective
practices. Aniela Jaffe in her essay, "Symbols in the visuai arts': comments
upon the paraphraseci statements of various modern paintérs:
Painters began to think about the "ma& obpct" and the "secret souiu
of things. nie Italian painter Cub Carra wmw "it is cocommon things

that r e v d those h m of simpîidty through which we c m d i z e
that higher, more significant condition of being where the whole
splendor of art mides."Paul Kiee ssid: "The object expands beyoncl
the bounds of its appemnce by our kmwledge that the thing & more
than its exterior presents to out eyes." And Jean Bazaine mde:"An
object awakem our bve just because it seem to be t
hbearer of powen
that are greater than itself." Sayings of this land recall the old
alChemica1 concept of a "spirit in matter," believed to be the spirit
in and behind inanimate
lüce metal or Stone. PsyhlogWly
inberpreted, this spirit is the unconsdous. It always manifests ibelf
when conscious or rational knowledge has reached its b i t s and mystery
sets in, for man tends to fiU the inexplicable and mysterious with the
contentsof his uncodous. He pmpcts them, as it wen?into a darlc,
empty vessel. Uaffe 254)

Jung's understanding of alcherny and visionary art includes a latent
telos which is embedded in his thought. According to Edinger, the ultimate

purpose of aicherny was to recondle the contradictions of God in the s a . The
alchemists attempted to unite the opposites inherent in human nature and by

doing so would also reconcile the split in opposites within divinity.
The unavoidable inteml contradictions in the image of a Creator-

God can be moncileci in the unity and whoieness of the self as the
Coniunctio opitottrm
of the alchemists or as a Unio mystiut. In the
experience of the self it is no longer the opposites "Gad" and "man"
that are reconciied, as it was M m , but rather the opposites within
the God image itself. The essential new idea is that the purpose of
human life is the aeation of consdousness. (Edinger, Thc Crcotion of
Gnsciousness 16)

This reconciliation of the opposites in the self and God is, as has been
mentioned before, caiied individuation. Edinger States that Jungregardeci the
secret of alcherny as the transformation of Cod (The Cration of

Consciousnesç 103). This ttansformation would resuIt fkom the unification of

the two sons of God, the lower earthiy son Satan and the higher son Christ

(Jung, CW12 par. 26-27). Christ muidbe reconciied with his shadow brother
in the seif. As previody mentioned, in order to accomplish this, which is

the second coniunctio, the God in ma-,

Mercurius, had to be extra& from

matter (Jung,CW14 par. 700).
Artist As Alchemist

Jaffe argues that artists in modernity such as Mondrian, Kandinsky,

and Marc were engaged in a artistic enàeavor which approaches mysticism.
Jaffe argues that these artists were preoccupied with the quiescene behind
everything, and that theh attempt to express pure reality, that which is
behind the changing of nahual fonns, paraileleci the alchemists attempt to
locate and extract the prima1 substance, Mercurius.
A great number of arüsb maeeking to get p s t ap-

into

the "reaüty"of the background or the "spiritin matter"by a bansmutation of things through htasy, sumaüsm, dream pictwes, the
use of chance, ect. The "abstrsrtwartists, ho-,
hvrred their backs
on things. Th& paintings amtained no identifiaMe concmte oôjects;
they wm, in Mondrians'swords, simply "pure fatm". But it must be
reaiized that what these artists were concenied with was someüiing
far greater than a p M e m of form and the distinction between "mncreteR
and "abstract,"figurative and non-figurative. Their goal was the
center of life and things, their changeless background, and an inward
certitude. Art had becorne mystîdsmnie spirit in whose mystery art
was submerged was an earthly spirit, which the medieval aichemists
had called Memarius. He is a symbol of the spirit that these artists
divined or sougtrt behind nahue and thuigs, "behindthe appemnce of
nature." Their mystIeism was aiien to Christianity, for that "M-al"
spirit is &en to a 'heavenly" spirit. Indeed, it was Christianity's dark
adversary that was forging its way in art. Here we begin to see the
teai hisbricai and symboiic significPnee of "modem art," Wte the

-

hennetic mowmmts in tk Middle Ages* it must be understooâ as a
mystidsm of the spirit of eeith8esd tiiaeiore as an expression of our
(Jaffe262 263)
time compensatory t~ Qiristianity.

-

Jaffestates that no other artist appreciated this mystical aspect of art greater

than Kandinsky (263).
Alchemy was an atternpt to mrnpensate for the gap in the Christian
world view and as such it functioned as an underment to mainstream
thought (Jung,CWl2 par. 26). As a compensabv undermentt alchem~was

plagued by the problem of opposites, because Christianity had separated the
sou1 from the body and end& the redemption there. Christianity aiso had

functioned to produce a spiit in divinity itself, for good was separated from
evil, the masculine from the feminine, the God h m the Goddess, and the
heavenly sphere from the earth and the nether world. Aîchemy was an
attempt to reunite the opposites in divinity and the self and this can be
observeci in one of ik central axioms, namely the saying of Maria Prophetissa:
"One becomes two, two becomes t h e , and out of the third cornes the one as
the fourth" (Jung,CWl2 par. 26). This axiom hctioned like a religious and
psychological mandate for aichemical endeavor. Jung states:
The point is that alchemy is rather like an undetcurrent to the
Qvistianity that ruieâ on the surface. It is to this surface as the

dream is to conscîwsness, and just as the drem compensates the
confîictsof the conscious minci8so Ildiemy endeavours to fil1 in
the gaps left open by the auisiian tension of opposites. Perhaps
the most pregnant expressionof this is the axiom of Maria Prophetissa
quoted above, which runs like a Ieihnolio thughout almost the
whole of the Iifetime of akhemy, extendhg over more than
seventeencenturies. In this a p h i m t
keven numbers which
signüy the feminine pinciple, emh, t
k regions under the earth,
and evil itseif are inaerpOia(ed between the uneven numbers of the
Christian d o p a . They are pp*w,nified by the snpnis mercwîi* the

dragon that mates and desitself and qnesenb the pims m d d .
This fundambl idee of alckmy points back to the . (Tehom),
to Tiamat with kr dragon attribute, anâ thus b the p r h d h l
m~triarchP1world which, in the theomachy of the Marduk myth,
was overthrown by the a u s d n e worid of the f a t h . The
hisbrical shift in t
k wodd's codousness t o d the m o s c u h
is compensaaed at first by the chthonic kmininityof the w m n & u
(CW12 par. 26)

..

in this iwom we see that the aichemists were compeiied by the psyche to
compensate for the state of masculine psychic onesidedness. According to
Jung, the even numbers signify the ferninine, the earth, and the below (CW12
par. 25). Moreover, these even numbers are symbolic of the Serpens Mercuri,

the dragon who corresponds to the primai motherf who creates and destroys
herself. The insertion of the even numbers with the uneven also symbolizes
the alchemists attempt to unite the two sons (Christ and Satan) and unite the
two worlds. The lower son ( the Filius Philosophorum) Satan, is the son of
Tiamat that takes on her features or attributes (Jung,CW12 par. 29). He has a
masculine name but is a hermaphrodite and is identified with evil. He is the
shadow brother of Christ (Jung, CWll par. 249).
This ultimate union of al1 opposites, the third stage of the coniunctio,

was referred to as the unus mundus (the mysterious union of opposites). In

the second stage of the coniunctio the unio menfal& (spirit and soul) is
unifieci with the body which resuits in the lapis or birth ofthe self (Jung

CW14 par 758). In the third stage al opposites are reconciled as the lapis or

seif?the product of the second stage, is united with the "original unus

mundus (the one world) (Jung,CW14 par. 664). Expressed in Eastern
t e n n h ~ i ~ gthis
y ~means that the atman (the self) is united with Brahman

(cOBmic W t y h Tlae dchemists expressed this union tiuough the syxnbolism

of the hictosgamos (the marriage of gods and goddesses as heroes).

-

nie @lem of opposiîes aiid up by the s h a h play9 a gmt
indeed, the decisive d e in alchemy, since it k d s in the uithiipte
phase of the workb iheundonofoppDsitesin Oiebof
the hiemgamwi or "chymicai wedding? Here the supreme oppmibes,
male and fen& (as in the Chinese yang and yin), are d i e d inîu a
unity puriffed OC aii opposition and therefore incomiptible.
gun& CWI2 par.43)

-

Often this unification takes the symbolic form of the royal mnrriage
between the king and qwm8or empenu and empress, as in the Rosarium
philosophorunt (Jung, CW14 par. 2). It also is symboiically expressed in the

myth of the transformation of the old -le

king into the filius regius. The

filius regius is the renewed or transfomecl hermaphrodite king, whose

transformation occurs through his encounter with, or descent into, the Great
Mother, the unconsdous (Jung, CW14 par. 505). The alchemist typidy
regardeci the king as symbolic of the Christian view of the world in the

rniddle ages which had becorne stagnatecl and required a subdequent renewal
(Jung, CW14 par. 5 0 . In the Arthur legend, Arthur tepresents the feeble king

who must drinlc h m the grail (the Great Mother) in order tu becorne
transformed and rejuvenated as the Jilius regius. The symbolic meaning of
this legend is ciear, Chriçtianity as an expression of the masculine m u t

becorne United with the exciuded feminine aspects of reality to bemme whole
and rejuvenated.

in alchemy there was as much emphasis upon the feminine aspect of
existence and divinity as the masculine. As such, it can be regarded as an

endeavm to r d *

the Mother of Gui. In the middle ages, alchemy became a

means in which the cuit ofthe Mother of Gad was protected against the spirit
of the refomtion.
For our modemansci- the dogmatic image of Christ changed,
under the influence of evangeuoiiFrotestantism, into the penoriPI
Jesus, who in iiberal rationalim, which abhorrecl al1 "mptidsm,"
gradually faded into a mere ethicai prototype. nie disappearance
of the ferninine ekment, namely the cult of the Mother of Cod, in
Pmtestanîhm was all that was c w d d for the spirituality of the
dogmatic image to detach iW h m the earthly man and gndually
sink into the uncoii9cious. When such great and significant images fa11
into oblivion they do mt disappear from the h u m n sphere, nor do they
lose th& psychic power. Anyone in the Middle Ages who was famiüar
with the mysticism of alchemy remaineci in contact with the living
dogrna, evm if he was a Protestant. This is pmbably the reason why
alchemy reached its hqday at the end of the sixkenth and in the
seventeenth mnhuy: for the Roiestant it was the only way of soll
being Cathalic. (lu* CWl4 par. 509)

The alchemists not only protected the cuit of the Mother of God but,
also prepared Christendom for the dogma of the Assumption (Jung,CW14

par. 664). The assumption and mronation of Mary depicted in alchernical
symbolism represented the hierusgamrrs, in which the ferninine, and the
material were reconciied with this spiritual al1 male Trinity. This union re
deified the body and the spirit in matter, MerCunus, because the assumption
was a bodily one. In other words, matérinl mation marrieci the Trinity in the
assumption of Mary.The age old earth g o d b had one again ascended fiom
Hades (e.g. the myth of Innana and Demeter), and fecundated the spirituai
conscious overland.
The alchemists thdore pichved the uni0 mcntalis as Father and
Son and th& union as t
kdove (the "spiration" ammon to both), but
the world of the body they presen!ed by t
kferninine or passive
prinaple, nameiy Mary.Titus, Tor more than a husand years, they

ptepaFed the ground for the dogma of the Assumpüon. It W ûw that
the far-mhing implications of a m a g e of the fatherly spirituai
prindple with the prurcipie of miter,or mpbempl mrporeelity, are not
b be seen hmthe d o p a at firat giana?.Neverthele~s,
it does bridge
over a gulf that seemp mhthompble: the apparently inemediabie separation
of spirit frorn nabue and the body. AIdiemy h w s a bright Ught on
the background of the Qgma, fœ the new article of faith stpesaes in
symbolic form exactîy what the adeprs iPcogniKd as being the
secret of theh amiundio. (Iun%, CW14 par. 664)

The Psychological Conespondence Behveen V i s i o ~ r yArt And Alchemy

As psychic compensatory avenues, art and alchemy can be conceiveci of

as psychological healing processes rather than fatal spiritual illnesses. The
processes inherent in dchemy and visionary art share many psychological
similarities that are directeci towards the individuation of the practitioners
and the establishment of collective psychic health. The dchemists'
undertakings were an attempt to resolve their own inner psychological
conflict and an endeavor towards reconciling the disharmonies and
imbalances in existence. Jung States:
nie alchemists sought for that effect which wouid heai not only
the disharmonies of the physicîl world but the innec psychic confüct
as wdi, the "Aictionof the soul to the M y n , and they called this
e f k t the iapis Philosophotum. (CW4 p.674)

The lapis philosophorum is the transformed substance that results from the

union of oppsites. It psychologicaliy can be regardeci as a substance analogous

to the seif.

Many d s t s , me the aichemists, were concerned with seif and world
transformation. Joseph Beuys beliwed in the transfomative capabilities of
art and that organic materiais, like fat, blood, and wax used in artistic practiees

had healing potential themseives (Antaki 7). Beuys also believed that a

change in the self led to a change in the world. David Morgan states:
h r d i n g to Beuys, chan- the self leads towards changing the
warld h u s e Lhe two mingle in du! vesse1of humam mnsdouness.
To tansform the innerworldof thought by tmnstonning perrepbian
of the outer mridis the key to sbdal and ecommic change. (45)

Joseph Beuys in many respects is considerd as a chatismatic sharnanic figure

who believed that the merger of art with the praxis of life had healing
potentiai b t h for Germany and the world. Beuys States:
nie mwt important thing to me ib that man, by virtue of his
products, has experienceof how he can contribute bo the whole
and not only produce articlesbut becomes a sculptor or architect
of the whole o r p h . The future sociai order will take its
shape h m compatibdity with the theoretid principles
of art, (qtd.in Morgan38)

Many artists such as Louise Bourgeois and Catherine Everett believe
that art making is both therapeutic and self informative. Marie-Laure

Bemadac commnts upon and cites Louise Bourgeois:
Louise Bourgeais is oneofthe iri~rrycontanpcmyattists which has
parbparbapated
in the reîum b theh psychic subjectiviv to a brm of self
expression that b a d s strict Corniaiist wotk. tEer position is that 'art is a
guaranty of saniW. "Itspower tb exorcise lends it therapeutic value. Art, says
Bourgeois, is the experhdng or rather the rPe*periendng of a trauma
She became a sculpter O! get rid of ber pst,
it inodes to survive*
(Banadac 8) and
Eburgwis qtd. in Bernadac 8).

-

-

-

Art as mechanisrn of active imagination functions as a self infbnnative

resource. Artistic endeavor, as a meditative or contemplative exercise can

lead to self revelation and subsequgnt self transformation. This self

transformation can lead b the proauhg of additionai content in later pieces

which in tum re-infoms the -tic

p W c e and the C O ~ O L I I L ~ ~ofS the
S

artlsts. Thus, the artist is continually leammg about him or herself within his

or hm practice and this new larowledge changes the seif. The rdationship
between the work and the self funetions as a feedbadc loop. The aquisition d

self knowledge through the art is known in alcherny and art as the Faustian
side of the practice. David Morgan states: The Faustian designates something
secret that one desires to know and whoee disclosure is brought about by the

work of art . . ."(36). von Franz Links the alchernical idea of obtaining seuet
knowledge (posis) with seU discovery.
Anyone w)ro has siudied alchemy for many years, has tbllowed the
d p e s and done the expdments with m p l e t e devotionand lave and
repetition, dianges his own permiiiity. He acquires a rnagical pwer

by which k will s
d m produchg a rheaiical transformation in the
retort, which, for instancé, a beginm who mixes the same might mt
achieve. So you see Dom Ian aichemistl sudddy shifts to the idea that
alchemy is reaily a work one has O
I do on one's own personality and is nut
something one daes by mixhg thhp in îhe retort. You do that too, because
only if p u transfoim your own personaüty into one which is magically
potent can you transfomi the outer materials. (von Franz 29)

Artistic endeavor can not only h g e oneseif but also others who

view the work.In 1995,five artists exhibited at the Galerie d'art b a r d dt

Bina Eilm, in Montréal with the shamanic intention of using organic raw

elements to invoke altemate states of king in the beholders. The mator of

the exhibit states:
Thnnigh th& art, the viewer b compelled @nd
conceptual
imperatives and is provideci with an altemative to the deconstructive,
mMlCUltwai tendenciesofour pmmt niatedistic sddy. The w m k is
b o d to a com&mes that is intenxrnnecliveand appioadies the

pan-religious in its seeiring b emplify, rather than abbreviate, human
experience. (Antaki 8

In this exhibit Reinhard Reitzastein presents his piece World Tree
which teflects his belief in "the sanctity of nature and humanity's
interconnedion with the biosphere" (Antaki 6). Faye HeavyShield installed a
sculpture calied Worship, which was U e an axis mundi which she believed
would "precipitate a change in the spectatorls perception" and "eliat a point
of passage for transfomative experience that supersedes intelledual acuityn
(Antaki 8). T h Whiten's Enrih Table "uses sculpture as a means to

investigate the realm of the esuteric"(Antaki 9). Aganetha Dyck places robes
in beehives then removes the honeycomb gannents in an attempt to elevate
the everyday thing into a magicai item. She believes that the s a d robe

functions as a means for changing ansciousness and therefore has
transfomative and healing potential (Antaki 10). David Moore "beiieves that
the role of the artist is to extend the parameters of perception and make
visible the secrets that are extant but usually unseen" (Antaki 8). He presents
seven figures that are half tree and haif figures in his piece titled Spectral.

The atternpt to dismvet the seaets within the self and existence is, as
has been mentioned, referred to as the Faustian element of art and alchemy.
As has been mentioned, a signifiant number of Modernist painters were

consumeci with uncovering the essential forms of existence and getting
beyond the appearance of surface reaiity. 'Ibis aspect of artistic practice
coinades with the introverted alchemists attempt to discover the primordial
substance of matter. The alchemist searcheci for the quintessentid substance
in matter (the bnisuni) which would allow them to unify the body with spirit
and sou1 in the second stage of the coniunctio (Jung, CWl4 par. 681).
Psychologicaiiy, this wouid mean that the aichemists wodd be attempting to

unite the opposites in themseives and thedore they would have had to
confront their shadow. This was a psyehoiogicaiiy painful process because the
recognition of the dark aspects of one's personality and existence in general
causes some existentid despair. Jungwrites
In order to understand the seumd stage, the union of the un13mentalis

with the body, psychologicaiiy, we must bear in minci what the psychic
state resulting from a fairly ownplete recognition of the shadow look
like. The shadow, as we kmw, usually presents a hindamental
contrast to the conscious penmdty. This mtrast is the prequisibe
for the ciifference of potentiai h m which psychic eneigy arises
Without it, the nec#sasr tension would be lacking. Where considerable
psychic energy is at work?we must expect a o~rresponding&mion
and inner opposition. The oppasitm are neceseaiily of a charactem1ogical
nature: the existence of a positive Mrtue impiies victory over its
opposiîe, the corresponding vire. Without ib counierpart virtue it
would be pale, ineffective, a d and].The exheme opposition of
the shadow to CMUCiousnessis mitigatedby complementary and
compensabry pmœses in the Unronsaous. TheP Impecton
consciousness M y produces the uniting symbo1s. Confrontation
with the shadow produces at k t a dead balance, a standstilf
that hampers moral dedsions and makes convictions ineffectiveor
wen impossible. Eveqrthhg bécomes doubthil, which is why the
alchemists calfd this stage Nigredo, tenebmitas, chaos,
melancholia. (ml4par. 707-108).

In alchernicd terms, the experience of Nigredo, corresponds with the
encounter with the dark son, Satan or the abysmal dimension of the Terrible

Mother. Here, the alchemists while experimenting in the dark encounter the
risk of the unknown. For he or she could b m e overwhelmed by the spirit
of Satum or Mercury and becorne mad, through lead or M e r q poisonhg
(reügiously symbolic of the dark night of the soui and psychologically
symbolic of "melancholial'as a resdt of enCountering the shadow side of the

seif).

In mythological terms, this @ouhl eneounter is symtrolic of the hem's

descent tio the underwotld, or wiiderness where he or she encounters the

dragon. Mythological hem figures su& as Jesus,Buddha, and Gilgamesh are a
good example of this d-t

and confrontation.

Through the encounter with the underworld the hero after having

experienceà suffering and despair o b t a h a higher level of coIlSaousness. The
opposites reach a synthesis in the birth of the self. In a manner similar to the
alchentical proœss of stripping off thé d ~ l s tso extract the prima1 substance
through separation, division and putrefaction, in the psychoiogical process
the self and true redity of existene is to be found in the stripping off of
illusionary reality. This is a painful process which results in an anomic

condition, or in Tillichian tems, is the result of a encountér with the abysmal
aspect of the depth of reason. JungStates that this type of encounier affects ow
knowledge of ourselves and out m

o n of reality.

Self-knowledgeis an adventure that canies us unexpectedly tar
and deep. Even a moderakiycompehensive knowledgeof the
shadow can cause a good deal of confusion and menial darlrness,
since it giws rise to personality p b l m which one had never
remoteiy imagined before.For this reasonalone we can understand why
the dchemists calted their nigrdo melancholia, "a biack biacker
than bladc," night, an aMiction of the soul, conhision, etc, or, more
pointedly, the "
b
u
mm." (Jung,CWl4 par. 741)
And:

If Dom, then, speaics of k e i q the sou1 h m the fet&rs of the body,
he is stpessing in rathei difkmt ianguage what Albertus Magnus
d e s a i i as the peparationor transfonwtion of the quidrsitver, or
whatourunhw,wnaullwirdepictsasthespüttingof theking in the
yellow mbe. nie arcane subsîance is rneant in aii tluee cases. Hence
we immediaaeiy fgrd d v 6 in datkness, in the ni@o, for the
mcunum, the mystery, is dark. If, fobwing Dom's iaumm;iling hinb,

we interpret the freeing of the aoul from the ktters of the body as a
withdrawai of the naive projectb~
by which we have rnolded both
the reality around us and the image of our own character, we anive
on the one hand at a cognitio sui ipius*self-bwledge, but on tk other
hand at a realistic and m m or les8 non-illumry view of the wtside
world. This stripping off of the veils of illusion is felt as distressing
and even painhil. In practical treetment this phase demands much
patience and tact* for the unmasking of reaiity is as a nile not only
difficult but very o h Qngenww. nie illusions would not be so awnmon
if they did not se!rve m m purpaie and occasionallycover up a pPinful
spot wiîh a wholesome darkness which one hopes will never be
illuminated. Self-kmwledge is m t an isolateci process; it is passible only
if the reality of the world arwnd us is mophdat the same time.
(Jung, CW14 par.739)

The Nigredo, in psychological terms is the quivalent of "the dark

night of the soul," here the psychic contents are freed from the body (Jung,

CW14 par. 722). This is the stage of dissolving or separation that must take
plaœ in order to extract the purifieci substance and achieve a c~nsequentre
synthesis. According to David Morgan this unveiling, or exhaling is refe~ed
to as the kenotic transformative approach in art. This term is also used
alchemically as a reference to the emptying out of, and has the connotations
of death (Jung,CW14 par. 28). Morgan explains the difference between the

Faustian and Kenotic approaches:
The Faustian designates somethingsecret that one desires to kiow
and whose disclosure is brought about by the work of art: the Kemîic
reférstoagrippingexperiencethatinspiresasearchhg~t
of prevailing wisdom. There are doubtless many 0 t h ways to apply the
spiritual to art, but these two categoiies address distinctive and pie9alent
conceptions of the human dfThe Faustian, the k t way, diagnoses the
human problem of dfering as ignorance and se& deliveance h m this stak
through the acquisitionof gmsis or secret wisdom. The Kenotic view, on tk
other hand, sas the problemas 0naObgMand pursues regaier~tdonor

rebirth, tnnscendenreof the ümiîed stature of the human condition by
divestirientor emptying out (Irenosis) of the self inthe qwst for somethifig
better. According to these defjnjtions, therefore, the spiriid in human

experience is the perception of humanity's limits and t
k proposai of a path
for ovemming these Iimiîs. (36)

Kenosis interpreted psychologicaliy, within art and alchemy, is the
stripping or relinquishment of illusionary concepts of the self and reaîity.
This occurs when a person realizes that the collective dominants within
Society which determine self identity and reality conflict with one's own

experience of reality. This can happen when alchemists and artisk escape to
the d a c e of their working spaces or become marginalized on the outskirts of
Society where socializing mechanisms fail to be peqwtuated. Both

practitioners can also discover themselves and the* own view of reality
through their work, their investigation, and the creative process itself. Jung
states that when collective dominants as a whole corne into question, as in
the transition from one era to another, the psyche will throw up new symbols

which wiil ultimately forrn new dominants. Jung discusses this in relation to
the advent of Christianity:
The central ideas of Christianity are rooted in Gnostic philosophy~
which, in accordance with paychoiogid laws, simply hud to grow
up at a time when the ciassicai religions had berorne obeolete. It was
foundedon thepœptionof s y r n b d s t h r o w n u p b y t h e ~ u s
individuation pmcess which always seb in when t
k colïective
dominants of human iife hiiinto decay. At such a time h m is
buund bbe a considerablenumber of individuaiswho a~ pr#easedby
archetypes of a numinous nature that force th& way to the surfas in
order to form new dominants. (CW12 par.41)

As we have seen, Jungassociates the repudiation of old dominants (Ken&)
and the acquisition of new dominants (Faustian) with visionary art.

in contemporary Westem society, innovative art tends to question the
dominant notions of a Society and usually modifies, relinquishes, or
repudiates postdates of the prevailing nomos. ûften, these objects are
dismissed or rejected by avic authdties and conseqwntly denounœd as
absud, immord, and potentiaiiy corruptive to public mords and standards.
In reality, such objects are threatening because they have an anomic potential

due to the fact they are often evidenœ for an artist's encounter with the
abysmal side of the depth of tason or with the numinous and as such he or
she communicates an experience and mntent that subverts the prevaient
monophasic postdates of the nature of existence and reality. This OcClvTence
parallels what Victor Tuner has lakled as a public breach. A public breach

occurs often in a change from routinized social living to dramatic time and
the transgression is quickly notieed and responded to by the authorities or
aitics (Turner, From Ritual to Theatm 9).

In the nineteen sixties an artistic phenomenon caiied performance art

began to emerge as an exciting new avenue for artistic expression. This mode
of expression was often the pinnade of what Turner has called a public

breach. Çometimes the performances b h e d the line between life and art. In
faet, many of the artists intentiody attempted to indue changes in the
consciousness of themselves and the spertators. Dramatic time, a term used
by Turner to describe a tirne of consciousness that is present during play
activities such as theater, cm instigate behavioural and perceptive changes
that are both aeative and subversive to acœpted values and codes of

behaviour. Viewed from an aichemical perspective, many shocking
accmences within the performances can be regarded as an atkmpt to

faditate an encounter with the shadow. As we have seen, the confrontation

with the shadow was experienceà as the nigredo, and from such an

experience the alchemist was able to escape from the illusionary conceptions
of reality and the self. The nigredo was a necessary experiencing of suffering
and doubt that was required in order to =cape illusion and bemme
enlightened. After the stripping off of the veils of illusion (the separatio or
divisiu) the alchemist could unite the opposites within him or herseif and

becam individuated and cognizant of tnie reaüty (extraction of the celestial

substance in matter, and the subsequent unification of the unio mentalis with
the body to form the lapis), Interpreted psychologically, the alchemical process

appears to have some similarities to what takes place in some performances.

The nature of the alchemical proces perhaps sheds some light upon
what various performance artists were trying to do in their orgiastic and dark
rituals. From the 1960's various performance artists have been preuccupied
with producing rituals that would penetrate beyond Appolonian ego

consciousness and r e m participants and observers to the Dionysian state.

These artists consider themseives as healets and guides who would retum
the "alienated sou1 back towards the depths of the psyche where it resonates
to the rhythms of natureo*(McEviiley 65). These people üied to instigate a

situation where social conventions were subverted and violated in order to
rebalance participant and spectator consaousness (McEviliey 66).
Artists like Hermann Nitsch attempted to revive the Dionysion ritual

d e d the sparagmos in performances of the Orgies Mysteries Theater.
Animals were disemboweled and the participants ate the raw flesh and
splashed around in blood and bodily fiuids. Barbara Smith engaged in sexual
intercourse during a gallery opening and claimed she was partalQng in
Tantnc ritual. Gunter Brus cut a vulva like slit in his groin in order to

becorne anàrogynous and appropriate ferninine rnagical powers. Artists such
as Dennis ûppenheim, Linda Uontano, and Chris Burden engage in seifinjurious and seif-mutilative shamanic performances which are often
characterized by dnigs, alcohd, excessive drurnming and dancing (McEviiîey
66). Most people regard these performances as insane, rididous, and

shocking, but many of these artist believe that such dark performances are
necessary in order to penetrate everyday eonsaousness and allow new
spiritual options to surface. McEviiiey states:
Displays of Ihis type are attempb do break up the standard weave
of everyday motivations and c m t e openings in it through whieh new
options may make theh way to the light. These options are neeessarily
undefineci, since no sumunding beüef sys- is in place (or acloiowledged).
The radicaüty of work in this genre can be appraised precisely by how
far it has allowed the boundaries of the art category to dissolve. Many
works of the last twenly-five years have reached to the limits of life itself.

...Extreme actions djustified or even requiied, by the culîural

moment. (McEvilley 701

Self Authenticy As A Necessity Fw Artistic Ontophany

The recognition, confrontation, and integration of the shadow is
required for the pnxiuring of the self and psychic wholeness. The integration
of al1 the opposites inherent in human nature within the self is known as
individuation. individuation aiso characterizes a person's ability to
participate in an authentic existence where one's interests, behaviozvs, and

values are determinai by on&

and not collective (w>IlSQousness.Jungstates

that authenticy is a prerequisite for one's ability to be used by Cod. Edinger

cites Jung:
"Assoonasamorehonestandmireannpleteawrpciousrigsbqrondthe

coiiective level has been es&WM," writes Jung,"Manis no more an
end in himself, but becomeson Iwtnunent of God, and this is d i y so".
(Edinger, The Cr'artOon of coruciousilcss 85) adaung, trttm Vol5
156 qtd. in Edinger 85)

Edingezl refers to the fact that by reconciling the opposites within the self,
through individuation, the person also reconciies the opposites in God. As
we have seen, Jung and Neumann rqard the visionary or innovative artist
as an individuated person. Neumann views the innovative artist as a person

who matures artistically from his or her initiai stages of canonical practice to
the stage of compensation for canonid practice. Jungregards the visionary
artist as an individual who is in touch with his or her depths, or the
unconscious, and manifests art that is compensatory to psychic societai
imbalance while depicting his or her own individuation process. In the
Jungian view, seif knowIedge, or the striving for self knowledge proceeds
hand in hand with the manifestation of innovative visionary art. This
striving for self knowledge and seif expression without compromising and
yielding to the demands of society is known as authenticy.
In the Jungian view then, authenticy would be a necessary condition

for innovative artistic achievement. This view would correspond to
Heidegger's position that in order for p

t art to emerge through Dasein,

Dasein must itseif be in the mode of authentic existence. Dasein as the being
whose being is at issue for it (Raymond 244) can lead an authentic
(Eigentlichkeit) or inauthentic existence. In Being and Time, (SZ) Heidegger
mites:
ûa-seinis a beSng which I anpif always am. Mineness belongs
to existing Da-sein as the condition of the passibiïityof

authenticity and buthenticity. ü a d n e!xists always in one

of these modes, or else in the mode of bd%mme to them. (49)

U e Kierkegard#Heidegger vie-

the inauthentic state as king abeorbed inb

the existence of the "they". In order to be authentic one must decide to
liberate oneseif from inhibiting social conventions and the goah and ideas

commonly aceepted by the majority (or the "they'? (Heidegger, SZ 6662, and
74). Douglas Kellner sununarizes one's advent into authentiaty h m a

Heidegarian perspective:
The break through b an authentk existence is accomplistied,

Heidegger tells us, through a process of extrication and individuaaion
in which one goes through the experiences of an#ejr (anxiety fiom rot
leading a meaningful exisîence, from failing to realize one's authentk
potentiaiities ;SZ 40); experienœ of one's impending death which
malres one aware of one's unique selfhood and the finite amount of
time at one's disposal (SZ 46.53); and a cal of conscience which
infonns one that one is guilty of living inauthentically, of nuuiing away
fromo~If,andthat9~mm~~oneb~tobecomeauihenticto
resolutely take respomibility for ON'S choices ( SZ 5i-60). To h
authenbic one must chuose and commit oneself b authentic puataibilities.
One must talte over one's freedom, uniqueness, finihide, and faihues
and tesolutely engage in the authentic projects through whkh one
mates an authentic self, (163) and (Heidegger, Bdng and T k qtd. in
Kellner 163)

Heidegger's concept of authenticy and individualization process is
rernatkably similar to Peter Berger's position that there d s t s an objective or
social self and a subjective or authentic inner self (83). The de-alienated

subjective self in Berger's view is dredged up in marginal situations where an
individual experienœs an anornic experience or an existentid crisis (152).

When a person engages in "authentic projectsn he or she vacates inauthentic
projects which tend to perpetuate the maintenance of the m i a l world and

sociai seif and then participates in activities that facilitate seif-knowledge and
self-world understanding.

As mentioned before, poetic projection is the '"withheld determination

of historieal Dasein itself" and the artist (as Dasein) is a passage way for the

work to emerge. Joseph J. Kockelmans writes.
Heidegger goes on to say there [in Vom Wesen des Gnudesl that m
some sense D&n, whose Being b such that its Being ableb be b
an issue, exists for the sake of the world, whereas it obviously lleo
exists for iüeIf. We must thus d u d e that world belongs b seifbod:
world is essentiaiiy relatai to Dasein. World is the totality of w b t
exists for the d e of Dasein at any given time. Dasein p r o m and
t h w s the pmjected worid over beings so that the beings can manifest
themselves as what they in tmth are. Dasein thus in some sense constitutes
and fonns worid, in the sense that it lets worid happen and thmugh
the world provides iîseif with an original view which, although hot
expliciîly grasped itself, nwertheless serves as a pre-view for al1 manifest
being, Dasein itself inciuded. Thus there is no way that the beings, i.e,,
nature in the W e s t sense, might becorne mznifeJt if they could not find the
opportunity b enter a world. (Heidegger on Art and Art Wwh 78)

-

Kockeimans argues that Heidegger believed that in order for "Dasein to
achiwe itself it must let itself be called toward ik genuine seif, i.e. the procesç

of finite transcendence. The act in and through which Dasein achieves
authentiaty is caiied resolve (Entschlossenheit)" (Knockelmans, Heidegger
on Art and Art Works 76). Here, Dasein remains firm in his or her

cornmitment to seif derived attitudes, values, and activities regardless of the

influence of others or the they. if Dasein is both the passage way for poetic
projection and in some way fonns the world it seems logical that its
authentiaty rather than its inauthenticity is a prerequisite for its task. Dasein

can only achieve itself and its task as itself if it lets itself be called t o d ik
genuine seif. in Jungian terms, the self cannot manifest its nature in art or
anything else if it is continuaiiy barred fmm expression by rigid ego

consciousness.

In psychological terms the alchexnical and artistic pnxiess can be viewed
as an attempt to alleviate the rigidity of ego and societal consciousness.ûf&n

this is a painfui exercise because at such times one a n experienœ the nigredo

or the darkness where one encounters the lower son, doubt, chaos or
melancholy. However, the perseverance of the practitioner will uitimateiy
overcome the darkness, and he or she will achieve a resolution within the
work and the psyche. in the end, the fonn will become one with the content,

as the opposites within dstence and the self become reconded.
Conclusion

Throughout our investigation of Jung's work on the psychologid
significance of the Trinity and quatemity representations of divinity, on the
psychologid aspects of visionary art, and on the psychologicai significance of
alchemy it became apparent that within Jung's psychology t h e is latent
teleology which pertains to the evolution of human mnsciotlsness. This

teleology also informs Jung's understanding of human history. The teleology
takes the form of a belief that regards the purpose of humanity as being the
creation of consciowness, and that the stagnation of consciousness caused by

psychic onesidedness will be compensateci for by the psyche itself, both
personally and societally. Humanity is prompted by the unconscious to
reconcile the contradictions inhérent in human nature within the psyche.

The confrontation and subsequent recognition of the opposites within the
psyche is recognized by Jung as being the product of the individuation
proœss. The individuation process also involves the acquisition of the
authentic self, as opposed to the socially constructed self, and the gnsp ofa

more honest and authentic view of reality, as opposeci to blind adherence to
the prevalent mythologies constnicted by society.
The individuation process also has consequences for the imago dei,
k a u s e as the opposites are reconciiecl in the self they produce a new image of
God. As we have seen, this Iungian psychological premise has its counterpart
in the mystical thought of Meiste. Eckhart and Jacob Boehme. Boehme's

mysticism contains an eschatological/tgIeological framework which gives
hurnanity and its temporal material existence an increased importance in the
cosmic process. Humanity is seen as the "sole theatre in which divinity itself
is k i n g progressively realized " (Domly, Fcob Boehme and Paul Tillich on
Trinity and God 429). As a result, Jung understood that the mutual

redemption of divinity and humanity rested on humanity's ability to becorne
individuated through a reconciîiation of opposites within the self.

in this context, we were able to detect that Jungunderstood both
alchemical and the visionary artistic process from this teleological
perspective. The similarities we observed between the motivations of the

alchemists and various artists and the psychologicai similarities between the
alchemical and artistic p m s appem to validate Susan Thackrey's daim
that the real key to an understanding of Jung'saesthetic exists in his

-

alchemical work (Thackery 73 74). Alchexny was an attempt to restore the
balance in the psyche while restoring the unity of a godhead severed from
aeation by redeeming and redeifying the material, the ferninine, and the
demonic aspects of existence. Visionary artistic enterprise within this
teleological context can be regarded as self expression directed towards
individuation. The artistic process and art objects themseives, can be
interpreted as a manifestation of the individuation process where the

opposites seek reconciliation, and where individual and collective psychic
imbalances can be addressed and compensateci for in plastic or poetic fonn. As
the artist reconciies the opposites in him ar herseif and the art, the opposites

also become reeonciled within divinity. As a consequence artistic endeavors
and art can function as ontophany, because through the mnciliation of

oppites in the work the nature of being can become illuminated in art as
revelation.
in the next chapter, we will see that the psychological conditions

within this contemporary epoch invite a compensatory archetypal influence
in individual and collective comdousness. In our epoch, forces of mass
consumption capitalism combineci with orthodox restrictions on immanent
religious experience contribute to a truncated psychic condition where people
are severed from th& unconscious depths and are therefore at risk of

developing a psycho-pathoiogicai condition. Car1 Jungindicated that the
collective unconsaous wiiî compensate for a milieu which is intuitively
barren and psychicaiiy lopsided by bringing forth some type of unusual

manifestation into consciousness. Such a manifestation results from
archetypal projection within the coiiective unconscious. Jung's concept of the
advent of a new archetypal constellation appears to resemble Paul Tillich's
notion that theonomy unites reason with i b depth in the occurrence of
revelation or myth. 1 intend b investigate the correspondence between
Tillich's notion of a theonomy with lung's archetypal theory, because it has
the potential to articulate and support the position that art can funaion as
ontophany during the onset of new myth.

CHAPTER THREE: JUNG'SCRïîIQUE OF MODERMTY; ART AND THE
RECOVERY OF DEPTH

Introduction
In the previous chapter, an arguement was presented which stated that

much of Jung's work containeci a latent metaphysic which informed his
philosophy of history. Jung's work on the psychological significance of the
Trinity, the quatemity, visionary art and alchemy share an underlying
teleological view of humanity which, consequently, is the basis for his

understanding of human history as the evolution of human consciousness.
As previously mentioned, the teldogy is based on the premise that

humanity is compéued by its innate nahue, the psyehe, to reconde the
opposites inherent within itself in the interest of obtaining psychic wholeness
both individually and coUectively.
Individudy, each human being can be regarded as being involved in a
psychic process which recondes the contradictions inherent in human
nature through a dialecticd relationship between the unconscious and the
conscious or ego. This is referred to by Jungiansas the individuation process.
As we have seen, it is the individuation process that is uitimately responsible

for providing a persdn with his or her Imago Dei, or the G d image.
Collectively, it is also the dialogue between the coiiective conscious and
the coilective unconscious that informs a society's view of deity, and

establishes its world view. This diaiecticaî dialogue, is regarded by Jung as the
dtimate process which is respom'ble for the advent and withdrawal of
epochai history or truth, otherwise r e f d to as Zeitgeist. In this regard

Jung's view of history is Hegelian. However he intqrets historical
evolution from a psychological perspective Zeitgeist is psychologically
understood as the outcome of a collective psychological process within the
collective psyche.
Jung attributes the formation of Zeiîgeist to the unconscious which
interacts with consciousness by mmpensating for the "attitude of the
conscious rnind and anticipates changes to camet' (CWIO par. 584). According
to Jung,the replacement of one world view with another cannot happen
solely by rational means, the unconssious psyche is an important factor. Jung
also understood that Zeitgeist interpreted theologically originated from the

process of a mutual redemption of God and humanity. As we have seen, it is
evident from Jung's numerous writings, especially Anmrer to lob ,that
humanity is the vehide in which deity becornes conscious of itself. Humanity
is the means by which Gad becomes consdous through divinity's
reconciliation of opposites within humanity.
The psychological process of individuation, or its theological
counterpart the mutual redemptive process of humanity and God, is regarded
by Jung as the teleological purpose or gcwl of humanity. Unfortunately, Jung
believes that this endeavor has been predominantly thwartd since the
deification of reason in the enlightenment. In Jung's collective works he
contrasts modern Christian consciousness with Eastern religious
consciousness in such works as the PsyehologrCal Commentary on "The
Tiktan Boat of the G r a f Liberation "and the Psychofwcal Commentary on

" The Tibctan Book of the Dead." Here "in these works Jung becornes almost

systematic in arguing that the Westem philosophical and theological options
dating from the Enlightenment have removed humanity from its sense of
native rootedness in the di*

(DourleyI Iung and the Religious

Alternutiw 14).The growing importance of rationalism in this period
functioned to diminish the rde of the unmnsciolls by reducing the tole of the
psyche to reason (Dourley, Jung and the RefigigiousAlternatiw 141, (Jung,
CWll p. 475f and p. 509f). In this perioà many eighteenth century thinkers

endeavored to replace an understanding of human nature based on
metaphysical speculation with scientific methodologies (Leahey 134). This of
course meant that most appraisals of human nature would exclude
consideration of God or religion. The significance of the unconsaous was not
known at this tirne, in fa& the idea of the unconscious waç nonexistent as it
had not yet been discovered. Incidentally, Jung's position that the function of
the psyche was reduced to reason resembles Paul Tillich's position that in the
Eniightenment, reason became autonomous by being severed from its depth.
In other words Enlightenment reason now referred to as technical or

scientific reason replaced classicai or ontological reason (Tillich,"Reason and
Revelation: Being and God" 72). Reason itseif became severed from its depth
as it broke into autonomous and heteronomous forces. An elaboration on
Tillich's position and his view on the substance of reason wiil be discussed

shortly.
This continueci severance with depth or the unconscious, which is
salient in the history of humanity since the enlightenment, forms the basis of

Jung's aitique ofModefnity. Wemity can generaliy be regardai as

impeding the psych~logicaiprogres of humanity by contributhg towards the

separation of people from th& depths.
As a mult of the emphasis p l a d upon mnsciousness or the ego and

the mrtesponding diminishment of the uncon-us,

cunsdousness itself has

becorne tm onesideci and unhealthy. lung's critique ofModernity attributes
the generd state of tnuicated mnsciourmess to tiuee factors. Theae are the

coilape ofthe Christian Canopy brought about by scientific raticmaiism, the
failure of organized reiigious practice such as the l o s of symbolic power and
loss of an immanent religious experience, and, finally, the construction of

statistical man and secular processes of massification. in this process the

innate teligious function of the psyche is seen as displacing archetypai energy
into the hm's and consequently political fanatidsm.

On the o h hand, Junghas paradoxically referred to the Modern
period as the age of the unconsdous. This position iç attributable to Jung's
belief that although humanity in Modemity has generaiiy been cut off from

its mytho1ogica.land archaic put it has retained its psychdogical history
within its collective unconscious. In other words, the psychic energies that

feed consciousness and therefore antùiually renew it have gone

underground.Cosmogo~cfituais based on myth and archaic religious
practices functioned as a type of syrnbolic conduit, which ailowed for the

unconsaous to faalitate continueci psychic adaptation and growth. Jung's
critidsrn of Modemity is that it has pdomhately caused people to suppress
and repress this symbolic content. This is attributable, on the one hand, to

processes of hyper rationaIism, and, on the other, ta the pérpetuation of
s t d e religious creeds and doctrines, which discourage the immanent

teligious (really psychicl experience, on which they were originally based. As a

result of this suppression or rep~essionof archaîc symbolic energy the
unconscious in Modemity has becorne a formidable entity in itself.
The unconsaous therefm functions to M g psychic energy to the
surfaœ in any manner that it can. Acawding to Jungian theory, this
displaœmemt of psychic energy accounts for the numerous neuroses within
the Modern era and also the rise of political fanaticism such as Stalinism and
Nationai Sdalism. On the other hand, unmnscious psychic energy can be
released in a constnictive and therapeutic fashion even if it is displaced. In
dreams, art and literature the unconsciUus can be compensatory to stagnateci

consaousness. Regarding the unconsüous, Jung States:
The ianguage of the unco&ous is paiticularly rich in images,
as OUT dreams prove. But it is a primitive bnguage, a faithful
retlectionof the colourful, everdmging mirld. The uncorn'ous
is of like nahue:it is a compensamy image of the world.
(CWIO par. 23)

And:
The unconscious is, first and toiemost, the world of the pst,
which is activaîed by the one-sidedms of the conscious attitude.
Whenever üfe proceeds oii~sidelyin an giwn direction, the selfreguiationof the organism ptoduEes in ?heunconsdousan accumulation
of al1 those factors which play too small a part In the individuai's
conscious exismce. Fot this téoswi 1haveput forward the compenselion
théory of the uneonscious as a mpiement to the repRssian themy.
(CWlO par. 20)

As we have seen in the previous two chapters, Jung credits visionary

art with this propensity to compensate for a onesideci psychic condition. in

fact, Jung views Modem art as a means of bringing the unconscious and

future Zeitgeist into consaousness.
Nor is the striving h r seü-kmwledge al@gether without
pmpecb of success, siroe there exists a fitctor w u though
completely disregardecl, mets our expemtiom halfway. This

is the UIMMISCious Zcitgeist. It ampensates the attitude of the
aonsdousmindmd~~disngesbcome.An~t

example of this is modern a r t though seeming b d d with
aesthetic probiems, it is d l y perfonning a work of psychological
education on tk public by bteakhgd o m and destroying their
previous aesthetic views of what is butifuf in fonn and
meanhgfui in content. The phmhgof the aitistic product is
replaced by chill abstractions of the most subjective nature which
bnisqwly slam the dmr on the naive a d romantic delight in the
senses and on the obligatmy love fat the abpct. This hUsus, in
plain and universai language, that the prophetic and universal
language, that the prophetic spirit of art has hmaway from
the old object-relationship towards the for the time being
dark chaos of subjecîivism's. Certainly art, so fat as we can
judge of it, has not yet d i s c o d in this darknes what it is
that could hold ai1 men bgether and give expression to their
psychic wholeness. Sinœ reflection seems to be needed for this
purpose, it may be that such discowRes are reserved fot other
fields of endeaww. Uung, CWlO par. 584)

-

-

Jungsubsequently appears to argue that Modem art is a manifestation of
humanity's unconscious attempt to destroy an old and obsolete canopy and

contribute towards the constniction of a new Weltanschauung. Art in

Modernity is regarded by Jungthen as a transitional object between world
views that originates from the subjective unwnscious of hurnanity.
Great art tiU now has always derived its fniithilness from
myth, from the uncoRwous p œ s s of symbolization which
continues through the ages and, as the primordial manifestation
of the human spirit, wiü contirnie to be the mot of al1 creation
in the hiture. The developmerit of modem art with its seemingly
nihilistic trend bwards disinîegrationmust be understooâ as the
symptom and symbd of a d d u n i d destruction and iaiewal
that ha9 set ib mark on our age. This mood makes Itself fdt
ewrywhere, politicaüynsociaüynand philosophidly. We are

-

-

living in what the Greeks d k d the hwos the right moment
for a "metamiiphosisof the god8," of the fundamental princlpks
and symboIs. This peculiarity of oui tirne, which is cerbinly
not of oui eonsdauschooairig, b tk erpessionof the umnscious
man within us who is changhg.
mg,CWlO par. 585)

Jung in his essay on The Role of the Unconschs makes a parallel
between Modemity, "our tirne", with the first century of the previous
millennium where Roman Society began to replace th& deities with
foreign ones (CWlO par. 22). This was the time of the flowering of mysreligions s u c . as Christianity and Mithraism. It appears that in Modemity the
unconscious is dso working towards a "metamorphosis of the Gods".
This psychic attempt at metamorphosis can be observeci in m e
Modern artistic endeavors to search their unconscious depths and in some
of the subsequent aeative achievements of Modemity. This is particuiarly
discernible in the work of those artists that belonged to the Surrealist
movement. Much art in Modemity can be viewed as an attempt to throw
off the hegemony of canonicd art and the world view that it is groundd
upon. One thinks of Bourduas' Refus global manifesto and the automatists
who denounce the authority of the Catholic Church over aeativity and in
tuni priviîeged the unconsaous over canonical practice, or the Surrealist

painter Max Ernst who aeated a very scandaious work called The Virgin
Maty Spnnking the Infant

1 . s before Three Witnesses in an attempt to

invert traditional Catholicism (Rabinovitch 158). Celia Rabinovitch States:
As the bitle so aptly suggests, the work depicts an enraged V i
spanking the infant Christ, whose halo has fden to the Roor.

Far more than just a jab at the bourgeoisie, the work punctures
major religious, aitistic, and psychoiogicai conventions related to a
culhinl ima Henœ Ernst's bmcbsmdoes not umely breakestabiished
d e s or genres; it contains a Masphmous pokntiai that is d e r i d

h m iîs sourœ in religious traditions. It has power of a speciai order
îhe power of taboo.

-

(158 - 159)

The subversive tendencies and the introspection of many modem
artîsb can be seen then as a psychic attempt to throw off the shackles of an

obsoîete world view, and lay the artistic foundation of another by given

primacy to their unconsaous. They were motivated by th& psychic need for
immanent spirituai or psychic experience that had been denied to them by a
stagnated Western spirituality and a hyper-rational society. in Tillichian
tenns, they were caught between the forces of autonomy and heteronomy
within Modemity. Tillich's terms wiil be discussed later in our discussion.
These artists were engaged in the preparatory stages of Zeitgeist transition. in

Jungian terms they can be regarded as the psychic vehicle for the onset of a
compensatory archetypal configuration within Western society. in Tillichian
terms, they were involved in revelatory experiences in preparation for a
theonomy. in Heideggerian terms, they were involved in the bringing forth
of a new world through techné (see Heidegger's discussion of art and Techné
in chapter ho).
in this chapter Jung's criticism of Modemity will be initially addresseci

and àiscussed. in particular, the discussion will f a w upon his aiticism of a

hyper rational Modemity that has removed Westem humanity from its
intimate dependence upon its psychic depths, and the subsequent rise of

"statistical man" and his or her psychic displacement Snto the ism's and mass
consciousness. Secondly, Jung's criticism of organized religious practiœ wiU

be discussed. Thirdly, there wiU be an examination of Paul Tillich's theory of
the rdati~nof reason to depth and his theory of the si@cance

of artistic

endeavor which is intimately tied to his theology of culture. Fourthly, there
wili be a investigation of =me artistic endeavors from the perspective of an

artistic attempt at the recovery of depth and immanent psychic expefienœ.
Here the artist can be perceiveci as fulfilling the roles of both mystic and

prophet. F d y , there will be an endeavor to synthesize the views of Jung
and T'ch in an attempt to aeate a paradigm of theonornous revelation
where art production can lead to ontophany. This synthesipng wiii be
achiwed tluoughout the chapter and will not have a patticular subection

devoted to it.

lung's Critique Of Mderniîy
The essence of Jung's criticism is that he believes that there are forces

in Modernity that hinction to impede the psychologicai progression of
Western humanity. They accomplish this by preventing individuais from
accessing their psychic depths. In this regard, consciousness is severed h m
its motedness in the unconscious which he refers to numerous times, in
mythological terms, as the Great Mother. This means that the energies in the
psyche that are needed and available to consciousness br renewal and
adaptation becorne restricted and unavailable to the ego. Therefore, the
individuation proces bemmes threatened as consciousness becornes
truncated and onesided. Theologically, it means that the process of mu@
redemption between humanity and divinity becomes obstnicted. This

impediment can lead to a dangerous state where instead of infonning
consciousness the unconscious takes over and possesses an individual. This

is referred to by Jungiansas archetypai possession. Because, the natural
religious function is fmstrated psychic energy can be d i s p l a d into çome

dark ideologies and activities. The energies which work towards

individuation can also be displaœà into a variety of ism's and fanatical
activities. Jung argues that if the natural religious function is suppresseà, a
general disturbance results or one finds themseives in a substitute activity
(ml0par. 544).

lung's Critique Of Western Rason

The essence of Jung's critique of Western reason is that it has becorne a

onesided and incomplete activity. What is regarded as reason in Modedty
has significantly narrowed in scope as compared to Classical reason. Classical
reasoning is regarded as a more holistic psychic activity because it is
ontological. Ontological reasoning can be describeci as a synthesis of both
extraverted and introverted reason. From my reading of Jung it appears that
he equates extroverted reasoning with the function of ego consciousness and
introverted reasoning 4 t h the function of the unconsaous teferreci to on

-

occasion as the Unitlerslll M i d (CWl1 par. 759 779). ûntological mason is
fundamentally tolitecl in Being itseif. '"Ontological reason can be d&ed as

the structure of the rnind which enable it to grasp and shape reality" (Tiich,
Tteason and Revelation: Being and God" 75). in other words, it is m t e d in
an underlying metaphysical premise, a Zeitgeisf, or a mythology that provides
the basis for existence and one's understanding of their status and position in
the cosmos. In psychuanaiytic terms, this would mean that reason would be
rooted within the unconsdous or the psychic depths. In this regard, the
ontological nature of existence muid be self evident, or taken for granteci.
Reasoning would therefore constitute a process in which al1 elements of the
psyche (the uneonsaous and the ego) are intrinsically involved.

Jung in his Psyciiogical

Cmninitrily

on "The Tibetan Book of the

Great Libnotion " argues that Western reason in the last two centuries has
been s e v d from its rootedness in the U n i m l Mind or Anima Rationalis
(CWl1 par. 759).This has resulted in the schism between faith (religious

beiief and experience) and technical reason (sàentific and logical reasoning). It

is Jung's hypothesis that this split in reason i W works to the detriment of
Western humanity, since Western humanity has tended to exalt technical
scientific reasoning over introverted religious reasoning and in the process
has become spiritually impoverished. JungStates:
But what we have to show in the way of spiritual insight and

psydiological technique must aem, when compared with yoga,
just as baclmrard as Eastern astrology and d d n e when comparai
with Western Saence
We are fer better protected against faiiing
crops, inundaibu, epidemics, and invasions from the Turk than we
are against oui own âepioraMe spirituai inferiority, which seems
to have little resistanœ b psychic epidemfcs.
(CWII par. 778)

...

Here, Jung is contrasting the extroverted nature of the West with the
introversion of the East in regard to th& respective achiwements which he
attributes to theh respective psychologies.
As has been previously mentioned, Jungattributes Western spirituai

impoverishment to its severance h m the unmnsaous, which is attributable
to its extravertism evident both in i b dentism and religiosity. In Jung's
view, it is precisely the extraverteci orientation of the West that is responsible

for its tendency to find truth and meaning outside of the psyche thmugh
scientific method in accordance to its technicai reason and through outside
reveiation in its reiigiosity. Paul rich has, as we shall soon see, divided
reasoning into autonomous and hetemnornous categories. Autonomous
reason is closeiy related to t e h i c a i mason, far it is synonymous with our

modern day usage of reason. It is teasoai or logic that sorneone has within
themseives as a rational person CTiliich, "Reason and Revelation: Being and
God" 84). Heteronomous reason "imposes a strange (heteros) law (nomos) on

one or al1 of the functions of reason" (ï'illich,"Reason and Reveiation: Being

and God" 84).
It [Hetemomy] issws c c m m d s fmm "ouaide"on how ~iison
should

grasp and shape mlity. But thib "outside"is mt merely outside. It
represents, at the same! tirne, an element in reason itself, nameiy
the depth of reason. C ï i i "Rewn and Rewlation: Being and Cod" 81)

Heteronomous reason, the type of reason that is espoused by clericai
authority, exists within creeds and dopas. Even though aeeds and dogrnas
have originally been bom in the unconscious or in the depths of reason,
heteronomy in the form of stagnated or obsolete creeds, imposes upon people

an outside authority and its institution. When this type of reason is imposeci
on people, and is contradicted by a person's psychic experience, 1beliwe that
it loses its rootedness in the depth of teason and becomes purely extroverted

and tyrannical. This position squares with Jung's view that Western thinking

both secular and religious is predominately extraverteci, and as a result, an
individuai's spiritual or psychological progression is hindered.
The extraversion of the West, is tracecl by Jungback to Aristotelian
reaçoning. This it ultimately chose over Platonism (Dourley, Iung and the

Religiaus Alternative 229) and (Jung, C W par. 149). 'The price of vidory
was the uprooting of the West from its intixiority and so this philosophical
option became, in Jung's opinion, a mapr contributor to the West's
impoverished spirituality and m e n t pathology" (Dourley, Fng and The
Religious Altemative 229). It then would seem that Aquinas' synthesis of

Aristotle's émpiricism with Christian theology set the foundation for a

theohgy of extraversion which wouid uitimately remove Western humanity

from its mtiveness in the psyche.
Jungalso wodd question Aquh, as Aristotle's theologiPn,He
would thus join Tillich in tk &galion that a philosophy
which d u d the human cognitive apacity to the yield of the
sews began the ensuing 108s of the senw! of Gad in the West
culminating in the Twentieth œnhyr in which .religion iéelf
(Douiley, [ung and thc Rdigious Altnnatmc 139)
was desûoyed".
and (Jung,[nng Lettas vol. 1, p317 qtd. in Dourley, [ung and the religious
Alternative 139)

"..

Tillich, like Jung,also believed that Aquinas undennined the
introverted natural religious function of humanity by basing his metaphysic
upon the senses, i.e."nihil est in intellectu quod non antea fierit in sensu,"
which is the motto of Western extraversion ( Jung,CW11 par. 7851, (Dourley,
Iung and the Religious Alternative 139). This had the effect of denying "the

immediate sense of God in favor of reason's capacity to prove the reality of
God" ( Dourley, Iung and the Religious Altemative 138). This development

initiates a break with an ontological understanding of God and the advent of

a process that liberated autonomous or technical reason from its depth to the
detriment of human intimacy with its divine vitalities.
This psychic alienation from one's depths which coincided with the
isolation of an automomous technicd reason is in Jung's opinion responsible
for the "spiritual drift of the times" (Dourley, Iung and the Religious
Altetnative 6). As previously mentioned, this triumph of technical reason

over ontological reason had its mots in Aquinas's preference for an
Aristotelian metaphysic over one derived h m Platonic eXpenence. The idea
was that religion could be defended better basai upon an empiricai bis,

rathe. than an experientiaî one.

This adoption of a rational metaphpic led to an extraverteci form of

religion that based ik authority fmm farces outside of psychic experhœ.
JroNdy, those previous doctrines derived h m mystical or psychic

experience therefore becarne calcifieci or frozen, due to a break with the
vitaiites which were originally responsible for their archetypai origin. These
initial expressions of the unconsaous became entrenched as self evident

truths or revealed doctrines and a&.

Subsequently, these doctrines became

viewed as matters of faith which was established by forces extraneous to
continued intra-psychic dialogue. Hence, those that continued to participate
in intra-psychic dialogue were branded as heretics and apostates if they chose
to communicate the nature of th& experiences.
Ultimately, religion in the West became a rnatter of inteiiectual and
volitional faith rather than religious experience, but Ùonically rnany
theologians used technical reasoning in defense of a religion that was king
deconstmcted by autonomous technical reason itseif. Tillich regards the

triumph of technical reason over ontological as a major contibutor to the
break d o m of German Classicai idealism coinading with the advent of
English empiriasm ("Reason and Revelation: Being and God" 72) As
technicd reason became the predominant mode of reasoning in the West it
came into conflict with faith. Eventuaily, it produceci a situation in the West
where technical reason and faith were so at odds that it created a "split
consciousness" ('Jung, CW10 par. 552).
The niphire between faith and knowledge U a symptomof t
h
split consdousness which is so chPrecleristic of the m î a i dioorâer
of out day. It lo as if hnidi&rent petsoris were making statements
about the sa- thing, each from his own point of wiew,or as if one
person in two differentfrarrres of mind were s
8a piehue of
his arpenarpenence.
if for "pe~on"
we substihite "modenisociety. it is

&dent that the htter is sufferùrg from a mental dissociation, Le.,
a n e u r o ü c d i s ~ . (Jung, CWlO p.
552)

An example of this type of split ooIlSCi~~~ness
can be observeci in the

differenœ in discourse that takes place in a religious setting and in secular

Me. Many people will mite creeds or partiapate in various lihugical
activities that contain postdates that most would diseredit in secular

circumstances. One just has to think about the diffeience between what is said
about the destination of a deceased person at a funeral and what is thought,
feit and said about him or her at home.
In Jung's opinion, the schism between faith and reason is indicative of
the fact that Western humanity is uprooted and thedore has no coherent

philomphy of life (CWlO par. 550). It has no uniform ontology in which it
could build a collective episternology. For Western hunanity, the remedy for
this pathologicai condition is to be obtained in the unconsaous psyche itself.

However, the religious experiene needed to access this p u n d is band by a

conception of religious experience reduced to consciousness. This condition
is a result of an extraverteci outdated unintelligible religiosity and a hyper
rational d a r society. Jungargues that this situation has contributeci to the
construction of "Statistical Man" and his or her vulnerabiiity to m a s
movements within Mdernity.

"Statistical Man" And His Or Her Susceptifility To Mnss Movements Within
Modernity.
Peter Homans in his book, Jung in Contat; Modeniify and the Ma&ing

of a PsychoI08ÿ has argueci that Jung'spsychobgy has wide sodological

implications, and that it fi6 well under the "umbrelia theory of mass
society"(l75).
1 believe that jung's psychology fiis bdr-and-key with an enonnous

and incrdiiy amorphou3 body of sadalogid literahve that hss been
suùsurned under the mbric "the t i u q of rnass sodety". It is this theary,
with its partioilat image of the prwailmg soeial order, which Jung's
psychdogy assumes; and his a m pocess is addressed ina fwdamental
way to this spedfic vision or diognosis of contemprary sodolity.
(Homaris 274)

Homans places Jungand his psychology dong si& the literary criticism of
T.S. Eliot, the sociology of Ferdinand Tonnnies, and the existentid

philosophy of Karl Jaspers and Paul Tillich under the rubric of an umbrella
theory of mass W e t y (175). These theoreticians' diagnosis of a Modemity
that is uprooted and depersonaiized, in Homans' opinion, corresponds with
the leveling and subsequent massification of Society as describeci in the work
of Max Scheler, JO& Ortega and Karl Mannheim (115).
Jung'ssystem assumes a diagnosis of modemity identical ta that
of the iheory of mass sWety; and, even m m important, Jung's mm
pmcess serveci as a "cure" or thenpy for the Us of modern,
nusman.
~Homans178)

The essence of Jung's critique is that Modern man or woman has
developed a very rigid persona that is exclessively rationalistic and
extraverteci, because he or she has become alienateâ from his or her mots in
the p s t and has therefore lost touch with the archetypal energies of the
collective unconsdous (Homans 178). The rationalism within M o d e d t y has

had a two fold e f k t , firstly, it has constmcteâ a kind of "statistid man" and
secondly, it has made modems susceptible to consuipion by m a s
psychologid epidemics and movements. This conscription is attributable to

the displacmnent of archetypal energies fkom the unconscious that had been

suppressed by the hyper-rationalism of the epoch.
Under the intluence of dentificassumpüons, m t only the
but the individual man and, indeed, al1 individual events whemewr
suffer a leveling down and a proces of Murring that disbib tk
picture of reality into a comphd average. We ought not b
underestimate the psychological effect of the statisticai wodd-pictute:
it h t s aside the individual in favour of anonymous unib that pile
up into mass formations.. A p t from the agglomeration of huge mases
in which the individual disappeers anyway, one of the chief factors
responsible for psychological mess-mindedness is sdentific rationalism,
which robs the individual of his foundations a d his dignity. As a
social unit he has lost his individuality and becorne a mere abstract
number in the bureau of statistia.
(Jung,CWTO par. 499 and 501)

.

The forces of rationalism in society contribute towards a stagnation of the
individuation process because access to the irrational forces of the
unconsciousness is discourage or even obstructed. Because one is prevented
from obtaining an identity from within, one look for one's identity outside
of oneself where various agencies are eager to oblige. "The man who looks

only outside and quails More the big battalions has nothing with which to
combat the evidence of his senses and his teason'' (Jung,CW10 par. 503).
Junghas stated that one of the ramifications of a modern rationalistic
society is that people generally "conhise 'self icnowledge' with knowledge of

th& conscious ego-personalities" (CWIO par. 491). Social leamhg theorists

have pointed out that people often develop an egqmsonality based upon
what they have learnt from society. Peter Berger, a sociologist, has

disthguished between two types of consaousness that mrrespond to an
objective social self and a subjective inner self and that proases of

sociahtion function to estrange one part of consciousness (the subjective

inner self) from the rest of mnsciousness" (83).
A part of consdausness is shaped by socialization into the fm that

becomes the individuai's JodPlly rerognizabie identity. Ab inail p d u c t ~
of intemlization, there is a diPlectjcal tension between identity as
Soaaiiy (obpctively) assigned anâ identity as subjectiveiy appropriatecia point of cardinal importance for sociai psychoiogy, but of little interest
to us at the moment. What is more important for our purposes here is that
the duplication of consdousness brought about by the internaüzationof
the s o d world has the consequenceof setting aside, congealingor
esbangingone part of consciousness as against the rest. ( Berger 83)

Accordhg to Jung,this estrangement occurs because often various

instincts within humanity are at odds. In particular, he seems to argue that
the leaming capaaty, baseci on the instinct for imitation, often dishith other

instinctive activities (Jung,CW10 par. 556).in this light, the instinct for
imitation interferes with the individuation process. Conceming the imitation

instinct and the learning capaaty of humanity Jung writes:
Nothing estranges man more h m the ground-plan of his instincts than
his leaming capacity, which tum out to be a genuine drive for pogressive
transformation of human modes of behaviour. It, more than anything else,
is responsible for the alteipd conditions of his existence and the need
for new adaptations which civibtion brings. It is also the ultimate
sourceof those numenius psychic disturbancesand difficuities which
are occasionai by man's progressive alienation h m his instinchial
foundation, i.e., by his upmotednessand identification with his
Consaous laiowledge of himseü, by his wneem with c~rudouat thee x p u e of the UlYXlMddus. The result is that d e n i man kmws
hi& only in so fat as he con b r n e consciousof hi&*
capcity
latgelydependent on enviranmentaiconditions, lawmledge and ctmtml
of which neclessitatecl or suggestd eert;iin moâüications of hu origirul
instinctive tendencies. His mnsciousness therehre orients itseif chiefîy

by observing and investigating the mirid amund hirn, and it is b the

latter's peculiarities that he must adapt his pmychic and tdmical
resourres. This task is so exacting and its hilfillment so profitable, that
he forgets himself in the piocess, losing sight of his instinctml nature
and putthg his own conception of himeIf in place of his t
d being. In
this way he slips imperceptibiy into a purely conceptual world where
the products of his conscious activity progressively take t
h plece of mality.
Separation from his insünctual nature hvitably plunges
avilized man into the conflict between consd.ous and unconsdous, spirit and
nature, luiowledge and faith, a split that becornes pathologicei the
moment his amsciousnessis m bnger able to neglect or suppress his
instinctual side. The accumulation of individuals who have got into this
aiticai state starts off a mass movement puprting to be the champion
of the suppiessed. In accordam with the prevaüing iendencyof c o n s c i o ~ s
to seek the sourceof al1 ills in the outside world, the ay goes up for political
and social changes which, it is supposed, would automatically solve

the much deeper problem of split peftanality KW10 par. 557-5561

For Jung then, the development of rigid ego consciousness puts humanity at
risk of mass psychological epidemics like the radical ism's, such as national

sociaiism. However, Jung States that "[rlesistanceto the organized mass can be
effected only by the man who is as well organized in his individuaiity as the

mass i W (CWlO par. 540).

Iung's Critique Of Western Religiosity
Acmrding to Jung, religion is a natural hction of the human psyche

-

and is therefore instinctual (CWOpar. 512 514). The religious impulse is an

instinctual drive to "maintain the psychic balance" (Jung, CWIO par. 512).
Religiosity in a Jungian mntext, c m be regardeci as a psychic experience in
wtiich a person cornes into contact with unconscious archetypa1 energies

which function to renew consaousness in the interest of furthering human

psychic pmpwbn. CoUectively, reiigiosity shouid function to lead to a more
progressive society as the contradictions within humanity and divinity are
addressed and r d v e d in the interest af coiiective well bang and empathy.

individuaily, the experience of one's unconsaous vitaüties has the effect 04

leading towards a baland inkgration of an individuai's pemnality and the
subsequent development of the essential self. This as we have seen is referreà
to as the process of individuation.

Paul Tillich's conception of a process d e d essentialization resernbles
Jung'sp r o e s of individuation because Tillich believes that the essential self
is recovered in divine revelation, and is the object of such revelation
(Dourky, \un8 and the Rdigious Alternative 142-143). Tillich views

humanity as existentially estranged h m its essential seif and that each
person's Me and coiiective history is a search for one's essential self or
identity. 'Tiiiichwiii d e s m i the substance of history as the search for the
kiros, the fulfülment of time when the essential appears in existence"

(Dourley, lung and the Religims Alternative 144).

Tillich like Jung believed t h t Modern Western religiosity
(contemporary Christianity) prevented individuai and coliective access to

ones pychic depths. Tillich argues that people have generaiiy been prevented
from experiencing an immediak communion with the numinous, because

institutional reiigion tends to block a person's participation in the immanent
experience of the divine by insisting on rigid and biind obedience to its

extemal creeàs and dogmas C'Reason and Revdation: üeing and God" 133).
Jungalso a i t i c b s contémporary Christianity kx placing the spiritual
importance cm wents a d obpcts externai to the p s y b
Christian cidhation has proved bUow to a &&Qing

it is ail ,

but the inner man has -ned

untouchedand thedwe m c h q e dffi sou1 Q out of lrey

with his extemai b e . ;in hia soul the Christian has not
hpt paœ with externat developnents. Yes, everything is to
be found outside - in image and inword,in Church and Bi&
but never inside.
@mg, CW12 p.
12)

-

Jung's critique of Western religiosity is that essentiaiiy its extraversion,
which is hugely determineci by the legacy of Aquinas's Aristotelian rational
metaphysic, discourages an individuai's participation in immanent
introverteà religious eXpenence, which is needed for continued spiritual and
psychological weilbeing and progression. This has the effect of prwenting
individuals from addressing and resolving the confiicting opposites that are
so naturally a part of their nature- T h d ~ g i d yextraverted
,
reiigiosity

functions to maintain the status quo condition of a divided divinity and
reality into confiicting opposing forces such as matter and spirit, heaven and
heil, redeemer and adversary, masculine and ferninine, and Father and
Mother .

in practical terms, an extraverteci reiigiosity places the reiigious
importance on the meàitation and perpetuation of psychologically obsolete
aeeds and dogmas that function to perpetuate the belief in a transcendental
God that exists oukide of the psyche. The focus upon, and biind adherence, to

aeeds and dogmas irrelevant to current stirrings of the unconsaous, ensures
that people will continue to look for religious revelation and fulfillment
from forces outside of their depths as if bohg for a message to "dropout of
the sky". Such an e x t r a v d attitude regarding reiigiosity functions ta
discourage introspection and consequently bars one from experiencing the
immanent presence of the divine, and the unconscious energies needed to
rejuvenate consaousness.
In an outward bmof teh'gionw k e ali the emphasis is on

the outward nguR (hare whae we are dding with a more or

less mmplete prapctian), the anktype îs identiesrl with
exkmlized idem but iemoins unaniseiws as a psych&faictot.
When an ~ll~bnsdous
amtent is repboedby a projected iiriage to
that extent, it is cut off from aii participation in and infîioenie on
the mnscious mind. Hence it lugely forfdîs its own W, k a u s e
p~vented
fram-the
hwmativeinfIuen~eonconsciourirre~e
natuial to ie what is more it ranains in its original fonn unchanged,
for nothing changes in t
kunmriwbua
CW12 pr9)

-

Hem,we see that Jungwhile dealing with the stagnatim of
consciousness due to the replacement of uneonscious content with extemal
pjected images, subtiety refers to Christ as a figure attributable to archetypa1
projection. Jungbelieves that Christianity i t d f does not fully understand the

psychological nature of Christianity. Jungbelieves that the value in
Christianity is in its function of myth, because its narrative is iliustrative of

the psychological processes tequimi for psychologieal adaptation and
progression at the tirne Chnstianity appeared in history. In this sense, it
resembles other heroic myths like the &picof Gilgamesh where the hero or

ego descends into the Great Mothe.or unconscious where he or she is tested
and later mises rejuvenated, and dghtens or contributes to the community.

Jungargues that a titeralist reading of the Quistian myth o v e a symbalic one
interfises with the psychological truth of the myth and consquently

bctions to impede pyehological adaptation and propsion.

-

The demand made by the imita& CknsH that we
shouid [ o b w the Ueal and se& to beebme üke it ought
i o @ d yto have the remit of dweloping and exaiting the

-

~manInaENalfact,however,thethehashastumd
by superficial and Zormalisücaiiy minded Wiveft into an
exteinal object of worship, and it is preds$y t h veneratiunfor
the Othat preoents it b m reaching down into the depths

-

of the psyche and giving the htkr a whobem in ùeeping with
the ideal.

C J q , CW12 pu.7 )

ûften the pmblem in contemporary religiosity is that people becorne

attached and loyal to extemal symbolsnwentsnand Cheological positions
instead of the revelatory immanent experienœ that initially produœ them.
People d
i faith the true religious experkm,but they do
mt stop io consider that actuaiiy it b a seadary phenornenon

m the fact that somthhg happened to us in the Hrd
place which inetilleci pistis into us - that is, ûust and layalty.
This experience has a definiîe content that can be in&preteâ
in tenns of one or other of the denominational d s . But the more
arising h

this is 90, the more the possibilities of these codictJ with

knowledge mount up, which in thenrselws are quite pointless.
That is to Say, the standpoint of the creeds is amhic; they are
hiIl of impressive mythological symbolism which, if taken
iitdly, cornes into insufferable conflict with knowledge. But if,
hr instance, the statement that Christ rose from the dead is to
be underotaad m t Uterally but symbolIcally, then it is capable
of various interptPtations that do mt ainfiict with Isnowldge
ami do nit impair the meaning of the statement.
(Jung, CWlO par. 521)

Paul T i c h argues Chat there is a diffefence between the medium of a
religious revelation and the content of revelation itself. 'Xevdation is the
manifestation of the depth of reason and the ground of being. It points to the
mystery of existence and to our ultimate concemotCI*iliich,"Reasonand
Revelation: Being and God" 117). According to Tich, anyone can have a
revelatory experience as long as he or she is "transparent for the ground of

being"("Reasonand Revelation: Being and God" 121). However, Tillich
argues that when the medium of the melation gefs mnfusecl with the

content of revelation an idolatrous situation occurs ("Reason and Revelation:
Being and God" 139440). "Idolatry is the m

o

n of a genuine revelation;

it is the elevation of the medium of revelation to the dignity of the melation
itseif" (TiiIlich,"Reason and Revelation: Being and Goci" 133). T
rllich provides

the example of a distorted sacramntaI system that transforms the
sacramental abject into an object of worship (''Rieasonand Revelation: Being
and God" 139-1401. The same t h g could be said of a creed, a profession of
faith, or a doctrine. Jung sems to be in agreement with this position, since he

argues that aeeds have replaced authentic religious immanent exprience.
Since they am compromki with mundane reality, the
d s have accordingiy seen iheniselvesobüged to
undertake a progressive codification of k i r views, doctrines,
and customs, and in sa dbing have sitemallsd ihemsetves b
such an extent that the authentic d@ous dement in them the

-

living reiatiomhip 1i0and direet confrontation with th&

-

extramundane point of ieferwice has bien thrust info the

beckground. nie denomitutid standpint meesums ihe
worth and iuipottançe of the subjective religious relationship
by the yarûstidr of tndidod doctrine ... (Iung, CW10 pu.5û6)

The basic problem in the degiance t c ~archaic a&,

besides its

tendency to suppress immanent religious experience, is that the symbolic

content within them has ben alieady assimilateci hto collective

consciousness. In other woràs, the symbols in the u e e d s have done theh
historical psychologicai job by contributhg to the evolution of human
consaousness. Now, new archetypa1 formations are neœswy for Mer

psychological development. These new archetypai constellations will
compensate for the inaàequaaes of the curent state of mnsdousness which
has been determineciby Che interaction of previous archetypa1 forces and
historicai consciuusness. In this light previous arehetypal material can be
inteqweted as gerteraiiy having lost its symbolic power. In Tillichian terms,
one would say that the liturgical mediums have lost their ability to facilitate a

reveiatory experience of the numinous because they have œased to facilitate

an experience with one's depths or the ground of being. Rewiation tmen
continues "in more embracing and more purified revelations* as the ground
of being or depth is manifesteci in medium that have not yet k a n e
idolatrous (Tillich,"Reason and Revelation: Being and God 128). Muny

Stein has argued, in his essay Jung's Green Christ: A Heuiling Spbol for
Chtistianity that this insuffiaency is somewhat attributable to the loss of

symbolic power. He States
The traditional religious symbols no longer mediate the transcendent
factors they once did; thqr are no longer alive. The modem person w v d s
an empty space at the center, which was fomierly occupiedby a G d
image. Traditional religions no longer adequateiy repment or contain the
souls of modem men and women. nie religious imagination has failed b
lreep up with the rapid changes in human culhm during the past
several centuries: We no longer kmw how to imagineGod, nor does the
modem (ia.,rationai, instrumental, ego-centered) person have the mms

to begin the probess of reimagininpand ipperoeiving Cod. (Siein 3)

Religious mediums or symbols can also lose their psychic power by
being removed from th& tevelatory correlation. This usually occutrr when
they are assimilateci into a collective consdousness which has lost contact
with its depth. Car1 Jungin his essay on The Role of the Uncmscious in his

collective works, volume ten, provides an anecdote in which an old rabbi fell
to the p u n d in horror when a Jewishpupii of Kant's could ody see the

banal existence of a hom of a ram in the drawing forth of the rabbi's shofar.

Jung stated that "[tlhe symbol is killed when we sucœed in reducing the
shofar to a ram's homW(Jung,
CWIO par.28). The secularization or
modemization of people has had the effect of undermining the revelatory
constellation a symbol is situated in by removing one h m participation in

the depths from which the symbol is boni into consaousness. Forces in
Modernity such as pop culture and advertising can also appropriate symboiic

imagery and thereby remove its rweiatoy significance by its mere
recontextulization.

nie medium or symbol can become exhausted or irrelevant when it is
overused and assimilatecl into a coiiective consciousness, which has bemme
overly skewed in one direction and is insensitive to symbolic expression.
Jung states that under these circurnstances the unconsdous wiU become

compensatory and may employ the help of relevatory events to overcome the
fortifications of a highly oppressive Society. Jung states:
1 therefore cal1 the influeme of the unconscious not merely

complemeniary but cmpsatoqr, because it ad& ta ~~nscioumss
everything that has been excluded by the drying up of the springs
of intuition and by the fixed p u i t of a single goal. This function, as 1
say, works automatically, but, owing to the mtorious atrophy of
instinct in avüized man,it is ofkn too weak to swing his onesideci
orientationof consciousness in a new dilection against the pressures of
society. Therefom, adiciai aids have always been needed to bring the
heaiing forces of the unconscious into play. It was chiefîy the religions

that p e r f o d this task. By bking the manifestations of the una>nsdous
as divine or daemonic signs, revelations, or warnings, they offered it
some idea or view that served as a favorable gradient. In this way they
directed particular attention ta al1 phof unconsdous origin,
whether they
dteams, vision^, feelings, fantasies, or projections
of the same in stroiige or unusuai pe~onaüties,or in any striking
pmcews of qanic and i n o r p i c nahue. This concentration of attention
enabiedtheunr~nsciousamtenband~toovafbwmtocotisdous

Iik, thmby influencing it and diering it.

(Jung, C W l O par. 25-25)

Car1 Jung indicates bat the u~ux>LISCiollswill compensate for a milieu

which is intuitively barren and psychidy lopsided by working towards a
bringing forth of some type of musual manifstation into consciousness.

This is achieved by the permeation of a compensatory adwtype into the

individual or collective conscious. The advent of the new archetype in
history o h , as in the case of Jesusof Nazareth becoming the CMst,
contributes towards the establishment of a new historical epoch where the

psyche attempts to rebalanœ consciousness. The Jungianconcept of the
emerging of a new archetypa1myth, which brings about historical psychic
balance, is similas to Tillich's notion that a theonomy in which hetemnomy

and autonomy are brought into union can initiate a new epoch in which
autonomous reason is united with its divine depth, without seif loss. For
Tillich, this implies theonomy, in which divine authority is a function of

human interiority.

Jungbelieves that the Christian symbol, in itseif, is not siifficient to
bring about, the now needed, psychic synthesis between ego mnsciousness
and the unconscious in the modern person (CWIO par. 541). This does not

mean that he nemsarily believes that Ciuistianity is at its end, but that it
needs to be re-interpreted and that the ''Christian symbol is a living thing that
carries in itself the seeds of further development" (Jung, CWlO par. 542).

Inteilestingiy, Jungargues that the original conception of the Christian Impgb
Dei was more whole than it is in our contemporary epoch.
There can be m doubt that the original Christian amceptbn
of the Imago Du embodied in Christ msant an dl-embndng
totality that even inciudes the animal side of man. Nevertheless
the Christ-symbol iacks wholeness in the modem psychologicai
sense, since it does not indude thedark side of thinp but
specificaiiyexciudes it in the fonn of a LuciMan oppent.
<Jung,cw% F-74)

As mentioned in the previous chapter, where we discussed Jung's
view that Trinitarian models of divinity needed to be succeeded by quatemity

moâeis in the interest of human psychic heaith, the Christ symbol is regardeci
as an inadequate qresentation of the self because it excludes the dark side of
human nature.
If we see the traditional figure of QvWtas a parallei to
the psychic maniféstation of the self, then the Antichrist
would mrrespand to the shadow of the self, nantely the dmk
half of the human totality, whkh ought m t b be judged tm

optimistidly. Ço far as we can juâge ftom experienee, light
and shadow are so wenly disûibuled in man's nature that his
psychic tatality appeats, 6b say the least of it, in a somewhat
murky üght The psychoiogical comept of the seif, in part
derived from our kmwledge of tk whole man,but the rest
depicting itseif spontiuieously in the pmducts of the unco~a*ous
as an archetypa1 quatemity bound together by inner antinomies,
cannot omit the shadow that belongs to the Ught figure, for
without it this figuile iaclts body and humanity. In the
Christian concept, on the other hpnd, the archetype is
hopelessly spüt into two Vreconcüable halws, leading ultimateiy
to a metaphysioal dualism the final seplration of the kingdom
(Jung, CW9ii par.76)
of heaven fmm the fhry would of the d d .

-

Jung hypothesizes that Christian symbois of deity and the seif wiii yield to
more holistic archetypai depietions. Since divinity and the self are a totality, it

logicaiiy foiiows that such a totality would include both iight and dark aspects
and incorporate both masculine and feminine qualities (CW9ii par. 117).

Howeverf individu& and people in general must have access to genuine
immanent religious experience in order for this to becorne part of

mainstream Western consaousness.
Like the related ideas of Atman and Tao in the East, the idea

of the self is at least in part a product of cognition, giounded
neither on faith nor on metaphysical speculation but on the
expe&we that under
amdibionsthe unconsdous
spontaritmusly brings lotthan atehetypat symbd of wholeness.

Fmmthiswemu~t~)dudethatwmsurhaichetypeacovs
uniwrJally and is end&
with a œrtain numinosity.
(Jung, CW9ii par. 124)

This experience of totaiity now b be recovered by immanent religious

e x p e r h x is preciseiy the experience that Western religiosity tends to
suppress. For this experienœ of oneness functions b unite the contradictions

in divinity and humanity that are so much a part of the whole d.
Immanent religiow experience can resuit in an intimacy between G d (the
unconscious) and a person (the ego) which is unparalleleci in a extraverteci
tradition of religioçity.
This intimacy is perœived as a threat to extraverted fonns of religiosity
because it is based on a antradictory metaphysicaî premise that appears to

reverse the traditional understanding of spintual enlightenment and grace as

being provideci by the creator and @en

to the creatwe. It also locates divinity

within the human psyche not transcendahi to it as if located in the &y. This

is a position that traditional theolagians like Martin Buber and Victor White,

whom Jungmrresponded with, muid not accept (Dourley, 'The Religious
Significance of Jung'sPsychdogy" 78 47).
The myth and mtaphysic that informeâ Jung'spsychoiopy
wodd husdepictan unaiirsdousCod necessihiedto aeaY
humanc o m h m m s in ardabbgxnie consciousin i t Humsnjty
is thus c h p i with assistingG d inbefoming consdous at W s
insistence. When framed in this longulge, the meaning of the
analytic process becomes the iedemption of Cod tiiiough deity's
becomingrnreaSi@y cons6ous in the analysand. This mythand
metaphysic imply that the divine Pnd human are natwaiiy and
intimateiy related as dialectical poiantîes in one organic and
dl-eniampassing pmaess. çridi a viewpoint niles out the p ~ i ' b i l t y
d a df-sutfiQent Goci pgrahiitously creating the univeme and
evenmoregaRUtmsiyimtervenirrgfrom~ndit~worltits

salvation in the wake of an unlorîunaîe primrdul f a . It
is no wonder, then, that Jung's myth and the clinicai practice that
it informai p v d in the end incompatible with the religious
world views of Buber and White.
Dourley, The Religious
Significance of Jung's Fsychology " 87).

Paul Tillich's Understanding Of Reason, Depth, Art And Revelation
Tillich regardeci Modernity as a period in which reason itself was

divided into autonomous and hetemomous forces, due to religious reaction
to the Enlightenment, that were often at odds. In this light, Modernity can be

viewed as an epoch that contained numerous ideological factions both old
and new, secular and religious, that were al1 contendhg for primacy. Tillich

argued that revelation could only take place, humanely, when both forms of
reason, autonomy and heteronomy were resolved in theonomy. Tillich
believd that art could achieve this union and could consequently h c t i o n as
a means of revelation when it addressecl what was of ultimate concem, or
when the ultimate appeared through it. The problem is that art can also be
representative of polarized forces itself and therefore it can be autonomously

or heternomously skewed as w d as any ideology.
Moreover, one can even regard artistic endeavor within ModeTnity as a
refiection of autonomous and hetemomous forces. For example, many
artistic schools were influenad by mystid and occult eschatologieal beiiefs
as well as rnaterialist sociaîism. Both of these belief systiems could tale an

autonomous or heternomous form depending upon how firmly entrenched
a particulas doctrine and its institution was in the mind of a practitioner, and

consequently th& art. Autonomous, heternomous, and theonornous art will
sum be discusseâ in reference to Tiich's categorization of artistic style.

The avant-garde has been viewed as king motivated by a mixeci bag of
eschatol@cd considerations ranging from mystical and occult transœndence
to utqian socialism (Kramer 17). Avant garde movements that placed an

importance upon the role of the unconsdous or depth in artistic endeavor
such as ü e Stiji, Bauhaus, Dada, and the Surrealists also often had soeialist
utopian sympathies dong with mysticai and transcendentd ideas. As the
early avant garde evolved it tended to move from its o c d t and theosophical
preoccupations towards the fulfillmentof utopian aims. For example, van
Doesbug's break with Mondrian's Neo-Plasticism and undermining of the
concept of "spirit" can be viewed as an attack upon theosophy and the
mystical writings of Mondrian's philosophicd mentor M.H.J. Schaenmahers
(Kramer 17). Bauhaus' students who initiaiiy studied mediaeval mystics like

Eckhart, and Tao, Mazadaznan, and Zen philosophy increasingly became
interestecl in socialist utopianism.
Thus the socialist utopianism to which the Bauhaus dediateci ib
fortunes at the ourset contained a brge admixture of occuit bekf
that was not to be exorciseci until the arriva1of Moholy ...
(Kramer 17)

Modernity can be interpreted as embodying two major canstnictions

or orientations of reality, one is theologicai (eschatologicai) and the other is
sociaiiy interventionist (utopian). Both orientations are indebted to the
visionary and pœtic writings of Jacob Boehme.
Al1 constnictions of d i t y as a movewnt towad its fulfiünmt
within tirne, parücuiarly its representation as a series of
oppositions that unhld into a finai historical resolution, can
look towad Boehme as the spirituai progenimof their

symbolism.

(Walsh 1)

In the early nineteenth century Hegel gave philogophical interpretation to
Boehme's poetic and theoiogical ideas. In particular, Hegel saw history as a

dialectid process moving towards perfection through a synthesis of
historical moments directeci by "Spirit1'.Hegel's endeavor to philosophize
Boehme's mystical experience as recorded in his poetic form, was

appropriated and utilized to provide a bais for a materialistic interpretation
of history by M m and Engels. Theologically, Boehme's ideas and Hegel's
interpretation of than made their way in to occult and theosophical
doctrines. These forces ultimately had an impact upon art making within

Modernity. For example, Boehme's mystidsm and Kant's aesthetic

contnbuted to the establishment of an introspective and subjective art that
replaced neo-classical canon with Romantic elevation of the sou1 through an

art that took the place of religion.
Kant and, even more outspken, the neo-Kantian school during the
whole nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, interpretgd art as
a synthesis between the theo~ticaiand the practical function of
the human minci, behmn pure and practicai reason, as they calîed
it. In this way the arts took on a tremendous significance, ceplacing,

for instance, in the Romantic foiiowers of &nt from Fichte b Hegel,
religion by art. The infiuence of these ideas is manifest in the whole
intelligentsia of the ninetenth and early twentieth centuries, nameîy,
in îheic way of despising di h m of chssicaî religion and valuing
the arts as the elevation of the sou1 which, after the vanishing of
religion, is the domain of the educated man. (Tillich, On Art and
Architecture 227)

In the eighteenth century a phiiosophy of aesthetiasm developeâ

which separateci art £mm the praxis of iike (Burger 42-46). An autonomous art
arose which was divorœd h

m the totaiity of social activities. Schiller

beliwed that art shouid not be tied to a means ends, but should rather work
through the furtherance of humanity t h u g h a process of aesthetic
enlightemnent @urger 45-46). Art would then fünction as religious
meditation by integrating and completing a holistic humanity.
Schophenhauer viewed art as a solaœ from life. Art was virtuous and
fundamental to hwnan suivival.
In contrast to aestheticisrn and its ùeiief in an autonomous art, an
Avant Garde arose in the early twentieth cenhiry which attempted ta
"organize a new Me praxis fnnn a basis in art" (Burger 49). These artists
believed that art was functioning as an opium in bourgeois soeiety and was
therefore socially functionless. "The avant-gardiste artists countered such
functionlessness not by an art that wouid have consequences within the
existing Society, but rather by the principle of the sublation of art in the praxis
of life" (Burger 51). Many artists decided to attempt to destroy autonomous art
and its institutions by creating "anti-art" which was a protest art that

transgressed and subverted popuiar conventions and traditional aesthetic

experience (Burger 51-54).
Also, as a result of the First World War, many artists and theoretiaans

began to doubt the capacity of an autonomous art to facilitate human
enlightenment and integrity.
in and after the FIrst Worîd Wu,the beüef in the arts as a
substitute lor Rogion brdre bwn. Art was mt able to open up
the sourœs of power to meet the catastrophes of the hventieth
centwy. It did not unite, as the Kantïans believed, the practical
with the theoretid. It remained in the realm of thaia. Tk
anticipatory hinctionof the arts pruduœd the image of perfection
in the rnind, but not in reaüty. The moment this became apparent,
the mice of Kierkegaard could be heard. He contnsted the ethicîl

Consequently, after the first w d d war, there were calls in artistic
c i r h for the construction of an art baseà on Modern Classicism, which

would W o n "as an antidote to romantic vitalismn (Bann xxx). Artists

began b consider the utiiitarian p q m e s of art. Gabo espoused the
independent social d e of art (Bann xxxii), while Balla and Ckpem in their

Futurist manifesto calleci for the reinkgration of art and society after the f i t
world war (Bann Icwr). Rodchenho and Vartara Stepanova wtote the

progtam of the "ProductivistGroup"which ernbraced the iddogy of
"scientificcommunism" and "historical materialism" and its soda1 role in art
(Bann &).

The international Faction of Constnictivists created a

communal statement "condemning the 'tyranny of the individual,' which
was impeding 'the systematization ofthe means of expression' to produce

results that are universally comprehensible" (Bann xxiii).

In Tillich's theology of fme art, art as an expression of one's uitirnate
concem, is the manifestation of the artist's ground and depth. As such it can

hindion as a potential medium of revelation. Essentiaiiy, Tiüich's aesthetic is
that "culturalexpression is valuable to the extent it expresses its divine depth

and vapid to the extent it fails to do son (Dourley, Jung and the migibus
Aîhmati~e 163-164). In other words, Tillich believes that artistic endeavor or

any type of cultural expressionthat is not informeà by its depth is second rate.
The ideal of a culture e*pressive of humanity's depths is
what Tillich hopes bo aonvey with his
hm&,
"Culhueis the f i of religionand ipHgion the substance
ofcufîuxe."HereTillidiislayingthebasisforhisown

undmtanding ofupPorednersg Airycuiûue or
cultural expmwion seveipd h m the Minite in its depths
is itseif uprpoted and as such s m e p t i i to that meaningiesmess
which Tillich identifiecl as the peculiar and deepest suffering
of late twentieth century humaniîy. In this critique k would
pin Jungin the analysis of Uie pin of meaningiessnes

suHeredbyindividuaiahdculhitelreveredfromîheh
deeper vitalities. Jung's aesthetic would imply that that
expression is maningiess which t
kunconsdous daa not
infimnand Tiilich's aeslhetle would gîve ta religion what
(Dourley, Iung and
Jung's@ v a to arc)ietypalenwgies.
the Religiow AltmuhOc 163-1641 and ( Tillich
Systcmatic Thmlogy, volN, p. 158 qtd. in Dourley 163-164)

Tillich addresses the question of how art can be theological in a

collection of lecture notes put togethex in a book d e d On Art a d
Architecture, here he stateç:
But it is p<wsiilewhen thmlogy means m t talk of Cod as of an object
alongside other objjects but as it must mean tak of the manifestation
of the divine in 1beings and Uuough al1 beings. Theology of fine art
is then the doctrine of the manifestation of the divine in the artistic
act and its creations. (Tillich, On M ond Architecture 205).

-

-

Tillich encountered one of Botticeili's Madonna paintings in the Kaiser

Friedrich Museum in Berlin shortly after his return in the First World War

and was profoundly moved. As a theologian he quite nahually became
intrigueci by the question of how the aesthetic function was related to the

religious function (ïiilich, On Art and Architecture 204). As a consequence of
this problem he evaluated various styles of art in terms of th& ability to
depict one's ultimate concwi and rends an expression and experienœ of
one's ultimatte reality. He therefOre investigateà and categorized art according

to its various styles and expounded upon the süengtb and weakness of each

style h m the peqective of th& ability to mder an experience of dtimate
eanœm and ultimate reality for the artist and beholder.

Tillich categotized art inb five essentiai categories in tmns of style,
these are: the saaamental, the mysticai, the prophetic, the ideai, and the

expressive (Kegley 177-178). The fifth style, exptessionism was seîected as
Tillich's prefeTzed style because it was seen as having the ptential to be

revelaboty by expressing ultimacy and giving perceptibility to the depthdimension .Although, Tich believes that art in generai may possess

expressive power, he believes that expressionism is the sin qun non of artistic
styles because the nature of the creative ptocess within this style corresponds

with the ecstatic-spiritual elexnent which is present in religious revelation.
Expressionism, often incopratecl by Tiïiich under the umbreila of another

category -Religious Style, Non-religious Content: The Existential

Lepel

(Tillich, On Ar€ And Architecture 93-98) is characterkd as a style which

allows something h m the depths to break Uuough to the surface. Tillich
states that works belonging in this category are the visual counterpart of the

modern existentialist school. He states that Modeni dstentialist art started
with Cézanne. Works in this class have secular content, yet deal with the
nature of reality and the human pdcament as ultimate concem. Charles
Kegiey arpounding upon Tillich's position in tegad to expressionkm writes
Tillich's preference emphaticaïly is for the fiith style, exptessionism.

He correlaîes this style with the ecstaticspirituai type of reiigion.
Its goal is to reved ultimaîe d î y as it "brotilrs through the prison
of ourfoims,"Pnd"breolo topieaesthesurfaœofouiownbeinganâ
that ofout world." Beingiestiess, eqmwionism yet points to etemaî
rest. 1178).

Acmrding to Tillich, the most significant obstacle in this stylistic
attempt to penetrate into the depth of Teality is the possibility of its failure to

b x n e a vehicle of revelation because the artist participates in a subjective

experbm which is not ecstatic or inspirational only cathartic or overly
enthusiastic. Here, the artist is unable to mach the self, or give coherent form
(logos) to self expression. The artist may fail to structure his or her enaiunter

with the abyss, or unconsaous, in the art work. This failure could be observeci

in a painting or other art object, which was not formdy or conceptually

resolved. Such a work does not usuaUy leave the studio. In qresionism, as

in many other artistic styles, the ideal work possesses a unity of depth and
form.

in Tich's theological terms, this type of failure in depth couid be
considerd as the mere participation of the artist's reason in an autonomous
situation severed from its depths. Tillich defines autonomous reason as
"[rleason which affirms and achializes its structure without regarding its

.

depth . ."("'Reason and Revelation: Being and God" 83)."Autonomy means
the obedience of the individual to the law of reason, which he fin& in

himself as a rational being" (Tiilich,"Reason and Revelation: Being and God
84). 1 is an escape from the outside determination of authoritative reason

(heteronomous reason) to a retreat to within one's subjective experience of

reason but without an experience of depth. Enlightenment reason is a form of
autonomous reason because its authoxity mmes from the reason of man as
opposed to the form of reason espoused by clérical authority which is
heteronomous reason or outside reason. Hence, the fight between religion
and reason since the French Revolution. Heteronomous foms of reason can
also exist in political or ideologid discourses which fimction to impose theV

truth on people.

It is my contention based u p Tiiiich's work that the inherent dangers

or failmes within each of the artistic styles that Tillich has formulaîed are a
mnsequence of the confrontation of heteronomaus and autonomous

functions uf reason. The art object can fail to fulfill its revelabry potmtial of

penetrating to the depth of reason or the ground of being because its nature is
either autonomously or heteronumously SM
Some
.art in Wemity and
P a t - m d m i t y is caught in the predieament between autonomy and

heteronomy. In other words, it is not able to found a world or establish
epochal truth in the Hegelian sense because it cannot establish an ontological
p u n d and so serve as a new reveiation. However, other pieces in Modemity

are quite revelatory and therefore theonomous. Although this will be
addressecl later in our d i s ~ i o nit, is quite difficuit to label any particular

p i e as possessing the depth dimension and anotlm as not, because that
which is of uitimate concem to someone may nut be to another. Theonomy hi
autonomous reason uniteà with its own depth (T*fich, "Reasonand
Revelation: Being and God" 85). Theonomy unites the structure of
autonomous reason with the depth understood by heteronomous reason as

coming from without, but really it cornes from withh Autonomy and
heteronomy are mted in theonomy and the reason within both becornes
incomplete, polarizeà and insuffiaent when the theonornous unity is broken
(Tillich,"Reasonand Revelation: Being and

85).

Theonomy, the union between autonomy and its depth is the grclund
of being manifesteci in existence. This ground of M g m u t be manifesteci in

order hr revelation to occur. If it does not beeome manifestecl revelation does

not occur and thedore no great art, in the Hegeiian sense, can possibly mme
into existene. Without revdation no new tnith or new wotld founding

mnsciousness is possible and revelation is reduced to autonombus self

-

consciousness. In Tillich's Systematic T h d o g y volume one, he States'.
niereis no
without world-,
but
iheainveaealsoistrw.Waild~~9ne98ispioniyon
the b i s of a fuUy developed self~nsaousneSs.Man must be
compldely ieporakd fmm hh worid in oider to look at it as a wadd.
Oihawisehewouldieniaininbadsgeofmeffenvironmait.nie
interdependenceof@andd
is thebesicontdogical sbucture
and implies aii t
k othenr. (TiUirh,"Reasonand W a b : Being and
God"l7l)

People must have ac-

to an experiena which aiiows them to be removed

from sociaiîzation mechanisms that perpetuate the maintenance of the social
world and social seif if they are going to reapppriate an authentic self and
externalize an altemative reabty,

In marginal experiences one can have the potential of penetrating into
the ground of king. The ground of behg tan be understood in religiws

language as h g an quivalent t e m for Gd. Revelation as the
manifestation of the ground of being has an abysmal and logical (toges)

dimension and these eIements are united in '"Spiritw(Tiiiich,Teason and
Revelation: king and God" 156). Pete~Berger argues that W e t y has

established social mechanisms that pievent individuals from falling into an

anomic situation (93).Society estabîishes plausibility struchues that funetion

to maintain the nomos and perpetuate the faisincation or duplication of
consdousness. These sociologicaî mechanisms prevent individuais from
qmiencing existential dread, or in theological terms, encomtering the
abyss. In regards to the abysmal element (mystetium tremmdum) T ~ c h

wrim the following:
The threat ofn o m grasPngthe mind, produas the

"ûntologicaishoclr" in which the negative side of the m y s w of

-

-

being its abysmaî element 4s arperiented."Shock"points to a
state of mind in which the mind b thrown out of iis n o d balance,
shaken in its sbuctuipbuctuip
Reasonm c b its boundary Une, is h u m
back upon iW,and then is driven again to its extreme situation. T h
experience of ontdogical shoclr b e x p d in the cognitive hurtion
by the basic philosophicai questiai, the question of being and non being.
("Reasonand Revelation: ûeing and God" 213)

The Abyss can be conceptualized as the dimension of the p u n d of king
which is not exhaustecl by creation and as that entity in which ail foan

disappears. The abyss is also that entity h m which form has initially
emerged.
As mentioned previously, the other dimension of the ground of king

is the logos which is reason in the ontological sense (Tillich,"Reason and
Revelation: Being and God" 74). As a result of our enlightenment
inhentance, technical reason (saence) has corne to replaœ ontologicai reason
within mademity. This new narrow understanding of reason reduœd reason

to the process of reasoning and therefore severed a person's accw to the
universal logos of being. OntologXcal reason is in unity with bg-itself and
therefore " c m be defined as the structure of the mind which enables it to

grasp and to shape reality" (Tiilich;'Reason and Revelation: Being and God"
75). Logos is the source from which things become self manifested, or in other

words it is the powe. of being as form overcoming nonbeing as abyss. In
Otto's terrninology form is the mysterium fascinosum of ones experience
with the Holy.

Ontological teason or logos is punded in a depth that precedes
reason. In Jung's theory of the psychogenesis of religion this ground wodd be
located in the unconscious. T'Wh refers to this p u n d as the degth of

rason. 'The depth of reason is the expression of sornething that is not reason

but which precedes reason and is manifest through itn Crillich,"Reason and
Revdation: Being and God" 79). Tülich explains the nature of this depth in
the foiiowing way:
It muld be d e d the "substance"which appeeis in the rational

sbuchire, or "being-itseif"which is manifest in the logos of being,
or the "ground"which is creative in every rational creation, or the
"abyss"which cannot be exhausteci by any creation or by any W î y
of them, or the "infi~te
potentiolity of being and meaning* which
purs inb the rational sbuchira of rnind and d t y , arhializing and
transfomiing them". (Tillich, "Reasonand Reveiation: Being and God'79)

The depth of reason is both hidden and expresseci in myth and cult. It points
to üuth-itself and the ultimately real in artistic aeations.

-

In order to have a revelatory artistic experience in which üuth itself
and the ultimately real become transparent, the depth of reason must be

manifested. For Tillich this manifestation occurs in the divine life where a
unity of depth (the abysmal element) and fonn (the logos element) is

achieved by Spirit. Tillich states that it is "the spiritual charader of the divine
life which aeates the correlation of miracle and ecstasy in which revelation
can be received" (Tillich, Teason and Revelation: Being and God" 156). A
miracle is an astonishing objective signsvent which points to the natural
manifestation of the mystery of being in correlation with an eatatic
subjective experience. Ecstasy is the mental phenornenon of inspiration. The
mind is United with the depth of reason in ecstasy in correspondence with
miracle; the objective transparent to its divine pund. The abyss, the logos,
and the uniting spirit aü must be experienœd if the ground of revelation is to

be manifested. Tillich points out that theologians must use these three terms
in order to describe the p u n d of revelation accurately therefom, it seems

that if any element is negiecbed tarelation is thwarted; he states:

Theoiogians must use aiï Uiree terms in otder to point to the gmwd of
revelation. It is the abysml ehprpcter of the divine Me which mkes
rwelation myskrious; it is the &$cal eharacter of the divine life which
makes the revelation of the mysîery possible; and it is the spirituai

charactei of the divine life which creates the correlation of mirade and
ecstasy in which revelation can be received. Each of these t h concepts
which point to the ground of mvelation must be used. if the abysmi
character of the divine life is q k î d . a rationalistic deism truisforms
revelation into information. If the logid characîer of the divine lifé is
neglected, an irrational the!ism transforms revehtion into hetemmmous
subpction. if the spirituai character of the divine life is neglected, a history
of revelation is impossible. ("Reason and Rewlation: king and Codn156157).

-

Paul T i c h seems to characterize our Modern era (the p s t Hegelian

era) as a continued confrontation between the heteronomous and

autonomous forces in need of a new theonomy. He writes:
Ciassical and Romantic attempts to re-estabüsh theommy with
autommous m n s (Hegel, Schelling)did not succeed, produchg
radical autonomous reactions (pst-Hegelians). on the one hand, and
strong heterommous ceactions (revivalism), on the other h a d . Under
the guidanceof technical reason autonomy conquerdail reactions but
complekly lost the dimension of depth. It became shallow, empty,
without uitimak meaNng, and produced amsciousor umxmsciousdespair.
In this situation powerful heîemnomies of a quasi-poïitical ciiaracter
entered the vacuum m t e d by an autonomy which ladcecl the dimension
of depth. The double fight against an empty autonomy and a destnictiw
heterommy makes the quest tor a new theommy as urgent today as it was
at the end of the andent world. The catastropk of autonomous reason is
complete. Neither autonomy nor heîwonomy, isolated and in confiict,
can give the answer. CTillich, "Reason and Revelation: Eîeing and God" 86)

The variation of art in Modernity and Post-modernity is symptomatic of this
tension within reason. In fact, the heteronomous and autonomous elements
are more or l e s emphasized in different art objects produceà by difierent

schods or different styles. These objects can be regardeci as depicting and

embodying the preparatory prerequisites needed for the advent of a final
revelation. Tillich daims that "the preparation for the f i revelation in the
history of revelation is threefold. The preparation is carriml through by

conservation, by critiasm, and by antiapation" (''Reason and Revelation:

king and God" 139). Conservation can be 0 b s e ~ e din its artistic cornterpart
as the ongoing practice of canonical art and in the style of sacramental art.
Critiasm and antiapation can be seen in its artistic counterpart in the styles of
art that Tillich identifies as mystical, existential, and prophetic.
The mystical style of art is an theonomous reaction to an oppressive
heteronomous situation and its artistic counterpart. Mysticism is
characterized often by an attempt to side step a corrupted sacramental system
and unite the sou1 directly with the divine or the ground of being. The
Modernist Quebec painter Pad-Emile Bourduas, and other artists who s h d
his automatist convictions, rejected church imposed and conbolleci artistic
sensibilities and therefore gave over artistic control to the unconsaous.
Bourduas' art and the autommatists' art would seem to fit into Tillich's
category of mystical style. Bourduas wrote a manifesto d e d the Refus global

in 1948, he wrote:
Rehise b live knowingly h t h the lwei of ou.psycMc
ptential. Refuse to ckwe p u r qret to the vices, the frauds
perpeûated under the guise of hwledge ...rehim to iive in the
isolation of the arüstic ghetto.. refuse ta be silent.. tefuse gby,
honom (the first compromise): those stigmata of the "nuisanee,"
the u n c o n c d , the d e Refuse b serve, ta be niade use of for
such ends. Rehse every intention,pemicious weapon of teîisoh a w n
with the both of them put them behind W. Make way for magic! Make
way for objective mysteries! Make way lor love! Make way for the
real ntxessities! (Etorduas, rehis global, 194)

.

.

Mysticism anticipates encountering revelation in an experience with

numinosity whether this happens in secular artistic inspiration or in
religious eatasy. For Tillich the danger in this attistic style is that "[tlhe
attempt to express dtimate reality by annihilating reality can lead to works in
which mthing at al1 is expressed (On Art and Architecture 1%). This wouid

resuit in an autonomous experienœ severed from its depths or an experience
of depth that defiecl forrn. In Heideggerian tenns,the artist would fail to give
form to Being through techne. The artist or mystic would experienœ the
"dark night of the soui" and would t h d o r e be prevented from expressing a
revelatory experience because he or she could not structure the experience
from his or her depths or unconsaous.
Another symptom of the autonomous and heteronomous split within
reason is the inaeasing presence of a political and critical art which Tillich
places in the category of prophetic style. This form of art is often autonomous
when it is solely dependent upon rational or technical critiasm. Edouard
Manet's Le Ddjeuner sur l'herbe, 1863 is a good example of a rational critic of
French Bourgeoisie academic and moral conventions in art and society. In
this painting Manet depicted a nude women (probably a known prostitute)
confronting the viewer, as she has a picnic with two clothed men. Manet
wanted to confront the hypocrisy of his society, using realism, while
criticizing the artistic convention which limiteci fernale nudity to classical
ailegorical depiction. Many f a t scholars argue that the allegorical or
mythological motif was a rationalization for disguiseci male titiiiation. Kegley
in speaking of this prophetieprotesting style writes:
Its a h is constnictive aiticismin the name of peftr,nal

righ&oumesand sodaI justice. b stcengthUes in the way in
which it can focius atîentionon the unhmiliPr especîaiiy under

-

the guise of what we lmw vefy well

- and hmby afhrd imighb

into d i t y WM
we would olkmbe miss. (ln)

A potential danger with the pmphetiepmtest is that it remains at the

criticai level and does not offer the beholder anything which is inspirational.

This is the case when it resulîs from a autonomous reason eut off from its
depths. Manet's painting, U Déjeuner sur l'herb can be interpreted as a
autonomous reaction to an academic heteronomous tradition of painting

which rationalid and masked its titillation in poetic and mythological form.
However, Manet's painting may possess a depth that transmds this
categorization, since it, as well as his Olympia,in bringing into light a
continued motivation for classical painting, has influenced the subsequent
development of political painting and political discourse in Moàemity.

The prophetic-protesthg style of art cm acquire a heteronomous form
when its formai structures become subsemient to the didactic portrayals of a
political project such as that which is within Nationalism, Mamism, Radical
Ferninism, or any other "ism"which attempts to impose its discourse upon
people based upon its outside authority. A good example of this kind of art is
Antoine Jean Gros' painting, Pest House at lafi, la,in which the artist
offers an overly complementary portraya1 of Napoleon as the miracle

-

working Christ (Gardner 873). The pmblem with this style of art in
Heideggerian terms is that it functions within a means end structure and
therefore resembles the nature of equipment rather than fine art.

The expressionist style is also another style which is anticipatory
because it has the potential to break through consaousness to the
unconscious and dredge up revelatory images or experience. As mentioned
before, its goal is to unCover uitimate reality while expressing one's ultimate
conœms. It however,runs the ris&of failing to teveal or express anything if it

hirns into a bout of over enthusiastic activity.

When this happens revdation

does not occur and is eertainly not pjected into the work. Again, this is an
autonomus occurrence severed from its d e p h . Expressionism as a

movement can be seen as a autonomous teaction to the failed Modem

In order for a person to uncover ultimate reality, or in Heideggerian
terms bring forth a world, a final reveiation must take place. T i c h daims
that finai revelation resolves the tension within reason. He States:
Final mefation does not destroy teeson; it MfNs rieason. It b t e s
m

n from the conflictb w m hetenmamyand aubnamyby giving

the basis for a new theonomy, and it liberaie teason from the confikt
between absolutism and reiativisrn by appewing in the fbnn ofa romete
absolute. (TiUich, "Reason and Revelatiott Being and Cad" 150)

Hem, Tillich is implying that essential humanity is revealed in existentid life
because reason is united in its depth. This revelation re-establishes the unity
between autonomy and heteronomy by bringing about "the complete

transparency of the ground of being in hixn who is the bearer of the h a 1

revelation, and the cornpiete self saaifice of the medium to the content of
revelation"(Tillich, %son and Revelation: Being and God" 247). This idea
of a person b m i n g a vehide for the manifestation of the ground of being,

is not oniy paraileled in Heidegger's notion of the emergnce of the being of
art through techne as mentiond previously, but in Jung's notion of the

autunomous cornplex where a "splitoff portion of the psyche

...leads a Ufe

of its own outside the hierarchy of coIlSCiousness"(JungCW15 par. 115). Jung
also States that the ueative urge can be so strong that the artist will sacrifice
his or her health and happiness to satisfy it (CWlS par. 115). One a d d argue

that the autonomous eomplex is responsible for fhe astatic experieence

encountered in what Tillich regards as a feature of a mystic state. This would

be the case if the autonomous cornplex h u g h t one into an encounter with
the abyss. Tillich defines ecstasy in the foiiowing terms, and seems to hesitate
about reducing it to a particulai psychob~$cai condition, he States:
Ecstasy transeends the psyehoio%cpi level, although it has a
psychological side. It rewab m t h i n g W d about the relation

between the mystay of our being end ourseives. Ecstasy is the form in
which that which conrrems us u m r d i t i d y manifests itself within
the whob of our psychob$cai amdibions. It appezrs through them. But
cannot be derived from them. ("Roasonand Revelation: Being and Cod" 113)

Ecstasy unites the experience of the abyss (mysterium trendum) with the
experience of the ground in teason or logos (mysterium fascinosum) (Tillich,
"Reason and Revelation: Being and Gad" 113).
As has been previously mentioned, in Jungian theory, the unconscious

will compensate for over puiarized consdousness by projecting new energies,

usually in the form of archetypai manifestations, into it h m the depths of
the psyche (the collective unconscious). Similarly, from Tiilich's perspective
it seems that when reason becornes fragmented and polarized the balance is

restored by a theonomous revelation. Theonornous revelation as art unites
autonomous and heteronomous reason by reaching into the depth of reason
and the p u n d of being, or in Jungiantmms revelatory art brings
unconscious energies or a

r

e to the surface of the conscious. In the

revelatory art object a depth shines t h u g h its form revealing a unity of
abysmal and logical elements which faditates the manifestation of ultimate
reality as the expression of ultirnate conceni. Art as theonomous revelation

or as a result of the re-balancingof the psyche, by unmnscious projection of
energies or archetypes, is great art in Iung's and Tich's opinion.

Theonomous art has the potentiai to occur in Moàemity or
Postmodernity when one becornes liberated h m oppressive heteronomous
f o r a and shallow autonomous experiences and is able to reach into one's
depths. nie breakdown of meta-narratives by subversive other based
ideologies has contributed to the development of an autonomous situation
with may lead to a theonomous revelation of the "New Being" as long as the

subversive narratives or isms do not become themselves heteronomous by
restricting genuine self exploration. Continued self exploration is likely going

to lead to the reconnection of man or woman with his or her depths and this

may lead to the advent of a new myth. T i c h argues that a new myth results
as the "expression of the reuniting power of new revelation" and that no new

myth can occur when reason itself is in conflict (''Reason and Revelation:
Being and God" 91-92). From the Jungian perspective, new myth results from
the archetypa1 projection of the co11ective unconscious.

Recovery Of Depth: Art As A Movement Tozvards Theonomous Revelation
In Modernity

As previously mentioned, Jungunderstood visionary modern art as a

object that could compensate for the psychic onesidedness of modern

consciousness. In this respect, he beliwed that it could function as a
transitional object that would contribute to the destruction of a previous

psychic order and manifest a new Weltanschauung. He believed that the
artist had easier access to the unconscious than did statisticai man.Paul
Tillich believed that the artist could petrate into the depths of existence and

through such immanent "religious" experience give form and content to

-

what was of ultimate concern (On art and Architecture 37 38).
There are numemus artists within Modemity who have attempted to
give expression to the depth dimension and have consequently created work
that could be discussed within a "spirituai"context. Kathleen J. Regier has
argueci that since the late 1960's there had emerged a body of scholarship that
established that occult and theosophical ideas had an influence on the work

of some of the major Modern artists C i .
Artists set kir sights on finding a univecsal language. Resaarehers
found that these was "aclass of art which speaks a particularly

sophisticated language, for it seeks to encapsulate a secret syrnbolism
of forms and stniehues which are inbended to be understooô only by
the initiated, or by thme who have in one way or another developed
the sensitivity of the sou1 to d t tniths. This is the hidden art,
which speaks a very special ianguage of the spirit."
(ix) and (C;ettings7 qtd. in Regier ix)

Robert P. Welsh in the introduction of Regier's compilation, writes:
In sum, it can no longerbe doubled that the inîerest in mystical
literature and theory shown by numemus avant garde atists

during the past 100 years was ofben manifesteci in their worh of
art and not pst in k i r published art theories, as previously thought.
Whether leading b a relativeor pure form of abstraction or b a
more representational mode of style, this interest in malllng art serve

some tmth higher than m m accurate representation of nature aiso
may be consideied
of a w i d e p a â histoncai p h e n m o n .
It thus coincides with the late ninekenth century agairut what were
thought to be the limitations of a rationalist and materialist
world view. (10)

Maurice Tuchman in his essay, ''Hidden Meanings in Abstract Art,"
States that historians and theorists have been reluctant to establish a reading

of Modem art based upon art making's correlation with esoteric spiritual

-

beliefs for two reasons (18 19). Firstiy, due to the link between Nazism's and
Fascism's relationship to marginai and occuit belief systems critics and
historians avoided discussing a d a t i o n s between art and the occult in the
Thirties and Forties. Seeondly, art criticism in late Modernity was largeiy

infiuenced and directed by Alffred Bart's and Uement Greenkg's strict
W o W a n and Forxnaiist approach to art making and art writing. This
approach is linked to the notorious motto of Art for Art's sake. A Woiffiinian

art history is a history of art interpretation that look at stylistic changes in art
ftom an interna1 disciplinary perspective, rather than attributhg
developments to outside cultural developments.

Tuchman argues that various artists have been intrigueci by alternative
belief systems since the nineteenth century:
Visual artists, from the generationb m in the 1
W to
contemporary times, have turneci to a variety of antimatenalist
philosophies, with concepts of mysliasm or o d t i s m at their
core. Tem such as d t i s r n or mystiasmshould be defined
carehilly because of the d t i o n with the ineffable that
surrounds these words and ôecauw they are conkxt-specific:
art histotians and artists use these tenns differoitly than do
theologians or socioiogists+in the p ~ s e nconmt
t
mysticism
refers to the search for the state of onenes with ultimate reality.
Orrultism depends upon secret, concealed phenornena that are
accessible only to thme who have been apptopriately initiated.
The occuit is mysterious and is not d l y availiible to
ordinary understanding or acientinc reason.
Several ideas are wuunon b m#it mystical ud occult
world views: the universe is a single, living substance; mind
and matter also are one; al1 thlligs evolve in dialectical
opposition, h a M e m i e , iightdaric, vertical-horizontal,
positiw+negaiive); eveything conesponds in a univeml
anaiogy, with things above as they are below; imagination is

mai; and seif-realizaüon can arme by ihmination, accident,

or an inducd s t a k the theepiphany sqgeskd by heat, tire, or
üght.

(19,

Many of these altentative ideas are intrinsicaiiy related to the work of
various Modem and contempmary artists. MoreoverI many artists can be

regarded as emphasizing both in th& praetice and their wotls particulas
esoteric positions that are contrary to traditional Christian tenets or can at

least be regaràed as defidenaes in current Christian teligiosity. In paxticuiar,
many artists atternpted to participate in an immanent spiritual experience or

produce one for the beholder. Many artists attempted to locate a depth or a
center in th& artistic endeavor. Artists typieally stressed the oneness of

reality and gave renewed spirituai and psychologieal importance to the
ferninine. Some artists such as the surrealists attempted to undermine and

transform traditional Western values. Celia Rabinovitch, in her essay
"Surrealismand Modem ReIigious Consaoumess," States that "(h~istoricdy,

Surreaiism is a psychoIogica1 reversal of the predominantly patriarchaî
JudaeoUuistianityof the era"(158).
Surreaüsm's transformation of archaic, occuit, and prPChrWüan

elements ieveals a heterodox profile that suggests an inîentional
reversal O€ traditional Western reiigious values. With this
iconoclastie rewrspl, surreaüm creates a radically new orientation
based on the power of psychologpoll ambivalence.
(Rabinovitch 143)

In contrast to the traditional Christian understanding of Wty as
separated hto antagonistic oppoçing regions and forces, like heaven and hell,
matter and spirit, ect., alternative mysticai views preserve the dialectical
nature of the dualities but attempt to achieve a synthesis or universai

oneness among then.These alternative Wties do not disregard the darker
or more traditionally devdued side iike traditional Weskm thinking does,

but considers both polarides as neœssary for progressive evolution. A mystic
would be a person who would seek to be in harmony with these forces in an
experience of oneness with all creation.

Many artists in Modernity were interesteci in depicting and
synthesizing these universal polarities in theh art. Robert Welsh, in his essay
"Mondrianand Theosophy," states that Piet Mondrian's compitions from
1912 to 1917 made use of both latent and overt vertical and horizontal lines

that formed a grid pattern (179). in theosophical terms the horizontal lines
were connotative of the feminine and the mataial, while the vertical h e s

are connotative of the masculine and d a t e d with the spirit.
Other artists, such as Mondrian, K u p and Robert Delauney,
al1 on occasiond i 9 c o d an amlogy between cathedra1 t o m ,
spires or arches and the ascending verticai line, as asodated in
occult tradition with the mascuüne reelm of spirit, in opposition
to the horizontal line conmtative! of feminine matter. It was
Mondrian who reduced compositionalbnnats to this one
essential linear opposition. Still, kt most if not al1 spiritually
inciined aitists born in the nineteenthcenhrry, taised in an
inteilectual milieu whae anti-materialism was a driving force,
and convertecl to am abstract or at leest anti-natualisticstyle,
thete can be littie &UN thait dl basic geometrie fom were
felt to stand for some exalaed spirituai truth. (Welsh 10 11)

-

Two-dimensional geometric f o m as weii as other shapes like
triangies and wsses had theosophical meaning and this is stated by Mme H.
P. Blavatsky.
The triangle pbyed a prominent part in the rehgious symbolism
of every gieat nation; for everywhere it represenbed the three grieet
principles spirit, fime and matder; or the active (male), passive
(fernale), and the dual or correlative pllriple which
partab of both and binâs the two iogetk. (261

-

qtd. in Welsh 178)

And:
nie philosophicai uoss, the two lines running in opposik d k c t h s ,
the horizontal and the perpendkular, the height and the breadth,
which the geometrizing Deity divides at the interseeHng point, and
which fonns the magical as well as the sdentific quatemery*when
it is insaibed within the penect square*is the basis of t
k occultist.
Within iQ mystical precinct lies the master-key which opens the
door of every science, physid as well as spiritual. It symboUtes
our human existena?, for the dncle of iife circumsaibes the four
points of the cross, which represent in succesgion birth, Me, dath,
and WORTALITY. Everything in this world is a trinity cornpleted

by the quatemary, and ewry element is divisible on this same
( üîavatsky 508 qtd. in Walsh 119)
principle.

if Mondrian adopted Blavatsky's mystid interpretation of wmetric
lines and forms then it seems plausible that the artistls depiction of these

intersectirtg lines represented his attempt to depict what was essentiaiiy the
basis of universal existence. In this light, Mondrian's grid paintings muid be
interpreted as depicting the existence and mnfronting of opposing forees
which becorne synthesizeâ in his formaiistically weii balanced, superb

paintings.

Paui Klee is another modern master who has atternpted to portray and
reconde the opposites within existence. In particular Klee, often integtates
the symbolism of death and growth in his work.
in so much of his work, even in the laae worb with theIr recurrent
themes of death, Klee places an emphasis on origins, and on the
total continuity of iife. It is an aîtempt to tnnscerid the d d s m
of life and death and to put them on an e q d phne -to reconcüe
death as part of life. (Knott 138)

Klee believed that the inner world was intimately tied tu the outer

world and therefore, in his work he often teconkxtukd and synthes;ized

various images and symbols from cWerent times and realms of eXpenence
(Knott 135). This had the effect of closing the distance between things that
were usually perceived as well apart.
in his work Klee ahnost always removes things from th& immediate
sumundings, pladng thn in ewrsxpanding realms which result in
a close conespondencebebwmeorth and coraios, the living and the
dead, tMngs p s t and present CKrott 135)

An example of this tendency can be seen in Klee's Omphalo-Centric

Lecture, 1939, where Klee has appropriateci the imagery of an Omphalos from
a six cenhuy B.C.E. scuiphire of Aphrodite of the Fornegranate and gave it a

modern two dimensional depiction. The painting was also influaced by his
own knowledge of his illness and his imminent death (Knott 133). This piece
is interesthg for several reasonç. The ûmphalos is a round Stone that the
ancient fertility gocidess held in the temple of Apollo. Knott argues that the
Omphalos was an axis mundi that co~ectedthe temple of Apollo with the
center of the earth and the nether regions (Regier 133). By depicting the
Omphalos, Klee couid be mtqreted as paying hornage to the Earth Mother
since that is her symbol. Klee would then be giving renewed importance to
the ferninine dimension of reality or divinity which is part of the mystical
and occult experience. The abstracted or cubist like figure that holds the

Omphalas becornes a passage way to other realms (Knott 134).
In another painting cded T;he Fruit, 1932 Klee depicts the teleological

development of an apple from embryonic seed to rnaturity. Within the
composition is the presence of an umb'icai spiral, which symbolizes the
process of successive b i i and deaths. ffiott States that "Mystics beliwe that
the umbilical cord represents the contracting involution of our physid king

..."(Knott 138). Hm,in The Fruit, Klee is attempting to unify the elements

of death and life in a depiction that collapses the. Klee comments upon his

arthtic intention.
1seek a remoae source of aeationpoint wheRin 1can a p h d

a formula for earth, air, fire, wakr and aii circulahg forces

at once.

(Diaris 345 qdt in Knott 36)

Klee was interested in locating a depth within himself and within his
work. He attempted to find his centex [the self] and the center of existence. He

beiieved that it was the artist's task to penetrate into the ground of existence
itself. Kiee stated publicly, that it was the artist's mission "to move toward
this mystic center as the beginning of al1 creative thought'' (OnModem Art 51
qtd. in Knott 130). In Jungian terms this mystic center &mld be the Matrix
Mind or the collective unconscious and in Tillichian terms it would be the

gound of Being.
In the Geative Credo Klee hirnself begins with the simple
staternent. "Letus take a iittle trip into the land of deeper insight
following a topographie plan. The dead center being the point."
Numerous EQoe pintings fucus on such a point in the œnter of the
painting.
(Knott 135-1361 and ( Klee, Notcboolrs, Vol. 1,4
qtd. in Knott 135 136)

-

The Surrealisk also advocated that people and d s t s needed to r e m
to the

"onginsof the mind (Rabinovitch 145). Whiie Surrealism was a

reaction to the absurdity of Me as experienced in the hm world wars, it was
also a movement which intended to challenge the presuppositions of a

Western Society that could allow such a thing to occur. In ik diagnosis of
Western Society it regardeci the West as a hyperrational materialistic SQCiety
that possessed a metaphysical dualism which muld only uitimately r e d t in

catastrophe. In opposition to the current state of Western consciousness,
Surrealists espouseci the adoption of a new "cosmology, where even the

greatest contradictions are tesolved" (Knott 136). The goal of Surrealism was
the unification of opposites. In his Second Manifesta, André Breton, the
leader of the Surrealists, States:
Everytiiing I&s us to believe that there is a certain point in
the spirit h m which life and death, mi and imaginary,

past and future, mnununicableand hrommunieable,are no
longet petreivedas contmk. It would be invain to look for
any other motivation in Surreaiist activity than the h o p of
demmining this point. (André Breton 123 qtd. In Knott 136)

Surrealisrn tried to create a new reality, "surreality",where the

contradictory experiences of consciousness (reaiity) and unconsaousness
(dream) were United (Rabhovitch 142). They hoped this wouid resuit in a

new zest for life or in theological terrns immanent religious experience.
The goal of Sunealism was to break open the boundariesûetween
ttce consdous and subconsdous,between the oidinary and the
extr#,rdinarypand to intmduce unusual p q t i o n s d the
mmelous and magical into everyday Me.
IRabinovich 142)

In order to adiieve this surreality, the Sutrenlists had to level the playing

fieid, so to speak, which was already positioned in a rationai consciousness
favour. This was achieved by giving primacy to the unconscious, and
therefore importance was placed on activities such as dreaming, play, and

psychic automatism where one could reach a psychic depth without the
impediment of a tyrannical onesided consciousness.
By ushg psychic aubmatism, the artIst became a d i n g
devise for the ~1~3bnscious;
the rationai faculty was suppfessed,
allowingthoughts to tnvel unapmmeled f b n the una,nscious
mind tiuough thehanâs totkbntshorppndl Inorder *the
ariist tb becmm a "purereœpfacie" for the heighkd
eonsdausnessofSutteelismPthenPnd)iitdiobeemptiedofall
preconceived notions of reality and thoughts dowed b mise
spontamously. A pallei may be drawn b Budàhist meditation,

in which the rnind is systanaticllly detachecl and empüed
of thought in order to be o p to the ai9stenüai state of
empüness.
(Rabinovitch 116)

The Surrealists exalted the imagination and the unconscious as the
means of fostering a new and better reaiity. Through automatism they
attemptd to access a depth, the unmnscious, that would allow them to throw
off the rational and moral premks of modeniity and mate a new and better

Weltanschauung which included more humanistic values. Through theh art
they hoped to retrieve revelatory experience that would enlighten

themselves and the beholder. in theol@cal t m s , they ho@ to aeate art
that

took the form of ontophany (the manifestation of Being) in order to

reconstmct a more holistic reality. It would appear that they believed that art
could establish a new mythos and consequently found a new world.
The Surreaüst mythos is a "mythologyof the uMginationnin
which ciream, cevencevene,
and imagination act as sacred messengers
heralding a perception of the divine. For them,the imagination
was the avenue through which s u d percep*on was attained.
In this way, they believed that they could reunite internai and
extemal life, aiiowing a rehirn to the originel unity of the
unconsciousdreaming mind what Freud and eadier philosophers
called the "tabularasa," the blanir date before tJe accumulation of
eq&ence consîricded instinct a d imagination. It is an artîst's
philwophy of art, an elwaüon of the ueative process itseif as the

-

way to visionary insight, that answers ihe spiritual pawrty of
modern life with a new qualion: art is religion.
(Rabinoviîch 14&149)

Ceiia Rabinovitch argues that the religious dement in the or@ of
Surrealism can be condenseci into three major points. These are the Surrealist
mythosf or world-view (based on the primacy of the unconsaous), the
Surrealist concentration on a renewed expression of the feminine and the

cult of love, and finally, the Surrealist philomphy of immanence

(Rabiiovitch 145). Rabhovitch has deduced these points from the major
preoccupations of the group as q r e s s e d in their invention of a
revolutionary and subversive set of playing cards.
In 1940, the centrai Surrealist group gathered in Marseiiles
under the auspices of the American Cornmittee for Aid to
i n t e l l a s . There, under tk kadeRMp of André Breton,
they invented a new Sec of playiq 4 s . This seemingly
ineverent statement had at its hewt an intense seriousness
of purpose, for it was a coiîeeüve statement of hope by the
Surrealists in the faœ of the dwastaüon of World War II.
The cards illustrated the cardinal points of Sunealist thought
by replacing the h r conventional suits with suits of Love,
Dream, Revolution, and Knowtedge, and portrayed in styüzed
and symboiic fashion some of the intellectual hemes of this
movement, inciuding Freud, Hegel, Baudelaire, and Lautréamont.
...[the four mapr preorcupationsof the p u p , expessed in the
card deck as Love, Dream,h i u t i o n , and Knowledge, demonstrate
a search for new spirituai values that issue from a radical
transformationufcdousne~s,a aonsciousness that was
icoroclastic in charactec and that responded to the contradictions
(Rabinovibch 141)
of the modern era.

The things, such as depth, renewed portraya1 of the ferninine, and immanent
experience, which the Surrealists were concemeci with in their art, are

predsely the things that Jung and Tillich viewed as rnissing in a rationalistic
materialistic Modemity. Moréover, the Surrealist's search for irnmanent
experience verifies Jung'sposition that contemporary secular culture and

traditional Western religion s t c d in the way of such an experience.
Surrealist artîsts mnstnicted objects and made sublime paintings in an
attempt to experienœ immanent symboiic power. Since lihugical forms of
traditionai Western religiosity had lost theh ability to initiate an immanent

experience of syrnboîic power, and since d a r sodety was too rationally and
materially inclineci to encourage such an arperience, the Surrealist attempted
to mate their own symbolic images. Rabhovitch States:
The Sumaiist philosophy of imnunence, according to
which surreaiity was eaibodied in reality itself, lads
to an extraordinaiy peieeptionof the abject. Surrealism
negates art as artifact; the purpose of the surreal art
object is to manipuiate perceptEon in a revolutionary,
religious, or metaphysicai manner. The Sumalists wished
to lose themselves Sn the peroeption of the object in the
spontaneous a d fiuid mmwr of the chiid, or the obsessive
and am'ous manner of the psychotic They attempkd to
attain, in a "pœticc o n s c i o u s of
~
a sense of
heightened significance and power that they sensed was
available in psychotic, dream, and child experiences. This
pervasive and diffuseci sense of significanie a mysterious
attraction and fear that Ruddf Otto has caUed the
"numinous"or the holy is the overriding quallty of many

w,"

-

-

Sunealist paintings. (149)

This search for immanent experience is characteristic of much artistic

endeavor in Mdemity. This idea of the search therefare contributes to the
understanding of the intentions of Modem painters like Barnett Newman
and Mark Rothko, whose work has not always been understood by the

Western public. Both of these painters were interested in reducing painting
d o m to what was essential in painting as well as communicating an
universal experience of oneness (the numinous). At the 0th- end of the

artistic spectnim, Marcel Duchamp was engaged in the production of

readymades, which were mas producmi industrial objects that were chosen
by him and not made. Duchamp would then sign them and recontextuab

them therefore undermining th& original utilitarian hction. Duchamp

would plaœ thern in a traditionally deemeà aesthetic context like a museum.
This recontextualization was the linguistic cwintqart of removing a loaded

word h m ik struchue in a partidar sentence and then inserthg it into
another stiuctured sentence. The word would effkct and be effected by the
structure it happen to be in.
Duchamp's enshrinernent of the Bottheck an ordinary
ob@t that he placed on a @estal w that it stands out of iki

-

usual contextueates a new penption of the o b i ~ By
~L
isolaîing the ob@t on a pedestal, piacing it within boundoiies,
Duchamp breaks the continuity of mundane space and inûoduces

a point of psychological focus or absolute interest In thio
with a rnystetkuspieney, an obscure,
unspecüied sense ofsignificaxe. In the words of Gerardus van
way the object is ch-

der Leeuw," T k s a c d is what has been p M within boundarits:
its powerfult1é9~mates for it a place of its ovmUBy distancing the
objec4 from its fimctional origins, a corilesponding psychological
distance talres place in the viewer, and a hew thwght tot the
obpct is born. The Bottlnock with its deiiberateiy eiusive
meaning, evokes a sense of the uncanny that is prieciseiy the
response engendered by archaic fetishism.
IRabinovitch 151) and Gerarchas Van der lmeuw %O
qtd. in Rabhovitch 151).

Perhaps the recontxtualization of the object Iüre, Duchamp's ready

mades, is not only infiuenced by the advancements in structural Unguistic
philosophy, but is also compeiied by an unc011sciouscompulsion directed
towards the search for immanent religious experience and dtimately the
symbolic expression that accompanies such an experienœ. This compulsion
would be uistigated by the innate reiigious hction which has been deprived
of immanent religious experience due b the fa& that many lihugicai symbois

have lost th& symbolic power and their rituals have becorne idolatrous (in
Tillich's sens?of the term) .

The Surrealists by privileging the unconscious can be interpreted in the

Jungianview, as emphasizing the feminine side of existence. Jung equates the
unconsdous with the Great Motha?the archétypa1 feminine?or the Goddess.
Eckhart would d e r to it as the plaœ of the Bitth of G d in the Wl.
The fwninine is linked to the imoginatibn in Surreaiist
thought. The pkthora of S u d i s t art which presents
the feminine as a pwerful entity strongiy 9uggests that
these images transrend repiesentations of female sexuality,
focusing instead on the promative power of the ferninine
principle itself. Female ueaîiviky k a m e , for the
Sunealists, a metaphor for the aeatiw process.
(Rabinovitch 155)

The Surrealists created images af the ferninine that portrayeci the
multiple attributes of the Great Goddess. They emphasized both the fertile
nature of the Earth Mother and the awesome destructiveness of Kali. This c m

be readily seen in JoanMiro's Head of rt WM, 1938. Rabinovitch states that
the image in the painting, according to recmt research?was one both of
fertiiity and dread (155). Rabiiovitch quotes Mir&
W)ienI~al~lemalesexImageitisformea
goddess, as the birth of humanity . It is a fecundity
figure, but aU the sanw it is meMcin& on the right
and on the ieft, above and below, we are mnaced.
[JoanMir6 qdt. in Stitch 30) and [Juan Miro qtd. in Rabinovitch 155)

..

As we have aiready seen, Henry Moore and Lnuise Bourgeois also have

p t o d u d work that emphasizes the archetypal ferninine Al1 of these artists
can be regarded as compensating for the ineompleteness of the onesided

masculine Western religion.

Many artists in Modeniity were preoccupied with reaching a depth
within themselves and within existenœ. Theh existentid concem aeated in

them a need for an immanent religious experience which was denied to them
in th& era. They found a depth in their art which really was a manifestation
of their search, their immanent eXpenence, and their experience of
themselves. Interestingiy, the art produced often emphasized the archetypal
attributes of the divine that were previoudy neglected and these were often
synthesized with the traditionally accepteci mes. As a result of their efforts,
the colîective unconscious of humanity was free to provide immanent
archetypal revelation. These artists were able to unite th& autonomous

reason with its depth and produce theonornous revelation.
Artist As Mystic And Prophet; Art As Ontophany

The "visionary" artist can be viewed as participating in an archaic
pattern of spiritual enlightenment that ais0 is characteristic of mystics,
shamans, prophets, and heroes. Joseph Campbell in his book, The Hem &th
a Thousand Faces, has referred to this phenornenon as the hero myth. Victor
Turner a symbolic anthropoiogist has Men this joumey down into three
stages. F i t there is the hero's or mphyte's deparhue or sepration from
Society, which is usualiy caused by a dissatisfying state or cievelopment.
Secondly, the mystic or hero experiences a kind of initiation in his or her
liminality. Psychologicaiiy, it is here that the ego is forced to deal with the

archetypal energies of the unconscious. F i i y , the hem returns to society
after passing some test and subsequently enlightens the cornmunity. Turner

refers to this stage as the communifas. in psychologicai tenns the return to

the cornmunitas means that the person was able to synthesize his or her
previous consaous state with the energies of the unconscious and has
thedore experience a renewal of his or her COIlSCiousness, which she or he
shares with others.
A good example of this process can be observed in the Buddhacarita

whére Shalryamuni escapes his confinenmt in the palace and encounters the
reality of old age, sickness, and death (Goa 34-36), These encounters
contribute to his re-evaluation of his &cumstances, to his withdrawal or

separation from the palace, and to his withdrawal into the forest in search of
Vipsssana-Bhvana (the development of insight). After trying a variety of

meditative strategies the Buddha defeats the vio1ent onslaught of the demon
Mara, becomes enlightened and consequently s&s

to communicate the

Dharma or the right path.
The process underlining the departwe of the Buddha into the
wildemess is not unlike the withdrawal of the artist into marginal existence
or marginal experiences. The artist often becomes disenchanted with

mainstream or current societal eonsciousness and withdraws to a alitary
environment where he or she can ascertain, in Paul Tiich's terms, what is of
ultimate concem through self investigation. The innovative artist resembles

the mystic who withdraws into an anti-nomian world which is the
marginalized world of subjective experience. This experience has a d e
alienating potential because the individuai can reappropriate the authenticself and its world and distinguish it from the alien world and social self

(Berger 23). This person has succeeded in éscaping from sociaiizational
mechanisms that perpetuate both the J~~Isificution
of ~on~ousness
and its
monophasic mode. The falsification of mnsciousness is a term that Peter

Berger uses to d e r b the adoption of a ready made social self at the expense
of one's eXpenence of the inner self (93). Monophasic consaousness is a stak
of mind that is d o m and represents the normal waking condition of
seculai consciousness.

The artist enters into an altered state of consciousness (polyphasic)
which is a subjective experience in which the authentic self and the
authentic subjective world is dredged up. This has the effect of undennining
the remaining nomic structures within consaousness and has the potential
to undermine the nomic structures within the consciousness of others if such
marginal experience is externdized. Çometimes extemaibation takes the
forrn of symbolic projection. Victor Turner states that symbols are cruaaiiy
involved in situations of &etal change and that symbols in art and ritual
are used to induce psychologid states and illiat behavioral changes (From
Ritual to Theatn 21).
Victor Turner, in his book From Ritual to Thaater, paraltels the
liminoid or liminal state of an initiate to the phenornenon of "dramatic
tirne"(13). It seems that both states share similar feahues. In both situations

people exist beyond a normative social structure and the anti-struchue
functions to litterate them h m a formet identity. Within this anti-structural
state people are able to externalize what is nonnaiiy containeci and

inaccessible in normative existence Rumer, Frm Ritual to Theuter 13).

Turner also argues, and Jungwould concur, that within this phase of
consciousness people are able to express content that fulfiUs unconsaous
purposes and goals (Frm Rihral to Thater 15). Turner, when commenthg

upon Dilthry's Eylebnis (this term refers to a distinct experience where this both a living through and thinking W)States

This anti-stnicturai moment is characteri& by a phaw of altered
collSCiou8ness from which novdty and alternative experiences, symbois, and

knowledge arise.
Car1 Jung wouid characterizé this extenialization of novel ercpression
as an unconsdous discharge resulting from the split-offportion of the psyche,

which leads a life of its own outside the hierarchy of consciousness. As

mentioned previously, he calls this process the autonmous m p l a and
argues that in the creative process the psyche hamesses the ego to its
unconsaous purposes (Jung, CW15 par. 115). Jungargues that strange f0pmst

thoughts, and content emerge within this psychic state and that people have
the potentiai to dtedge up images ftom the umnscious that are txue symbois

beeause "they are the best possible expression for something unknown

-

bridges thrown out towards an unseen shore" (Jung, CWI5 par. 116).

In regards to the M t i c pnwzess this would mean that the artist as
mystic wodd be descendhg into the Great Mother, the unconscioust and
would be acquiring archetypaienergy from Her, which would be used to

construct and expanci the identity of the self and therefbre the Imago Dei. in
regards to Eckhart's experience, aU humanity as w d as the artkt wouid be
compeiied to do this. The artist who had experienced the breakthroirgh and
the bitth tf Gd in the ml, could manifest melatory content on to a canvas

oranothertypofwotkofartThistypeof mntentasarchétypal~

wodd impact upon anyone else who decided to contemplate and investigaie

the work. It could perhaps function to initiate a sirnilar experienœ in the
beholder.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, many artists beliwe that a

work of art can p r d u œ changes in the collsaousness of the beholder, this
belief is somewhat derivative from the Kantian notion of disinterested

pleasure. ûisinterested pleasure is a subjective experience in which the
beholder of an object experiences pleasure for no specific utilitarian end. Kant
had postdatecl that an object judged in respect to its us& end was not an
aesthetic judgxnent

(

CJ 5). In contrat, the object of fine art is intrinsicaUy

final and devoid of any end ( Kant, CJ44). David Morgan describes the proeess
in which the contemplative beholder experiences the hemendum in an

aesthetic experience that parallels a ieligious experience. Morgan states the
following in regard to disinterested contemplation:
In the apophatic or negative method, t
h spirituai contemplative
becomes passive in a mariner îhat paraMs the tale of disinterested
contemplation in aesthetic experiem. Having b e n deprived of the
instnunents of appreherision a d the satisfactionof need, the
viewer/believer is pushed to the ümit of the conventional sphere of
control, the ordinary domaùi of tfse self. At this boundary something
mysterious happens: the self dies and is of the liminal, where such demenîs
as ecstasy and the edipse of individuality in the suMime mark the advent
of the divine or the rapture of ubistk arperiencp,the subject enters the
presence of something greater than itself. (40)

The withdrawal into the liminoid or the unconsdous in search of a
depth by the artist is the mystic state. As stateci in the previous chapter, this is
the Faustian side of artistic expression. The Kenotic side is the manifestation,
or empting out of recently aquired knowledge. This Kenosis wodd be part of
the prophetic function of the artist This would be the place where the artist

would manifest a theonmous content on to a canvas or another type of

medium. This revelatory artistic content amid be derred to as onbphany,
which is the manifestation of ûeing, or as hierophany, the manifestation of

the sacred or divine. This revelatory attistic content, ontophany or
hiemphany has the potential to conûibute to the founding of a new
Weltanschauung or myth. Both W i a m E. Paden and Mircea Eliade believe
in the paradigmatic function of myth.
Within teiigious worids, myth ia iiot wlely a matter of
representation. It is mt just a ianguage "about"soniething. It
is always paradigmatic, authontative, applicable. It is often

enacted in behaviour and rituai. Myth as world saipt not only

explain the world but constructsand govenu it.
(Paden 73)

Eliade argues that the fondation of the world requires a manifestation of the
saaecl referred to as a hierophany.
When the sacred manifests itself in any hiemphany, the= is
not only a break in tk homogeneity of space; there is also
rewlation of an absolute reality, opposed b the mnreality of
the vast smunding expanse. The manifestation of the sacred
onîologicaliy founds the world.
(Eüade. Tk SMcd 6 tk n0fone 21)

The work of some of the best artists in modernity, as we have had a
taste, has conhibuteci to the establishment of a new Western mythology that

functions to stress the importance of synthesizing the oppites within

humanity and existence itself. Moreover, these artists have given renewed

importance to a depth of expression that places emphasis on the archetypal
ferninine and the unconsdous. As we will see in the next chapter, th& task
of founding a new mythology is continueci in the work of Roland Poulin.

CHAPTER EOUR ART AS ONTOPHANY IN THE TRANSïi'iON TO A
QUATERNK'ARIAN PARADIGM; A JüNGIAN iNTERPRETATION OF

THE WORK OF R O M P O W

In the previous chapters, there has been an attempt to dwdop a
Jungian aesthetic. The completion of this task has led to the inclusion of
theological and philosophical ideas that complement and coinade with
Jung's views. in particular, there has been a inquiry into the work of mystical
thinkers, such as Jacob Boehme and Meister Eckhart, whose thought has had
an influence on the ddopment of Jung's psych~logyand infonned his

latent metaphysic. There have also b e n sweral similarities pointed out

between Jung's ideas and those of Martin Heidegger, and Paul Tillich. As we
have seen, Jung's idea that the artist compensates for the onesidedness of a
particular culture through archetypa1 unconsaous compensation is similar to
Heidegger's idea that the artist can be used to reveal, or point to, the
establishment of new epochal tmth and world through techne. Tillich's idea
that theonornous art includes an expetience of depth that is reveiatory to

individuals and a culture resembles both Heidegger's and Jung's
understanding of art as revelation.
In the atfempt to estabiish a Jungian theory of art, it has becorne clear
that 1ung views visionivy art as a manifestation of psychic compensation for

the onesidenes of eonsciousness and thus it alleviates such stagnation.

Archetypal redress is the psychological mechaniSm of such compensation. As
previously mentioned, this redress funciions as a psychic mechanism which
works towards the establishment of hwnan psychic wholeness, which is
humanity's teleological goal.
In this chapter, there wiil be an attempt to interpret the work of Roland
Pouün, and his artistic evolution, from a Jungianperspective. The adoption
of a Jungian hermeneutic by no means implies that a Jungianinterpretation
is the sole or correct interpretation, rather that such an interpretation could
function to contribute to a hvther understanding of Roland Poulin's work,
and consequently initiate new avenues of research and discussion.
In this chapter, 1 would like to make the argument that Poulin's artistic
joumey is characterimi by his attmpt to confront the nature of existential

existence. In Tillich's terrns he is attempting to investigate that which is of
ultirnate concem. Most of Poulin's work seems to be about human perception
in paradox and involves the bodily participation of the viewer. Thus, there is

a psychological component to the work. His reiiance on the bodily and
psychological participation of the viewer can be seen even in an early piece,

called lmmaterial Structure in which he experimented with laser light. In this
piece the viaver interacts with the work by changing the laser beam drawing
with his or her body.
Poulin's later work, using wood as a medium, functions as an inquiry
into the nature of human existential existence itself. This inquiry uses the
confrontation of what seem to be archetypai forms, manifesteci in the
sculpture, to explore dstential meaning. In this sculptural inquiry, Poulin
aeates a paradoxical embrace and confrontation of fonns whose symbobm is
that of M e or growth contrastai with death. The viewer experiences these

fonns both phenomenologically and psychoiogically and is left k ponder the

enigma of human existence itself.
Poulin can be viewed as using his sculpture and his drawings as a
means of investigating the nature of existence. Mormver, Poulin's sculpture,
particularly his later work, functions as a metaphysical metaphor. In other
words, his sculpture represents both his existenthi uncertainty and his
consequent search for meaning, as well as revealing his prevalent
cosmogonie view or metaphysic. Poulin, in an interview with Colette Tougas,

States his artistic intention:
1 am searching for a h i d c s p . All this work on matter is

apprehend another reality, something
more difficult to touch, samething metaphysical. In art, as in any
other activity, the most interesting dimension is spiritual. This
search implies a confrontation, a snniggfe with matter. That is
our human condition. C qtd. inT o y p 134)
a pretext, an indirect way b

Poulin's work, particularly the later wooden scuiphue, reveals his
metaphysic. The metaphysic that infoms his work appears to be that the
reality of existence both ultimate and human is chatacterized by the confiict
and synthesis of antagonistic forces and t h d o r e it is paradoxical. At first

glance this view appears to be rather Hegelian. However, with Poulin the
notion of progression resulting from periodic synthesis seems to be absent
from his work. uistead, there is a continual standoff or stalernate between
antagonistic forces of life and death in his work, which seek an unreachable

unity. Theologicaliy viewed, PouUn's metaphysic of continuous unreso1ved
conflid repudiates simplistic monotheiçtic views about the nature of the
universe and existence as ultimately meaningful and orderly. It is e q d y
tnie, that Poulin's metaphysic of d c t w d d also be incompatible with

artistic ideah which plaœd and s t r d the importance of unifotmity, logic,

order, purity, and overall aherence of fonn. Such artistic ideais have been

-

esteemeci in Moàernist art, particularly Minimaiisrn a tradition in which
Poulin was mted during the early years of his career and which stiiî remallis

a signifiant influence upon his artistic practice.

In observing the course of Pouiin's artistic practice there can be seen a
progressive subversion or transgression of the Minimalist canon, despite the
fact that his work, as mentioned, is weii rcmted in that tradition. From the

early stages of Poulin's career,(the œment sculptures from 1970's) he has
attempted to transgress the Minimaiist tenets of uniformity and purity of
form, both mnsdously and unconsaoudy. He amnnplished this by
introducing perceptual conflict into a seemingly Minimalist vocabulary and

by subverting the perception of an apparent primary geometric form within

his work. As we d
l soon see, Poulin's work also violates the other tenek of
Minimaiism such as the nonrelational, nonhierarchical,
nonanthropomorphic, and the literalness of a work of art.
Colette Tougas, in an interview with Pouiin, asked him how his work

differs from American Minimalism, to which it has been compareci. Poulin
responded by stating the foilowing:
Minimal sculptures providecl an asbundhg demmtration ot
cohersre, ofiering a whole w i t h t contradictions.The more
you experience the obpctDthe more you appehend it as a whole,
the more coherentthe informationappears. But once expe&md,
this ot$ext becornes disapin*.
p u M t need it anymore, you
dont have anything eise to imm h m i t As fiar as I am concerned,
f think it is essential to maintain tension betweensculptureand
the spectator. Thmugh my WO* and my peroaMLieflecfion, 1
distanœd myself from Miniauüsm b u s e 1Mt uniomforbbh
with some of its aspects.
instance, Minirmlvtists thought that
toaisingontheideaofpnityCbyénsingallFreudWireferaresm

.

the work) would permit them io eiiminate images of death. So
they o f h da comforting pmeme where emptinessis m t repremkd
as an absence or a menace.To me, this d e n h tk peseing of dme.
Moreover, we must understanà that this reJeerchinto purity
occuned in the North Amdan amtext, which, 1believe, is quiîe
puritan. In Canada, we are mt exemp1; we are intluenred by its culture
and puritanism. Arthur Miller said that one of M d y n Monme's
dramas was b be unable to embodyboth wticismand Senousnesa for
the North M c a n puritan viewen. My work itself boni h m a
North American sensibility, rehites a research into purity that denies
the body, that hies b d u d e it. 1consider that tk reiationship most
fundamental in sculpture b be one with the body.
(qtâ. in Tougas 132)

In Poulin's response, it is evident that his quarrel with Minimalism revolves

around the issue of purity. In placing the emphasis on purity the Minhalists
repressed the abysmal side of existence which included death. Their tenets of

unity, coherence of form and purity in sculpture, ensured the development of

an optimistic and progressive rnodernist expression. This repression of
irrationality, irregularity, conflict and ultimately death did not square with
Poulin's interpretation of sculpture or the human predicament. Pouiin
associates the Minimalist concern with purity with North American

puritanisrn, an association one might miss if he or she were Anglophone,
American and/or Protestant. Interestingly, Anna Chave, in her article
"Minimalism and the Rhetoric of Power", has referred to the masculine and

authoritarian nature of Minimalisrn as the "face of the father" (51 and 55).

The evolution of Pouiin's work increasingîy can be seen as not only a
transgression of Minirnaiist and Modemist tenets but of traditional

puritanical theology. In particular, Poulin's work functions as the
manifestation of a metaphysic which understands reality as a conflict tehueen
antagonistic forces seekîng unity. in his sculptures, particuiarly the latter

ones, Poulin introduces symbolic derences that have been exciuded from
traditional interpretations of reality and divinity or the spiritual. These
elements of reality take the form of the i m a m of death. This imagery of
death functions as a referent to the place of the "ûther"(the M y 0the
FeminineOand the Demonic) in the equation of determining existential
reality, divinity, ultimate meaning, and the nature of the self. Theologically

interpreteâ, Poulin's sculpture as a metaphysical expression refiects a rupture
with traditional theological understandings of existence. It reflects a transition

from Trinitarian consaousness to quatenitarian consciousness, because the
presence and significance of the "Other"is inciuded in the equation. Poulin's
exiçtential inquiry into the nature of paradoxicai existence has produced the
sculptural manifestation of a quaternitarian archetypa1 configuration whieh
in Jungian terms represents the self and therefore the Imago Dei.

In much of Poulin's work, particularly his ment work, there is an

attempt b confront existential meaning by contrasting the symbolisrn of
growth and death. Foulin's sculpture references a paradoxicai presentation of
oppites whose synthesis is left unresolved, and therefore its synthesis is
ultimately dependent upon the viewer's partiapation within the piece and
his or her subsequent reflection upon i t Unüke the Northern Romantic
conception of an autonomous piece that reveais transcendent tmth about the
nature of the universe, humanity, and the self8 Poulin's work evokes
contradictions which are left to the viewer to synthesize Wepac 9).
hterpreted in Jungîan

this open ended scuipturai expression

coinades with the belief that humanity has the task of resoiving the
confiicting opposites within iW and therefore within divinity. Upon

encomtering the piece, the viewer is f o r 4 to move around and interad

within the space of the work. Almat every point of view is contradicteci by

the next. in fact, it seems that the sculpture! requires the spatial interaction of
the viewer in order to mmplete the work. This sculptural strategy parallels
the theI,logical position that divinity requires humanity to complete it by
resolving the contradictions inherent in its nature. interpreted in
psychological terms, this means that the unconsaous continuaiiy attempts to
push consaousness into resolving the contradictions in humanity in the
interest of psychic wholeness.
in this chapter, a Jungian anaiysis of Poulin's work will be the primary
focus. There will be both an archetypal and alchernical intérpretation of his
sculpture. Before such an interpretation is pursued there will be a brief
discussion pertaining to how Poulin as an artist fits with Jung's notion of the
innovative artist. The role of Poulin as the Jungian innovative artist cm be
observeci in Poulin's break with Minimaiism and his progressive
transgression of its canon. This will be discussed in the review of his personal
and artistic history.
It will aiso be argued that Poulin's attempt to "apprehend another

reaiity, çomething more difficult to touch, something metaphysicai" has
resuited in the manifestation of archetypal configurations which in a Jungian

teldogical view can be interpreted as an advent of a quatemitarian paradigm
of divinity and the self. Although Poulin's imagery often evokes images of a
Christian or Catholic narrative from which he hirnself has personally moved
away, the archetypal representations of the ûther, particuiarly the tomb
imagery associateci with the archetypai feminine, when contrasted and
incorporateci with more overt Catholic symbolism, such as the treewss, can

be interpreted as an expanded representation of the self and thefefOTe the

Imago Dei. This reading of Poulin's work suggests that his art functions as
ontophany in the transition from a TNUtarian to a quatemitarian conception
of the seif and, in the Jungianview, a transition in the image of God.
Our discussion of Poulin and his work wiii begin by suggesting that he

fits the Jungianconcept of the b v a t i w artist. Shortly after, there wili be a

focus upon his personal and artistic history. Here, it will be obsérved that he
has gradualiy moved away fron\ the Minimalist canon, with the exception of
his continueci use of theatricaiity (the interaction with the body in space).

This will be foilowed by an archetypa1 and alchexnical interpretation of his

work. îhen there will be analysis of his artistic philosophy of conflict and
contrast as manifesteci in his tendmcy to present and unify oppasites in his
work. It will also be argued that Poulin's work evokes an experience of the
"Holy" or saaed, and that the viewer experiences both the mysterium

fascinans and the mysterium tremendurn when encountering his work. Here
in this section, it will also be argueci that Poulin creates a sense of sacred time

and s a a d spaœ in his work. F i y , it will be argued that Poulin's work has
become a metaphysical metaphor which can be interpreted as containing the
seeds of a new msmogonic vision or myth01ogy. Hem it seems that Pouün
solidts the participation of the Woider in a space that functions iike a

theater or arena for a divine draxn Here the spectator berornes the arbitratar
between confiicting forrns and perspectives which ultimately depend upon

his or her resolution.

Roland Poulin As The Fngian Visionary Artist

..

Pouiin's practice has been p r i m d y situated in and inflwnced by the

Minunalist school. In Poulin's evolution as an artist he has not only been
influenceci by Minimalism but can be seen as someone who has increasingly
transgresseà its tenets. Pouiin has both rejected and accepted many

.

minimalist tenets, but his decision to do so has not been based on any
partidar authoritative voiœ. Poulin adopted and rejected predptions

based upon his own artistic interests and ambitions. For example, Poulin has
transgresseci almost al1 of the Minimalist tenets at one tirne or another, yet
his sculpture has remained reductive and theatrical. Poulin, as previously
mentioned, created art that reflected 'that which was of ultirnate concern' to
him. As previously mentioned, Poulin was interested in human perception,

paradox, psychological States, human existence and the spiritual.
When one looks at the evolution of Poulin's work from a Jungian
perspective, it becomes apparent that Poulin fits the description of the
visionary artist. Both Jung and Neumann regard this type of person as one

who emerges from a practice that is essentially agreeable to an existing
canonical practice to that which deviates and transgresses its assumptions and
tenets. This deviation and transgression leads to a state of compensation for
the cultural canon itself. Both Jung and Neumann view this transition as

attributed to the workings of the unamaous within the psyche. As we have
seen, the psyche compensates for the onesidedness of consciousness within a

culhue and an individual. Artistic endeavor becomes intrinsically associated
with the artist's own individuation pmcess, and t h d o r e the art that is

manifested not only depicts this process but functions to compensate for the

psychic imbalance of a Society. As we have seen, individuation is also
fundamentaliy linked to the Imago Dei or God image.

The need of his times works bide the Prtist without Ms wanting it,
seeing it, or undetstandingils true significance. in Inthisk he
to the seer, the prophet, and myatlc. And it is predsely w h he does not
represent the d ü n g canonbut bansforms and overhim it îhat his function
rises to the lwei of the saaal, for he then gives utterance to the
authentic and direct revelatian of the numinosum. (Neilmmn, M
and the Cratmc Unconsciaus 97)

As we have seen in the first chapter, Jung makes a distinction between

two different types of artists. In his view the innovative ivtist is the one that
introduces symbolic content that is prophetic by anticipating what is to corne.
UnUe works bounded by the author's intention, we arpect a

strangeness of fonn and content, thoughts that c m only be
apprehended intuitively, a language pregnant with meanings,
and images that aie tnie symboIs because they are the best possible
expessions for somethMg unkmwn Mges t h w n out towards an
unseen shore. (Jung,CWlS par.116)

-

As we will soon see, this could fundion as a fitting account of Roland

Poulin's work. Poulin works to experience and participate in the mystery of
existence. He se&

an immanent experience of the sacred or numinous in

otder to get at the ultimate and in his work the spectator experiences the

sacred and encounters revelation through his symbolism. Poulin's urgent
search for existentid meaning has resulted in the manifestation of numerou
archetypes from the coîlective unconscious. Later in this chapter, there wiU be

an analysis of the archetypai nature of his work and also a discussion of the

saaed in Poulin's work. Here it will be readily apparent that Pouün does

indeed fit into Jung's idea of what the visionary artist is, because he is
intuitively responding to the collapse of one canopy and mbsequently
revealing the beginning of another within his work

Minimal ism

Minimalist art has been considered by some as the " apotheoeis of
modemist idealism" (Batchelor 7). However, Modernist theoretidans such as
Clernent Gteénberg and Michael Fried have argued that it is in fact a
violation of Modernism because it is essentially theatrical and also blurs the
distinction b e e n painting and sculpture in its objecthood. "Literalist

[Minimalist] sensibility is theatrical because, to begin with, it is concerneci

with the actual circumstances in which the beholder encounters literalist
work" (Michael Fried qtd. in Battcock 125). Others have viewed it as the last
stance of modernism and still 0th-

have viewed it as a pivotal point in the

transition of modemism to pst-modemism.
David Batchelor argues that t h e was and is no consensus to what it
was and meant, and this is reflected by the existence of divergent and

contesting positions on the subject (7). He men gms so far as to suggest that it
never existed (6). Still, it is certain that some sort of canon existed, which had
enough theore!tical authority, and therefore enough power, to exert its

authoritative tenets upon the practices of artists. Douglas ûrd has stated that
Poulin was told more than once, over the course of his career that he wuid
not do that; that that, simply was not done, (Dougias Ord lecture 1994). This
occu~redwhen the sdptor began to introduce a symbolic content into his

wooden sculptures. However, Poulin has stated that Minimalism has had a
mapr impact upon his art practice and contemporary art to date (Roland
Poulin, personal interview 2000). Olivier Asselin argues that Minimalism

does not have to be what it has become, and that the Minimalism which

-

seems to exist right now has no real theory it is just "object" without

intekmaüty, it is litml (''La vida es sueno, Le théatre minimal et baroque
de Roland Pouiin" 411, tram. by Kelly Fruhauf). Moreover, AsselUr has said
that it is a shame that artists M a y are disassociating thenrselves from

..

Minimalism, because despite appearanœs Minimàlism is not an abstract or

-

conceptuai art "it is corporal, representational, involves the body, and even

figurative, despite appearances and intentions (Olivier Asselin lecture 1!395).
AsselUr quotes Michael Fried.
Minimalism is an anthropwioiphlc art. It ia a naturaiist
art1tisanartof pre~enreandanutofthe, inbriefa
theatrical art.
(Olivier Asselin lecture 1995)

It is my suspiaon that Minimalism was an idedistic atternpt, on the

part of its theoreticians and practitioners, to buiid and express that which was
tnily Mudeni. The literalness of a Minimalist work was an attempt to avoid

any Çorm of mimesis, or imitation, that would undermine the ideal or
absolute expression of Modefnity. This literalness of the object ensurai that
something that was not in the work, such as the viewer's subjective content,
wouià not be împlied. The literalness of the work would ensure that the

work would only refer to itself, and would therefore remain intemaliy non-

This would ensure that no metaphoric or narrative reading of the work
wodd occw and thdore its purity as an expression ofthe tnily Uodem

. . m wouid seem to be very much
ideal would remain intact. Muumalis

infiuenced by Piato's critique of art as imitation in Tire &public. It was an

attempt to create the autonomous forni of Modemity, even though

..

Minimalists transgressed Greenburg's idea of the aubnomy of painting and

sculpture in th& o b p c t h d . The idea of obiecthood or non*

is itseif a

break with imitation because it e~bentiaiiyescapes categorization and

therefore d s t s in a non-referentiality that refuses a label, and at the m e
time exists within its own historicity. Let us now pœeà to review some of
the tenets of Minimalism which function to maintain its autonomy and

PGW
For the purposes of categorization and to avoid getting into a lengthy
debate as to the real nature of Minimalisrn I will hold to the most coinmon

and accepted interpretation of it. Minimdism, in the 'purist'' sense, is

characterized by essentially ten aspects. It is a literal, reductive, nonhierarchical, non-subjective, non-anthropomorphic, theatrical and yet a nonnarrative art. It is abstract (meaning non-representational not non-concrete)
and non-relational, and it uses primary geometric stnictutes to create a

uNtary structure which d e c t s a unitaqr idealized world.
Minimaîist sculptures are unitary sculptures. What is meant by this is

that Minimalist work shows no evidence of fracture or fragmentation. The
presence of s u c . a fracture wodd undermine the unity of the work and
therefore the Gestalt. This of course has ideoiogical CoIISequences because
such a fracture or fragmentafion would not be in keeping with, or contribute
to, the optimistic interpretation of the Modem as a dean break with the pst,
and as an ide-

progressive autonomous era. This is the real content of

Minimaiist work, whether al1 of its practitioners knew it or not. A unitary

çculpture would thus function to have a '"pmsenceR
due to its immediate
perteptibility. It muid be grasped at once, and without mntradiction or

without a laborious process of interpretation. It would be a strong mherent,

an immediate expression of the truiy modem, ernphasizing a Mcxiemity
which was at last whole and unifieci.

The Minimalists used primary geometric structures such as the
triangle, the cube, the square, the rectangie, and the right angle in order to

present a unified and strong Gestalt. Robert Moms "asserted the value of
forms which 'are dominateci by wholeness' as opposed to those which 'tend
to separate into parts', and recommended the use of 'simple forms which
create strong gestalt sensations' in sculpture" (Batchelor 23). The Minimalists
used the most simplistic geometric patterns with a minimum of variation.

Very often the sculpture or "object" was symmetrical and abstract. If there
were many modules in the work they were often identical and arrangeci in
sequence in order to form a unified whole. Donald Judd used a sequenœ of
identical units to form a unified whole. The main Minimalist preoccupation
was to maintain a unifieci structure which could be grasped irnmediately and

would not be compromised by an irregularity or a fracture which might

introduce tension and therefore referentiality or narrative into the intemal
structure of the work.
Minirnalist sculptures were to be abstract and non-relational. The goal
of the Minimalists was to rnake art that was about itself, and therefore

anything in the work that internally functioned to invite s u b w v e
interpretation or comparison had to be eiiminated. The internai dynamics of
the work itself should not instigate any form of narrative, symblism,

subjective content, or yield to any reading which induces an hieratchicai
différence. Any teference to figuration would make the work susceptible ta an

outside narrative reading and therefore estabiish relationality. The

establishment of symmetry was one way of making sure that nonrelationality was achieved because the abject would look the same from every
viewpoint. If the object was coloured, or painted it had to be in a non-naturai
manner in order to "increase the abstractness and non-referentiality of the
work of art" (Colpitt 25).
The Minimalists, as previously mentiand, wanted to ensure that
there was no hierarchical order in th& work. Such works present a world in
which one finds oneself in the same place wherever one goes" (Colpitt 46).
This absence of spatial hierarchy appears to be reflective of the modern desire

for a uniformity that is free from the hierarchies of the past. In fa^, their
work, or "abjects", which were regarded as "havingthe look of non-art" could

be interpreted as blurring the distinction betwen art and non-art. in a sense
they were side stepping the Greenburgian canon of what was the inherent
nature of the medium, in their objecthood, and going straight back to
Duchamp's introduction of the ready made, the original non-art or anti-art
object. In other words they were democratizing the art object by making it
look like another object, and this was why many Minirnalist works were
constructeci out of the same industrial materials of which d e r objects were
made, and this was why the obpcts were t y p i d y ordered h m the industrial
manufacturer and p l a d , arrangeci, or stacked rather than molded, d p t e d ,
or made. The arrangement, placing, or stadring of the object was done in such

a way as to not privilege any part or spacial position of the object or the
spectator around that obpct.

.

Moreover, the Mirilmaliçt o b j a existence was homogeneous, and this
homogeneous quality hctioned to produce an equivalent homogeneous
spaœ around the object and its interaction with the beholder. Unlike

traditional monumentai sculpture,which refetenced the past and

commemrated something that o c d in the past, Minimalist sculpture

made the beholder aware of the present. The homogeneous nature ofspace
fditated the viavers experience of real tirne and spaae. The la& of any
i n t d referentiality in the work, priorithad the external relationship
between the beholder and the piece. The W d e r wodd beeome eanscious of

the present which was the tirne and spaœ that was immediate in their

experienced object (touis Cummins Lecture 1994).
The literalness of Minimalist work e n s d that the viewer wodd be
conscious of his or her presence in relation to thé space and tirne in which the
work was situateci (Batcheir 67). As previously mentioned, the work would
be experienced just as we experience any obpain Modemity b u s e it would

be situateci in r d tirne and actual space. Any referentiality within the object
would function to remove the viwer h m the external experience of the

object, and possible undermine the immediate moment of perception.
Therefore, there could be no interna1 hidden content, allusions, coyert

teferences or any existence of subjective content, because this wouid not only
undermine the l@c of the system but wouid undezmine the pure pœption
of the object in r d t h e and space. That ml time is of CO-

the perceptuai

moment, which of course, occurs in the immediate space. This location and
duration is that which, of murse, ocevs in Modernîty.

The Minimalist discourageci any expmsion of inaeriority, or any

expression that would induce interiority in the beholder. Some have
considerd Minimalism as a reaction to the subjective excesses of Abstract
Expressionism. ïhis interiority wodd function to take away from the

experienœ of the object in real tirne and spam by introducing dmntiality
into the work.

Works were not to involve materials that were disguised or

manipulateci to resemble something they were not (Batchelor 11).The
materials had to be literal and without any illusion or contradiction within
them. Industrial materials were prefetred over traditional organic materials

because industrial materials did not have a pre-modern history associated
with them. Organic materials like wood, stone, and clay had a referentiality to

the organic world, to the mythological world of the past, and also had a long
historical use in traditional sculpture.
To avoid the perception that the meaning of the work existed in the
private subjective sphere, or in any other realm other than the present,
Minimalists constmcted reductive works. They simplified their objects and
inciuded as few details as possible. This simplification contributed to the
wholeness of the piece and facilitated an instantanmus perception of work.
Donaid Judd used series as a means of achieving simplification and unity
within his work.
Juddattempts to retain the wholeness of the piece abow al1 and
not to ailow the disparity of the parts to inte&w. For that reason,
identical units are often used in stnicturinga pim.No cornparison or
counter balandng is suggested, only "order,iike that of mntinuity,
one thing after another"."&y construcüng a piece without a few
essentiai parts, the number of relations is aubmaticaüy lirnited.
(Colpitt 45)

This reductiveness ensured that no subjectivity on the part on the

artist or the spectator wouid be an integral part of the construction and
subsequent perception of the piece. In this type of art there was no trace of the
artist's hand in its making. The artistic process of the work's evolution was

not to be seen in the worlt. That is one of the reasons why modeling and
carving were replaced by placing, and arranging the industriai object. Many
art theoretiaans have alluded to the fact that this "pression of subjectivity
was related to Roland Barth's writing on Thc Death of the Author. 1suspect

..

that the prohibition of subjective work in M m m a ht sculpture was intended

to mate an objective uniform industriai expression of Modeniity. Any
reference to a traditional means of production muid be regarded as
underrnining the autonomous nature of Modernity. The evidence of a
traditionai sculptural process linkeà the new work to an older epoch, which
was associateci with figurationI cornmernoration, and narrative. Minimalists
were interesteci in the here and now, and did not want th& work to have any
association with the history of traditional sculpture or premodemity itself.
The Minimalist also dispenseci with the verticality of traditional
sculpture, which was regarded as being linked to the transcendental. They
favored a hotizontality which emphasized the imniediacy of the present and
the prirnacy of the p u n d . They elirninated vetticality in an attempt to get rid
of any reference to the figurative and the monumental. Minimaiist sculpture
was non-anthropomorphic in order to avoid the occurrence of internal
referentiality and relationai composition. They a h attempted to aeate
objects that resisted any projection of internal tension in order to "state most

clearly their separateness h m the human" (Colpitt 68).
Although, the Minimalists attempted to mate objects that were nonanthropomorphic, the role of the beholder's body was of paramount
importance.
It is false to say that Modemist sculpture bas tiied to eliminate the
body h m its conoems,in tact quite the opPosite. Thqrhave

emphasized the role of the body, but gotten rid of the rekrenx

to the human figure.. .Thqremphiisized theôody'spreseire
rather than its represenîation.
(LouisCummll\lectuRlW)

These artists were interesîed in the extend interaction between the object
and the beholder in spaœ and tirne. The emphasis on the extemaiity of the
object was also infiuenced by Roland Barthe's notion of the death of the
author. The sculpture itseif would be involved in a phenomenological
relationship with the viewer and this phenomenological encounter would be
responsible for the meaning and content of the work. In this sense
Minimalist work was theatrical, It was a theater that required the bodily
presence of the viewer. "Literalist lMinimalistJsensibility is theatrical because,
to begin with, it is conœmed with the actual circumstances in which the
beholder encounters literalist work" (Michad Fried qtd. in Battcock 125).
It would appear that the Minirnalists were interesteci in aeating a new

art that was purely Modem, autonomus, and distinct from traditional

sculpture. It would seem that they sought to break all links with traditional
sculpture and with the prbModern epoch itself. Minimalism was an attempt
to bring the beholder into communion with Modernity itself, and in order to

.

. ta had to manufadure a canon which
achieve this purpose, the Minimalis

would ensure that th& endeavor was not undermined by the subpctivity of
the viewer or the existence of a referentiality within the work.

Personal And Art Practice History
Roland Poulin is a Quebec artist who has exhibiteci his work both
nationally and intematidy. He also is, cmently, a professor at the
University of Ottawa and teaches drawing and sculpture-Poulin has alço
taught at Laval University in Quebec City and at Conaxdia University in

Montreal. Pouiin has been considerd one of Canada's most prominent and
important scuiptors sinœ the seventies. In 1992, he was awarded the very first
Prix Ozias-Leduc in recognition of his artistic achievements. Poulin was boni
in 1940 in St. Thomas, Ontario, and now lives in Sainte-Angele-de-Monnoir

Quebec. Pouiin movd from Ontario to Quebec in his chiidhood and
therefore into a more profoundly Cathoiic culhue. Poulin also visited
relatives in the United States as a chiid.
There have been a number of key moments in Poulin's career where
he has made signifiant shifts in his artistic practice. However, throughout

his career there have remaineci some constants as well. As mentioned,
Poulin's career in its entirety is characterized by his interest in human
perception, psychologicd States, bodily interaction, paradox, the existentid,
and the spirituai.
At the age of twenty-two, Poulin walked into the Montreal Museum of
Fine Arts and encountered ~ a u l - h i l eBorduas' painting caiied the B M
Star. Apparently, Poulin was so taken with the work that he soon developed

a desire M be an artist himself, and subsquently, enrolied in the kmle des
beaux-arts (Nemiroff II). Poulin has stated that he was not exady familiar

with art when he saw the painting, but he somehow felt that there was some
sort of spiritual or cosmic meaning attached to it. Pouiin has stated that his
encounter with Borduas determined his artîstic cornmitment (Remarks by
Roland Poulin, in W s l e 60 ). Poulin has also stated that his practice is
somewhat linked to what he felt when he encountered Borduas' painting.
In retrospect, Poulin has described his impressionof the wsmic
nature of Botduas' vision; the peinthg had a striking material
prese!nœ, but seemed ta be engagal in a spirituai or metaphysid
interrogation of tsaaty, a task he had hitherto thought oniy

iitenihue couid undertake. It wm Pouiin's fint inthnation b t

art might do more than repcebent Oie l i k d appeaance of things:
"1 think I'm still working today with what 1 felt in Bordus'
painting that day ...1found a certain relativity in the teading
[of the painting] and my work is al1 abut that."
(Nemirdf Il)
and (Poulin qtd. in Nemiroff 11)

Poulin's interest in human perception, bodily interaction, and the

meaning of human existence can be seen in the production of late 1960 and
eariy 1970 pieces that used light as a medium. These pieces were like drawings
in space because light was refracted from light sources, such as neon light
boxes, and later lasers, on to plexiglas modules. As mentioned previously, the

first Immatetial Structure was an interactive piece where people could alter
the laser drawing with their own bodies. In reference to the laser work Poulin

referred to his work as "an experience of pure perception" and stated that "the
link between physical phenomena (sensations) and human psychological

States is the main object of my research (Roland Poulin, 'Notes powl un

manifeste," qtd. in Nemiroff 12). in another interview, many years after,
Poulin commenteci upon this work by stating:
The viewer was physically involved with the laser beams; in

other wotds, the structures 1 deveïoped at the time were made
to be in the same space as the body moving aaoss the beams, which
blocked th& passage, altering or bansfonning the sculpture ...This
associationwiththebody~oneofmyconamsoverthe~
(Roland Pouiin, interview with Robert Méiancon, qtd. m Nemltaff lû2)

This work is interesting from a Jungian perspective, because of the

symbolism of light that is archetypally associateci with the numinous or

divinity. What is even more interesting is that the human is altering and

transforming the light beams. This human altering of light triggers a
remembrance of Jung's interpretation of the Book of Job, where Jungargueci

that Job's interaction with God (human consciousness) transforms Yahweh or
divinity. As mentioned previously, Junggave psychological interpretation to

Boehme's experience of a God who màed humanity in order to become
conscious.
Poulin's interest in the spintuai and in making sense of human
existence can be seen in the creation and preparatory drawings of his
plexigiass module light refractory series. Poulin, h u g h the use of plexiglass
modules, refracted light to aeate the iiiusion of geometric forms. What is
significant in the preparatory drawings is a text which reveals his concern
with perceiving reality. The notes found on the drawings for Sutra I also

entitled Sutra du Diamnt 1, reads:
We do not perceive the worid as it is ieally is. Ow productive
imagination, murished by the energy (mthe sense of inertia)
engendered by habit, supehjmes an iliworycw\stmctionon the
world, a mirage, images like ones in a dream (Neuiiroff bans. 99)

Poulin also created a light wotk, which he later destroyed, called Yugao.
Nemiroff States that the titie r&

to the Hindu four ages of the world (101).

Mircea Eliade discusses the doctrine of the Yugas, in his book Images and

Symbols: Studies in Religious Symbolism:
The unit of memurement br the smallest cycle of an is the yu@the "age". A yuga is preeededby a "dawn" and followeâ by a "dusk",
which fil the intervals behveen the successive "ages". A complete

cycle or maluiyugais composed of fo9i "ages" of unequai duration, the
longest appearing at the begimllng of a cycle and the shortest at the
end of it. The w n e ~
of these yirp are borrowed from t
k names of the
"throws* in the game ofdice-i6ik yugo ( h m the verb kri, to "malte"

or to "accompiish")means the "perfectage"; in diœ-play, the throw that
tums up theside with four pip is the winrhg thiow. For in the
Indian tradition, the number tour s y m b o b totality, plenitude or
perfection. nie kila yuga is the perfect age, and therefore it is also

called the sutyu yuga; that is, the "real",tme, or authentic age. From
every point of view it is the golden age, the beau@ epoch nded by
justice, happiness and prosperity. During the K r k yuga the moral
order of the Universe, the dharma, is obsewed in its enürety.
The final yuga, that in which we find ourselves now, is also regarded,
more than any otha, as the "age of darkness";for, by a phy upon wotds,
it has become associated with the goddess Kali- the "black".Kaü is
s the Great Gaddess, of Shakti the spowe of the
one of the multiple ~ m eof
god Shiva; and this name of the Gmt Goddess has naturallybeenamnected
with the Sanskrit word Knb, "tirne":Kali thus becomes not anly "the
Black", but also the personification of Time . .Time is "bWbeeause
it is irrational, hard and pitiless; and Kali, l i h al1 the other Great
Goddesses, is the misbess of Time, of al1 the destinies that she
and fulfills. (64-65)

..
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What is of interest here, is that Poulin's title of the piece, Yugao, reveals his
early concem with the meaning of human and cosrnic existence. Ali through
his career, Poulin's interest in the meaning of existence has been not only

revealed in the work, but in the titles he has chosen. Titles like Void F m ,
Cast Shadaus, As it Appears, Hymme an die Nacht, Darkly into the Vast

Subsiding, Facing the Opacity 4 the Worid, Thresholds, and Axis Mundi
Uidicate Poulin's interest in the spiritual and the plight of humanity.
It is also interesthg to note in reference to Eliade's description of

Hindu cosrnic the, that there is a contrast in the first yuga and the final yuga
that somehow seems to resemble Poulin's contrast of iife/growth and death
forms in his later wooden sculptures. As we wiii soon see in the archetypa1
interprétation of Pouiîn's work, Poulin's use of a colour resembiing the
blackness of night, and his use of tomb imagery, evokes the symbolism of
the, death, and destruction which in the Hindu context is associated with

the Great Goddess Kaii and therefore the Mi yuga.

In another drawing for Yugao, Poulin has included a quotation from
Car1 Jung's Man and His Synibbls, which states that the nature of the symbol

is its tendency to both possess ovett and latent meaning. Perhaps, Poulin

perceiveci the archetypal significance of Ught itself and thought to use it fot

some hidden purpose. Nemiroff states that Poulin was interested in the idea
of the archetype this early in his career (101).
Much of Poulin's research into refractory light and his aeation of light
sculptures which required the participation of the viewer were also an
attempt to integrate art into society. This notion of the integration between art
and society was held by the Functionalist school, and in particuiar Mario

Mérola, a painter, who was Poulin's teacher. Poulin's attempt at the
integration of art and society can be observed in the interaction of the viewer
with the piece, in his participation in "happening$' and in his instaliation of

glass rnirror structures such as Transparent and Luminous Outdoor

Structure.

In the early seventies, Poulin made a siwcant shift in his practice
after seeing a show ealled Documenta, in Europe in 1972 (Nemitoff 13). Here

he encountereà the work of Joseph Beuys, and the American Minimalists.
Subsequently, Poulin abandoneci his utopian light expériments and replaced

his tendency to preconeive all aspects of a piece with a process orientecl
mode of working that provideci greater room for intuition. Pouiin went back

to the studio and began to work with humble and tangible materials in order

-

to develop a personal sculpturai vocabulary (Nemiroff 13 14). Nemiroff has

stated that "[ilf anything remaineci of the earlier work, it was, sigdieantly, his
interest in perception itself, and his sensitivity to the imrnaterial energy
inherent in space" (13).

Poulin, after seeing Documentri, created sculptures made of materials
such as cardboard, wire mesh, clay, and mnent which took the f m of a
repetitive series that was laid upon the floor. in order to expMence these
sculptures the viewer would have to waik around the perimeter of the work
periodicaiiy pausing to observe eaeh wmk in the d e s . On first glane, these
works appear rather Minimalist because of the module or cornponent
repetition that is so often found in the work of Donald Judd, Car1 Andre, and

Robert Morris. As mentioned, the work was horizontaiiy presented rather
than verticaiiy, and this aspect of the work adhered to the Minimaiist tenet
that work should avoid verticality in order to m a t e any traditional
anthropomorphic connotations (Colpitt 69). This work, that was consûucted
primariiy with industriai materials, was also geometric rather than
biomorphic, and as mentioned, presented systematicaiiy. Minimal artists, as
mentioned previously, advocated the use of primary structures which were
nonrelational, nonhierarehicai, reductive, iiteral, nonanthropomorphic,
unitary and specific (Colpitt 5). These terms are explainecl in the former
discussion of Minimalism.
The substitution of systematic arder for reiational composition
effectively diminished anthropomorphicgesture. Grids, permutations
and seriai progressions are disünctidy nonbiomorphic The reguiaiity
of systemticstructure was, for Robert Srnithson, a way of "ovemm[ingJ
this lurking pagan reiigious anthropwiorphisn 1was able to get into
crystalline s b w t w e s in terinsof stmtures of matbx and that sort of
thing." Nothhg is so inanimate as the aystal's inert, faceted moduiarity.
(Coipitt 69) and (Robert SanithSanqtd. by Colpitt 69)

However upon further examination, Pouiin's &al sculptures tend to

.. .

transgress a purist interpretation of Muumalism. Here, Poulin has
intrduced contrat into a Minimaiist vocabulary by creating subtlr

ciifferences in the texture and shape of modules which in Purist terms should
be uniform. For example, in an untitled work made in 1974, Poulin varied

the density of each module and "contrasts in surface quaiity and texture were
created (Némiroff 1061." In Baddeck Poulin varied the "diffkrent grades of
wire mesh.

. .to explore surface qualities and ideas of continuity and

discontinuity (Nemiroff 107). in a piece called 28 Elements he soaked the
cardboard modules with water and this distorted th& original geometric
rectangular shape. This introduced the element of contrast and disunity
within the work. in another untitled piece, 1974, Poulin used red clay a
substance associated with traditional modeling figurative sculpture, in
contrast to the Minimalist tendency to select industrial materials for their
work, (Had he used day bricks he would have been in keeping with
Minirnalist practice). The clay was pressed through a mesh in order to

contrast positive and negative images. Fmm what 1can see from the
photograph of this work (the work no longer e s t s ) it appears as if çome of
the geometric forms appear internally biomorphic. in a latter piece called

Portland, the unity of the geometric forms is subverted by what looks like a
disintegrating organic two dimensional form.
Interestingly, Poulin's interest in horizontality appears not to corne
from a rigid adherence to the purist Minimalist tenet of the
nonanthpomorphic nature of sculpture, but hom a distrust of the notion of

purity which is traditionaily associated with verticaiity in sculpture.
The suggestion of potentially infinite horizontal aiension is
Poulin's criticai response to the spirituai connotations of
verticality in Constantin Brancusi's sculpture. (Nemiroff 109)

Brancusi was obsessed with irying to find the quintessential forms of inner
reality, purity, and transcendene and often expresseci them in terms of a

verticaiity, such as his Bird in Spuce, 1928, and his numemus sculptural
columns.

Poulin also, disagreed and eventually broke with the N~Piasticiens
over the rationahm and puritanism of th& theoretical outîook (Nemiroff
10 and 14). However, Poulin was influenced by the work of Barnett Newman

and Mark Rothko because these painters made work that transcended
Formalism and "expressedcertain spiritual values" (Nemiroff 14).

in the mid-seventies Poulin continued to made flwr bound serial
pieces that were horizontal. in pieces such Homage to Rothko,
Continuity/Discontinuity, and Untitled, 1975, Pouiin continued to make

work that dexnanded that the viewer walk mund the perimeter. Here
however, the viewer experienced the contrasts between p i t i v e and negative
space as well as variations in geometric shapes.

In the late sewnties, Poulin, while develophg his personal sculptural
vocabulary produced a number of autonomous aeosote stained cedar floor
bound sculptures which producd percephial difficulties for the viewer.

Poulin's pieces became perpetual paradoxes which viewers would attempt to
resolve by walking around the piece and viewing it from diffkrent directions.

Here, Poulin was interesteci in the tension between the mntradiction of the
work's logic and its psychologid effect on the perception of the viewer
(Nemiroff 15). In reference to a piece calied SC 9-76, Nemiroff wtites:
This b g i d veiculation of space, basai on a phy of quivalents
of mass and weight, inviteci the attentive viaver to recompose the
eiemenîs Uitellechially into equaî w b b Hawever, the apparent
ineqdties and disconünuitiesin eech work ereated an opposition
between the viewer's visuai atperienrs d the iogicof tk -km
which was difficult to xesolve. (15)

Poulin began to notice that the position of the viewer in relation to the
work had an impact upon the perception of the pieœ. This fact ccmvinced
Poulin that the logic and unifonnity of a wœk could be contradicteci by one's
position in space and the coxresponding perceptual view (Nemiroff 16). As
mentioned the occurrence of a contradiction existing in a work of art was
something that the Minimalists attempted to avoid because they believed that

it detracteci form the unity and coherence of a work of art. in fact, the
Minimalists were interested in getting rid of any occurrence of nonuniformity in the work which might leave the door open b a hieraschical
reading of the work itself and its surrounding spaœ. Such a discontinuity,
could take away from the Gestalt feeling of the work and subsequently
introduce referentiality and interna1 narrative which were associated with
traditional sculpture. Minimalists wanted th& works to "present a world in
which one finds oneself in the same plaœ wherever one goes" (Colpitt 46).
In subsequent work Poulin began to investigate this notion of
perceptual paradox more fully. He started to cast pieces in cement that were
slightly more raiseci than his previous work but retained its hotizontality. In
these works Poulin cleverly, but subtiy, began to subvert and transgress
Minimalist tenek while d n g l y partiapating in a Minimaiist vocabulary
and use of primary geometric form. Poulin produced seemingly primary
geametric forms which upon further "spection were contradicteci by the
doser and spatial perception of the viewer. These foms also seemed to divide
spaœ itself into a hierarchicai relationship between that which is in the
sculpture and that which is m u n d the work. in 0 t h words, Poulin was
using the relations between positive and negative spaœ to aeate spatid

differentiation. The only tme pure geometric form (which the Minimalists

prized so deiuly) within the sculpture existed only in the negative space. In
reality it reaîly was not there, but a p p e d to be there as a result of the
modules that existed in positive space. ûne wonders if this was Poulin's

comment upon Minimalist purity itself, or more profoundly was it a
comment upon the idea of ideai and bue form.
The negative space inside the sculpture belonged intrinsicaîly to the
sculpture, and to atternpt to enter it would phenomenologically be a
transgressive action. In this sense the space inside the sculpture became
saaed. This spatial contrast violated the Minimalist tenet of homogenous

space. In Poulin's sculptures such as P.SL Angular, Quadrangular,
Quadrature, and Enclosed there existed a hierarchicai reiationship between
the space inside the sculpture (saaed space) and the space around the
sculpture (profane space). Space was certainly not perceived as being the same
"everywhere".
Poulin's past experiments with iight also heiped him to reaiize that he
could transform the nature of the spatial position of the sculpture by using

iight and shadow. This would indirectly and subconsciously affect how a
viewer perceived the nature of the space the viewer was situated in, in
relation to the work, and how the work was ultimately perceiveci. Poulin
could now create spatial differentiation at will, through the use of lighting.
The shadows wouid further articulate the space intrinsic to the sculpture and

that which was extraneous to it. Theologicaily vieweà, Pouiin could in effect
create both saaed and profane spaœ through his use of both form and light.

This new development would provide Poulin with the toois he needed to
manipulate and control the psychologid and spatiai interaction of the
viewer.

Pouiin's switch from mosote stained w d ta concrete as a medium
not ody aliowed him to continue investigating the nature of pertephial
paradox, but allowed him to more vehemently articulate the position that
sculpture could be about the contradiction of a seemingly unified system

itself. This tundamentally challengeci the Minimalist notion of sculpture as a
internai logical Gestalt system. Poulin's creation of amaete sculptures on a
W y d e , allowed him to articulate the ciifference between the visible and
the invisible, as a function of positive and negative space relations. This

differentiation of spaœ provided an even stronger means of emphasizing the
importance of bodiiy movement in the comprehension of the work.
Nemiroff has pointed out that the physicality of the conaete beams and later,

siabs, further articulate the negative space within the sculpture as the place of
absence or void (17). This physical barrier within the piece functions to
differentiate the space within the sculpture and the space exterior to it.
Poulin's use of seemiy geometric shapes which upon subsequent and

doser inspection undermined the initial geometric gestalt reading of the
piece, in combination with the human scale of the piece, compels the viewer

to move around the piece noting the slight inconsistenaes of inciines and
grades. The existence of such inconsistenaes among the m e n t beam

modules combineci with th& linear horizontal qyality began to emphasize
not only the idea of duration but of direction and even memory. Hem, Poulin
was pushing the Minimalist notion of sequence into direction and
remembrance which ultimately subvertd the use of sequence as a means of
ensuring the reading of a gestalt fom. In other words, to attempt to pereeive
the sculpture in its entirety, the viewer could not just cmider the sequence

of uniform mernbers, but now had to take into account the inconsistencies of

incline and grade as they were compeiied to move around the pieœ by its

ditectionality. Therefore the viewer, in order to form an overall impression
of the piece, had to remember, that there existed inconsistenaes in the piece

based upon one's bodily proximity, pogition and angle of view.
Pouün also placed the con-

beams in such a way to mate a spiral

form w i ü h the work, in such pieces as Quadrangular, Quadrature, Enclosed,
Within, Contained, Void F m , and Place. The spiral shape itself,

phenomenologicaly "invites movement" as a shape (Nemiroff 17). In
addition Pouiin's use of the spiral shape brought an element of referentiaiity
into the work because the spiral is a symbolic image, which has been used to

refer to the notion of the etemal return in various cosmoiogies. (The
significance of Poulin's use of the spiral in terms of its symbolism and
consequent referentiality will be addresseci latter). Professor Nemiroff has also
stated that the transition from cernent beams to cement slabs, "large enough

to hold a aouched human body," in sculptures like Place, stress the
importance of tirne as memory (19).
The increased height of the concrete slabs, in pieces like Place, 1980, and
Void F m , 1980, in cornparison to Poulin's former use of shorter beams,

ailowed for a more dramatic chiaroscun, effect. Nemiroff has noted that the

use of light and shadow, depending upon where the viewer stood, caused the
void form within the sculpture to expand and contract, and that the archaic
presence of the mnaete itseif, stained and fossüized by the process of its

making, contributeci to the significance of tirne as memory within the work.
Shadows c o d e r d an unstabie and fiuctuating m a t d presenœ
on the ceniml vdd of each sculpture, which at the same time was
defined by î k abserue of Ught. But, beyand this* another aspect of
time beganto t a k on significanœI the time of memdiy not duration,

the tirne of repetitionand retam, the ümeiess time of the .
This could be Mt in the primitiveamdniction of the sculptu~,
and in th& archaic appeaance.
@Jemiroff 19)

In the pieces k t now used narrow cement slabs in the construction of
a seemingiy neat square shape, like Void Fonn, Within, Without, Containuf,
and P h , Poulin's use of light contrast, inaeased verticality, and spiral

sequence combineci with his increasing tendency to expose the traces of the
pmcess of making evoked an elment of memory into the work which started
to imply referentiality. Referentiality in sculpture was the biggest and most
important prohibition made in the Minimalist cannon. However, Poulin's
transgression was subtle, but nevertheless noticeable to the informeci viewer.
Not only was there referentiality, but the occurrence of little
inconsistenaes increased, h m when Poulin had initially made Quadrature.
In the subsequent sculptures there were little gaps between some of the slabs,

corners often did not meet or square, grades were off, and angles were askew.
Looked at in relation to each other, "there is a cumulative dect of vertigo,
nothing is what it seems like" CDougias ûrd lecture 1994). ûrd States that it is
"quite distinguished from Minimalism" (üouglas ûrd lecture 1994).
It is interesthg as well, that in 1980, the same year that Poulin had just

made and was making more of these sculptures he made a statement that
essentially contradicted and repudiated a small manifesto he had written in a
note book (Douglas Ord lecture 1994). in 1979 Poulin stated:
1beliew that my wo* un t
kgnnind is and-minimal, mt just

mn-minimal but anti-minimol. It would be necesary bdefine
more vigomusly what minimaüst sculpîure is, but let us Say that
the perception whieh one has of a minimaüst sculpture h m itself
as a fundion of a pint of view ofthe whole, and that mvement
hinctionsas a -tg
(Roiad bulin qtd. in Dougias ûrdlecture
1994)

In the early 1970's Poulin wrote the following
What 1propose is an obfect without rekmce exterior to itself.
1understand by this an object without cunnotatiom of an autubiogmphiral

metaphysical, symbollc, or iiQnry referenœ ...there is certPinly no
question of an imitation of &ty.
(RolandPoulin qtd. in r)ouglas
OFd lechire 1994)

This early statement is very surprising, in respect to Poulin's earlier

interest in Buddhism, Hinduisrn, and Jung which was displayed in his initial
drawings for his light sculptures. One wonders if he was trying to m e to
terms with the pressure of an oppressive Modernist artistic canon. Douglas
(3rd has stated that in the 1970's there was a lot of pressure on artists to
dissociate the art object from any referentiality beyond itself. This was due in

part to the legacy of Clement Greenbug who advocated for a pure art h t was
based upon the inherent properties of the medium itself (Douglas Ord lecture
1994). It was also unfashionable in the seventies to include any referenœ in

art to the French Existentialists, such as Sartre, Camus, and Maurice MerleauPonty because of their emphasis on subpctivity and their discussion of
metaphysics (Douglas ûrd lecture 1994). Poulin's statement is again v q
surprising, considering he was reading not only Jung,Freud, and Bachelard,
but Merleau-Ponty as well in the early seventies (Nemiroff 14).
In the 1970's, Poulin alço repudiateci any linkage of his artistic practice
with conœptual art.
1am nota conrephialist,in that which 1do them is a potion

of improvisation,and manipuiation that does not prevent
refiectionupon what 1do, but which neverthelessremains open

and independent of an initial iàea.
lecture lm)

( Roland Pouiin qtd. in Pouglas ûrd

Conœptualists privileged the idea of what could be a work of art over its

materiai execution. To a certain extent, the entire piece was planned and left

very little to chance and intuition in the ptocess of its making. In fact, in the
1970's amceptual artists sold the mere idea for a work of art to rnuseurns

which muid eventually be made (Dougias &ci lecture 1994). Duting this time
Poulin said: "myscuipture is experimental, it is not something to understand
but to live" ( qtd. in Douglas ûrd lechue 1994) .niis latter statement is
interesthg because it iesembles the existentialist's tendency to present their

philogophical ideas in theu plays and novels. Their work was about

experiendng existentid problems and relating it to one's own Me.
In 1980, Roland Poulin's work was included in a show, at the old

National Gaiiery of Canada, d e d Pluralities. in an exhibit that featured the
work of nineteen artists from al1 aaoss Canada, Poulin received his first
opporhinity to have national exposure. During that tirne of achieving some

professional temgnition, Poulin frequently visited a New England cemetery

where as a child he had visited and watched his father tending family graves
(Nemiroff 21). Here, Poulin was again sûucîc by the sacredness of the space,
the verticality of the tombstones and the conspondhg effect of gravity upon
them (Nemiroff 21). This had an impact on the scuiptor, and he subsequently
decided to create a seme of saaed space.
In the work that followed, Poulin sought to -te
t
k sense of a
sa&
spaœ which was not to be ttanspmeô. Until then, rhe
ciosecl fonn of the sculphves had served to demarcreîe the space
w i W and the space without. The primeter acteci as both a visual
and a psyhbgicai barriet between them. In Cast Shadows, 1981
...tkfirst of the works to break wiîh the enciosed fonn of the
spiral, the @lem was how to elimuraîe the visual barrier, yet
still to find a way of phcing the fragmenkà pianes of the sculpîure
so that tk viewer would hesihte b wak between them, feeling
that the floor around the scuiptuie had lost its neutraîity. The

solutbnheloundwas toaibwttieshadowscastbythecementsiabs

to becorne active materiai elemenEs lWring the separate parts. The
shadows do not unify the sculphwe so much as identify a newly
perrephile Spatial fieid. (bnidf 21)

H&reit is evident that Poulin was interesteci in the psychologicai
aspects of hurnan perception and such perception would phenomenologically
effect one's movement in space. in the previous sculptures, like Void F m

and Place, Poulin had investigated the psychologicai and phenomenological

aspects of human perception by creating containeci structures that induced
psychological elements of bociiiy texnptation and prohibition (Douglas Ord
lecture 1994). For when the viewer was confronted by these sculptures, he or
she would be tempted to step over the slabs into the centre of the sculpture,
but would not do so because of the fact b a t the object was art and to do so
would also phenomenologically transpess the space intrinsic to the piece
(Douglas Ord lecture 1994). Now, Poulin intended to bring the same tension
between prohibition and transgression found in the contained forms, into

open space by eliminating the conmete visible barrier of the slabs that divided
the contained space, the s a d , from the uncontaineci space, the profane.
Poulin's solution to the problem was articulateci in Cast S h u à m , 1981,

in which he broke apart the seemingly square fonn into fragments which
could nevertheless be read as a whok. This wouid allow him to undermine
the neutrality of the flmr in which the scuipture was situateci (Nemiroff 122).
The shadows from the fragmenteci pieces would function to delineate the
space that was inttinsic ta the work. Although the modules were fragmentecl
and distanced from each other, thek pmximity to each other and theh
concrete uniformity functioned to provide a reading of totality or uniformity

in the space they occupied. In other wotds, the piece functioned to -te

a

sewe of a United space that was intrinsic to the sculpture and extraneou to

the viewer. The key to maintainhg this sense of cohesion in the sculpture is

attributable to the middle third block whieh easts a shadow cm one module

grouping and seems to oceupy a space that begins where the shadow h m the
first puping ends. This module or biock is also placeci in the rniddle of the

work and therefore functions to ensure that the interioriv of the space
inüinsic to the sculpture is kept intact
h this work, it is ais0 evident that the alignment of the pieces is out,
and that again the angles are not preciseiy square, the lines are not straight

and the blocks are not really square or rectangular (DouglasOrd lecture 1%).
This not only transgresses the Minimalist canon as we shall see, but functions

to create a phenomenological iliusion. The inconstancies in the piece mate a
sense that the

work is vulnerable to human intervention, which is

paradoxical because the nature of the experience of conmete itself lies in its

density, its pennanency, its irnmovability, and its weight. The inconsistenaes
in angles and shapes, eombined with the knee high height of the work

compels the viewer to proceed slowly and cautiously around the piece in fear
that he or she might k n d over the cement pieces. This perception of

vuinerabiiity on the part of the viewer causes him or her to be attentive
towards his or her bodily movement and the speed with which he or she
walks around the work. Here Pouün,begins to m a t e a feeling of saaed tirne

because he is litedy slowing down the movement of the viewer thtough
the paradoxicd perception of the vulnerabiüty of concrete, as the viewer

contemplates the work. The shadows, as previmly mentioned, alsr, function
to articulate and increase the space that is intrinsic to the scuipture. The

shadows are in fact as much an important element in the work as the
concrete blocks or d a k Hem, Poulin has sucmedeci in creaing both s a c d

space and s a d time (tirne which slows down or stops, a non-tirne or
original tirne aceording to Eliade).
Çpaeeisthusnohgerjustmmethhgiobeseenbutmmethhgbbe
fit; a newly emotive atmoaphereenters the works of this period,
without dispiacing the former ùitekiudrigour. Olemiioff 22)

The titie of this piece, Cast Shadows, is translateci from the original
French title which provides a more accurate portrayai of the ambiguity or
paradox that exists w i t . the work (Douglas ûrd lecture 1994). An
alternative English translation of the title could be weighted shadows
(Douglas Ord lecture 1994). This translation seems to be associated with
Poulin's experience of the aooked and slanteà grave stones encountered in
the New England Cemetery. in the sculpture, the cement blocks in
combination with th& shadows do appear to resemble grave stones. in
reference to this piece Poulin States:
It's a pivotal piece that raised, for me, a Id of questions and
went thiwgh m n y stam.niemiphire had to bmme more
than a simple accumulation of hgments in space.
It was in this work that 1became acutely aware of the
cemekry refeionce because it struck me bat eemetefies are a bit
Iike Cast Shadm, with th& verticai planes in space that don't
touch. But you hesitateto pass among the stones beeawe the ground
between them is active; it isn't neutrai. What 1sought to do in the
sculpture was rid the ground, the fimr ot its neutrality. The elements
are organized to take hold mt only of the space but of the floor itseü,
hther by casting shadows or by imparthg the feeling that the
sculpture has possessionof its totai enenvironment.You don? want b
penecrate it; p u stay outside. Or if p u do entei; pute d aware
you're üampxùigsowthing.
(RaianaFoulinqtd.
in Nemiroff 222)

Even though this was an important piece in the evdution of Pouiin's
sculpture, he neverthelas felt that iîs fragmentation was untesolved

(Nemiroff 22). In subsequent pieces, he sought to continue activating the

space in which the sculpture was situateci, but ta simpiify the form and

estabiish a greater sense of unification. He wanted to soli-

the form more

fuiiy and elhinate its fragmentation. Dougias ûrd has argued that from this

point on Poulin's sculpture oscillates from fragmentation to solidification or
unification every tirne there is a new development which incidentally

inaeasingly transgresses the Minimalist canon (lecture 1994).
Poulin solved the problem of fragmentation by establishing a greater
balance between closed and open forms (Nemiroff 22) and by separating the

form into bipolar forms. Poulin used two sculptural devises to activate the
space between the bipolar forms while preserving its intrinsic spatial integrity
to each other, besides his use of shadows. This was achieved by having the
bipolar eiemenk confront, reflect and/or cal1 to each other in space. The

inaeased size of the conaete slabs in terms of their width, height, and lengh
as weü as there placement in reference to each other also contributes to this
greatei integration. In reference to the sculptures Poulin aeated during this
tirne Diana Nemiroff States:

...they are also worh that evoke a certain psychological ciinrate.
Their numd is one of subüy emtic attraction,and at t
k sam time
of uncertainty, anxiety. With few exceptions, they are buiit mund
two composite sbuctures facing each other a m an energized space.
Waiis lean against walls or are held siightly, significantly apart.
A tension is created that speaks of a desire for wholeness. The mntrary
is also bue. Two masses seeming to gravitate ta one amtherare flung
apart when considered h m amther point of view. The sculpturesplay
to the instability of perspective, offering a shifting succession of
appearances. (22-23)

Here, Nemiroff is referring to sculptures such as Gravitation, 1982, As lt

Appears, 1982-83, Homage to Hung lm, 1983, and Fragments, 1984.

in these sculptures there is an almost overt referentiality that could be
int-

as approaching the symbolic (DouglasOrd lecture 1994). In

Grauitation, there is a sexual connotation to the work because of the tongue
and groove fit in the bipolar sections formeci by the placement of the ancrete
Dbuglas Ord argues that there is an impiieâ sexuai innuendo about it,
but this is paradoxical because the toque is not going ta fit into the p v e
and therefore there is no possibility of unification (Douglas C)rd lecture 1994).

The sculpture approachs the anthropomorphic or theriomorphic. However,
the abstractness of the work ensures that it remains an aniconic image. It also

seems to resemble a Siuu Linga, which is an object of worship found in
Hinduism. This is because of the abstract references to male and female
genitalia, however Poulin's representation is significantly different and
therefore such a reading may be stretched.
The Iinga is perhaps the best lcnown of India's aniconic images.
Not al1 lingus, of murse, are bana iingas [self bom aniconic nature
form of Siva]. Most are fashionedby artisans and estabiished in
Siva temples by rites of consemtion .nie linga consists of hvo
parts: the vertical stone shaft, whidi may be seen as the male
component, Siva, and the circular horizontal bese, dled a yoni or
pitha, which is the female component Sakti. (Eck35-36)

..

Although it is obvious that Poulin's piece does not exactly correspond
to the above description, it nevertheles implies a unification of the
masculine with the ferninine, and this is reinforœci by the s a l e and length of
the work which approaches a human dimension. It is also important b point
out that a sculptor has to take many factors into consideration when making a
piece, and a symbolic content can emerge unconsaously, by chance and by a
consdous intention that may have to be comprornised in light of other factors

and intentions that happen in the ptocess of making the piece. What is
important here, is that the unification of sexual opposites in Hinduism as
well as those of many other culturés représents a cosmogony, which is a

mythological explmation of the origin of the universe and other phenomena
that exist in the world and in culture.
This confrontation and unification of sexual opposites is, as we shall
see, a motif that occurs numemus times in Poulin's subsequent sculpture. In

a Jungiancontext, this m h n t a t i o n and unification of sermal opposites is an
important part of a person's individuation process and also important for the
evolution of the Imago Dei,the God image. As has been mentioned in the
previous chapters, Jung argues that traditional Trinitarian concepts of
divinity have been predominateiy masculine and have therefore excludecl
ferninine representations of divinity and the saaed. Poulin's piece
Gravitation, like numerous others, is interesting, in a Jungian context,
because he creates a sense of saaed space in which he aeates f o m that
appear to be suggestive and symbolic of male and female confrontation and
coleus. As we shall soon see in the alchemical interpretation of Poulin's
work, such alchemical thernes as the royal marriage, animal conflict, the King
dissolving in water, and the symbolism of death repmnted the coniunctio,
the unification of opposites.

B is also interesting to note that as Poulin was working on these
opened form sculptures, a black shape which resembled a affin began to
appear in his drawings. Nemiroff has stated that if one looks back in
hindsight, here in these drawings is the initial overt referenœ to death, and
that the contrast between the black shape and the white ground could be

intetpteted as reffuniscent of the cosmic vision Poulin felt h m Borduas'
Black Star.
The dualities of the scuiphues ue echoed in these works, which,
like eariier series, are each composed of two sheebi of pmper, with
two sets of aliaged and & a m images. Mowever in the later drawings
the sheets are abutted vertlcally so that the images seem to be floating
and îuming in space, quite un& the static, heavy sculpîum The
ambiguous play of biack and white, of figure and ground, in these
magisterial drawing is suddeniy mninkent of Borduas' B U Sb,
as if Poulin w e drawing near the cosmic vision he had long ago
intuited in the painting. They share with the sculptures a spmreness of
means and a grave, austere quality which is amplified by the fieight
of containeci motion they h r .
h k i n g back from the present, we can understand the black figure
which emerges in the drawings as the image of a affin, the first overt
sign of the theme of mrtality that would pervade the later work.

...

(Nemiroff 22-23)

The reference to things that exist extemal to the work of art itself,
which is a violation of Minimalist tenets, can also be observeci in Poulin's

-

sculpture entitled, As It Appa~rs,1982 83. In this work Poulin has broken up
the endosed square into an open spiral fonn consisting of two binary

components which seem to mirror each other but upon doser inspection do
not exactiy correspond (Nemiroff 22). It has been noted that the two bipolar

modules tesemble snakes that are confronthg each other, and therefore the
referentiality that exists in the sculpture is thériomorphic (Douglas Ord

lecture 1994). The space that is in the middle of the seemingly confronting
snakes is active or sacred. The shadows cast by the cement slabs is also

perceivecl as space that is intrinsic to the sculpture and it is therefore active as

nie spiral shape itself is a shape that is associateci with the spiritual,
particularly the notion of the eternal return which is ernbedded in numemus

cosmogonies.in Jungian terms it is associateci with the ouroboros, the snake
that bites its own tail and it is an archetypal symbol that is used both in

religious and alchernical symbolism. The fact that the spiral is separating into
a bipoiarity is extrernely symbolicaily significant in tenns of Jungian theory as
deveioped by Car1Jung and later Erich Neumann. This wili be discussed later
when there wili be an archetypal analysis of Poulin's work. It is aiso
interesthg to note that Poulin's opening of the square ouroboros form into a

bipolarity, resembles Jacob Boehme's notion of an Ungrund, (the original
state of divinity as nothing but a wiii to acquire essence, desire) which
differentiates or splits into a bipolararity (in Boehme's vision the split results
from the confiid between the masculine dark self affirmative fire and the

ferninine relational light) in order to contemplate itself as if in a mirror.
Incidentally, this is the original b i s for the Hegelian, Marxist, LaCanian, and
Feminist paradigrn of the other that is prevalent in postmodern discourse.

Boehme's mystical experienœ has been discussed in chapter two. Its
cornpondence to Poulin's work wili be more fuliy discussed later in the
chapter.
It is important to note here, that the symbolism and religious
connotations found in As It Appears, are probably not something which the
artist intendeci to be there, or of which he was even conscious. However,
Poulin's interest in the nature of existentid reality and his belief that the

nature of human existence is paradoxical is acknowledged as perünent to the
reading of the piece.
On the contary, As Zt A-

emphasizes the extent to which we

bdong to a world of üîusions, mirrors. Refiecteâ images that look

identical but aren't. The mirror, the labyrinth, at that point they're

the same.

(Roland Poulin qtâ. in OiaM Nemiroff 125)

In lm and 19%1,Poulin aeated two more pieces that investigated this

idea of paradox and illusion. These pieces were Homage to Hung ]en, 1983,
and Fragments, 19û4.Fragments was the last cernent piece Poulin created
before he retumed to the use of wood. Both pieœs are built on human scale
and are bipolar. These pieces consist of two bipolar modules which seem to
c d for the other, because on first impression it seems that they have been
split in half and will fit together. This illusion, as well as Poulin's use of

lighting, again functions to activate the space which is perceiveci by the
viewer as intrinsic to the sculpture and therefote çomehow s a d . However
upon doser inspection it becornes obvious that the units will not fit together.
This is attributable to the fact that here again, the angles and alignment of the
concrete slabs are askew.
These "forms also have a certain sense of neglect or ruin built into
them, Roland has given us ruins, ruins are reductive, not minimalist"

(Douglas Ord lecture 1994). What is interesthg here is that Po-

has

constructeci seemingly architectural geometric shapes from the modem
material of conaete and given t h e -a feeling of decay. Could Poulin be
commenting on the decay of Minimalism and Modemism by subvetting the
geometric purity of fom? Ord has suggested that Poulin is even chailenging
the Platonic notion of the existence of pure form itself (Douglasûrd lecture

.. .

1994). As previously suggested, Minimalism can be interpreteà as a Platonic

endeavor.
These last cernent sculptures also make a latent reference fo death. For

instance, if a viewer attempteâ to puil the binary mmponents bgether, which
P o u h has made sure that they will do, one encounters the imagery of death

which is of course the tomb or coffin. 'There is a closure that s-ts

death

-

the illusion has become irresistible, you can't avoid the a s d a t i o n of death"
ûougias Ord lecture 1994). One's enoounter with death imagery, in the

Jungianview is a d a t e d with confronthg the shadow side of one's self and
is an important part of the individuation process, which as we have seen,
results in a greater unification of the self and subsequently inaeaseù
consciousness. It also has implications for the developrnent of the Imago Dei,

and is present in much archetypal and aichemical symbolism.Jung like
Heidegger believes that one's contemplation of one's own death and the
subseqwnt coming to terms with one's own mortality, is psychologically
profitable. in Jung's view, this encounter and resolution contributes towards
one's individuation. Heidegger, views it as a nessary part in the process of

becoming authentic and separated from the they (SZ 40-53).
After Poulin had completed Fragments and showed it at the Agnes
Etherington Art Centre, he increasingly becarne bothered by the emerging
death imagery in his work. This upset him so much that it contributeci ta not
only an artistic crisis, which prevented him from working for a year, but aIso
a personai crisis which took psychosomatic form. At the artistic level this
upset him immenseiy because the subject of death was considered to be a
t a b within Modernity. In order to explore the significance of this imagery

he dedded to investigate iîs symbolic importance.
He î e b the stoty of walking into the Flammarion booktore in
Montreai one day mundthis time and picking up a apy of a dictioiiary
of symbok ï k e , under the entry for tomb, he remembers the foüowing
phrases: "fascinationfor emptiness; a-on
to the depths; vertige;
loss of conûol; the abyss."The words paraüefed the deep anxiety he
felt about the change miminent in his work On one levei, to acœpt its
latent symbolism meant going against the history of modem sculpture wiîh

which he identifid himself. ModemiSm in sculpture was the nipturie with
the pst and with the eoilective values of a society that MW wulpture's
role as the celekationa d eriamanorationafhemes and aubtading
citlzens; it rqecteddi the sickiy ailepries of Friaidship and
murnirip that fleshed out lwdm&cmtury sculpture. rn short
Modernism was the rejection of desîh. in piace of hisîotypModdsm had
substituted progrésaand the sdentifk attitude, or e k had hked to
d i s in the organic word, @h
orltimless in nahue, OJemiraff 24)

P o u h decided to further investigaie this subject matter but changeci

his mdurn fiam cement to wood in order to increase the s d e of the work

and engage it on a bodily level.
Hitherto, he had kept the allusion to deaîh at a distance. The d e of

the canent scuipham and the way they were made impiied a high degree
of controt. Because of this, his ielstionship fo the subject of death could be
primarily intellecîual. To address it more directiy*to give the image of fhe
tomb the power it requid, he wwld have to engage with it physicalty,
working at the scaIe of his own bady. On amther I
d
,
then, the aisis he
stperienred was not only intelleshaai but spiritual: the tabaos he rislred
transpssing were not simpiy the ses* taboos of Modemism, but the
far m m profound inberdictions &of us d e s wiürin ourseives agalnst
achiowledging the certainty of our own death. He became acutely a w m of
his own body, no longer able to b t h e or swallow without the &riQing
fear of imminent suffocation. nie fear that he felt was the fesr of his own
dath, made immediate by the conltontatlan with the affin which
t h i e n e d b invade t
k spnchm\of the studio. (Nemiroff 24)

F m the original encounter with the erne%ing coffin in his studio,
Poulin produced a body of work characteriid by the confrontation and

ernbrace O€ a table with a tomb. Sculptures Mce Sombre, 1986, In the S f m e s s
of Time, 1987, Darkfy, into the Vost, Subsiding, 1989,Alreridy, the Night is

upon Us, 1991, and drawings like Open Yuurseif to the Night no.1 and T m ,

Noche Oscura 00 St. John of the Cross), 1992, To Odiion Redon, 1992, and
P I w r e of tthe Night, 1992, depict the sexud like embrace of different forms.

in the case of the sculpture the tomb and the table penetrate into each other in

a variety of kaxna sutra positions. The d

c nature of the embraœ is often

subtly emphasized by red stain where the parts of the forms interpenetrate
into each other. There is also the presence of a blue stain, which is a symbolic
Marian colour, found within the work
Poulin's sculptures from this period of his practice, were not only
chatacteriad by the reference to the tomb and table but also contained

references to a bed, a hearth, an altar, and even a cross.Poulin through such
symbolic referentiality, had moved fat away from Minimalist purity and now
had developed a symbolic vocabuiary which was archetypal.
in the remainder of this section on Poulin's art practice history, there

will be a survey of his w d e n sculptures without getting into an in depth

archetypal interpretation of his work The archetypal interpretation will be
discussed later in this chapter. What can be said here is that Poulin, is now
exploring that which is of uitimate conam to him, and this has resulted in a
compelling vision of the nature of the human experienœ and existence itself.
Pouîin is now drawing upon his early Q u e k Catholic experience and is also

king influencecl by the reîigious imagery of death found in other cultures
such as ancient Egypt.
Here, Poulin retreats to the solace of the studio and takes a trip to see
the ancient art of the past in a Faustian search for gnosis or VipassanaBhavana (the development of insight). Poulin subsequently, empties out
(Kenosis) his acquisition of self knowiedge or m d e s t s it in the fonn of these
sculptures. Poulin's development of a unique sculptural vocabulary aliows
him to deveIop a sense of sacred time and spaœ in which he situates his

archetypal fonns. Poulin has indeed created, "[flinally,art that takes the plaœ

of the sacred" (Roland Poulin qtd. in Douglas Ord lecture 1994). Pouiin's

creation of the sacred and his metaphysic will be discussed later in the
chapter.
In the wooden sculptures the zeférentiality to tangible things becornes

more o v e , and therefore an element of figuration inaeasingly cornes into

them. ïhey becorne a kind of synthesis between abstraction and fimation,
and between rationality and irrationality. However, when things are abstract
and a h slightly figurative, things alsa becorne highly ambiguous and
therefore the viewer's interpretation risks becoming subjective and therefore
suspect. However, it is interesting to note that a variety of critics and art
historians, as weii as the artist himself, has recopmd the appearance of
several recurring figurative shapes. These are the bed, table, tomb, hearth,

altar, and gate.
Pouiin's k t wooden sculpture was called Dwelling, 1985, and it was

larger but very similar to the last cement piece he made (Nemiroff 25). This
piece consisteci of bipolar components that again seemed to c d to the other as
if they were about to participate in a sexual encouter. One of the components

is a solidifieci geornetric f

i that resembles a bed, a coffin, a table, and an

altar. The othex component is highly skewed, like the fmt, but is an open

fonn, which suggests connotations of a aemation fumace or oven. It also
somehow has captureci a kinetic energy that gives the viewer the feeling that
this thing is going to spring forward and mnmme its prey. This tension

between the two forms that lean towards each other functions to activate the
Spa*

A subsequent piece called Belonging to the Shuàaws, 198586, has this

same tension, but here the tension between the two bipolar components

seems to be more confrontational than sexual. This is attributable to the fact

that the sculptor has m o v e d the peraived allusion to coleus or
consumption of one fonn by another. Instead one of the components
resembles a wedge shape that is placed in such a way as to restrict the
potential movement of the tabletomb form. Here there is no potential for
penetration or intercourse, only containment. This could h c t i o n as a
metaphor for existence beyond death, but as such, it is very pessimistic
because unity with somethùig is denied. Only containment exists. The semial
connotation or union, in the piece accus in one bipolar module that appears
to involve the embrace of a table with the tomb.
Poulin's sculpture called Smbre, 1986, is not a bipolar piece, but a
massive dense unitary form. This piece includes numerous symbolic
teferences such as the table, altar, bed and tomb. The piece in its entirety also
resembles an absîract form of a person lying dom. It approaches the
monolithic in scale, and is very dark in colow which resembles the blaclaiess
of night. Nemiroff has noted that the colow gives a weight and solemnity to
the form, and within this mlour of the night exists submergeci colours such as
the redness of fire and b l d , the peenness of the earth and the blueness of
twilight (26).
Nemiroff also States that duruig the time of the making of sculpture,
Poulin was aeating a series of drawings which were adlectively entitled

Hymnen an die Nacht, both dedicated and inspired by the poetry of Novalis, a
German Romantic (26-27). In Novalis, Poulin found a kindred spirit, who

was fascinateciwith the theme of night as the mystical union of death and
love, and seemed to share his own belief that human existence involved
contradiction and was therefore essentially paradoxical.

Night, hm, is a syi\bol of the mysticpl union of death and love.
The union is a paradoxicaione, fraught with unresolvable contradictions,
yet as a poetic intuition, it exerdsed a powerful fascination, for it
echoedPouiin'sownvisionofhi~sculphveastheenr~un~eiof
opposing yet attradng forces seeldng unity. (Nemiroff 2é -21)

Pouiin himself, has stated:
The great pets are often those who trouble us most because at the
same time they convey the saciPd and the profane, the camal and
the spiritual. in a way 1see my dphves as the place of an eneounter
between that which is very makrial, very camal, very sensual,
and that which is sacred, spiritual, poetic. A place of encounter
not of exclusion. (qtd. in Nemiroff 25)

in the pieces, Face to Face, 19&-1987, and In the Slmness of Tirne, 1987,
the imagery of the table becomes more distinct, and its embrace with the tomb

bemmes reminiscent of Constantin Brancusi's numemus depictions of the
Kiss. in these sculptures it appears as if the table is both being Cameci by the

tomb and attempting to engulf it. Of course the dialogue between the tomb

and the table varies as the viewer travels around the piece. For instance
another view of the sculpture In the Slavness of Tirne, is somewhat erotic
since the table seems to have mounted the tomb.

Both these sculptures are bipolar due to the fact that the table and the

tomb embrace is confronteci by a hearth like form that leans towards it. A part
of this hearth form that confronts the table-tomb embraœ contains an
opening that in combination with the phallic elongated form of the coffin
aeates the sexual connotation of a vagina in the hearth. This opening is

partly hidden by shadow and it therefore functions to give the illusion of
depth. This opening also functions to provide allusions to containment,
endosure, and death. Fmm other perspectives this sianteci f o m resembles
the gravity affecteci grave stones that Poulin had encountered in the œmetery.

Poulin, later created pieces in which he has eliminated the hearth

referenœ and concentrateci upon the reiationship between the table and the
tomb. In pieces like Colliding, E w Colliding, 1990, Already, t k Night is

upan Us, No.1, 1991, the table appears to be in the process of being devoured
by the tomb. In these sculpture Poulin is increasingiy able to activate the floor.

In both sculptures the tomb appears to be sinking into the flmr. In Already,
the Night is upon Us, No.1, there is another part of a table that confronts the

tomb table (it is another bipolar sculpture) but it is also sinking or emerging
from the flmr. Here, Poulin has again introduced another strategy that
implies a unification of the fragments which functions to activate the floor.
He does this by aeating the illusion that parts from one module have
somehow found themselves included in the 0 t h module. For instance, in
the module that look like a table that is sinking, there is a leg missing. This
leg is found in the other module form.
Poulin has used this same strategy in Colliding, E w Colliding,
however the missing leg appears to be resurrected in a third module which
functions to inaease the space intrinsic to the sculpture. Poulin has used this
same strategy of the dislodged rnember in pieces such as Facing the Opanty of
the

Worlld,

1991, Slow Shift, 1990, and Darkly, into the Vast, Subsiding, 1989.

This not only has the effect of activating a greater area of space, but
se-

to present a view of the world and existence that is frachird and

dismemked. The fact that the forms themselves are sinking and emerging
suggests that there is an element of transition here, as if the stable view of the
nature of things is dissolving or beaming dismembered. It is also interesthg

that Poulin's table fom has also been perœived as an altar, and that the table
i t d is a very important reference not only to life but to Christianity. Could

such a d i s m e m b e n t and dissolving be somehow associated in Pouiin's

mind to the perceiveci redundancy and decline of Catholicisnn in his persosial
life and in the present cultural experienœ of Quebec? Pouiin has stated that
he has repressed his religious background and that he no longer identifies

himself with Catholicism (Nemiroff 30). Douglas ûrd has stated that Pouiin's
later w d e n sculptures consider and cal1 the mupling of the experience of
the saaed and Christianity into question, and that in these sculptures Poulin

has "@en

us the niins of Platonism" (Douglas Ord lecture 1994).
niis is a simulacm because you got mnpbbkabjects
appearing in no ordered combination .. These things are t
k
niins of tnie fonn, of the possibility in the belief in true perfect,
hamionious hm.
(ZTouglasW lecture 1991)

.

This questionhg on the artist's part is exemplified in the last sculpture,

Thresholds, 1993, presented in the 1994 retrospect of his work. In this
sculpture, Pouiin has replaced the table with the tre!e-cross-It confronts the
tomb which contains m e n sets of stairs within it. However there is a sizable
gap in between the third and fourth step. There is also another severed head
of a cross that appears to be sinking or rising out of the flm.TherefOte, there

are the modules or components in this work. It has been suggesteâ that
Poulin's sculpture looks 'like the debris from the crash landing of a once
hi@-soaring machine

- of a seemingly invincible structure1'(Kuspit 46).

This however seems to be more evident in Befwe Us, the Night, 1992-93.
Douglas Ord has argued that Thresholds is one of Pouiin's master pieces
because it is full of contradictions which cal1 into question not only
Catholicism and Chnstianity, but existence beyond the grave.
It is a whoie movemait of contradictiongoing fiom the botaom up.

...What is matvelous about this sculpture is fhat it quesiions
werything, ~ u s l yThere
- is a serious level of irrquiiy

goingon in this d p h u e .

(Douglas Old iecîure 1994)

In this piece, Ord notes the presence of several figurative refermces

such as the tree motif, which seems to h h to have connotations of early
forest pagan religions, the gallows, and such literary works as W

s play,

Waitingfor Godot (Douglas Ord lecture 1994). ûrd has aiso stated that a piece
from Pouiin's latter work evokes a feeling of "religious mystery that is sr,

primitive that it harkens back before Christianity

- that Roland has

introduced into this work" (Douglas Ord lecture 1994).

Poulin has continued to work with the cross- tree motif after his
retrospective show at the National Gallery. The artist has replaced the table
with the treecross in these subsequent works. The cross-tree now confronts
the tomb. Poulin has stated that the table referred to interiority and that the

cross-tree refers to exteriority and references the landscape itself (personal
interview, 2000). Poulin has also stated that he intendeci to do something new

-

with the cross motif (personal interview, 2000). In DéFobée, 1995 1996, Poulin

cut into the aoss in such a way that from one angle it looks as if the head of
the aoss has been cut off. This illusion is further reinforced by the height of
the piece, and the additional presence of the top of a cross that appears to be
sinking into the floor approximately a foot and a half away h m the cross-tree
structure. Poulin has stated that he has feminized the cross and that to him
Jesus was a ferninine figure (personal interview, 2000).
Chantal Boulanger has written a text to Pouiin's exhibit at the Musée
du Québec, 1998, called Roland Poulin: oeuvres récentes, in which she has
stated.
From a serular tradition, the art& never stops exphring through
sculpture, etenial human values spirituaütyanâ death. The object
exists in an its materiality in the sewice of the immateriai

-

(1998, trans. by Amy Jmkitud

in this catalogue of the exhibit, there are two drawings presented which can be

interpreted as Poulin's attempt to do something new with the image of the

cross. These drawings are Source noire, 1994, and Entailles no, 3,1997. Here
Poulin has seemingly attempted to restore the cross to its place of ongin
which is of course the tree and its pagan past. The fact that Poulin has put two
pieces of papa together in a vertical abutted form suggests that he is delving
into the unconscious and prdhristian mots of the cross as a symbol. The
abutted paper division functions as a visual metaphor for the threshold

between the conscious and the unconscious. It also represents the threshold
between earthly existence and the underworld.
in works like Dérobke, 1995-1996, and Axis mundi, 19974998, Poulin

seems to be increasingly converthg the image of the cross into the tiee, which
is again p l a d in confrontation with the tomb. These tombs now include a

reference ta the staits. The stairs seem to extend into and h m the tomb in
these works. In both works it appears as if the stairs is king consumeci by the
tomb and, in the sculptures, Arbre du Soir, 199û-99, Dérobke, 1995-%, and Axis

Mundi, 1997-98, it seems like there is a reference to the vagina.

In the piece, Arbre du soir , 1998-1999, this referenœ to the vagina is d
the more overt. In this pieœ, Poulin sems to have transformed the cross into

a tree, howwer there also appw to exist latent images of the cross in the
form of shadows and the overlap of two tree branches. The téfi?renceto the
cross is highly dependent upon where the viewer stands in relation to the

work. In this work, the artist has constructed two tree iike forms that from
several angles of view suggest an arch form. The arch is another forrn that is
symbolic of the archetypal feminine. On one side of the tree fimm acist darkly

painteù mal1 shelves or pedestals that resemble notches which go h m the
bottom to the top of the vertical forms. There is a immediate derence to
Brancusi's columns, however this sequenœ of notches appears to be very
ominow loalcing and therefore not assaciated with the purity of form that is
so often associated with Brancusi's work.

h the last piece, presented at the 1999 exhibit at the Musée d'art
Contemporain de Montréal, d e d Le Deniier Frdin, 1999, the scale is

architm!twal and therefore it borders on the monolithic. In this piece there
are t h e modules. Here, a tomb that is incorporateci into a slightly s h e d

wall is placed at an angle to a massive wall that contains seven steps that are

imbedded in it. About five to six feet away from the massive wall is the
presence of a single vertical standing beam that together with the beam that

to create an arch while activating the flmr
protrudes from the wail functi011~
spaœ. The bearn protniding h m the wali, and its intersedon with another
beam that is the end of one part of the wall aeates a T shaped cross. The
lighting of this piece is of paramount importance because through its use
Pouh is creating the illusion that the steps are crosses that penetrate into the
massive wall.

The lighting of the tomb's penetration into the smaller wall is done in
such a way that the point of penetration is highlighted as if to metaphorically
suggest the possibility of existence beyond the grave. In this sculphue Poulin
has again asked the ultirnate question. 1s death the final end of humanity, or
is there an existence beyond the grave?

in tiüs section, there has been an attempt to discuss the personal and
art practice history of Roland Poulin, while revealing how the artist has

increasingly transgresseci and distanced himseif fiom Minjmaiism over the!

coutae of his career. In this discussion, it has been pointed out that P o u h has

been interesteci in questions of human existence and cosmic meaning h m

the beginnllig of his mer. 1have alsa endeavored to discuss Poulin's work

from a formalist perspective, in order to later examine how he has ueateà a
sense of the experience of the sacred, and how he solidts the viewer's
participation in the experience and completion of the piece. Unfortunately,
there are many sculptures and drawings that have not been discussed in this
section, but to do so would present a formidable task due to the enormous
productivity of this artist. 1have attempted to highlight pieces which 1may

discuss in more detail later, from a Jungian perspective.
An Archetypal Interpretation Of Roland Poulin's Work

Diana Nemiroff has stated that Roland Poulin's work evokes the
imagery of faith within out secular era, and that the recent works reflect a
cosmic uncertainty (9). This uncertainty is what motivated Poulin to create art
from the beginning of his career, and it was this uncertainty that attracted
him to Borduas' Black Star. It also was initialiy responsible for his choice of
vocation. Art, for Poulin is a means of attempting to express that which is of

ultimate concern. As we have seen, Poulin was interesteci in Eastern religion,
Freudian psychoanalysis, and Jungian archetypai psychology h m the
beginning of his career, and this interest continued as he attempted to al@

..

his practice to the concerns voiced by the American hhumahts and

Modemism itself. However, as we have seen, Poulin's sculpture from almost
the very beginning always seem to bansgress some aspect of Minimalist

sentiment and this intensifieci as Poulin incmasingly brought into his work a
de~entialitythat was increasingly symbolic.
In Modernist knns, Poulin's seulphue transgressesbecause it
suirimons up the repressed hisîory of sculpture ib assoCiatiOn
with the monument, and h m &th. In spite of early efforb,
Poulin never quite s u d in making scuipîure! "withm
reierence outside of itself . without connotations of a symbolk,
autobiographical, literary, or metaphysical order."
(Nemiroff 10) and (Roiand Pouiint "Notes 1974 qtd. in Diana Nemiroff 10)

-

..

Poulin has said that making art is a ftightening experienœ because he
never knows what exactly is going to tum up in the work and that he
confronts himself in the work (personal interview, 2000). He has stated that

his work becomes a saeen on which he projects himself (Roland Poulin's

remarks, in Bélisle 59). As we have seen, Poulin has worked in a marner that
left rmm for intuition and chance in his work, and as a result a symbolic
content appeared in his work which at different times taok him by surprise.
As a result of the appearance of such symbolic content, Poulin investigated its

significanœ by consulting a dictionary of symbols. The artist dso became
increasingiy interesteci in Car1 Jung,because of Jung'sconcept of the
archetype.
1 really like this grand idea of Jung'sabout arrhetypes, which was

taken up by Herman Broch in Tkc Daith of Virgil, where he M s
us: "...hunun iik was thus imagegrred and ImogeLufsed; it could
comprehend itseüonly through images, the images were mt to be
banisheâ, they had been with us sinœ the herd-beginningthq were
anterior to and mightier than our thinking, they were tirnelees?
containhg past and fuhne, thqr were a twofold dieam-memolyand
they were more powerfui than m."Archetypal hnnsand images
constitute a ianguage which we aü share. 1saw in them the
pi'bility of a ianguage that leaves m m for others.

allow us b keep srulpture in a a
td evocative zone betweenaûeb.srtbn
and figuration. They take up Uie main thmw that have been there
since the beginning of humanity. (RolandPoulin's cemarks*in
Misle 59) and Poulin düng (Ikvid Piante, The Fancarur N d ,
1M3)

The initial overt archetypal reference that appears in Poulin's work
seems to be found in a cement sculpture called Quadrature, 1978. The
sculpture consists of seven low horizontal beams that are plaœd togethe.to

form a seemingly square shape, but upon closer inspection the existence of
the square shape is only in the middle negative space of a spiral fom. Seven
is a significant number because it is symbolically related to the days of creation
in the Hebrew Bible, and is itself a number that is related to perfection and

therefore to God. It is also a symbolic number used to denote a pumey in
çorne mythological stories such as the Epic of Gilgamesh. Poulin has used

number symbolism in several pieces such as Thresholds, 1993, and Le Dernier
lardin, 1999. In these pieces there are what seems to be the appearance of

seven steps. In Le Dernier lardin, the seven steps are embedded in a wall like
structure and in Thresholds, they protrude from a tomb.
However the most overt symbolic reference found in not only
Quadrature, 1978, but in Quadrangular, 1978, Enclosed, 1978, Within, 1979,
Without, 1979, Contained, 1979-80, Void F m , 1980, and Place, 1980, is the

archetypal and alchernicd symbol of the ouroboros, the snake that bites its
own tail. Pouiin acknowledges this referentiality with in the work.
This [Qdraturel is when 1began using t
k idm OC the spiral, which
for me is a reference to Outoboro~~
the snaûe that Mies its own tail.
You don't quite kmw where it starts and where it ends sa it
simultaneously gives the impression of a spiral, a square, an inside*
and an outside. Ttre o p beÉonrar a baunâarybetween the inberior
and exterior, without losing the &a of something that comes back

...

on iWf. Mairre the müon of a aontinuity.

(qîd. in Nemiroff 119)

in reference to Within, Withmt, Contained, and Place, Poulin States:
Thse scuiphms have inmmmon, anumg dher things, the same

...

archetype: Oumboros (the snake that bites its tail) They ail start
with a more or less square shape, -y closer to a trapezium, but built
so as to reveal a second structure when carehillyexamhd, that ofa spnl
with straight sides. (qtd. in Nemiroff 121)

The uroboros is one of the m a t significant symbois used to symboüze
the unification of opposites. As we will soon see it was well used in alchemy.
The "serpentrejoicing in itself" (luxUrians in se ipos) is the
the Democritean physis (nutura) "which embraces iîseif" and
is syrnbolized by the uroboros of Greek alchemy,a w e l l - h w n
emblemof Mercuriun It is the symbolof the union of opposiîes
pat acdlmce and an alcherniai version of the pmveib: les
extremes se touchent The uroboros symbolizes the goal of the pmeess
but not the beginning, the massa confvso or chaos, for this is chaacterized
mt by the union of the elements but by th& conflict (Jung, CW14 par. 7l8)

Pouiin's work has been deScnbed as the "encounter of opposing yet attracting
forces seeking unity (Nemiroff 27). Peuh himseif, has stated "[al11my work
is a search for union - union with the ground, union m n g the elements
"(RolandPoulin's remarks, in josée Bélisle 58). The symbol of the uroboros in
Poulin's work is therefore prophetic, because it antiapates his attempt to

unite the opposites in his work.
The uroboros in Jungian psychology is identified as the Greut Round, a
state in which al1 the opposites are present but undifferentiated. It is

associated with an unconscious state where the ego is totally immerseâ and
undifferentiated from the unconsaous, the Great Mother.
As 1 have elsewhere set forth in detail, the urabo-# the circular
snake biting its tail, is the symbol of the psychic stite of the beginning,
of the original situation, in which mm's consciousnessand ego were
still small and undeveloped. As symbol of the origin and the opposites

contained in it, the urobarw Q the "Great Round," in whieh podbioe
and negatiw, mole and fanole, eiements of c~neOousnes~,
elements
h ü i e to consdousness, and unamndow eîemenb are inknnhgkâ.
in this sense the urobaras b elso a symbd of a state in which chsos,
the unconscious, and the ptsyche as a whole were undiffeRntieted
and which is acperienœdby the ego as a borderüne state.

-

(Neumann, The Grat Mothn 18)

in theulogicai terrns, the uroborus would symbolize the original union of an
unconscious Godhead which contained both the archetypal ferninine and
archetypal masculine or what Neumann refers to as the world's parents (The
Origins and H i s t q of Consciousness 102). In psychological terms it refers to

the non-differentiated state of psychic functions, and therefore to the original
unconscious state seelcing differentiation and union in consciousness.

The Great Round, or Great Mother, corresponds to Boehme's
Unpnd, Eckhart's conception of a undifferentiated Godhead which preexists
and gives b i to the Trinity, and to Tillich's notion of the abyss. These
views of the initial state of divinity are discussed in chapter hvo. What can l
x

said here is that Poulin's urobom and his attidation of void space within
the m e n t sculptures has a theologicai counterpart in the above traditions.

Douglas Ord has argued that Poulin's Fust cernent q a r e piece titled
Quadrahre, 1978, has brought a philosophical and mathematical
referentiaüty into his work (Douglas Ord lecture 1994). The tide alone
suggests such a referentiality. "1don't know if Roland when he termeci the
title was M y aware of the full significanœ of the titie Qdrahtre "(Douglas

ûrd lecture 1994). ûrd argues that the term is used in navigation and
astronomy to refer to the relative piticm of two stars or heavenly bodies
when th& ciifference of longitude is ninety degrees (Dougias ûrd lecture
1994). He also daims that the term tefers to the mathematicai and

philo~ophicalprobiem of the squaring of the cide, because the &de does not
square (Douglas (3rd lecture 1994).

In religion and alchemy the quaring of the circie occurs in the form of
a mandpla, which is the archetypa1 symbol of whoieness.The mandala in
some ieligions dso represent the cosmos and therefore can be considered as a

microamn of the universe. Ancient cities have often been constructed upon
a mandala plan since religious man, as &de has noted, wishes to live in the

center of the cosmos where the gods reside (The Samd 6 the Profarte 43). In
some cultures drawings of the mandala are used in meditation.

-

-

In the visual art of India and the Far East, the hur or eight
rayed drcie is the u s d paltern of the religious images that serve
as ic~stnimenisof meditation. In Tibetan Lamism espedaiiy, nchly
figured mandalas play an important part. As a nile, these mandalas
reptesent the cosmos in ib rehtion to divine powers.
But a great many of the easkm meditation figures are pu*
ge0meû-M in design; these are calleci yrrnhas. Aside fnnn the ci&,
a v e q common yantra motif is fomwd by two inaerpenebating ûiangîes,
one point-upward, the O*
pointdownward. Traditionally, this
shape symbolizes the union of Shiva and Shalsti, the male and
h a i e diviniües, a suthat also appears in sculptm in countless
variationsi In (enns of psychoiopicai symbolism, it expmses the union
of oppasii~ the union of the personal, tempoml world of the ego with
the non-persinral, b'mekss world of the nonqgo. Ultimately, this union
is the fulfillment and goal of ail religions: It is the union of t
kd

-

withGod.

Oaffk240)

And:
Among the many sects and movenients that arase about AD. 1000,
the alchemists phyed a very important part. They d t e d the
mystedes of niam and set them dongside t h e of the %weniy"
spirit of Christianity. What they wught was a wholeneso of man

enannpîssirig mindand body, and they mventeda thousand t mes

and symbols f
a it, One of theh œnîral symbols watt the Quudretvra
h u l i (the squaring of the chie), which is no more than the ûue
mandala.
gaffe 246 1

The circle is a symbol of the psyche and of the self, and the square or rectangle
is a symbol of mundane reality which of course is bodily and material gaffe
240 and 249). Together, they can fonn a Mandala.

Poulin's square sculptures from Quadrature, 1978, to Place, 1980, codd

be interpreted as an attempt to square the &de, and co~l~equently,
it would be
a very subtle symbolic reference to the mandaia. What Poulin has done is to
manifest a symbolie reference of the urc~boros,which usually takes a circular

or spiral shaped form and intertwine it with a seemingly square fonn. In
some of these sculptures, such as Quadrature and Enclosed, and Void form,
Poulin has aeated inconsistendes in incline, grade, and space to suggest a
circularity and emphasize a snake like shape. Poulin is turning the square

into a circle or a spiral and vice versa. This is a very sophisticated sculptural
expression of the mandala.

These m e n t squarespiral pieces are very interesthg from a Jungian
point of view b u s e within them are incotpotated both the archetype of the
Great Round or Great Mother and the mandala. From the Jungian
perspective, the history of humanity's mnsciousness evolves from ego
containment or psychic non-differentiation (expresseci in the symbol of the
circular ourobo~os)back to the reinkgration of the consaous and

unconsdous in the psyche referred to as individuaiization (expresseci typically
in the form of a mandala).

.

Neumann States that humanity psych01ogidiy evolves both

individually and coilectively through five basic stages. The first stage as
mentioned is the embryonic containment in the Mother.

This the stage

where the infant or ego is mt differentiated h m the Mother*The next stage

is the stage of &id like dependence on the Mother.nie child or ego b e g h to
develop h m the Mother and is protected and nourished by the Mother or

unconscious. The following phase is dki the relation of the beloved son to
the Great Mother. Here the ego or adolescence attempts to becorne somewhat

autunomous however, he is seduced by the Mothet and through u m b r i c
incest he slides back deeper into the unconscious Neumann, The Great

Mother 207). The fourth stage is the heroic stniggle of the male h m against
the Mother and the establishment of ego identity, and consequently a
differentiation of psychic functim into mnscious and unmnscious categories
takes place. Finally, the hem or ego is teuniteci with the M o k or

unconscious in consciousness and experiences a new birth in which he
estabiishes an i n a e a d awareness of self consciousness. In this last stage, the
uncoIlSCious and conscious are United in consciow çelf integration or

individuation.

Humanity is thedure viewed as moving towards individual and
collective psychic unification. The final phase is seen as analogous to the self
integration found in the second half of a person's iife.Neumann States:
We can Say, then, that with the pheMmenon of the w n d half
of üfe the peftonal development of centrowrsionentemupon a semnd
phase. Whereas iîs initial phase led to the development of the ego to
the differentiation of the psychic system, iQ second phase bringj
devebpmmt of îhe self and the integration ob that system But, although
tk tansformaiion pmœss nins in the oppositedirection to the dewlopment
which taok place during the fint halt of iüe,the ego and cOnsciou~ne~~
are
not disinwted; on thecontniy, th- is anexparisionofeoNaoiwness
bmught about by the ego d e d i q upon itself. It is as though the ego were
resaOiled to iîs original posiLion:it e m r p fiom its moromaruisic self&essh

-

and beeomes once m m the vehicle of the btaliy Cuncaion. (The Mgills d
HPFtmy

rif

411)

in this iast stage, characteri& by individuation, the diaidc between the ego
and the aoiîectiw unmnscious approaches mas-

or synthesis. There is a

reconciling of opmites in this heroic birth of the self. Neumann states that

this synthesis of the psyche is Wuently aceompanied by c~rrespamding
symbols of the new unity of oppusites like the symbol of the herinaphtodite

and the mandala. Neumann writa:
The genesis, stabüizatian, configuration,and consolidationof the
pemnality are therefore a(iswiatd with a symboiism whoee Ingredients
are prfecî hm,baJance, harmony, solidity. The mandala, whether
appearing as the circie, sphere, p d , or symmetrical hm,contains
al1 ihese elements .(The W .and Hiftbty of Cûneusnrss, 416)

..

And:
Çtnichuai wholeness, with the self as mter of

the psyche, is aymboüzd

by the mandaia, by the circle with a cmtet, and by the herm~phditic
uribboms, but this umboricdrde niw has the lumimus c
m of the seif for
a centm. Whereas in the beginning the umbm existed at the animal level
only, so that the egb genn containeci in its midst was almbst hidden, m the
unfolding bwer of the mandala the animal tensiun of opposites is over-corne,
transcendeci by a self which b b o m forth into a cotdla of oppites. At the
k g h Q of the develaprieiu, awisdousnesswas al1 but exthgubhd by the
crushing supdority cd the UTYJDI\S60us;al khe end, it is bmedared and
strengthened by its amnection with the seif. This combination of the self
with the stabiiity of the ego serves to suMw and bind in a magic eircle ait
contents,whether of the warld or îhe uneonsdws, ouiside or imicie.
(The Wgiw a d H i s t q of Codmmss 417)

Poulin's squaring of the circle could be the hvisual counterpart
of this psychic teleologicai proces. Poulin d d have M o r e expresseci the

psych01ogicai progression of humanity from archaic crinsciousness to the

development of the contexnporary self. In regards to the squaring of the &de

and the mandala, Jung writes:
The "squaring of the d e " is one of the many archetypal motifs
which lomi the basic patterns of OUT dreams and fantasies. But it
is distinguished by the fact that it is one of the most important of
them from the functional point of view. Indeed, it muid even be
d e d the archetype of wholeness . .As is to be
individual d a l a s display an enocmous variety. ihe overwhelming maprity are diaracterized by the circle and quaternity.

.

(CW9i, p.
715

- 7l6)

The mandala is also a healing symbol which does not spring from mnscious
reflection but from the unconscious (JungCWgi, par. 714).
As mentioned previously, the spiral itself is a symbol of etemai retum.

It is the symbo1 of continuity, of a never ending perpehial process. It is the
syrnbol of cyclical existence. As has been previously cited, Poulin saw in the

use of a spiral a reference to continuity.
Poulin, as has been mentioned earlier, eventually broke apart these
square uroborus f o m in an effort to activate a spaœ that intrinsically
belonged to the sculpture. The goal was to activate this space without creating
a physical barrier which differentiated between interna1 and extemal space.
The artist eventualiy succeeded in achieving this whiie creating bipolar
forms that were not as fragrnented as Casf Shadows, 1981. One of these
subsequent pieces was As if Appears, 198243, this piece was an open piece that
preserved the reference to the spiral and activated spaœ. (Consuit the

previous discussion of this piece to see how Poulin did this). However, the
consequence of this success was an increased amount of referentiaiity that

entered the work The piece became increasingly more theriomorphic. There

is a referénce to two ontending snakes in this sculpture (Douglas Ord lecture
1994).

Nemiroff points out that the two parts appear as if they are mirroring
each other but that the iliusion breaks down upon further refîection (22). She

also notes that there exists a psychological tension betweén the bipolar parts,

that is one of "subtlyerotic attraction, and at the same tirne of uncertainty,
anxietyn (Nemiroff 22). As mentioned previously, this separation of the

uroborus into two parts is extremely signifiant in terms of Jungian
psychological theory. It also resembles Boehme's vision of a split in the
undifferentiated Godhead or Ungrund that was necessary for divine self
contemplation (divinity contemplates itself in the mirror like image of the
human as other).

The transformation of the uroboros into a bipolarity, in Jungianterms,
involves the separation of the World Parents into the Archetypal Ferninine
and the Archetypal masculine. in mythological t e m s this separation results
in an a b of creation. The world cornes into existence, and the various

duality's or oppsites emerge. in reference to the Maori creation myth
Neumann states:
This Maori creation myth contains al1 the elements of the stage in
the evolutionof human consciousness which fdlaws that of
urobic dominanrie. The separaticm of the WorId Panmis, the
splitting offof oppasiiwi from unity, the mation of heaven and
earth, above and below, day and night, iight and darknes the
deed that is a monstmus misdeed and a sin -ail the feathat
occur in isolaiion in numaous otha myths are hm molded inîo

-

a unity.

203)

(Neu~wulnieoriginsandHistoryofConsdausness

This separation of the World Parents and therefore the consequent

separation of other opposites, results in deliverance from the 'primordial
UfObOric dragon', and from the stak of participation mystique, the
unconsci0\1~.in psychological termsOthis means h t mnsciousness ernerges

as the ego ernerges from its initiai containment in the unconscious.
Consciousness = delimance k t is the watchword inscribed above
al1 man's efforts to deüver himeif from the embraœ of the primordiai
uroboric dragon. ûnce the ego sets itself up as center and eshbüshes iîself
in ik own right as ega consdbusness, the original situation is forcibly
broken down. We can s
e what this self-identificationof the waking
h u m pemomlity with the ego reaiiy means only when we remember
the conbasteci state of participation mystique nileci by uraboric
(Neumann,The ongins and Historyof (knsdowm

105)

The relationship betwen the ego and the unconsaous, or the Great
Mother and Archetypal Masculine (usualiy the son lover) is paradoxical. This
is because both are dependent upon each other and ultimately both atternpt to

become reunited. The ego or the archetypa1 masculine attempts to escape
from the archetypai feminine, it attempk to become autonomous. However,
it is dependent upon the energies of the feminine for its very existence and
growth. The femiwie or the unconscious needs the ego or the Son-lover to

rejuvenate hirn by bringing her energies into mnsciousness thereby
performing the act of consdous synthesis or resolution. The erotic y& tense
nahue of the relationship between the separateci World Parents0or the ego

and the unconscious, after the split h m uroborus containment is similady
felt by the beholder in Pouiin's sculpture, As it AppewsO198243.
This split in the uroboms, or Great Mother, as has been previously

mentioned corresponds to Boehme's Ungrund. As has been discussed in

chapter two, the Ungrund is the originai state of divinity where aii the
oppoaites are W i e d pcior to differentiation and thedore nondifferentiated.

The Ungrund is the void, the abyss, a state of nothhgness which consists only
of a will io acquire essence as diffetentiation. This will to essence, is a desire,
which consequently mults in the initial differentiatian in divinity. This

cosmogony is similarly found in the Rig Veda, in the form of a creatiun
hymn d e d Nasadiya, written by a Brahmin poet.
There was neither nondstellpe nor existence then; there was
neither the realm of space nor ihe sky which is beyond. What stiired?
Whm? In whoee prokclion?Was there waber,bottomlessly deep?
T h was neither death nor immortaliîy then. There was n,distinguishing
sign of night mr &y. That one bmathnd, windiess, by its own impulse.
Other than that there was nothing beyonci. Darlcness was hWen by
darimess in the beginning; with m distiriguishing sign,al1 this was
water. The life force that was cbvered with emptiness, that one arose

through the power of kat. (Tapas designates h t , in pticuiar
the k a t genented by rihral activity and by physlcal mortification

of the M y [probabiya &seme to the Vedic sacrifice of Punisa, the
cosmic primeval male giantl)
Desire ~uponthatoneinthebegimhg;thatwasthefirstseedof
mind. Paets Jeeking in theh hewt with wisdom found the band of
in non-existence. Their mrd was eirbendod aaoss. Was theR
beiow? Was there above? 'Ihere were d-placen; th- weff powws.
Thete was impulseh î h ; there was giving forth a b v e . ..
(WWaherty 25)

As a result of a desire to conténiphte itseif in the other, and therefore
acquire essence, a spiit occurs in the Ungrund. The split d t s from the

conflict between the fmt principle, the Masdine dark self affirmative fire,

and the second, the ferninine relational light. This split is ultimately
responsible for aeation, which reaches its pinnade in the creation of human
amsaousness. Human nature i M mbodies the oppites inh-t

in

creation and divinity, and its teleologid task a c c d h g to Jung's
inberpretatian of Boehme's mystidsm was to reunite the oppites in the self

and in divinity in a pmœss encompassing both. Divinity and humanity are
caught in a sort of enipatic situation because, the opposites within them

paradodcally se& unification in the other yet also desire autonomy and seü
affirmation. In Boehme's mystiasm the nature of the conflict between the
first principle and the second is due to the self-afhnation of the masculine,

which refused to go forth in " the process OC divine differentiation and
subsequent unification in creation"(Dourley, "JacobBoehme and Paul T i c h

on Trinity and Goà" 433).

in Poulin's sculpture As it Appears, 1982-83, and others we see this
tension behveen a desire for unification yet a resistance, a reluctance or

hesitation to do so. In some sculptures, or more precisely h m certain andes
of view, there is actuaily a co&ntation between bipolar forms. This
paradoxicai occurrence of bipolar fonns, which appear to be seeking ea&

other while confronting each other, is prevalent in Poulin's work. These

bipoliu forms resulted h m the initial opening of the encioseci uroboros

square form. This is evident in cernent pieces such as Gravitation, 1982, As if

-

Appears, 1982 1983,H m g e to Nmg Jm, 1983, and Fragments, 1984. in these

pi-,

as previously mentioned, t h e seems to be a latent reference to

sexuaiity, b u s e the parts cal1 to each other and upon first impression

appear to fit together. However, the resistance to unification occurs as a result
of pmlonged perception because the parts do not exactiy fit perfectly together.

In the w d e n pi-,

the derence to semi;ility and struggle become

more overt. The pieces amhue to confront each other whiie leaning
towards and calling to one another. This is o k e d in pieces such as

Dzuelling, 1985, and In the SIownas of T h e (to HIlénel, 1987 as well as
othem. in the w d e n sculptures, there aiso becomes an inaeased referenœ to
sex, stniggie, and consumption. This is partidarly evident in the embrace of

the table with the tomb. in these wooden sculphms there is an increased and
somewhat overt referenœ that is both anthn,pamorphic and theriornorphic.
Anthropornorphic and theriomorphic references are typically used in some
cultures as a representation of deityBand are wotshipped as such in

numerous cultures, One art historian and theoretician stated the following in
reference to Poulin's scuipture:
nie shape even if made of wood look iike marble. They are empty but look
solid. They are abstract but b m e tables, coffinspa cross, they are
animateci but thq. start fesembling bodies, men human beings. They
are animateci. The himnîaiity of the sculpîures, encourage the
eye and body of theviewer a0 movearound the sculptures.They look
like human beings, or beings beeause they are anthropomrphic,
they have a hunianij. because of the* size, size of the body. The
shape is alsa human, longer than wider, mughly symmeüical on
its îength but not symmehirril on ib mdth. There is a direction, a
front and a behind, a top and a
back and fmnt, feet and
head, even often a fade. Like human Mies these shapes have
a certain autonomy in relation to the site, to the location they have
been placed in. Thqr seem bbe arming frome l s e w h and it seem
that they wiil eventuaiiy leave. Thqr are portable, mobile and even
nomadic. niey are moving by themselvespleaning, contorted, crawling,
walking, swimming, and escaping üke monoliths, density, shadows,
a protected interiority to which we have m acœss -a secret consaOusness.
in fact these shapes îhink, they teel, they suffer, they desire, they

-

experienie,passionsarearOngberrusethebodiesseem~beMeeding

and sweating. 'lhe pigment and glue is very figurative. It looks
üke b l d and sweet. 'Ilw shapes are not a l m . ÇUre 1981
Roland Poulin has been g d y staging two shapes ...two shapes,
two bodies, that are looking a#each other, that are sizing each

other, that are dialoguing, acün& and reactjng with one another.
.5omeamésa~tobeincaifüctsomeümesa~tobeinbve,
these bodies are feanng each other, or desiring each other, they fight
or mbrace, but generaily the relationship is senial. The s h p a are o h ,
fragmentary, but they seem to be aomplementary, it is as though they
looking for a physical conrifftion a table on a box, a box in a table,
another box in a fire place, a post in a hole etc. But, the
adjstment is rare if not impoesibie, the images of castration are
here very numemus, and very trampmmt; a tabie without a kg,
a cross without a head, and with a nail, a head without a body,
a body without arms, etc. These bodies are petrifieci and time is
suspendeci. The coitus is intempted, suffering and death is d.
These sculptures are also narrative, stories in time representing
fragments in narrative, one single moment in an action.
(Olivier Asselin lecture 1995)

..

-

Some of the anthropomorphic references that Asselin suggests are within
Poulin's work will subsequently be discussed in terms of th& archetypal
As we have seen, archetypal referentiality entered Poulin's work in the

late seventies when he gave symbolic form to the woboros. Then upon
opening up the cement form, a symbolic reference to the separation of the

World Parents appeared to enter his work. Here as we have seen, two binary

foms came into a paradoxical relationship of attraction and confrontation.
There was a latent sexuai referentiality which o b took the abstract form of

masculine and feminine genitaiia. in a Jungian context, this was understood

as the separation of the archetypai feminine and the archetypal masculine.
This intqretation is supporteci by the fact that Poulin associateci pieces like

Quadrature, 1978, with the uroboros and later broke them into a bipolar fonn
which corresponds to Erich Neumann's psychoanalytic account of the

evolution of consaousness.

This bipolarity of fonns, took the form of the contained and the

container. It was impiied in the later cement pieces, and it was implied and
achieved in the later wooden sculptures. in archetypal theory, the container
or the vessei is the archetypai ferninine, or the unconsdous, and the
contained is the archetypal masculine, or the ego. In P o W s work the
container evolved into a tomb or coffin and sometimes a hearth, and more
often than not, the mntained evolved into the table, or the altar. However,
the table and the dtar also contain and consume in Poulin's work.
The ouroboric split evolves into the separation of the archetypal
feminine from the archetypal masculine. In Poulin's early work (the cement
square sculptures) we see primarily, the archetype of the elementary character
of the femhine (the Great Round, the Great Container). in the later work,
there is the archetype of the transfomative charaeter of the feminine which

is expresseci in the symbol of the tomb. However,the table and the altar as the
vehicle of consumption and transformation can be perceivecl as archetypally
feminine as weli. In Poulin's work there is therefore a further division of the
transformative character of the feminine into the archetypes of the Terrible
Mother and the Good Mother, although in some forms this symbolism is
both present and therefore the work is polyvalent, as is the image of the Great
Mother itself.

in Poulin's work it is extremely clifficuit ta isolate a fmn and
subsequently label it as beionging to the category of the archetypal masdine
or archetypal feminine, or the Terrible Mother or the Good Mother, because
the nature of the form and what particulatly it is doing changes as one moves

around the work The significance of the form also changes when it is
considered in relation to another. For instance, in the piece, In the Slowness

of Tirne, 19û7, the affin fonn which is always identifiecl with the adMypal

feminine and the terrible side at that, becomes phallic in relation to the

hearth that leam toward it. Also in this piece, the table appears to be

mounting and petrathg the tomb as if it were masculine, but the idea of
the table has connotations of the feminuie since it is the phce of
nourishment. In The Minor Remains Opque, 1989-90, the table, frorn one

point of view appears to devouring the tomb but h m another this is
contradicteci, it seems like it is the o h way around.
It must be remmered that archetypai symbolism is itseü hequently

po1yvalent, but an atternpt to sort out some of the archetypai references
within Poulin's work will te nevertheless made. Interestin$y, this ambiguity

of archetypa1 form in Poulin's work is evidence of the unification of
opposites within the work. Moreover, the contents of the unmnscious "are

i n d b l y vague and for this reason capable of any amount of
contamination" Uung, C ' I l , "TheTibetan Ebok of the Great Liberation",

par. 783). In particular, primordial archetypes often contain the rnost diverse
and contradictory symbols (Neumann,The Greut Mothm 6). As we will soon
see, archetypal contents are metaphoric.

Roland Poulin's later work mntains the archetype of the Great Mother.
As we have seen, Poulin's earlier square cement pieces also eontained a

reference to the Great Mother, as the Great Round, the container of all. The
spiral shape in these pieces is symbolic of Great Mbther who contains bth life
and death. In the later w d e n sculptures, the terrible and positive side of

her naturé are anphasized.
Cross-culhual archetypal depictions of the Good Mother emphasize

her fertility, and her abiiity b provide nourishmat and protection. This

depiction historically has taken a corporal and sensuous fom, which has
been mntinued in the sculpture of Henry Moore, and Louise Bourgeois.
&&typai

depictions of the G d Mother usuaüy take the form of a vessel,

~
are depictions of
bowl, grail, beiiy vessei, cave, and navei. 0 t h attributes
female genîtals as an upper womb, which is associateci with birth rather than
the lower womb which is assodateci with death. In Poulin's sculptural

vocabuiary, this representation of the archetypal feminine appears to take the
form as a table, an a h , and a bed. These are places of nourishment,
conception, birth, and containment but, these can aiso have negative
co~otations,such as death.
The Terrible Mother is usually represented in an incorporeal form that
is usually imaginatively abstract. Since she is the d e r of the spirits and the
dead, her forms becorne abstract, incorporeal and reductive in order to

emphasize the spiritual nahue of her M g . The nochirnal blackness of this
earth goddess stresses her association with mortuary rites, and the
underworld (Neumann, The Great Mother 112). She is identifieci with the
devouring darkness of the earth and water. Archetypa1 depictions of her often
take the form of a underworld earth-womb, a tomb, a cave, a gate, and a bodyvessd. The negative aspect of her existence t y p i d y takes the fonn of a

mouth bristling with teeth referred to as the Pagina dentata . The archetypal
reference to the Terrible Mother in Poulin's work appears in the image of a
tomb and sometimes a hearth.
Poulin's sculpture is as mentioned, characterized by the confrontation

and unification of opposites. In it is found symbolic references to the positive
and negative aspects of the archetypai f-e,

as weli as references to the

archetypal masculine, most notably, the Son-lover. For, instance, in pieces

like, Sombre, lm, Face to Face, 1986-87, In the Slmess of Time, 2987,
Everywhme the Night, 1988, ect., Poulin provides an archetypal teference to
the Terrible Mother in the symbolisxn of the tomb which has an -tic

and

camivorous relationship with the table. The table can also be read as a bed or
an altar. This is particuiarly evident in Sombre, and Eoerywhere the Night.
Here we have the archetypal symbols of the Good Mother mixed with the

symbols of the Temble Mother. The bed is a place of b i i and conception, but
is also a place of death. The altar is a place of transformation in which we are
nourished by spiritual food su& as the Eu~hhst,but the altar is also the place
of sacrifice and therefore death. The table is the place of nourishment and

celebration, but is also the place for the consumption of the dead (animais,
vegetation, and Christ hirnself). The Tomb is the place of the dead but also
functions as a place in which the earth is fertilized.
The table as a place of nourishment can be read as feminine. in this
context, it functions very much like a vessel, a bowl, or a grail which are
symbolic of the archetypal feminine as container and nourisher. It is my
suspicion that Poulin primarily, uses the relationship between the table and
the tomb to predominately emphasize the exnbrace of life and death. in this
context, the tomb is predominately d a t e c i with death and thedore the
demonic, and the negative side of the archetypa1 feminine. The table is
mostly assodatecl with life and nourishment, the positive side of the
archetypal feminine. Within PoWs scuipture the table often takes on
connotations of the masculine, as that which is contained and devoured by
the archetypal feminine. The table has historicaiiy and mythologically been
associated with male heroics, such as the last supper and the great feasts of

knights, which also seems to conaibute towards its masculine reading. The

mere fact that it has a cooifrontational and -tic

relationship with the tomb

in Poulin's work also suggests it is symbolidy masculine and perhaps the

sculptural equivalent of the ego.
The tomb reference in Poulin's sculpture is the colour of night. It is the
colour of the nochinial black of the earth goddess. It is the colour of Kali,who
is the destroyer. In Egyptian mythology, Nut becornes Nuit as she is associated
with death, and here she is associated with "the black night sky which is
identified with the devouring darkness of the earth and with water"
(Neumann, The Great Mother 164). On closer inspection of Poulin's sculpture
it becornes evident that this nochmal darkness contains the colours of green,

blue, and r d . Green is symbolic of the earth and decay. Blue is symbolic of

Mary but also of waûx and the sky and therefore transformation, and
transcendence. The co10~1
of red is symbolic of blood, heat, fire and light. Red
has both connotations of the fiminine and masculine. As ferninine it can be
identified with blood and, fire and heat which are associated with creation
and destruction observeci in such M y functions as menstruation and birth.
But the goddess is not &y

the vessei of the Great Round; she
is also the dynamic of the Hk contained in it. in Egypt as in
lndia and in alctmy this dyrraniic is manifested as fire and
heat. This tÛe can be cunsumingand destructive, but it can also
be the positive hof transformation.
(Neumann, The Grat
Mothn 219)

In a masculine context, the mi colour could be symbolic of the saaificiai

blood that drips into the Mother as the Son-lover or the Christ figure is
sacrificed in order to renew the fertility of tlte earth.
Agni, the Indian fire god, is d e d lie who d s m the awther
(the fireboard). And everywhere the meaning of light and fire is
attributed to the divine son,down b Christ, who says: "Hethat is
near to me is near the fireuand "Ctemve the wood and I am there."

Another expressionof this dationbetvrffen fi= and son, w o d and
the Ferninine-Motherly, is that Demeter, like Hecaîe d many 0thg o d a , bean a torch as her symbol. The fire of the torch, the lower
firpUght son of the w d .corrmponds to the upper luminous sons the
stars, moon, a d sun which me the children of the night.
(Neumann, The Crtwt Motk 311) d (Deussen pp. 88f
and James35.27 qtd. in Neummsnn 311)

-

-

Here in the reference to the bmb, or the archetypal feminine, Poulin indudes
a refkrence to the sacrificial masculine. This is another incident of the

unification of opposites within his wotk.
The colours that are found in the noctumai blackness of Poulin's

tombs are also found in his later drawings. The colour of red, blue, or purple
is often used to emphasize the penetration and merger of forms. It also

highlights the division of two abutted sheets of papa which can be tegarded

as depicting both the separation and unification of the underworld with
existence, or the unconscious with consciousness. This can be o k e d in

drawings such as Hymne an die Nacht IV, 1986, Open Yourself to the Night
No. 1, 1992, Open Yourseif to the Night, 1992, Noche Oscura (to St. john of the
Cross) No. 4, 1993, Noche Oscura (to St. john of the Cross) No. 2, 1993, T o

Odifon Redon, 1992, and Pleasure

of the Night, 1992.

The archetypal feminine transfonnative nature is also found in
sculptures like, Face to Face, 19û6, and In the Slowness of Tifne, 1987, in the
form of a hearth. The hearth is another polyvalent symbol because it
symbolizes both nourishment (Me) and consumption (death). The hearth

transforms matter into smoke and is used as a fumace to aemak the dead,
but it aiso functions as an oven and therefore a place of food preparation. The

hearth or oven is a very strong archetypal symbol of the Great Mother and

typically used to express matriarcha1dominance within a culture.

But at the =ter of the mysteriea over which the kmale group

presidedstoodtheguaidingondtffdingofthefk.Asinthehouse
round about, ternale dominationia symbohd in iîs mter, the fireplace,
the s a t of wannth and food pqantion, the "hearîh,"whkh ia elao
the original altm. In andent Rome this basic matriarehPl eiement
was mbst conspicuou8ly pmend in the cuit of Vesta and L round
temple. This is the "oldround house or tent with a fireplace in the middk.
Models of these prehistoric houses were found in the fonn of cinemy
um in the Roman Fonnn."
The thid central symbd of female domination is the couch, or
"bed," the place of semiality and of the related fertility ritual. Up to
our own tirne the existenceof the family rests on these central symbois,
which constellate female domination inside the family: the house, the
table or hearth and the bed.
(Neumann, The Crat Mothtr
284 -285) and (Vander h w 374 qtd. in Neumann 284 285).

-

-

-

As has been previously mentioned, the matriarcha1 symboiism of the
bed, tomb, hearth, and table appear ail through Poulin's later work. In

Jungiantemu, it would appear that Poulin is responding and compensating

for the patiarchal onesidedness of our culture, in presenting imagery
associateci with the dominance of maternai culture. Poulin could
unconsciously, be responding to the power shift within contemporary society.
In this light his archetypal expression would coincideci with the r e
feminization of society, culture, and religion. Pouiin's work could be regarded

as depicting the transition and re-acquaintanœ of the sacred as feminine

within our culture. Later in our discussion the argument will be made that
Poulin's depiction of the Great Mother and the archetypal feminine

functions as ontophany in the advent of a more inclusive representation of
divinity or the Godhead.

In the sculptures, Face to Face, 19û6, and In the Sluumess

of Time, 1987,

Poulin has biendeci the image of the hearth with the image of a grave stone

and a w u . This becomes noticeable as one moves m u n d the wœk. The
tomb Stones can again be understood as a refixence to the Temile Mother,
who is the goddess of the underworld. When the hearth image is alsa read as
a tomb, the square like opening and the triangular slit read as eiements
referencll\% feminine genitaiia. in this context they function as abstracted
containers and vessels which signify the feminine.
The reference to the wall occuis Zn The Slamiess of Time, 1987,

-

Sombre, 1986, The Mirror Remains Oparlue,1989 90, and Le Dernier lardin,
1999. Neumann argues that the wall as a reference to the city and the house is

archetypally feminine as well (The Great Mother 283). in Le Dernier jardin
there also exists pillars, one of which stands alone and another that supports a
large horizontal beam. The central pillar that supports a temple, or a tomb, or
a house is a symbol of the Great Mother (Neumann, The Great Mother 383).

-

Gates, doors and arches such as that found in Ar6re du soir, 1998 99, Facing
the Opcity of the World, 1991, are also symbols of the Great Mother.
Although, the door found in the latter mentioned work is closed and
therefore an allusion to sornething that is impenetrable.
This sculpture, Facing the Opncity of the w l d , like Everywhere, the

Night, 19û8, and Already, the Night is u p n Us, No.1, 1991 is interesting
because Poulin starts and continues in subsequent work to dismanber the

table. In the piece, Fafing the Opncity of the W d ,a table leg appears to be
severed h m the table and lies on the distant floor. In pieces, like Alredy the
Night is Upn Us, No. 1, and ûat.k night, dismembered tables appeat to be
over huneci and sinking into the floor or the tomb fotm which devours

them. In the Dprk Night a disrnembered table sinks as it is confrontecl with
the tombstonehearth. Olivier Asselin has stated, as previously mentioneà,

that dhemberment within Poulin's sculpture references castration. in this

context the table wodd obviously rek to the exnasadateci archetypal Sonlover.
Dismembennent also symbolizes sacrifice. in these pieces, Poulin
appears to be giving archetypal depidons of the relationship between the
Terrible Mother and the Son-lover. The Son-lover is the Mother Goddess'
beloved son and fecundator who must be sauificed in order to ensure hm
future fertility. "Ritual killing and dismemberment are a necessary transition
toward rebirth and new fertility" (Neumann,The Greut Mother 192). As we
have seen the table either mates with the tomb or is consumed by it. In an
archetypal reading, "mating and k i h g are identical and death represents
fecundation" (Neumann, The Great Mothn 194). In numerous archaic
cultures such as the Matriarchal bronze age cultures human and animal
sacrifice occurred as both an appeasement of the Goddess and as the

reenactrnent of the slaying of the archetypal masculine by the archetypal
feminine.
Blood sacrifice and dismemberment befong to the fertility
rihial of the Great Mocher. Bath feeundate the womb of the
earth, as can be seen h m a n u e of ri& in which the pieces
of the victim whether man or animal are solemniy spmd
over the fields ... The need for -ring
and reviving the
feminineearth with blood, death, and mrpses this conception,
perpehiallyteinforceci by the flow of life and death in nahire,
constellates the Cmt Motk as WMe, Wing, and
dismembering-That is why the geat gocidessesare gocidesses
of the hunt and of war, deîlers m Mie and bbod.
(Ne~mann,The Gr@ Mofha 189 190)

-

-

-

-

h Poulin's sculpture the tomb or hearth stalks the table as if it were its prey,
and as previously mentioned, consumes it.

As previoudy mentioneà, this sacrifice or consumption of the Sonlover by the Great Mother has a psychalogical counterpart. The Son-lover or
ego must enter into the unconscious in order b be renewed and experienœ a
greater consaousness. The unconscious needs the ego to enter hm and bring
her energies into consaous synthesis.

In aichemy, boilings, buniings, and dismemberments are symbolic of
turning the ' M y into spirit"and to "make the eyes clairvoyant and raise the

dead" (Edinger, The Creation

4 Ctmscimnas;

jungDs Myth for Modem Man,

105).

The Great Mother, as the Temble Mother is also the castrator of the
archetypal masculine

- the Son-lover. Castration is one of the essential

symbols of the Terrible Mother (Neumann, The Great Mother 280).
Castration is relateci to the perpetual relationship between life and death, and
sowing, harvesting, and fertilizing.
The archetypai relatiomhip between death and birth is intensifieci
by th& symbalic connecüon with loss and sacrifice,and fertility fonns
a unit with sacrifice of the phallusDcastration and blood.
(NeumannDnt Gmt Motkr 332)

Very &en the Son-lover is dismembered and castratecl in order to be
rejuvenated. As we have seen this has a psychological si@cance,

and is

depicted mythologicaüy crossaihirally.
Because rituai külingand dismembernientare a ne~essary

transition toward rebirthand new fertiîity, the destruction of

the luminous gods in the puniqr thmugh the underwotldappean
as a c0smfCOSmfc
equivaient of the birth of the new day As goddess of
death, the Great Mother bears the obsidian knife; the youthfui
moan god Xipetotec with the obsjdian knife mask is associated
with her and enten into her rituai, in which the youthfui son
is dismembered or castrated. This is the typicaî selfof

...

the moon, leedaig to its rearlh.

(Neumann, The Grœt Mofkrr

192)

In Poulin's later work there are numemus references to castration such
as decapitated crosses and dismembeted tables. These castrateci objects often

retreat into the floor, as if they were returning to th& place of origin in the

collective unconscious in order to be subsequently renewed. Moreover, in
this contmct it appears as if the masculine symbols are retreating and being

transfoaaned as the archetypai feminhe exerts its historiai dominance by
stalking and consuming the masculine symbols. It is as if Poulin were
prophesying the imminent reorgoniPng of the spiritual and cultural
dynamics within Catholiasm and contemporary society in general. Poulin's

work would therefore signal the transition of Western culture into a
matriarchal phase, or it could a least be seen as compensating for the
patriarchal onesidedness of Christianity and Western Society. Erich

Neumann comments on the nature of the matriarchal phase which
uncannily seems to be felt in Poulin's work.
In the matriadai phase, the accent for the male is on being

dominated, invaded, violaied. The male aperiences this force
that vidates him notas s o n î b g of his own, but as sornething
"other,"alien, and t h h m m i n e . This is true in al1
the transformations that the male undergoes, whether he is
t r a n s f o d into an animal, ia.,into a lower but in its own way
perfect and homogenews fonnof üfe; whether he loses his
"specificprinciple"and is castratal; or whether, dtessed as a
woman and idenafoed with the knuiniite, the Great Goddess,
the anima, the priestess, he mis the fundion of the
Faninine.
(The &rat Motkrr 304)

This transformation of the masculine into the ferninine by beheading,

which is synonymous with castration, is symûolicaiiy referenced in Poulin's

sculpture called D h b é e , 1995

0%.

In this sculpture, Poulin has, as previously

m e n t i d , severed the head of the cross which is attached to a tree. The head
of a c r w sinks into the floor approximately two feet away from the cross-ûw
structure. As mentioned, Poulin has stated that he has feminized the cross,

and to him Jesus was a feminine figure (personal interview, 2ûûû). Poulin has
made a womb like indentation into the hmd of the aoss, which is stained
with red pigment. The indentation also resembles the cuts made with an axe.

By this ad of castration Poulin is not only feminizing the cross, but is
unwng the feminine with the masculine in an androgynous representation
of divinity and therefore the self. The verticality of the cross combinai with
its connotations of masculine religion bmme subverted and consequently

merged with the feminine through Poulin's manipulation of it.
As we have seen flaying and dismemberrnent are attributes of the

Great Mother's wrath which is perpetrated upon the Son-lover. Junghas also
stated that the "King is killed when he shows signs of impotence, or when

failure of the aops arouses doubt as to his efficacy "( Transformation
Symbolism in the Mas", Psyche k Symbol, 221). In this work it seerns that
Poulin is questioning the relevance of Christianity itself, because he is
femininng its iconic symbols and dismembering them. It is also si@cant,

as

previously pointed out that the beheaded cross head is sinking into the fioor
as if it were retreating into its origins in the collective unconscious.
Moreover, it is also signifiant that Poulin's aoss is part of a tree which
harkens back to pagan and archaic goddess religions as well as to the obvious
derence of the tree oflife and the crucifixion of Christ found in Christianity.

The tree is a symbol of the Great Mother.
Thus tree of üfe, aoss,@ows îree are ambivalent fonns of the
matemal m.What hangs on the tree, the chiid of the tree mother,

suffers death but remives immorîaiity h m her, who callses him to
rise to her immortal heaven, where k portalreJ in her essence as
@ver of wisdom, as Sophia. Secrifice and suffering are the
prerequisites of the transfonnialionconfend by her, and this law of
dying and becoming is an essential part of the wisdom of the Great
Coddess of living things, the goddess of al1 growth, psychic as weU
as physical. (Neumann, Thr Crat Mothn 252)
The feahues of the Cross-Mother stand out with striking clarity in

Ireland and Scotland. The plastic execution of the Scottish cros~
enhances the resemblance with the Diam of Ephesus and the
Cretangoddess -a resemblanœ exîending to the coi1of snakes in the
beUy region. The third cross symbolizes the ciinging of childlike
man to the Great Mother of -th; here again the Mother holds
the child in her arms, embracing him in death as in birth. The
meaning of the aoss as a tree of life and death is hirther amplified
bythesymbdismof thecrossasabed."TheCrosshasbecome his
rnarriage bed; the day ...of his bitter death bears thee to sweet
lifé," sings S m . The ferninine wood, m a t h , the maternai substance
of the üee, appears as a symbolic foundation in the marriage bed, the
bed of birth and death. This m a t e - m a t h is the bed of the hieros
gomos; it is the sacral scene of the fertility ritual, just as, in its character
of crib, cradle, and nest, it is the bed of birth and, in its character of
death tree, cross, gallows, coffin, and ship of the dead, it is the
death bed.
(Neumann, ?Iir Crœt M o t k 252) and (Rahrer 118
qtd. in Neumann 252)

Pouiin has said that he wished to do something new with the cross

(personal interview, 2000). Poulin in drawings such as Entailles no. 3,1997,
and Source Noire, 1994, has depicted the merger of the cross with the tree.

The cross is depicted as having its mots in the tree which is reinforad by the
abutting of two pieces of paper. In Pouün's reœnt sculpture the cross is

-

supporteci by the tree (Dérobée, 1995 19%). The cross itseif archetypally is a

coniunctio because it represents the union of the horizontal with the vdcal,

and thedore it functions as an axis mundi by uniting heaven, earth, and the
underwotld. This unification exists and is emphasized in Poulin's work.

Ctucifhion itseif, is archetypally understood as a descent into the Great

Mother. The sufféring experienced in uucifixion is regardeci as part of the
pmcess of the unification of opposites. In psychological terms, this relates to
the individuation process where one cornes into confiict with the shadow

side of one's nahue in the interest of self integration and renewal. Here, the
ego descends into the Great Mother or unmnscious, and is forced to confront
the darker aspects of one's nature and synthesize the split off parts into a

mare cornplete integration in the self. The self subsequently emerges from
the unconscious renewed and possessing a greater consaousness.
Self-recollection, however, is about the hardest and most
iepeilent thing there is for man,who is predominantly Unconsaous.
Human nature has an invincibledread of becoming mmcoriacious of
itself. What nevertheleu drives us to it is the self, which demands
sacrifice by saaificing itself to us. Consbous realization or the
bringing together of the scattered parts is in one sense an act of the
ega's wül, but in another sense it is a spontaneous manifestation of
the self, which was always there. Individuation appears, on the one
hand, as the synthesis of a new unity which pieviously consisteci of
scattffed particles, and on the other hand, as the revelation of mmething
which existed before the ego and is in fact its father or creator
and alsb ib totality. Up to a point we create the Jelf by making
ourseives conscious of oururoonsdawmntenb,and to ttiat extent
it is our son. niat is why the aîchemists called theV incorruptible
substance - which means preciseiy the seif @us p~losoghorum.
But we are f o d to make this effort by the unainscious presenœ
of the self, which is aü the tiw -ng us to oMIa)meour
( Jung, "TruisformationSymboüsm in the Mass,"
P8yche & Symbol,214)

-

-

Similarly, flaying itself, resembies the crudfixion process because it is

"a transformation process which on the one hand lays base the inner man,
and on the other signifies the extraction of the soul (skin = soui)," (Edinger,

The Cration of Consci'ousnes 86) and Edinger ating (Jung, CWll par. 34û).
The feminized cross, and its decapitated head in the sculpture D&0bie8

199596,is confrontecl by the tombwomb mffin which also contains a stairs

that seems to lead to it as well as exit fron it. The stairs appears to be in the act
of being mnswned by the tomb but also appears as an integral part of it. Fmm
one point of view, it resembles ferninine genitalia and from another the

grinding of teeth. It seems that Poulin is again depicting the terrible side of
the Great Mother as Pagina dentata. The reference to female genitalia and in
particular the mgina dentata is even more overt in Arbre du soir, 199û-1999.
In this sculpture, the tomb confronts two mlumn like tree sculptures that

form an arch. Here Poulin is o n e again emphasizing the union of life and
death while archetypally referencing the Great Mother.
As has been previously mentioned, Poulin uses the floor as an integral

part of the sculpture. He activates the space of the flmr by having f o m
seemingiy arise and descend h m it. Tabies, coffis, hearths, and rrosses
appear to be sinking or rising h m the floor. Many people have stated that
Poulin tunis the floor into water, or sand. One critic even stated that he felt
that he was himself sinking as he viewed Poulin's work.
The most fasdiuting exphence 1ewr had in front of a sculpture
was given to me by this retroapeetive exhibitton of Roland Poulin's
work. Nwer before 1had this strorig and intense feeling that the
gnnind under me was slidingaway

...lhqr are mt disappearing,

they have a p s t pqnmq. My owneiipeiaenrmis compkteîy
conditioned by hm, nevertheless, b u s e of Uiem, what is seen
from them, the gmund becows flitia, it becomes itself a threshoki

that Ues undemeath.
.It is a chosm. What b scperieneed b Wt the world ir fngüe
unstable, that it can be transfonned into anoîher world.
(Louis cummins lecturelm).

behven the here and m m sprce, and the th-

..

Cummins has refend to two very signifiant things that comprise the
metaphysical content of Poulin's work. Poulin's transformation of the flmr
into a ground that is sliding away or engulfing fonns suggests that Pouiin is
questioning the continuecl existence of the religious or mythological ground
that forms the basis of Western religiosity and Society. Poulin could be giving
sculptural expression to the collapse of the Christian canopy within the West

which has provided the foundation for our institutions and culture.

Secondy, from a Jungian context it becornes apparent that the floor in
Poulin's work functions as the threshold of consciousness. It functions as the
collective unconsaous itself. In the collective unconscious the archetypes
exist, and periodically emerge and descend into it. This ernergence and
descent is conditioned upon the psyche's mandate to ensure the psychic
health of humanity, and to compensate for psychic imbalance in the interest
of obtaining human psychic wholeness. The descent and advent of different

archetypai configurations in the Jungian context establishes the world view,
or zeitgeiçt and epochal truth or mythology. From our discussion of the

archetypal sipificane of Poulin's work, it would seern that we are in the
midst of a archetypal transition which gives reneweed importance to the

archetypai ferninine, and contributes to a more androgynous representation
of the self and t h d o r e the imugo dei. Masculine Trinitarian interpretations
of the self and divinity therefore becorne tratlsformed into more holistic
quatanitarian conceptions of the self and h e f o r e àivinity.

An A l c h i c a l Interpretation Of Roland Poulin's Work

In the archetypal interpretation of Poulin's work, it was o h e d th*
the d p t o r attempted to unify the feminine and masculine archetypal

symbols of divinity, by placing them in a relationship which was -tic

and

semial. This marriage of archetypal forms was interpreted as symboiizing the
unification of the Great Mother with her Son-lover. in Poulin's
dismeaiberment and decapitation of the cross, the symboiic depiction of the
Divine-Son's entranœ or merger into the Great Mother was observeci. In

alchexnical terms, this depiction symbolizeà the first phase of the coniunctio,
the unio mentalis, which is the separation of the sou1 from the body. Its

depiction is the image of death.

The coniunctio typically represented in marriage symbolism such as a
king and a queen, mother with son, or a brother-sister pair, was according to
Jung,not totally satisfying to alchexnical thinkers (Jung,CW14 par. 669).
Therefore, they also represented the union in terms of other imagery, such as
the " dragon embradng the woman in the grave, or by two animals fighting,

or by the King dissolving in water, and so on" (Jung,CW14 par. 669). Jung
States that very different and paradoxicai symbols are needed to give

expression to al1 aspects of the mysterium.
Although the esoteric syrnbolismof theconiunctio ocrupiesa prominent

position, it does not mver al1 aspects of the mysterium. In aâdition we
have to consider the symbolism of death and the grave, and the motif
of confiid.Obviously, very différent if not contradictorysymbolisms
were needed b give an adeqwtedescription of the paradoxicai nahm
of the conjuncüan. In such a situationone can conclude with astainty
that mne of the symbob employed suffiœs to express the whok. (nie
tbdim feeiscompeiied b seek a formula in which the various aspects

a n bebmught bgether without caiûadicüon (Jung,CW pu.670)

The symboiism of paradox which is requhd to give archetypai depiction of
the coniunctio appears to be present in the work of Roland Poulin. This fact

leads to the mnclusion that a Jungianarchetypa1interpretation of Poulin's
work is not unwarranted.
Like the alchemists, who attempkl to unite the opposing forces of
exhhme in the various stages of the CQniuncto in their art, Pouiin seems to

share the same motivation. This is observable from his own artistic
statements of purpose and his art. In a 1999 exhibition catalogue titled Roland

Poulin, published by the Musée d'art contemporain de Montréal, Poulin
wrote the following comments:

-

Al1 my work is a search for unibn union with the ground, union

among the elements .. .My work becornes a saeaion which 1
prom m y d ; it allows me b dream
(RolPndPoulin's r d , in
Misle 58 59)

-

...

in alchernical terms, the desire and search for union with the p u n d or earth
is, as we have seen, a desire to achiwe the s-nd

stage of the coniunctio

which is the union of the spiritual sou1 with the M y or matter. The spiritual
sou1 is the soul that has left the original m p t e d body and has becorne

purified by the spirit or self. The spiritualized sou1 was the result of the

original separation of the soui from the body, (death) derreà to by alchernists
as the uni0 mentalis,
The desire for the unification of al elements also characterizes the
aichemist's ultimate goal of achieving the last stage of the conjunction, the

rnysterium conjunctionis (the unus mundus or one world). This is where
the union of the body, soul, and spirit reaches to al1 being. In other words, it is
in this stage that the alchemist has spirituaiiy matured to the point of

experiencing the divine or growtd of being, not only in him or h

d but in

al1 existence. Here, the aichernist would see the divine revealed through a

tree or a cat etc. As previously mentioned, this is the alchemical counterpart
of the union between atman and Brahman.

The alchemists attempted to achieve this unification by experimenting
with materials which had properties which were inherently diametrically
opposed. They hoped to bé able to synthsize the opposing agents through
alchernicd experimentation. As Junghas pointed out, the choice of materials,
their subsequent manipulation, and the desired alchernicd outcome had

symbolic and psychological meaning. As has been mentioned previously,

Jungreferred to this coinadence as the psychological phenomena of active
imagination. Active imagination was a projection or manifestation of psychic
contents into materiai substances. It seems that Poulin is acknowledging that
his work is a means by which he can give expression to his own psychic
content via active imagination. ûf course, this does not negate the presence of
other factors that contibute to the reaiization of his work, but it does indicate

that Poulin is giving p t i c expression to his own individuation process.
Poulin has stated that as soon as he f i d s something in his work he
looks for its opposite. Momver, hjS vision of sculpture has been described as

an endeavor to express "the enc~unterof o p p i n g yet attracting forces
seeking unity" (Nemiroff 27). This not only occurs on a symbolic level, which
we will soon investigate, but on a perceptuai lwel as weli.

What Poulin caüs his wish to pmduce 'difîïcuit objects' reférs b
those objects of repres4ntationunitingthe m a l resuits on
reality of different observation points, which are therefore
impossiile to 'paoeive' at ihe same tirne, but which produce
mnemnic images that mwt be mtedated in the constntction of
a system of repre%entation.
Mt-Martin qtd, in Bélise 43)

On a symimiic level we can observe the unification of paradoAcal o p i t e s
his work seems to resemble alchernical motifs. Roland Poulin's art has been

describai in the fdowing terms by one critic:
Rohnd Pouün's art is Ml of visuai contradictions and pmradoxid

meanhgs. Though abstract, it ü e ~
at the edge of figuration, evoking
a rich iconography of tombs and tables, altars and heartiis that
wwld seem more apptopniiie b an age of faith than to khis
Secularem. CNernimff9)

The alchemists attempted to empioy paradoxical and contradictory

symbls in order to seek a formula that provideci an appmptiate
approximation of the cmiuncfio. As Jung has stated, they attempted to
moncile the contradictory aspects of existence and the self through the
unification and synthesis of opposites. Poulin, as we have seen, shared this

vision within his artistic practiœ and his attempts at the unification of
opposites can be observeci in his work*As previously mentioned, in the i a k

seventies and early eighties, Pwlin began to produce a series of squareci

spbals which took the fom of the urobotos. These sculptures were made of
conmete and were geomettic in forni. These pieces were calleci Quadrahire,
1978, Void F m , 1980, and Phce, 1980. in these partidar pieces Poulin has

inkgrateci an archaic archetypa1 symbol, the uroboros, (often used in
alchernicd symboIism, Le. Uraltes chymisches Wnk (1760), and the
Hennaphroditisches Som- und Mondskind (1752) into the modern material

of concrete. me use of the concrete medium funetions to give the sculptural
depiction a permanent and substantial presence, however the choice of such a

modem material to depict an archic symboI is contradictory in i t d f . Ha,
Poulin uses a common banal contempotary material to give expression to the

sacred. Concrete can be viewed as a profane material because it is used to
make everything h m sidewaiks to modern buildings constructecl in the
international style of architecture. Concrete serves as a raw material for the
foundation of our de+mysiifiedsecular aties. As we have seen, the s c u l p ~
iîseif alm hinctions CO separate the space it occupies into profane and sacred

space. The profane tenitory is locilted outside the walls of the structure and
the sacreci space exists within the centér of the sculpture. However, Pouiin's
use of light extends the saaed space of the sculpture by aeating shadows on

the flmr where observers would dare not tread.
Diana Nemiroff, a curator and art historian, points out that Pouiin was
conscious of the archetypai significance of the spirai itself, but adds that its
usage is open to a number of readings (18). As a symbol of logic, it visually
iiîustrates the synthesis of thesis with anti-thesis (Nemiroff 18). Thus the

symbol iself is symbolic of the reconciiiation of oppsites. Jungstates that the
spirai itseif is a symbol of the self, and as such is qesentative of
transformation within the psyche as the ego moves through
circumambuiation doser to its centre in the self. The self is represented as the
center of the spiral.
We can hardly escape the feeling that the unoonsdws process moves
spiral-wise round a centre, gradu* getting closer, while the
characte.ristisof the centre grow more and mre distinct. ûr
perhaps we couid put it the other way round and say that the
centre i W virhially unltnawabie arts iike a mgnet on the
dispante maberials and pmcesesd the unamschs and
gadually captures them as in a crystal lanice- For this reason
the centre is (inother cases) o b pictured as a spider in its
web (fig. 1081, especiaily when the consdaus attitude is süiî
dominabedôyfear0f~~~)nsdous~Butifthe~is

-

-

ailowed b t a k its course, as it wu in our case, then the centnl

symbol, mnstantly mmdng iW, wiU stsadüy and consistently
force its way througit the apparent chaos of the personal psyche
and its dramatk entangbents, just as the great Bernoulli's
epitaph says of the spiral: "Wemmutata murgo."Accordingiy
we often find spiral representatiansof Oie centre, as for instance
the serpentcolM mund the mative point, the egg. (Jung, CWl2 par. 325)

The void form cement sculptures aiso evoked the imagery of death

because they seemed reminiscent of archaic tomb and were short in vertical
stature. Nemiroff states that the sculptures are low-lying and earth bound and

seemed to be in some way connected to the symbolism of death (20). As has

been noted, Jungstates that the symbolism of death and the grave was used by
the alchemists as esoteric symbolism of the mniunctio, in particular the first
phase, the unio mentalis (CW14par. 670). This can be readüy observed in
alchemical symbolism which depicts the slaying of the king, or devouting of a
dead king, i.e., the slaying of the King (mortificatio)

- Stolcius de Stolcenberg,

Viridarium chymicum (1624) and the wolf as prima materia devouring the
dead king

- Maier, Scrutinium chymicum (16û7)(Jung,CW12 iilus. 173 and

175).

The symbolism of the grave can be seen in the depidion of the
putrefaction and mortification processes which are involved in the
alchemical process of the separation of the elements in the unio mentalis.
The separation is a d a t e d with the dark night of the soul, or the experienœ
of melancholy, the n i g d o , a black as black as night. Alchernical depictions of
this process can be observeci in the Viridnriunr Chymicum by Stolcius de
Stolcenberg, 1964, and a fourteenth œntury representation of the mortifcatio
of Eve, found in the "Midanea d'alchimiaN(Jung,CWl2 illus. 48 and 135).
Incidentally, in the representation of the mortification of Eve a tree grows out
of her head. This reminds one of Poulin's recent sculptures Thresholds,

wheze the tomb (archetypaily identifieci with the Mother) confronts the imx+
cross and Alrdy, the Night is upon Us, No. 1 where both the table and the

cross are submergeci within the tomb.The symbolism of the table wili be
discussed soon.
As has been noted in the section pertaining to Poulin's aesthetic
histary, Poulin switched h m the use of ancrete as a medium back to waod.

In w d e n sculptures like Sombre, 19û6, In the Slozuness of Time, 1987,
Darkly, into the Vast, Subsiding, 1989, Already, the Night is upon Us, 1991,
and drawings like Open Yourself to the Night no.1 and Two, Noche Oscura
(to St. Iohn of the Cross),1992, To Odilon Redon, 1992, and Pleusure of the
Night, 1992, the table and the tomb take part in an erotic and carnivorous
encounter. The erotic component of the alchernical coniunctio often appears
in representations of the Rosarium philosophorum (Jung,CW12 illus. 167)

and in the union of irreconcilables such as the marriage of water with fire

(Jung,CW12 illus. 72).
As noted previously, the erotic nature of the sculpturai embrace in

Poulin's work, is often subtly emphasized by red stain where the parts of the
forms interpenetrate into each other. There is also the presence of a blue
stain, which is a symbolic Marian colour, found within the work and a green
stain reminiscent of the earthly, as well. The relationship between the table
and the tomb is, as previously mentioned, camivomus. For the table appears
to wrestle with the tomb and within the series it seems as if one devouts the
other. For instance, in the pieces titled Sombre and In the Sluzuness

of Tinre it

seems like the table is attempting to devour the tomb, however in pieces like
Colliding, mer Colliding and Already, the Night is upon Us, No.2 it seems
like the tomb is devouring the table. This symbolism of devouring is readily

observable in the alchemical depiction of the Rosarium philosophorum
(union of the king and qyeen, CW14 par. 2) where the green lion devours the
sun (Jung,CW12 iiius. 169). Here the sun symbolic of the masculine spirituai
principle of light and Logos is consumed by the hninine mateilal nature.

Jung States: [dleath therefore represents the campletion of the spirit's descent
into matter (CW12par. 436). This is the stage of the unio menfalis, prior to
the reincarnation of the spvitualized or purifieci sou1 in the corpus

glorifica t ionis.

In alchemy the depiction of the coniunctio often indudes the
symbolism of conflict, which often takes the form of two animals fighting

(Jung,CW14 par. 669). The alchemical depictions of animals fighting are
obsemable in the Codex Urbunus latinus (15th cent.) where Dionysis as the
wild man-beast spars with a lion (Jung,CWl2 illus. 35) and in a depiction of
two u r o b o r ~attempting ta devour each other. This imagery is found in a
depiction of the alchémical process within the zadiac ('Jung,CWl2 illus. 92). It
is interesting to note that Poulin's representations of the table and the tomb

are often theriomorphic. Nemiroff has noted that the table has an animal

quality (28).
In Poulin's work the material and semial corne into confrontation and
synthesis with the spiritual in the dialogue between the wooden tomb and

table. The relationship between the tomb and the table is both confrontational
and erotic. The merger between the opposites, o h represented as a sexual

and spiritual union, has been used symbolically by the alchemisfs to represent
the second phase of the alchemical coniunctb, the embodiment of spirit, the

Caelum. in the piece In the Slmess of Time, the table monts the tomb in
an embrace mninkent of Brancusi's Kiss. The tomb symbolîzes death, the

abyss, the womb, and the 'Terrible Mother," and the demonic life negating

aspects of her nature. in fact, the andent world for tomb is sarcophagus, from
the Greek for "eater of flesh (Nemir& 29). in the piece, The Slowness of
Time, it seems as if the table is copulating with the tomb. This also is evident
in the piece called Darkly, into the V a t , Subsiding.

The table seems to symboh life itself since according to Pouiin the
nourishing and celebratory aspects of life are lived at the table side. One
thinks of the special occasions celebrateà during life and the symbolism of
celebration encountered in mythologicai accounts of the heavenly banquet,
and the various heroic festivities enjoyed in the mead hall and at the round
table. "As a symbol of our animal selves, the table speaks of appetite and
desire" (Nemiroff 28). As a symbol of desire and appetite the table may be

symbolic of the essence of M e force itself, for the Brahmin poet writes; 'The
life force that was covered with emptiness, that one arose through the power
of heat. Desire came upon that one in the beghing that was the first seed of

mind (O'Flaherty 25).

Perhaps the table is also symbolic of Christ's resmection since Christ
went from the table to the tomb to the table. One could argue that the table is
itself a symbol a s d a t e d with Christ because it is symbolic of the first
Eucharist celebrated during the Iast supper and the subsequent heavenly
banquet after His resurrection. This position is perhaps supporteci by the
replacement of the table with the treecioss in subsequent works. Works like
Befote Us, the Night, 1992-93, and Thresholds, 1993, appear to represent a

dialogue or confrontation between the tomb and the treeaoss. Could the
a-tree

be synonymous with the table? If the table is symbolic of the life

force as desire, and Christ is himself regardd as the @verof Me, then it seems

that the embrace b e e n the tabk and the tomb may be arguecl as symblic of
the Royal marriage, the Rosuriurn philosophorum, in alchernical terms.

Tnterpreted alchemicaliy the relatimhip Mween the tomb and the table may

be symbolic of the Great M o W s matriage with the king or amsort (the Sonlover). in fact the eroticism and mnfrontation within the sdphual
relationship can be compared to the alchemists' attmpt to unite the
contradictions Iliherent in substances, which symbolidiy represated th&
effort to unify the opposites in the seif and therefore divinity as the Imago

Dei. This unification wodd mmplete the second stage of the mniunctio,
which is the unification of the unio mentalis with the body. In the second
stage, the Caelum, the p

d d soui reharns to the body. But, this body had b

be itçelf redeemed in order to be United with the spintualized sod.
They therefore strove to hithe medirirw that would heaî
di the sufferings of the body and the disunion of the sou1 ...
This, as we have seen, was &ne by eximting a quinksmce
which was the physical quivalent of heaven, of the potenthi
M d , and on that acaunt was Mmed "CaelmnIt was the
wiy essence of the body, an Uromiptibleand therefoff pure
and eknial substance, a corpus glorificafionis, capabie and
worthy of king uniîed with the wnio ninitalis.
(Jung,CW14 par. 774)

In Jung'sview, this unifiwtion of the purified sou1with the body is highly
significant because it symboiîzes the reiemption of the M y , as corptrs

glorflc~tionis.This is the stage that must oceu,as a premndition to the unus
mundus, which is the union of the fourth (the materiai, the feminine, and
the demonic) with the masculine Trinity.

Interpteted alchemidy, Poulin's imagery can also be seen as a
unification of Christ with his shadow hther, M~curius,the demonic son

-

the goà in matter

- the hermaphrodite pasessor of the primordial f

i

attributes. The symboiic coincidence of this alchemical motif in Poulin's work

can be observecl in Poulin's submersion of the cross (a symbol of Christ) into
the floor iike sea in Thresholds, and Dérobte, and into the abyss-iike wall in

Le Dmier lardin. By interpreting the sinking aoss as an encornter between
the two sons or the king and the mother 1am of course making a ieap by

associating the aoss with Jesus as the "King of the Jews", the logos, the sun,
and the King of Kings. In other words, the cross is symbolic of Christ, anri the

submersion of the cross represents Christ's confrontation and union with the
death Mother to be reborn embracing Mereurius. The flmr represents the
great Mother and Mercurius as the bearer of her attributes. if this reading is

credible the alchemicai depiction of the Leviathan swallowing a Crown Christ
on the crucifix as bait (Jung,CW12 illus. 28) may also symboiidy coinade
with Poulin's use of a submerging aoss. In this alchemical depiction, the
Leviathan is symboiic of the devii or the Temble Mother which reptesents
death and the unconscious. Here it is being hooked and therefore it will carry
the divine son or the ego into a rebirth of expandeci consciousness.
Pouiin uses the flmr space as an integral part of his sculpture and his
scuiptures seem to rise and sink from it as if it were a sea itself. In this respect
the floor could serve as an image of the unconscious (the Great M&er).The
unconscious as we have seen contains the fourth eiement, namely the
ferninine, the materiai, and the demonic. The sculptures viewed in context to
the flmr as the threshold of consaousness, can be conceived of as the bhth of

archetypal images from the unconscious, into consciousness.
Poulin often calls us to imagine the floor as a pbne of wa-, into
which the ftagmentd parts of the sculptures seem to be sinking.
It is an impression viviâiy conwyed by the lugubrious Lkrkly, inb

the V a t , Subding or Aimady,

bric Nigkt is vpon Us,and in both
the watery elanent W d i e d with the endop@, COtissue of the night. (Nemimff 29)

The unification of the various symbolic elements within Poulin's
work is perhaps suggestive of the unification of opposites expressed in Cari
Jung's eschatological concept of a niovement towards a quatemary from a
Trinity. in Jung's mode1 the Trinity expands to a quatemary by embracing the

-

feminine, the material, and the demoNc (Jung,CWll par. 243 295).This
occurs in the completion of divine COIlSaousness through the completion of

human consciousness facilitateci by the integration of the self. The
unconscious becomes united with the consaous in the process of
individualization and as a consequence both man and God are mutually
redeemed through man's rebirth to a higher lever of consciousness. "Just as
man was once revealed out of G d , so, when the &de closes, God may be
revealed out of man" (Jung,CW11 pm. 267). In alchemy, this transition to a
quaternity is regarded as the completion of the last stage of the coniunctio, the
unus mundus, where the opposites inherent in humanity and existence are
unified.
As mentioned, Jung's view of alchemy and visionary art, is informeci

by the latent teleology embedded within )Us psychological thought. Both
practices can be regarded as compensatory undercunenk to the ideological
influence of Christianity in Western cuihue. The uitimate aim of these two
practices, from a Jungian perspective, is to restore human psychic wholeness
by compensating for the psychic imbalance of the epoch. As we have seen, the
nature of alchernical and artistic compensation took the form of the
resaaaiization of the feminine, the mateid (the body), and the demo~c.

in light of the Jungianteleological view, this psychological need for the re,
emphasis of the excluded aspects of humanity is the theological amterpart
of a mandate for the adoption of a quatemitarian mode1 of divinity. This has

ConseQuenes for the imago dei and therefore the seif.
Roland Poulin's Creation

Of The Sand

Theuter

in reference to his work, Pouiin, as previously mentioned, has stated
"findy there is an art that takes the place of the saued." Poulin has been
interesteci in metaphysical and perceptuai questions h m the beginning of his
career. This has resulted in the creation and manifestation of the sac&

within Poulin's work. Here, the artist has created an environment or theater
in which the viewer cornes into contact with the archetypal manifestations of
the numinous and experiences the "Haiy"in a sacreci space and during a
saaed tirne. This notion of Poulin's work as a theater has been developed by
Olivier Asselin ( "Cavida es sueno: le théatre minimal et baroque de Roland
Poulin," 4-11]. Poulin has created the experience of the sacrecl in order to
present a context in which the spedator can experience and participate in the

divine drama. The viewer experiences the saaed time of ritual in a sacred
place where he or she experiences what Rudolf Otto has cailed the sine 9ira

non of reiigious experience, the experience of the "Holy". In Poulin's
sculpture, the beholder wperiences the mysterium hemendum et fiscinans,

as he or she cornes into contact with his death imagery, archetypal foms, and
clifficuit objects.
Poulin's quest for exisfential and cosrnic meaning has resulted in the
manifestation of a s a d theater in which the viewer experiences a date of

vertigo, as he or she is confiontecl with the coamic uncertainty which forms
the basis of Poulin's metaphysic. in this theater the viewer is presented with

conflicting forms embodying opposites which seek unification whüe exerting
their individual autonomy.

The paradoxical presentation of opposites confiicting while seelring
unification, sinking while seemly rising from the floor, is evidence of
Poulin's own cosmic and existentid uncertainty. Moreover, Pouiin's work

can be regardeci as the manifestation of out time as a transitional period
between one zeitgeist and the next. His work ultimately poses the question of
how finn is the foundation our Western Society is built on, and in fact, as

previously mentioned, signals both its demise, and renewal. One critic wrote:
Walking around these works, we never corne to a testhil spot to
stand and look. nie viewer catches himself wondering; How

solid is the flmr of belief we wak on, the house of conviction we
iive in? Such are the solidith Poulin's sculpture taps fot cracks and
-,
pushes ior stmchval unüuth and, in doing so,opens aur
makeshift selves to the sort of sautiny we al1 too seldom allow.
(Mays, "Heavysculptures set eerie mood"C4)

-

It wouid seem that Poulin has built a theater of the sacred inordér to
consider the question of existence beyond the grave and the validity of the
traditional Catholic religious point of view. It is as if he has attempted to find

some sort of meaning in its demise and experience some remnant of the
sacreci. In this context, Poulin's work can be viewed as a theater for the
demise of our containhg myth and the subsequent inquiry into its possible
replacement. This is what probably accounts for the feeling of uncertainty,
anxiety, and urgency that is experienceà by the viewer in his work.
It is the ioss of our containhgmyth that is the mot cause of our

current individual and social distress,and mthingles than the

discowry of a new central myth will solve the @lem hr the

individual and for Society.

(Edinger, The C m h O/

consciousnas 11)

As an integral part of this sacrd theater, Poulin has aeated a sense of
sacred space where the opposing yet attracting forms appear to take part in a

spirituai-like dialogue. The mere creation ofsaaed space, signifies that the
dialogue between the forms in his work is reiigious. This activated or sacred
spaœ functions to set up or condition the viewers' ,experience of the "Holy",
which is furthe. reinforced by the piiesentation of archetypai fonns which are

themselves "difficult abjects". Here, Poulin uses the Minimalist strategy of
creating an object that interacts on a bodily sale with the viewer. However, in
Poulin's use of this strategy this interaction is usecl not to stress the
homogeneity of spaœ ("space that is the same eveqwhere") but instead
functions to aeate hierarchicai space. This is space that is differentiated from
the spaœ of weryday. It is a sacred spaœ in contrast to the profane spaœ of
our common secular existence. As we have seen, Poulin aeated hierarchical

space in Quadranglar and Quadrafure, by creating an end&

space that was

intrinsic to the work, thereby separating it from the spaœ occupied by the

-

beholder the profane space.

In our previous discussion, we observed that Poulin was consumed
with the problem of how to cteate s a c d space without using a physical
barrier. He wanted to activate a space in which the beholder could enter and
with which he or she could partiapak, but at the same tirne he or she wouid

be conscious of his or her own body, and the fact that he or she was somehow
trespassing upon saaed ground. His solution to this problem was to activate
the floor through a number of strategis. As previously mentioned, Poulin
achieved this through the folîowing wayç: fragmentation of fonn and use of
shadow as a means to achieve continuity of space, the creation of bipolar

eiements that confront, refiect, lean, and cali to each other, the use of a tongue
and p v e fit, the use of shadows that signify what is intrinsic b the
sculpture, the perception that pieces are split in half and suùsequmtly cali to

each other for unification, the use of abstracted forms which resemble
genitalia, the use of forms that lean towards each other and possess a
seemingly kinetic energy#the aeation of the illusion that one part of a bipolar

form has somehow found itself in the other form or cornponent#and the

dissolving of the neutrality of the flmr as if it existed as water or qui& sand.
Poulin's ability to activate the floor and consequentiy mate s a d
spaœ allowed him to aeate the set for his sa&

theater in which the

beholder would be a participant.
In Poulin's sculpture he also creates a sense of s a a d tirne. He
accomplishes this by two means. Poulin creates a sense of rituai within the
work through the repetition of forms and through his circula mmpositions.
The artist also slows down the speed of time in which the piece is experiend
by slowing down the Pace in which the beholder experienœs and interacts
with the work Poulin's sculptures have been referred to as slow sculptures.
sculptureJ, sbp, and be in
They can participak, experienie
a state of attention or active contemplation while moving around the
object. It has been said of my sculptures: "Ihey'reslow sculptures."
They don't corne ta us; we have to go to them, we have to expdenœ
them ...If they stop looking, if oniy for a second, evgrthingsinlu into
the darkness. (Roland Poulin's remartrs, in Béüse 59).

In his work, Poulin often uses a repetition of similar forms and
structures such as tables and tombs. This repetition of forms has a ritualistic

quality, because one encounters them sometimes in the same pi-

and

sometimes in subsequent pieces. The iconography that Poulin uses in his

work is also the iconography associateci with ritual, eg. tables, altars, becls, and
coffins. Poulin cornments on the rinialistic nature of his work:
nie bitle In the S l m e w Of T h is very important ia me, You cm
have two attihides ta the paing of tirne: p u c m ûy rpeeding

it up or slowing it down, éxpanding it, as is the case with rituai.
1 had the impression that my w r k , through iis insistent repdidon

of forms, of structuies, h m one piece to amther, had this ritualistic
quaîity.

(Roland Pouiin qtd. inNemiroff 128)

The composition of Pouiin's work takes the form of a spiral. In the
cement pieces it took literal material form, in the wooden sculptures it was
implied in a circularity of rnovement. "Roland Po*

stopped making spiral

pieces and began to make spiral compositional pieces. Even in the latest work
the spiral is there "(buis Cummins lecture 1994). "Poulin has been working
with the spiral device since 1981, and the device accentuates the feeling of

instability while making you obligated to walk around the piece and
contemplate its features " (Louis Cununings lecture 19W). The spirai itself is a
ritualistic symbol, because it implies a perpetual cycle of exit and r e m . This
composition based on the spiral ensures that the work is not grasped

instantaneously, but is rather perceiveci in duration (Olivier Asselin lecture
1995).
As a result of this use of composition the viewer circulates amund the

piece but is slowed down by its perplexity and ambiguity. Ann Duncan

comments upon this ambiguity:
As in Alire in Wonderland, mthing in a Pouiin sculpture is quite what

it seems. nie stange assortment of ambiguities and juxtapositions are

what prompts the viewer to take a cbser look and ponder.

CSculptor offers unique vision of the worîd" 66)

In Pouîin's work one view of the work is contradicteci by the next and forms
often merged together in such a way to repudiate one's initiai comprehension
and initial labeling of them.
In Roland Poulin's sculpture whot we perceivefrom one point of
view or moment is contradW by the 0 t h point of view or
foliowing moment. The detail controdicîs the whok, one side
contradicts the other side. ûne appemnce contradicts the fdlowing
one. And the thing is so fnquent that it seems bo be a system of
the anti-system. It is as if the arüst bok a perverse pleasure in
contradictingour a<pectations. . No appearance is fivileged
because it does not exist in time long enough without being mtrêdided
by the next.
(Olivier Asselin lecture 1995).

.

The work is constructed and positioned in such a way that it looks
minerable, and therefore the viewer proceeds slowly and cautiously around
i t As has been previously mentioned, the work is typically slrewed, tilted, the
angle are not always square, and the sculptures sometimes look like they

might cdapse. The work is also made on the sale of the body, so one is
conscious of his or her interaction with it and therefore he or she
phenomenological relates to its perceived vulnerabiiity.
Douglas Ord has noted that the work has a feeling of negiect or ruin
built into it.
Everything is slightly askew. Fonns that have a certain sense
of neglect or ruinbuilt into them. Roland has dvenus n h ,niins
are reductiw, not minimakt. nota texture that aiiudes to spedfk
events.
not anchoreci, historicaUy. SBnse of ruirisas penaining to
something a little more abstractosomething a little less tangiile.
than specific historiai events. [sic]
(Dougbs ûrd lechire1994).

-

-

This ense of ruin and coilapse forces the viewer to proceed slowly and
cautiously around the work, and therefore time appears to be s u s p d e d or at
least slowed d o m as one contemplates the work. It is also intereshg to note

that this sense of collapse or niin contributes b the reading that within this

theater a transition is Oceurring, which perhaps suggests that the great
archetypal forms of our p s t and present culture are receding into the
darkness, or the coiiective unconscious. The appearance of the floor as a
devouring threshold also contributes to this feeling while ensuring that the
viewer ptoeeeds slowly upn sinking ground.
Poulin has created a sense of sacred tirne and place which functions as a
theater for the viewer's experience of "The Holy". In the following
discussion, the term "The Holy", will be used in the sense that Rudolf Otto
has defined it. Otto assodateci the experience of 'The Holy" with irrationality
and the numinous.

...Otto set the stage for hi3 poposal that irrational elements
belong to the essence of reiigion. This impües that an overemphasis
on the rational components of religion producesan unbaland,
impoverished, and inaccurate portrayai. Otto believed that
orthodox Qvistianiiy, with its stress on rlght belief, hue dogma,
and correct teacfiings, was one of the chief viobtors of this d e . As
such, it became a victim of ib o w excess. Oversûesses and overemphases

Id Christian orthodoxy to aimeive of Gad in a way thnt Otto found
"onesiddy inteileetualistic and rationalisticm.. .The word ûtîo
selected to desigiiate îhe addition, or "overplusnof rneaning, is
numinous (hmthe Latin noimm, meanmg "dynemic, spirit-BUed
banshurmnenetgyorforce").InWsPoptrayai,Uiekmirelerstoan
intangii, unseen, but cOmpellIng reaiity that inspires both hscination
and dread. It designates t
k irraîbnal, nonrationaï elexnent m t
characteristic of vital religion.
(Capps 21)

This experience of fascination and dread is r e f d to as the mysterium
fascinans and the nrysferiurn tremdum, respectively. As we will mon see,
Roland Poulin's sculpture has been desaî'bed in tenns which coincide with
Otto's charaderization of the qerience of the "Holy", or numinous.

Car1 G. Jungaccepts W

s premise that the experienœ of the "Holy"is

overwhelming but attributes this numimus expenence to the revelatory and

archetypal manifestation of the unconscious.
Holiness is Ils0 cevdatory: it L the iüumminetive power
emanating from an ardietypalfigure. Nobody ever feels hi&
as the subject of such a pmews, but aiways as its object. He does
not perceiw holiness, it takes him captive and over-whelms him;
nor does he behold it in a reveiation,it rewaIs itself to him, and
he can mt even hast that he has undetstood it propedy. Everything
happens apparently oubide the sphere of his will, and these
happenings are contentsofthe UlYlOClSaOus.
Uung,CRI11 A
psycIioto~1approllch lo the Dagrna of the Ttiniiy 152)

in Poulin's work, su& archetypal expression exists and can be observecl
in the "Mcultobjects" he has aeated. Poulin has aeated the experience of
the mysterium fascinans and the mysterium hemendum in his sacred

theater, and his "difficult objects"overwhelm, captivate, and confuse the
beholder.
Focusing Urreasingly on the chaacletof his substances, Poulin has
reeently changecl his materipl to a rich, dark poly-ehromed w d .

-

From this he builds bmiüar fonns a table, a coffin, a mantelpiece,
a m s s which are distorted and incomplete, yet beautiful. Several
elements are a q e d in relatlofishipsthat are dishubing because
they have m apparent expianaiion and grow only more cornplex when
viewed h m different angles. (McPheftori 118).

-

Poulins work is both fascinating and unsetthg. It attracts yet repels the
beholder. Its sensuousness and beauty compel our attention but its sinister
and threatening quality repels us. The sculptural composition and the
interaction of the f o m dernand one's partiapation, but paradoxically, it
excludes the trespassing of the vie-.

Cummins in teference to Cast

Shudows has said: 'This is another example of what 1consider a thteshoid, an

invitation but also a rejection" ( Louis Cummins lecture 1994). This muhial

attraction and repulsion is a characte&tic of the experience of the "Holy".
Poulin's sculpture is both threatening and fascinating because his death

imagery is erotic, and its surfaces are beautiful and awe inspiring. As has been
previously mentioned, Poulin's ixnagery of death participates in a sensuous
and erotic encounter with the imagery of life, such as the sexual encounter

between the table and the tomb.
It is as though wmething of the "tremendum"has been M y
intmsuscepted within these sculptures;that the "secret of death"
itself has been inscribed in their higNy stratifieci and richly
bumished surfaces like the shadowiest but, paradoxically, most
seductive of cyphers. 'ïhe implidt sense of the "wholly other" thus
establishes this work in its very specifiaty. The fascination and epistemic
fivition of this work, however, lies in our realisation that Poulin
does mt seek m u r s e to the "tranendumndom in reaching for this
"wholly other," for this unnameable alîerity, but explores a
phenomenon intimately linked to it in the likworld: Ems.
(JamesDSampbell, "Roland Poulin ÇculphueJ and
Drawings"20 April 20 June 1990)

-

In conternplating Poulin's sculpture the viewer is intrigued by the
sensuality of the surfaces and forms. Hé or she is impressed and attracted by
the superb craftsmanship that exists in the work. The viewer takes voyeurlike pleasure in observing the semial and erotic nature of the work. The

viewer is intrigued by the strangeness of form and the unecpected shifts
within the work. The beholder is captivated with the cognitive task of
assimilating the contradictions into a synthesis.

On the other hand, the viewer is disquieteà by the death imagery of
coffin like shapes. He or she becornes discomfortable while trespassing upon
the sacred and intimate space that the bipolar forms are located within. The

viewer experiences a feeling of vertigo as the flmr appears to be sinking
beneath them. The viewer becomes cmbed and frustratecl with wery
attempt to synthesize the forms into some understandable whole. Thus, the

viewer m e s into contact wiîh the numinous, which is uicomprehensible.
Trevor Gould refers to this inability on the part of the spectator to
comprehend and synthesize the sculptural elements as Poulin's use of a

dysfunctional narratiw. Poulin creates the feeling of the tremendum through
a use of irrationality, which causes a moment of ambiguity or dia
equilibnum. Gould argues that the viewer experiences "anxious moments" as
a result of this dysfimctionat narrative.
D y s W o n refers not to soniething abrormal, but to the
deliberately disordered."For through a mnes of patterns and
inegularities, narratives can be deveioped that will lead toward
some measure of coherenœ or,at leriSb unils of mmpiehensionand
understanding. -Cathat nmmnt of ambiguity and uncertainty
is an essential acperience of Poulin's work. Essentially, Poulin sets
two o b j j against each 0 t h . Face d l*+tI du mude (19901, for
instance, worb arounci a dis'jnid structure to initiate tension and
meaning. In other words, the iog&of certain mnnections that are
necessary for a 8eguence or series of events that we traditionaliy cal1
a narrative, is deliberatdy split, h c m d , to pduce a sense of
dissquili'briumThis is, -d
executed so as b pmvide the
opportunity of a direct eqmkm by means of an unfamiliar image.
( Gould, R o h d Poulia, 9 avril 10 mai).

-

Here,Poulin produces "ciifficuitob'pcts"not only in an attempt to contrast
and unite the opposites but a h b mate immanent psych~logicaland
spiritual experience. Poulin's work c m be compareci to Surrealist and Dadaist

-

hybrid objects which are attractive and repulsive at the same time "they are
sensuous and threatening because they disturb and disrupt identity and
identificati~n*~
(Louis Cummins lecture 1%).

Johanne Lamoureux in her lechve on Poulin's work has descnibed the
nature and evolution of the hybrid object or assemblage. Here she mentions
the concept of a bricolage, a tenn that Ciaude Levi Strauss used to describe the

rearranging of scattered elements into a new structure (Johanne Lamoureux

lecture 1995). In Poulin's work it w d d appear that he uses this strategy, but

arranges mntesting and attracting archetypal forms to create and investigate a
new narrative. The forms have ironie si@cance

in Catholiasm,

Protestantism, and archaie religious history.
Lamoureux also describes the existence of another object which she
calls a simulacra. 'This is an object that is not a ready-made, not a found
object, not a modified object, not a Brancusian abject, and not an object that

has been restructured" (Johanne Lamoureux lecture 1995).
A simulaaa is mt the real Oiing, yet it is not the thing ceproduceci,
it is neither an ori%gulor a mpy, it is the thing tecovered hidden yet

both pment. It is undeniably made but it has at k t been t a h , it
hks lilse a fake of uiother, -but no d e l of what it is aîtempting
to forge.
(JahanneIumnaeux lecture19951

It seems that in this category, Lamoureux places the work of Roland Pouün.
As has been previously argued, Poulin's sculpture could also be placed in the

category of an archetypal image.
Poulin's sculpture fmcîions as a hybrid object and as such, mates an
anxious moment characterized by fascination and dread or repulsion. In this
context, the beholder becornes lost in the perception of the arnbiguous object
(the archetypal image) as they experience both fascination and repulsion or
dread. In religious tenns, such an acperience produces immanent religious

experienœ. As previously mentioneà in the third chapter, the Surrealîsts
aeated hybrid or â.iff~cultobjects in order to create an extraordinary

perception of the object and therefore reality. As p r e v i d y menîioned,
SurrealIsts developed a philosophy of immanence that would contribute to

the establishment of a new reality, a "surreality".
In Pouiin's s a c d theater, he creates a sense of s a d place, of sacred
time, and provides an encouter for the spectator that approaches the "HoLy"
by creaüng both a feeling of fascination and tremendum. In the work there
exists the manifestation of archetypai fom that have symbolic power. Poulin

in effect creates an immanent religious or psychologid experience for the

beholder. In this theater the beholder becornes a partidpant, and is needed in
order to complete the work. The participant is forced to interad with the
oppites and is required to synthesis the conflicting forms into a mhezent

synthesis. The sculptures exist as a means for existential inquiry in which
theaüicality is used as a device or avenue for such inquiry. Poulin has created

a theater embodied by archetypa1 oppasita which require the presence of the
beholder to participate in their divine &ama. in a sacred setting, the beholda

attempts to resolve the contradiction within these divine archetypal forms
while at the same thne resolving the opposites inherent within his or hm
own existence. Poulin States:

My sculphiipis often presented in the Cormof fagrnent in s p .
With fragments, we strive to fonn a whole. Ewn îhere, we are
trying b €iUa voici, a bck. There is c~wequenttyactive participation
in which we mentally fiii tiie voids, we g a t k the fragments

together.

(Roland Foulin's Rem&, in Béiisle 59)

Olivier Asselin has noted the theatricaiity of Pouüri's work and luis

originally made the compatison of his work with a theater, in parücuiar the

presentation of his work in the retrospective show at the National Gallery of
Canada Asselin essentially argues that Poulin has created an autobiographicai

passion and narrative. He aiso argues that as such Poulin's work is tnily
Cathoiîc, and as approachhg the Batoque it can not be disassOaated fmm the

religious question and the art of the muter teformation m the Cathoiic

restoration that followed. Asselin has made the cornparison betwen Pouiin's

sdpture and Gianloremo Bernini's sculpture, particularly Bernini's
Apollon et Daph4 and C'extase de sainte Thérese C U vida es Sueno: le
théatre minimal et banque de Roland Pouün" MI, trans.

by Kelly Fruhauf.

Asselin comments on the nature of Poulin's theater:
What here is narrative? It is the whole stage and space mund
the obbts. What tells the story is the entire stage. niese works are

enblding on a stage, exPetly like actm on a theater stage. It
transfonns ml time, space inb another imaginat'y üme. nie

exhibition space is fktionalized by these very objeets. The fioor
of the murreum is tansformed. nie abjects are leaning, fragmenlpd,
VNnersed into the fioor in such a way that îhe floor seems t6 be half
liquid. It b k s Uke calm opaque water*or quiclrJand that is swdowing
the enlire world. The spectafor alone is the one who waiks on the
swface of tk fkmr iike O v i s t walked on rk surface of water.
The spectator is on the stage in the iepresentation, he or she is

part of the repipsentah'on. He or she is not ou$ide the representation
evenif tfiespectatorseemsîobeMtseenbythsecharacters...
It looks like a laqe iheater which one has briiiiantly stageci or
cinemagraphed*with aiî of these h p e n t s of stades, a grand
narrative, a p i o n , a üagedy. A passion with stations with a
beginninga changeof forhw, an unravehgand an end. But w k
passion is the abject of this grand narrative?nobably that of the
artist. The nanative is highly b i i p h i c a l and more over religious,
if mr mystic ...Everything contribuka to this religbus nanative*we
could Say, a portmit of the ardst as a Qirlst
Al1 the t h t e r that
stands behinâ the rdigious, aii the &am that stvds m y dose to
the religious, wiW the teh'gious iW. This is why blud W i n ' s
woilrisROteXaeityspirihial,nitSBQPd~~lrmpttc,mt~simply

...

-

religious but tnily Cathdic in this peculiar encornter between theam

and faith. And that is why I assume this work is very dose to the Baroque
and in particulu Iio Bemini's mlputes.The Banque can not be disPsswIaCwt
hmthe reiigious question, it b the art of the munter refonnaüon, or

rather the art of the Cathoiic restoration that foiiowed.
(Olivier Asselin lechire 1995)

Asselin has pointed out that Poulin's work resembles ûemini's both in
its theattical Catholism and in its composition or structure. Poulin like
ûemhi, represented twisted bodies or forms that are structured dong a spiral

composition. This structure functioned to encourage the spectators visual and

bodily movement around the work (OlivierAsselin lechire 1995). Asselin has
also stated that like Bernini's work, Poulin's work changes in detail and form
from one point of view to the next (OlivierAsselin lecture 1995). This

sculptural strategy was used by Bemini, and consequently by the church, to
depict and correspond to the conversion of the faithful and their subsequent
ecstatic transformation (OlivierAsselin lecture 1995).
Bernini is interesteci in the human M y in ecstasy. The body is
abandoned while the soui ascends towards God. But hem, paradoxidy,
the body is not exactiy abandoned but animateâ as never before, the body
becomes the stage of the passions of the soul, and the passions of the
mind can m t be disassodateci with the passions of the body, this is
exactiy how the works are affecting the spectator. They affect the
body and soul of the beholder. (Olivier Asselin lecture 1995)

Poulin's work, and Asselin has concutred with this, functions in the
same way as Bemini's by affecting the body and soui of the viewer. Asselin
states that the real object of metamorphosis in Beniini's work is the beholder.
But, the reai object of wtamoiphaais here, is not oniy ûaphné,

m t only the sculpture,but also tle behdder, w b pereeptual
stperieire is constantly renewed and hardiy syntksimble,
therefo~,the behoider is not the same one ni0wnt.b the next.
(Olivier Asselin lechve 1995)

This metamorphosis also occurs in the speetator as he or she participates in
Poulin's sacred theater. This will be addressed shortly.
It appears that Asselin's inkxpretation of Poulin's work as resembling

Baroque sculpture and Catholic theater is justifieci. Poulin's work, as has been
noted, possesses similsr mmpositid and psychological features to ûemini's
work. Poulin's work in its wooden polychrome sensuous appearance would
also easily fit into the environment of a Cathoiic church. When his work is
seen tugether, as it was in his retrospective show, it looks iike a narrative of a

passion or conversion, in which the individual sculptures are stations
(Olivier Asselin lecture 1995).

However, within the work is the evidence of Poulin's own
development, referred to in the Jungian context as individuation and within
the Heideggerian context as authentication. Also as a sacred theater, which
solicits the bodily and psychological participation of the viewer, Poulin's
work also functions as a place of conversion for the spectator. The viewer is
confrontai with the archetypal expression of life and death, and such imagery

contributes to the partiapant's own authentication and individuation
procesS.
As we have seen, Pouün's interest in the question of existentialism

and ultimate reality lead to the manifestation of the imagery of death in his
work. As a result of the artist's decision to explore the significance of this

occurrence in his work a referentiality in the fonn of the syrnb3c entered his
subsequent work. This placed Pouiin in a diffidt position, because he had to

transgress Modernism's rejedion of death and its abandonment of the
monument which were b t h associateci with traditional scuipture. Moreover,
Pouiin's endeavor to explore the s~rmbolimnof death that appeared in his

work left the door open for the manifestation of archetypai content that
originated fmm the collective unconsciolls. Thus, he riskd bringing in a
symbolic referentiaiity and narrative that was not in keeping with the
common interpretation of purist Minimalism.
As a result of Poulin's courageau effort to proceed with such an

investigation, he subsequently developed an archetypal and symbolic

vocabuiary that was ail his own. Poulin by c o h n t i n g death itself and
experiencing the anxiety that cornes with it became in Heidegger's tems
authenticated. Poulin was subsequently fie to develop and communicate a
content that was a manifestation of himself and his attempt to becorne
authenticated or individuated. In the work, are mônifested afchetypal yet
personalized forms that depict Poulin's individuation procéss. In his work we
observe the confrontation and synthesis of opposites that occur in existence,

and in humanity and therefore in the self as the Imago Dei. These are the
archetypal images which Junghas observeci as typically ocamhg in the
process of seif individuation. In Poulin's work, as in the individuation
process in generalythe opposites of the ferninine and the masculine, the
demonic and the angelic, the material and the immaterial, and the carnal and
the spiritual confront each other while seeking unification in the self.

Pouiin's sacred theater is also a place of contemplation b r the
beholder. In fact, as we have seen, it soliats his or her presenœ. This is a place
in which the beholder expeRences, contemplates, and interacts with Poulin's
imagery of life and death. The vie-

is placed in a position where he or she

must face his or her own imminent death, and this confrontation may
perhaps have a psychologid effect that approaches a conversion.It is here
that the viewer amfronts him or her self in the mirror, and has to corne to

grips with the question of the meaning of his or her existence, and how he or
she has spent and is spending his or her Me. It is hem, that the viewer is
confronted with the paradoxical nature of Me and cornes in@=ta&

with the

oppiîes and contradictions which exist in earthly and mmic ieality, and
within the seif. The spectator mut harmonize and synthesize these opposites

within himself or herself and ultimateiy make an authentic contribution

towards the establishment of existentid meaning, and the ongoing
construction of reality.
Through the viewer's participation in the work, the viewer is given
the task of creating meaning and truth, and ultimateiy he or she attexnpts to

constmct reality by synthesizing the paradoxical presentation of opposites in
Poulin's work and in themselves. The viewer completes the sculpture as he
or she constructs reality. Walter Kiepac camments upon this phenmenon in
his discussion of the piece Qui s'éleae dans son ombre, 1988.
Such is Poulin's control and sense of purposein this and ali I)ce
sculptures of this serles, that such images as thes begin k take on

a powerful and rich metaphorlcity. It seems difficult,after experiencing
a w r k like Qui s'dm or one of the otherzl, to beliwe that thqr are
meant to be iP&ardedas compadiurnsof rudom signs or Olpt they
hinction as rebuses. The psychoiogkai, thornatic and emtionai
monance of Poulin'ssculptures appeer*on the amtrafyI to compound
and coalesœ into constellationsof metaphors. nieir meaning fanns
itself in tinie.
It is in q o r d to this tht Qui sbnrPc takes on a unique
and important d e in reiation b the other s c u l in~the
most ment series. The iiîeral, phpicai integrity of this work is itself
a compelling metaphor for tk posm'bility that the opefity, pardax,
d g u i t y and oonfüct an be contaid within a singie bodyznd,by
infemm?,be contempiated by a unitary psychic entity, i.e., the vie-.
The phpysical
unity of the sculphue stands in metaphoricaiiy fiw psychic

inkgrity, and suggests thmt neither r ilesoluüon tu Ihe myrisd conflicblrcg

impiisesreleasedinthewo&,nwa~dnxedidentityeie~.
The implication is that difiereire, complexity, fagrnentaaiondo m t
inevitably imply an inwersibk fragmentation or demntering. As a
relatively simple, finite form sustiins a dense, multilevelled viewing
experierre, so a single M y pvides the pund, as it were, fw such
&f-dection. Rie M y in fict is the WE between physical and the
pq&c states. Unity of self does not imply a ier~ahitionbut maeiy a
holding t o @ k foi furtha conmideratkm and working out StiU, 1
wodd argue, this unity is implidt in the nature of the conflicta and
dialectics one becomes engaged in with these worlrs. (Klepac 7-81

Klepac Eurther argues that Poulin is interesteci in creating a situation where

the meaning of the work is ultimately based on the viewers habit "of

projecting meaning onto things in the world" (9). He also notes that "[tlhe
question of meaning and the possibiiity of meaning at this tirne in the hisbry
of Western culture is open and alive in Poulin's recent work" ( Klepac 9).
Poulin's work functions as a monument, however its cornmernoration

is not a remembrance of particular historical mats or heroic individuals.
Instead it functions as a monument for the contemplation of our essential
humanity and the nature of existence itself and, therefore as such a site of

inquiry, it has a current historical significance.
Justas Poulin's eariy works were never intended to be q a d e d as
l i t d objects, neither is Qui s ' k to be mistaken for part of a
partrcularsocialpracticeor~ussewiœ.Itisnot,asstaîuary
is, a tokencd merenceor nmming toa the pessing of an individuai
person; Uisted, it uses the fomasociabed with such commemoration
as a PffMXt for reaerting upon certain aspectsof our condition.
(Klepac 8)

Linda Generwx comments upon the monumentaiity of Poulin's work:

...Poulirr is neveztheless invo1veâ in an inquiy into the müon
of î k monument, m t only in texm of its physid -but

as an

object~whkhwecan~teourphœinhisîory.

(135)

in this mnument, which, as we have seen, funetions îike a s a c d
theater, we contemplate the nahue of our present hisbical W.The
spectator attempts to synthesize the archetypal opposites and contradictions

within the work in dl its alterity and perplexity. The presence of the

archetypJ symbolism of death and life compels the beholder to enter a state
of introspection where he or she must ultimately wrestle with the rneaning
of his ot her own existence, and corne to twms with the contradictions and

opposites inherent within him or h e d . As the viewer attempts to
synthesize the opposites within the work he or she attempts to synthesize the
opposites within himself or h W . This is due to the fact that in the viewer's

encounter with this monument or theater he or she cornes into conflict with
the "wholiyûther".
We could say that the "symboiicUM e of the work resides pffdsely

in iQcapacity to induce an &hg
reappraisal of the self on the
viewer's part; the sense of a "wholyother" that thmateru to subume
us and open up unfathnnabie-a
beneath wr feet. As we a p c h
a sculpre, it almat semm as &ou@ it were lying in wait for us and
thtaaûmhg somehow embbdied but sorriehow aIso a receptack, a
fragment of a Necn,poUs to enccnnv our own bodies or that of the
Other. This lead us to the reveiPtion thet Poulin's ewlcation of the
pmtke of burial in his &in
cm t o ~ i i i c forms
e
evolres in its hun
that stage in the deveiopment of life when the self is W l y capaMe
of amertîng its own reaüty in the p~seneeof death; whm it Mudes
the fact of death in iîs own way of We* and, phaps more importanUyC
when death the phehommm is essentiated within the realm of the
ihinkable as isckctyp and as symbol.
(James O. Campbell,
RoQnd M i n Scubfuw and Drmcrings 20 Aprü 2û lune, 1990.)

-

-

-

-

This ability af the self to assert its own Wty in the later stages of Me, is as
previousiy mentioned, referred to by Junghs as individuation.

As mentioned previously, the individuation process is characterized by
the unification of oppites within the self. This unification of the opposites

within the self has ramifications for the Imago Dei. As the opposites are

united in the self, divinity as the Imago Dei is redeemed by becoming more
integrated and consaous in the self.
In Poulin's sculpture the viewer is confronted by the "wholly other" in

the form of life and death imagery that takes the archetypal form of the Great

-

Mother and the archetypal masculine the Son-lover. The death imagery
exists in the archetypal representation of the Terrible Mother. The life
symbolism exists in the archetypal representation of the Good Mother or the
Divine Son. As we have seen the positive side of the Great Mother is
represented in her nourishing role and in Poulin's imagery takes the form of
a table and sometimes a hearth. The table also becomes symbolic of the
Divine Son or Son-lover when it is devoured and dismembd by the
archetypal ma temal feminine.

While encountering these archetypal forms and attempting to
synthesize them the viewer experiences the anxious moment. This anxious
moment occurs as a resuit of the nature of the death imagery encountered,

the vertigo experienced in the mists of a dissolving floor, the disniption
experienced in the identification process, the perplexity expérience in

attempting to synthesize the fragments into a whole, and finally the
internalization of the archetypai forms which se& synthesis in the sculpture
and in the self. This extenialization or manifestation and subsequent

intemalization of the conflicting yet attracting archetypai opposites represents
in Jungiantheological tenns, the historical and ontologicai transition of a

Trinitarian to Quatemitarian mode1 of divinity (Imago Dei) and the self.

Pouiin's archetypai configuration, as previously mentioned, contains
the cwifrontation and paradoxical attraction of the archetypai opposites

inherent in feminine and masculine depictions of divinity and the self. The

beholder in experiencing these scuiptures attempts to unite the ferninine
with the masculine, the materiai with the immateriai, the demonic with the

angelic, and the carnai with the spirituai. Pouiin and perhaps those who have

experienced his scuiptures could function as fertile ground for the
establishment of a new mythos and subsequently initiate the further
expansion of human consaousness. As it stands right now,Poulin's mythos
appears to be describeci as a belief in the perpetud mnfiict and attraction of

opposing forces seeking an unobtainable unity both in humanity and cosmic
existence. To communicate his vision or mythos, Poulin has used the
symbolism of the night.
Night, then, is a syuhl of the mysticai union of death and love.
the union is a paradoxical one, fraught with unresolvaùie
contradictions, yet as a poetic intuition, it exercised a powerful
fascination,for it érhoed Poulin's own vision of his sculpture as
the encounter of opposing yet attracting fo~ic3esseeking unity.
(Nemiroff 27)
Poulin's Metaphysic

As pteviously mentioned, Pouiin was interesteci in questions of

dtential meaning and cosmic significance from the beginning of his career.

His initial encounter with Borduas' Bhck Star was influentid on the
development of his art practice, the questions he asked through his art, and
on its subsequent content. Pouiin was intrigueci by the cosmie nature of
Borduas' vision. This painting "had a süiking material presence, but seemed

to be engageci in a spiritual or metaphysicai interrogation of reality

..."

(Nemiroff 11).Poulin has stated: "[tlhis enmanter with Borduas detemhed
my artistic commitment" (Roland Poulin remarks, in Bélisle 60).
Poulin's interest and subsequent sculptural inquiry inta questions of
metaphysics can be referred to in Tillichian terms, as an attempt b express
that which is of ultimate concem. In Tiich's philosophy of art, an artist that
attempts to give voice to that which is of ultimate concern can aeak art that
has depth and therefore, the art can function as revelation (consult diapkr
three for a more in depth discussion of Tillich's philosophy of art). Poulin by

pursuing that which is of ultirnate con-

has aeated art which has a depth

and, the art therefore can be regarded as a theonornous art T h ~ m o u art
s
is an art that possesses the manifestation of the divine within it. As
previously mentioned in the third chapter, theonomy is autonomous reason
united with its own depth (Tillich,'' Reason and Revelation: king and C;od"
85). Theonomy, the union between autonomy and its depth, is the ground of

being manifesteci in existence. This ground of king must be manifested in
order for revelation to occur.
Poulin's encounter with his depths, or unconsdous, has lead to the
manifestation of art objects which through their archetypai nature function as

an experience of ontophany or hierophany for the beholder. ûntophany is
the manifestation or revelation of saaed being (Noel Saimond, lecture 19%).

Hierophany is a term proposeci by Mircea Eliade "tu designate any act or
manifestation of the sacred; literally means something sacred showing itself
to us" (Livingston 447). In our previous discussion, we have alredy

obsened the presence of the saaed and of archetypai mpmentations of
divinity in Pouiin's work.

As previously mentioned in chapter two, within a Jungian mntext the
amœpüan of deity is intimately conraected to the perception of the self,

Representations of divinityBor what is derred to as the imago dei, the Gctâ

image, is intertwined with the perœption of the self. Pouiin's work,
undmtood as b t h ontophany and a manifestation of his selfBexpresses both
the self and divinity as a eombinatim of mnfliciing and attracüng opposites

seelsin6 unification. Let us explore this a little bit further by ansidering what

is the nature of the imago dei, or the representation of divinity and therefore
the cosrnic reality that exists in Poulin's work.

Poulin's work suggests that he conceives of a divinity or cosmic force
that is not static, fixed, or resolved. It is a mode1of divinity that seems to
suggest that the architect of the universe is not complete or whole but

involved in a process of becoming and msequently his plans for creation are

incomplete, Nemiroff has noted that P d n ' s proces of making his wooden

sculpture somehow Mts, suggests, or depicts this notion. One could Say that
here in Poulin's sculpture the medium and process of the work is the

message or content.
nie retum to w a x i revealed what h d bem hicidem an intensive
and obsessive search for qmsive fomr Buiiders aonstruct Wr

v o l m e warking fmina pian, and thw when peopie wanied b
der to the guiding inteiiigence of the universe t k y often used

the image of the a r c h k t or buiider. But what if t
k plan wem
hidden, or the builder blind? Poulin's method d finding his h m
by slow amundalion,gluhg layer u p n byg of wood in a hind of
reverse archaeoiogy, assumes that the pian is, for the monrent at
least, not campletely visilde. (hleniroff 25)

Poulin presents to the beholdet a mode1 of divinity in which the

malcer is in the process of making him or herself in its aeation, which is

hunianity. As we have seen, Poulin presents forms in his sculpture that are
disjointed, fragmented, dismembered, and in the p m s of sinking or rising

h m the floor. The fragmented forms are archetypa1 and are 4 t h
COnfIonting each other, consuming each other, or taking part in coitus. These

fonns iue exerting th& autonomy yet calling to each other for unification.
These fonns as archetypal images, as we have seen, represent aspects of
divinity that are in conflict with each other yet desire unification.

However, the ultimate unification of these archetypal forms is
dependent upon th& synthesis within the psyche of the beholder who is a
participant in theù sacred drama or discourse. Thus, Poulin's saaed theater is
a stage for the discourse between the archetypal divine and humanity's
participation within it. This drama is one which coinades with the
alternative mystic view, as exemplifieci in the mystiasm of Jacob Boehme. In
this view, both humanity and divinity as an expression of humanity, are

involved in a process of mutual redemption, where humanity resolves the
contradictions or opposites inherent in itself and consequently divinity as the

imago dei. Divinity becomes consaous in humanity, as humanity attempts to
harmonize the opposites and consequently incurs an expandeci
consciousness.
Poulin's model of divinity or metaphysic is also a model that
repudiates the concept of a pure and autonomous divinity. For as we have
seen, Poulin has given archetypal expression to the demonic or terrible side of

the Great Mother, and therefore the negative side of existence in his death

imagery. Moreover Poulin, as üouglas (3rd has observeci, has built in a sense
of ruin and dismemberment into his wotk Forms that are associated with the

purity and wholeness of divinity such as the cross, a symbol of Christ, and the

tablealtar, a symbol of sanctity becorne dismembered, violated, pmfaned, and
transformecl. As previously mention, Douglas Ord has suggested that Poulin
has given us the ruins of Platonism itself. What the beholder experiences in

Poulin's work is the collapse and ruin of Piaîonic pure form. In this

..

sculptural metaphysical expression, both the idealism within Muumalis

and Christianity is called into question. Minimalismisattempt to establish an
autonomous expression of Mademity hmgh its use of primary geometric
pure h m is subverted by Poulin's transgression of the inhemt logic of the
system and a referentiality that is symbdic of death and commemoration. In
contrast to puritan Christianity, Poulin presents a mode1 of divinity that is
not complete, autonomous, or without contradiction.
Poulin's metaphysic is a metaphysic of a world and existence that is
dismembered, and its fragments are in conflit3 y& desire unification. Poulin's
world is a world of paradox w h forms simultaneously attract and repei
each other, and where forms simultanewsly m a g e but depart. Poulin's
world is a world of becoming.

Conclusion
As we have seen, Pouiîn has been interesteri in human perception,

phenomenological and psychological interaction, and metaphysical questions
from the beginning of his vocation and ail though his career. Poulin's
preoccupation with questions of uitimate concem has d t e d in the
manifetation of symbolic content from his psychic depths or the collective
unronsaous. In Heideggerian terms, Pouîin has unmnceaied or pointed to

the onset of new epochai truth or world through techne. In Tillichian tenns,

Poulin has aeated thecinomous art. Poulin has manifested in his art a
numinous but highly personalized content that is archetypically symbolic
As has been previously mentioned, Poulin fits Jung's and Neumann's

understanding of the innovative artist. This is due to the fact that Poulin
eariy in his career developed a sculptural vocabulary that was predominaaely
Minimaiist, thereby becoming competent within an artistic style or canon. He
then, subsequently, expandeci it, or transgressed its tenek, in the interest of
establishing a vocabulary that was al1 his own. Poulin developed a sculpturaî
vocabulary that was personal, original0unprecedented, and symbolic.
As mentioned, Poulin's art has k e n referred to by Oiivier Asselin as

approaching the Baroque. This is because his art is theatrical, dynamic,
passionate, sensual, ecstatic, and Catholic. Poulin's art like the Baroque
presents a universe or cosmos that is in transition, and unfolds in time and
space. Form and matter are in motion through spaœ and tirne. Here, in
Poulin's work, reason is in confîid with passion.
Asselin has stated that Minimalism was perhaps largely baroque, with

its consciousness of site and spectator and in it theaîricality C'La vida es
sueno, Le théatre minimal et baroque de Roland Poulin" tram. by Kelly
Fruhauf). As previously mentioned, he argues that Poulin's sculpture is both
Baroque and Minimalist. My own view is that Poulin's work is Baruque but
not Minimalist in the purist sense. Rather, Poulin's sculpture is a baroque
teaction to classical Minimalism.
As previously mentioned, Minimalists were concerneci about

presenting a pure and ideal interpretation of the üuly modern. They
privileged the use of ideal geometric forms that were symmetnca10literal,

logical, non-subjective, abstract, non-anthtopomorphic, theatrical, non-

hierarchid, and non-narrative. Poulin retained the Minimalist quality of
theatndty and reductiveness but, he did this in order to accompiish

.

*

objectives which ciiffer h m those of the Muumalists. Poulin used
theatricality to create hierarchical sacred spaœ in which his archeîypal

narrative was encountered by the participant. He wanted to induce
subjectivity within this theater not just to have the observer relate to the
object in ik exteriority and objectiveness. Pouiin's sculpture is reductive

because he wishes to maintain a fine line between abstraction and figuration
not because he wishes b discourage the occurrence of relationality or
referentiality.
Poulin's work functions as a reaction to Minimalism and it
compensates for Minimalism's' logic, homogeneity of space, objectivity,

purity, its la& of narrative, its inhumanity, and its la& of spirituality. But,
most importantiy, Pouiin transgresses it by o n e again leaving the trace of the
artist's hand within the work. He does this by exposing the procless of its
making and by manifesting his own subjective content within the work.
Moreover, the artist aeated "a strangeness of form and content" (Jung

CW15 par. 116) which was the manifestation of his own individuation
p m s and also functioned as a catalyst for the beholders own process of
individuation. The content of the work in its archetypai fonn was also a
compensatory unconscious response to Wernity and Western patriarchal
religiosity. Momver it signifies the transition h m masculine onesidedness
to a more indusive representation of divinity, by pmviding a confrontation
and unification of ferninine and masculine archetypai depiction's of divinity.

in partidu, Pouiin's symboiism can be inteqmted as depicting the
archetypal relationship between the Great Mother and her Son-lover.

U e the alchemist, Poulin can be viewed as searching fot a secret
wisdom or meaning behind existence and in his art he manifests the contents
of his endeavor to the behdder. The alehemists manifesteci theh own proais
of individuation within their work, and simiiarly Poulin has manifested his
individuation process within his art. The seaet meaning of alchemy,
psychologically understood was individuation, where the o p p i t e s within
the self were contrasteci and theh s y n b i s was attempted through "active

imagination". Poulin, like the alchemist attempted to unite the opposites in
an endeavor to compensate for the incompleteness perceiveci in the Christian
world view. This resulted in the resacralization of the "fourth," namely the
feminine, material, and the demonic.
Poulin's work can also be viewed as a compensatory response to a
Modernity that is desacredized and has lost the means to provide an
immanent experience of the numinous. Poulin has compensateci for this loss
by creating a saaed theater in which the viewer c m experience immanent
symbolic power through the manifestation of novel archetypa1 forms. The
viewer encounters the irrationality of vital religion within Poulin's work,

and this experience is a compensatory response to a hyper-rationalisrn
within mainstream secular Westeni Society that marginalizes and represses

the validity of religious eXpenence, religious truth, and death.
We are the children of a secular em h t no longer semi adequate,
yet we can beüeve in neither the religion of progress mr the @hial

.

tniîhs of out forebeoft without ~ o mdegrte
e
of equivwation.. Ço,

in transgressingthe striehuesof hiodeniismin order bcoiifront the
u~yx)nsdaus
sources of his art, Poulin is in f'act ReMctinga tronsgiiesrrion

y thms His art brœs iîs way toweids a new
meaning by shibbornlyobiiging us tcï umralour qm to bng-RpesJed
tniths. Balanced on the uneasy threshold behwzn the abstract and

that has been repeated m

-

the figurative, it expresses yet another kind of conîradiction that
betweendoubt and the desire for the saami. Nemiroff 33)

CHAPTER FrvE :THE CONCLUSION

Despite Jung'sdaixn chat the inquiry into the nature of art is an

aesthetic question and cannot be answered from a psychologid perspective
alone, there has been an endeavor to develop a Jungian hermeneutic of art
and subsequently to apply it to the work of Roland Poulin. As we have seen,

Jung's work is not restricted to what is mnsidered as the autonomous
discipline of psychology, but crosses the disciplines of reügious studies, and
art In the development of a Jungwiaesthetic, there has not onIy been an
investigation into what Junghas directty written about art, but also an

investigation into the work of rither Jungiansand notable inteiiectuals
whose ideas somewhat resemble Jung's.
Generally8Jung's aesthetic is understood as h

archetypa1 theory of the unconscious, and -ore

g mted in his

people often casuaily

point to the presence of an archetypa1 image in one piece or another. While

such an intqretati~nis correct and such pointing may or may not be m m ,
such a hermeneutic is a litth more ccunpiex and profound in scope. As

previously mentioned, the collective unconscbus is in dialogue with the
historieal circunstances within an epoch and collse~uentlyar&etypai images

are manifestecl in the art of that mod.The nature of archetypai depictiotis
change as a function of the interaction betwen the historical circumstances of

an epoch and the collective uncodous. Mmeover, Jungstates that
archetypal images often wcur during the transition of one epoch into
another. The new manifestation of the arehetype, or a configuration of
archetypes, cornpensates foi: the psychic defiaencies of the previous one.

Jungreferred to a mode of artistic mation which is chatackrkd by a
pmpewity of the psyche to UtlCQIlSCidycompensate for psychic

onesidedness or truncated consciousness in the form of archetypai mires.
This art functions as revelation and is manifesteci by the viçiomry artisteAs

we have seen, both Heidegger and Nietzsche beiieved as Jungdid, that art's
highest vocation was its ability to "founda world" and this grounding resuits

in the displacement or disruption of a former epoch's history and üuth.
From a Jungianperspective ' ' p a r art" (in the Hegelian sense) is attributable

to archetypal compensation for onesideci psychic imbalance and is
fundamentally iinkd to the p r m of individuation and collsequently to the

development of the Seif, and therefore to the wolution of the God image.
Such revelatory art can consequentty point to or "uneonceai"the onset

ofa new Zeitgeist. In Poulin's work, one observes the transition from ideal
fom to fragmented opposing archetypal fonns that seek unification within
the self, the beholder, divinity (the Imgo Dei'), and existence. As mentioned

previously, Poulin's world is a world of becaming where the contradictions
inherent within existence and the self se& synthesis. Such a world is quite
diffemt from the world of Minimalist purity and logic of form, from Puritan

belief in an autonomous self-suffiaent deity, and h m optimistic belief in a

. . the reality of death and the
progressive Modernity which had marginalwd

experience of the spiritual. Poulin, by manifesting those aspects of timeless

human existence which have been repmsed in contempo'ary d a r Society,

has not only compensated fbr the kick of immanent spirituai experience in
society, but in building a sa&

theakr has also manifesteci ardwtypal amtent

which hctiom to resacralize the h i n i n e , the material, and the demonic.
As we have seen, such a resaaalization is an integral part of Jung's

hermeneutic of art.

The attempt to establish a Jungianhermeneutic warranteci an
investigation into subject matter which upon initial impression appued to

be Mevant to the estabiishment of a Jungianaesthetic because it did not
directly address the aesthetic question. Howwer, it has been suggested that the

ml basis for a Jungianaesthetic can be bund outside of his direct writings on
art. As mentioned previously, Susan Thackrey has stated that "thereal key to
understanding Jung's view of art exists in his alchemical work, such as
Mysterium Canniunctionis, where Jungequates the deired p d u a OC

aichemy, the philosopher's Stone, with psychic wholenegs or individuation "

-

(73 74). This is due to the fact that, like the dchemist, the visiwiary artist can

be perceiveci as engaging in the process of "active imagination"by giving
material expression to the contents of the unconscious. In this mntext, art can

be regarded as the manifestation of the artist's own individuation process.

Jung'swork on alcherny therefore, reveals that the purpose of such
material manipulation was psychological, and can be understood as psychic

compensation for the prevalent deficiencies of an epoch and its Zeitgeist. Its

mal objective, as previously mentioned, was the individuation of the
practitioners through the harmonization and unification of opposites.
Similarly, visionary art is understood as compensatory as weii, and as

fundarnentally linked ta the individuation proeess. Thus, Jung's
interpretation of alchemy and visionary art contains a latent metaphysic

which is teleological. Jung's teleological assumption is that humanity is
progilessively working bwards the tesotution of its own, and k & r e
divinity's, self contradictions in the interest of obtaining psychic balance,
wholeness and growth.

in this respect, Jung regards visionary art as a form of art that can be
considered as compensatory for a state of truncated consciousness in an
individuai, and in Society. This position parallels Jung's underlying
theological premise that a Trinitarian model of divinity must cede to a
quaternitarian model in the interest of collective psychic wholeness and well
being. However, as previously mentioned, a person's opportunity to
participate in a religious-psychologicalexperience that facilitates psychic
health is somewhat hindered in Modernity, due to a secular hyper-rationality
and a religious orthodoxy which prevents immanent religious or psyctiic
experience.

Within this context the visionary artist attempts to address and meet
the psychological needs of humanity by emphasizing humanity's endeavor to

resolve its own, and therefore divinity's, self contradictions in his or her art.
The artist performs the dual tasks of pmphet and prieçt by attistically

manifesting the self contradictions of humanity and its possible recondliation

in plastic or poetic form. The artist can be regardeci as a vehicle t h u g h
which divinity and humanity becorne conscious of theh cornmon self
contradictions and complete in a process of muhiai redemption as the
oppites or contradictions are reconciled in the psyche. The teconciliation of
contradictions in the psyche is faciiitated by artistic enterprk innovative
artistic activity can therefore be undersbod as the manitestation of archetypal

images that compensate for psychic ixnbalance while facilitahg psychic

growth. As a consequene artistic endeavm and art can funaion as

ontophany, because through the reeondüation of opposites in the work the

nature of being can becorne illuminated in the art as revelation.
Art that takes the h m of ontophany, in a JungiancontextOwould be

compensatory by emphasizing the suppressed aspects of the self and divinity,
and t h d o r e may function as a ontological p u n d for the tecwery of the
archetypal expiession of sacreci femininity. As has been mentioned in the first

hpter, many ferninist acadernics are attempting to secure a new
epistemological p u n d which dows women to determine and control theu

own identity and history. Scholars such as E.B. Taylor, Marilyn French,

Helene Cixous, and Elinor Gadon have ben attempting to discover an
archetypai experience of the ferninine which giriunds women's history.

Jung's archetypal theory, properly understood as psychic compensation,
could be a usefd augmentation to existing theoriea which are amcemeci with
the place and function of art in society and culture!. In particuiar, art vieweâ as
arche*

redress for psychic, religious, and cultural defiaendes couid easily

contribute to the understanding of a work in culture, and may even be
compatible with Postmodern discourses that are concemeci with questions of
identity and power equality.

in the Jungianmodd, art items can be regardeci as both subversive and
compensatory to cultural and psychic hadequacies, yet they can also be seen
as a manifestation of

the psychic development of humanity which r e a b for

a further revdation of Being and itseîf. This yearning for a fiuther revdation

appears to be characteristic of many ment artistic endeavots, in which there
is an importance placeà on an introspective approach to art making and
therefore a celebrated tehvn to subjedivity.
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